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ABSTRACT
The0?rpose of this study is to provide as assessment

of the Follow'IhrOngh organization and its major, component's in order
t entify problets.in functioning and .to suggest possible\ 11

organizational changes thatWould' lead to'improved,f4nctiouing.`Each
of 'the major components of Pollom Through. t. the pallor Through
Offici the sponsors local projects and lb* evaluationefort is-
described aUd-the organization of these components into a total
.program is outliwid. The historical* development of the PrOgria as
well vas its present structure and f9nctioning is reviewed.
Concldsions and, iloplications-are dramn-from the,YollwThrough
experience that would appear to be relevant to the adMiiistratfen o
similar\programs of intervAntion and experimental innovition,
(Author /CS)
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This study is anjoutgrowthtof some discuEllionri..that.I had in' Spring

ii

PREFACE

4

`f ,1974 with Dr: Robert 4gbert,'then*Director of,FOlow Through,atid,Dr. Richard

o Snyder, theA,Chief,of Pollow.Th?ough's Research and Evaluation Secttbn.

The us explOred at that time the possibilitY.0 An organizational .

,,analysien of Follow,ThreUgh arid144t1r4bi: WaccoMpllehe0 OYst$01 an analysis.

'should add that I was already somewhat familiar with the Follow Thro4h

picrOamhad7'partiCipated in some diSOnatibps obotitAhe-effortbeipg

undertaken by"the Stanford gesearch,Institute, and'had meta number Windividuals
A

.

who wereAsso,fiated vith that effort. I had also partiripated meeptinga

attended =by spasors. SRI staff members and others and WitPaware' of the com
,, .

plexities of P011dw'ThrOugh.

,three of is were ;insubstantial agreement about the possi'ble.valueOf

such dstudy. Otl.the bnehand)thereiwaS the iMmediateObjectiveipttollectit)g

data that-Might. suggestimprovementa.in the fUnctioningof'the total effort,

the other hand,'-"there was theflOnger-range ob)ective Of dotumenting tbe.F4low',

°

Through experience in a.Way-that would be helpful to future programs'of a

similar nature. 'As to the first objective, Egbett and,Snilder.weri

enthusiastic bbout the short-run value of-such a stud After all, :they

were both awaretthat Follow Througivyastan ambitious effortt technically

as well as organizationally, in part because of the experimental orientation
A

'14

of the program. As adMinistrators, they were quite honest in recognizing
. - I

the complexity of their administrative respongibilities. Could they have

carried out this study themselves'? Probably not they ( as well as all of the

other staff members) were already overburdened with an exhang set of responsi.

bilities. More impirtantly, it appdared .to be desirable to assign this
,

particular taskto someone who was -bothless'involved 04 had less at stake,

in the success of F011ow Through.
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44 AO to the more rongorangi,objective./Was it reasonable to assume that

one might,be".,iNe to generalizt,from the F011ew Through Operienoet .4phe

might want to"matntiin that follow Through is,a Unique_exPriente and Ithere77t_

fore

that'one can only'reach cOnalpsions that might be pertineht for the

4AministratiOn'Of anotherv:foll,O4 Through prOgaino.: OfcoUradi nillow:Through

44-unique some resiSectp.. respects' it; would'appear to
J

)\ . %;,
resemble Cer.tain,,Other type of prograMsfor which the, les"Sona,of tlae

4
Follow Throughexperience ought t.o be Applitable. F011ot4hrough:haS

.

the folloWingA4pottant'characteristics., (1) IA addititn-to being feder-

ally'funde0, the Centorfor and'4ontrol is located
.

within a JederalApency,lin this cas00.heOffice of. Education.: (2) It` is

an experimental program-in that a variety of apProaChesiare betngimplemehted.

'Amajor effort is being made to provide for the c mperati.Ve assessment

of theitapproaches and certain policy.decitions whi will subsequently

be Made about the future Of'theprogtem will make us of this assessment.
, .

The program represents:an intervention into th Iiinc4oning of some

existing social systems, schools and communities, Ai such, .successful

implementation of the program would appear to imply some success at intro-

ducing relevant changee into thersocial systems.

Thna, we assUMe that the F011oW'ThroUgh experience has relevance for

any programmhich also shares these four characteristics and perhaps for, '

any PrograMwhich4ttempts to modifY, the funCtioning'of existing social systems.
.

"4..

As one'worka with Follow though, one immediately is impressed with the

sense of excitement and dedication Which
characterizes those-indiViduals'who.

work with Follow Through, whether in Washington, on a uniyersitnpus,,

or in a local community. Of course, there is also,a sense -of, strain and

.

an awareness of how much there is to.do and how little time is available. .



As a Umsequence, oneseen b0Cornes involved partly as a participant rather:
, . a

. ,

.than'aa a "Aleutral," Observer. 'Thus,A3.urrieihod of operation has 1:.

.become involved aapart':icipant observers. Yet, we have tried to at

iv

n,fo

6e Follow Through experience both honestlas well at sycipatheti411y.

The reader will haveto4udge,Whether Or not wejlame suceeded.
t

In carrying out this Study; we have-"received extraordinary 4pope.ration1, \

frbraanxtraordinaryminer''ot people. In rolloW.Ihrough, we care particular
,..- at

in debt to Drs. Egbert aid Snyder for their support in the initiation of

the project and More recently to Ms. Rosemary Wilson, 'cur"rent direotor'of

'Follow Through :and tof.Dr.. Garry McDaniels,'Ating Chief forReseasch and

Evaluation, for their continuing Aupport of the project. At various' times,

other members:of the Research Section have'been p0rticellarly'helPfult Frieda

Denenmark,:...juditti Burns, Donald Burns, and Ned Chalker. We also would. 1i

to thank Edward Cherian'for his assistance and'adice.- Of the 'ataff of

Stanford Research Institute we are. particularly in debtito Stephen &Ira and-AaJhe

continued teoperation of,Philip 'Sbrensen, William Madow,,Dorothy SteWart, and

Harvey. Dixon.. In the past, we also received valuable assistance from ,John

Basle) and Stanley Crock6U. Finally, there are others at Northwestern

Who have.contributed to the completion of the project: Roberta Rowlands--

and Denald'Weaver atResearCh Assistants and Yvonne aiuzum

who helped with the proect adminittration."

and Donna Davis

Gilbert K. Krulee

e."
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'IfitrOduCtion.

\'s CHAPTER' ONE

THE STUDY: METHODS AND SCOPE.,

0,
4 .. 0

v-

v

Follow Thre4E4*a.originally
conceived as part of the "Iiiaron Poverty oi

.
.

_ and funded through an .amprOment to the :EconomicOpportunit Aet of:1964. ..

' Moreimportently, it has. been arv:extremely:trlqPItiveprogramd*rected toward
- .

innovative
:

N

the lichievemeOt.'ofiCertain kincls Of institutional dhingeS:in local schools

" and comMuhities,.

In what respects do we want'to maintain that the program

inicovative;ae that its pxperiences are of general interest? First of all,

its approach is 'to view itself as an example of what'Oampbell likes to refer

to-ag ".Reforms as EXperiments, " " an approach-in which we try out new'...

7.PrOgrams dpaigned to eurespecific socials peoblemSi0 whichwe, earn whethetr
* -

, fbr not these prograMs are effective, and in which weretAin,Amitate,' modify,

or discard them on the basis of apparent effectivenego on. the mUltipleimperfec(
-4

Oriteria.'available. "

Now at first glance, this approa4 might not ,appear to be par0.0Ularly,

inhevative:: aftell, doesn't one. usually 'ftttempt tobe°exPeriMentai and
. 4

to learn frOM experience ?. Unfortunately not :and it isilluminating Co Con-;7
, .

sider how few programs are'genuinely experimental And how few programs aree'I' -
either retained or,' more likely, discarde n the basis of w4011-,defined -nvidence

About their accomplishments.

14

. I

1, Campbell, D.T. RefOrms as Experiments. American Psychologist:1969,
24,:P. 499.

a
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A second innovative characterietid
of 'Follow Through, is in the manner

in Which 'An experimental approach has been implemehtad.. The program ',supported

an emphasis on." planned variation', " o a.va`riety with thta
,

. ,

implication -the the outcomes werepapro ictable and that there bras no asauX

.ance of success for all of theSe:approachet. The Vaiity of approaches co'uld'... ,

be viewed.as the " experimatbalvvariabla.," In 44ditil.ti there was support,

for an ambitimfa program of data collection as part::ef*Oeffort at aasess-.

ment and evaluation

The third feature of Follow Through thai isofieneralinterestts that

the program as a whtwle should be.Viewed as'an expeiiMent to the admintstration:

of an experimental program. What,we meanL.to thaOnnovativepOgeaMa

can succeed only to the extenC that they can be implemented:andthat an id-',

ministrative organigation can be formed that -:will

Moreover,there is .every reason to believe that m

facilitat the impIemetitatin;

''e
ny,good'ideas .fail - because

a

of difficulties encountered infthe/protess Oflimplementation, pefi. fOti

example, Moynihans disfussiOn of the diffiCUlties encountered.inthe implementation

of the
,

rCommunity-:Action Programs or'Satason s 000ments on the tmporiance
A

Of creating an apprOpriate " aetting"'ororganilation:for the support

of a novel enterprise.

,Moynihan
1969.'

A.P. Maximum Feasible rieunderatapding, New York:Free Press

Sarason, S.B. The Creation.of Settings end.the Future Societles,
,

San .Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1972.
.

k
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44, When we, refer. to Follow Through as -an' administrative wiPedment;

W4 Mean to imply that the outcome of the experiment was'problematical and
I !

that; it would, be unreasonable to4estime Oita the program ought to be

successful in all,respects. Indeed, many of the program outcomes-have been '

exciting and- stimulating; others have
.
been disappointing. In our view,

thit's-what.oneahould expect.

As-in administrative or organ*

often operated withou'Oprecident:

a

4 4

rational experiment, Follow Through has

.e., it has not' been in a position to

trofit froli!'aomenne else's mistakes with'a similar PrOgreM. As a remelt

ibr

I.

'exploring precedents andthatis'a:peinful processcipeNlly-,-

additional programP will beable4o,profit from their failure's as well as

;their euccedaes.' Our purpose ifij:to documentthis=administrative'meriM#nt

Nv,,AndstO co'naider it4;implicatOns for,future prOgrams.

1 /

In the remainder of thip-chaPter, wofwAilt to describe briefly the Program

and iherwihat we hopete-acceMplish Orgenizational.analYsis! AUte..

Volib<4.thrOught

Follow through is aprograwforidisadvan aged children in kindergarten

Wrough,the third grade. Although t ere is a sense in which Follow Through

`may be viewed as an educational program it is 'els? .a.comPrehenaive,Progra;1

, .

1th'A variety of ceOpOnehts designektojleet,phys041:anCry chb-pociil needs

as well. da theedUciitio441'needs of the thildrei) feryNi,it la intended.

Undoubtedlythe.rivetonupual:charaCterietic ofjOiloW through is-thOy

currently 'eMphtSiZes:resesi6h:iflddeveippeir(the field)0 Oiceitigri;

it it an experimental prograM'organized so PP -to carry out a p'et,,Of experiments
:

.

parallel and to learn Irom:ihe_outOome S'', l'or:ekample;Sfte*.r)in-initialf

"expiUraon'ieriod 196768 )i-thWresponsihility fob. the editcat,ion0 program

Atself was delegatd to a series of model spoifsors who worii:closOly with
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,
V I

number ofcommupity'projectst MorebVer, theOudgement has been made
4, ,

-.that it is neitheiU0aible noedesirable to expect 'these sponsors to
\( 1%-t .\ .

agree preciselyr:+ tg4'-objecttyei for An educational program nor on the most

apprpriAte methOds forichieving these.objletives.

f4

S '

44- s.4ef.OlannedmAritition hai been adopted. Sponsors, in
4,

cCAimunities, ar6'freetd make a variety o
r

4.
tional prCgiams., ITT; eeturns thdy itre expe

these choicel an4 the underlying ration
,N

Accordingly, a strategy.

conjun'ction with _

s,4..

decisions about theft own Vuca-
..,

ted'to make public the nature

le,' and to participate in a

progretta of evaluattop. which' the differences among sponsors are one of
. a

'; the major experimeritativgrieblei,;, * -..
, .

A

1148 6MPIla81.8 foil' research and development is quite contastent with
,

a recentleicription 'Of, tie -purptiad of- Fol,low. Through tO deyelop evidence :'

to .1*e 1p guide policy devialOni ;iibout^ tjje:.des140 'and, iniplernentatiOn/idf
-

edUCa0,6nel programs lnien,04 0.101q1lorae!the tinpft.Pt of poverty and is,:
1/.

6:64comitantt;'6 '

A

Fov eettAin purpose's; one talks qUitenaturally/aont Vollovi
r

Throtigh Program. !' as if. it were a single entity _arid, as if it could, b

dire'ctly and easily described. For the, purp6sest of this study, is imp=
.

octant' to recognize that the /total progriM j.s 'actually made u of a number

of component subsItern§ which function ,interdependently end that we need\ /-
to ident(fi the major corlipoernta that make up the total program. Fir4 of

1"

all, ,there is the Washt gtonoffice of Follow Thr,ough, locit d in/the
o

q

Department of pealth, LEduation, 4Welfare,/consisting 'of a/Director and

staff who srd ;divided into three groups:.

and evaluation arid 'technical

prOgram management, research

assistance. Thi's offisce responaTtle for
4

4. Egbert, ..Follow Through.
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/

o t , .6 ' ltt
'.&A. , , ..., , . .

the d'evelopment, of the ;program, itiminogement and.lhemoilirin/g rail the -
. . '.,.

/.. , '. .0 - .- ,- ...\ v
',component pubsystesss, peaking intortifap.yo,one' ofteil issocfales the total ';one'

1

office
. .program with theXa;31iingfon office ( heneefcix,t`h to NI, ,rarerredi to Eis 4 .

.

a 1 : t , .-, -
1 , 1.4o ; " . .

, either '" Yollow/IshrOugh,,,;(' ,ot tiho." 1Z01.161,,ThroughVaqeiil )', but this . , ,

.
. _ -.

s'S 0. : h
to i ,. .

.0is misteldine since the'7ilay- toff day, itnOlementatio of the ifrogramis
. . .1 .

t ° it affects/children ,alich,4ciikiriitiee 4,1% ,delegated, Ed some ad4i4liorval4ciltl. Ponente.
..' . ..!- ,

0 4' 0N 1" 'A tagrinstic7representation of th4 total program is 'even in P4ioure,..,1, ',v 'N
-,

and all Ind4or component6-have been included.. In. many respectS', 'the commun '..,..,. . -, a
ity projeCts -are -.4the, heart of te'pv0praM; wifhout%l obem;. tie`pcnutti riot,. , -....-.....,,, ,. , D i t a .0 os . 2 .

$
C

.

r--say khat, 'the.,,,prolzram-'-had, ever !been lmplemekij. As we sha 4 seO:'ealch
., ,,. i? 4 C1 4

'Ycommunity prOject".. is.1.1.1ise.a miniapure, schoOl ,syslteni;.01thotig "it ml.ght,,Itlso'

be vieWe4 lid a part of a school system limithd 'te.;certain schools
/"'

. and certain grade levels within +tile larger cornMuhity school system.
. aWith minor exception, community proje.gts ate eimplemented a cons'uente.

of tv- contract drawn up,13e,tween Follow Ttireugh and AC4a I school, ss,4sfem.aild
4

'are monitored by tht.;,Pro'gtarn Manigement section.
,4

' a

1efore:pr444eaingc rt is important to note: that the communities are0 ,-
r esponsibile for+ a -,tott$1, program of effort with the 'educational effort makinf.,41-

t

.up only o le of the components'. Thare is a, program.manuall 5 thaet sets down
(7).... \ ', ,,L.,:,.. r ' .

som guidelines for- t e definition And :montioring of local efforts .., A,ccording
i, .-

is manual, each-_,iompreheri ive program of se'rvIces will include' the.--, ' '

1. 1

ctefolloWingdcomponent4:* instrq tional; mediCal and dental liealth, nuttitipn,
. , - 4

sedi,s1 serviceq, ps chologic 4 seb/ices, kq'st,aff development. In addition,.

responsU3 e for developing mechanisms that, provide ft:it
1

.4V)
fav;0

each co Unity i

01

a

FebruarY 24, 1969
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parent-participation-and-Community OVolvement.
.

qrli.44''

,
1

4

The tnitructional componeht of each community. p4ject, ,eing expert tor,
. : e. i

depends also 911 some important inputs from a particular sponsor who works..
4,

,
,

closely; With the local effott. Eich sponsor is supported by..'a contract 4,;:liks

4
, * . .

. ;

,... with ,FollOw ThYcioth,'supervi,sed b9 the SOearch and EvaluatiOn Section,
,,

' ,' to make possible his coikeratton wit) i a 'designated set of Orofe4s!, '
, _,, , . ,

*
.

'

,,

I
_

-:--,-__ Interestingly enough the responsibility te sponsor, to a Orojeee is atone
\ ,.

.

,

hoe to defie., The _sponsor is not in the POsitten of llne-manfigement;' 11'0-,
,

, , -, ,

t. ,

does nd..\Ku the local qprOgrtm. On the other hapd, he is responsible to /.
, -

/the. Follow T. rough Office for' the iniplementaItion of :his particular eclucationer

. _ ,
. , \ ,- I

N4b 1:
i , ,

.

,.
,

, model. In some til,ects, each sponsor funqiona, as:an educationil ,Consul tent
t

N
''0 .

, 1 Tv ..

1 '

to a prO-ject a)nd as an advisor and trainer.' Sle the other bend, he is( -tt--;:-!,- )

,: - i i_r f ' , ,.--.,-, ,, #

Itpolition to control, what happens' atitl 100L-level-( he haS ome'
: ,;

_ ,. ,,_..--,. 7 i :

power---- }j ,i.ne each` local community has a commitment to 'oil* ThrOpgh ito

'1, ..

work with the sponsor- and to Amplement his ,program.

In the diagram, there are two Other subsystems thatproVide Sec dary

or c elle era1. support for , the community 'pr jec ts . At, the present

provision fon general:cOnsultants is undoOtedly the more important

these two. There ts at most one *general consUltarit'pe4 project. 4mral

Consultants come frem'a\kri.ety of haCkgrounds--social works edos11 ion,

psyChologrb t in general they are skilled in-Working with coaanu ity action
.

:

programs.), Melly of. them have' had, experience` with "Head Start an_ thy functionion

as neutral; outside-"expertS " as well as trouble-shooters. Their respTnsibtlity

the

'is, to the community and -thus', they work only indirectly with' °`t
. ,

i.e; they work, primari ly with the community. Conera I

(periodic vibiCsrt0 projects; they appear to function on occasion
.,,._ .

-- .!..

\Jes mediatOrs, or planners, and energizers. Although there are
?,
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/
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Figure 1. kdiagrammatic representation of the total organization.
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major variations' in how these consultants function, from project to'projac'

thatr service's are sometimes important. ti

. General consultantd operate through an interesting organizational

device. At first', Follow Through cow.:.racted thrOugh.V0t-Information Sciences

Inc. 19r the services of the general consultants. Thi current .contract

is with the Pacific Training and Tecipical.Aseistance Gotporation.

Follow Tht'sough in cooperatiOn'with the local/Community is likely to recruit

a particular soti-aultant. Then'his work is Monitored and he is paid

directly on a per diem basis.
.0

The component labelled Technical Assistance is responsible for two

rather separate activities. In part','there is a provision for fUnds for-

-supplementary training grants to local communities. This training is

. ptimariiy used by the para-professionals working with a local program in-

'order to improve their capabilities and to expand their, career opportunities.

This portion of the funds it; Administered by the local projects. Grants-
,

are also made to State Education AssoCiations'in order to pioVidefor

State Technical Assistance. Mote specifically, by means of these grants,
,

states can make, available, technical support to c.ommunities that'will

supplement the work of the general consultants. Imadditionvstates

are expectedtOdevelop.aknowledge of Follow Through .that can be -disseminated

to other communities and that can have a Useful. mpact on educational

1

,

practices in other parts of the state. It is' our impression .that the state

/services, as yet, have not hada.significant impact, on' projects,,

but this iLation may change with, time.

The anhayatemS that we have desCribeA so far are all dfreetly pertinent
/

tp the implementation ofjhajpcat projects. There remain two entries in
,-_

the dlagramHthat are 'pertinent to research and evaluation as well as the



long-run planning for the future of the program.. These Might be viewed
. .

as " staff " functions*1,'since their contributions give indirect support

to the objective of-improving the life opportun-gie0 of the children who

participate in the program. The Stanford'ResearchInstitUti is cesPonsibleG

evaluating the effectiveness, of the local prOgrams and their most

recent report, entitled " Evaluation of the National PollowThrou6 Program:

1969,1971, " is indicative of the focilsof theit effort, At first'ilance,

one might conclude that SRI's reePOnsibilikiesjare olesratd:weli-defined,

but upon further ekamination one is-more likely to.conclude that their

responsibilities are-nekther clear nottieil-defined. Theillasues about

the tesponsibilitiet of-SRI will be discussed more fully in Chapter-IV.

However let us' indicate briefly certain respects-inWhithSRI is not
.

responsible for aneyaluatlon of the(Otal°" comprehensive " -progrAm.

Due in_pat- -t-to limited resources, their major focus is on:an evaluation 'of

the instruCtion4tjeffort,.01th044 there has'been some effort'devoted.to

an assessment Of teaChei attitudes and patent particfpatiOn. in addition,
.

under the heading of instruCtiOnal effort, One notices that SRI,haa

been more auccessfutin.the assessment of Coinitive skills and somewhat

less.-sueceSsful.in the develp0Ment of,nen,cognitiye and attitudinal measures.

In addition to-SRI, there Also exists a program of research, supported.

by the'Reseakcheand Evaluation Section consisting of series of grants

and contracts to outside agencies:. Note thatioliow:Through itself daes

not carry out any research; certain research and development obUbtivOs-

,

are delegated to others by means of contracts.

-Portions of this respOneibility are now shared witti'010,Huron'Tnotitu0.

and Abt':A410.cia08.:



Purgosee" of the Study

When nsone studies a program like, t011ow Through, what elements would

one expect to be essential to its success/ First of all, the rogram

depends upon insights and ideas which provide foundation for the program

activities. But these ideas' are not unlike a blue print for a house: \.

that' they be sound and vise Is a necessary but not Outficienttcondition

for the succeis of the proiraM. In addition, the ideas - the blue print -

must be implemented and the procees of implementation implies that an

organization must be constructed in order to carry out the program.

In this stn4Y, our focus is primarily on the organization of acti-

vities for the i lementation of the program and only incso identally on ideas

aboUt learning, etild development, and community involvement upon which

it depends. Our purposes are 'as follows: (1) To provide a description
°

. I

of each of the majorcomponents of Folldw-Through the Fb 1,'oy Through Office;

the sponsors, local projecth, and the evaluation effort - eud the orgaziXation

of these components into a total,program., InAhis descripton, we have

reviewed the histnricil development of the program as wellJas its preee!lt,

structure and functioning. (2)Co provide an assessment 0 the Follow

Through organiiation and its major; components in order tb dentify problems

in functioning and to suggest possible organizational changes thht would

lead to improved functioning. /(3) To reach some conclusi ns about the

Follow ThrduAhexperienCe that would appear to be relevap to the adminis-

tration of similar programs o intervention and experime:tel AnnoVation.

the:de,icription of follOw Thrlogh 41 be found in

chapters twoAhroU8h five wile a discussion of contluaiionaimplications

In what follows

is in the final chapter.

4



Introduction

Id an early planning document-the statement is'made that ".-the goal of

Voila'' Through must be the enhancement of: the child's ,capacity to cope effeCti»

vely with life situations" ,In the remainder of this chapter, we Will review ,

10

CRATER TWO

A DEVELOPMENTAL OVERVIEW

the'history of Follow Through with a:particular emphasis on how the program

was initially organized and on the process by means of which its. organization

Jiascontinued:to evolve.

lhkAattlltstkqtialaALVstttaEAe

At the preeent time, Follow Through functions primarily 04-ary,experi.

mental prOgraM with a strong ephaiis on research and:development, -.Yet,-

When initlilly-cOnceivectitheS rasa much more of an emphasis on Follow Through
,

cola service prOgram did this expafithentalorientationposieinto being

and'b-ecome apcepte&as a major CharacteriaficoUthe f011oW ThrOgh Progra0

In what follOWS, we'want to review some of the,intellectual orientations

that influenced- the early develMitent'of Follow:ThrOUgh. We want _also to

docOmeO6 that follow Through was initially viewed as a service prograM; 14.0.

aaquentlY, there occurred an important shift in thinking so tn0 it came to

be viewed primarily as an experiment41 program. Finally, we Want to indicate

some of en0 effects of 'this shift in point of view on the evolution of the

ronow-Though organization.



In soma important respects, Follow Through is an outgrowth of the

Head Start Program with its emphasiron the early years of 'childhood. Motr,

over, the early planning for FolloW Through was particularlyialuenced by

AltioAtiences with 'mad Start. Provisions for Head Start were included in'the'

EConomic Opportunity Act of'1964'and the program,Was begun as apreschool

.program in the summer of 1965. the initial planning for Head Start, there

appqars to have been a strong emphasis on service although the need for re-

search in order to evaluate, the effectiveness'of HeedStaet Was also recog-

.1;nized.

What do we mean to imply by referring to HeadStart, when initially

conceived, as a "service" program rather than a program'eMphasizing,"researchA.
and development ?" Let us assume that those such a :

individuals who initiate su

program 6ce,in mind somaobjectiVes or 'ends add that they View tWprogram
r

when implemented, Ai a means to the achievepeot of those ends. Moreover,

f

let us assume that these.prOgraM Olennars alsohave in mind a set-Of concepts,

r theory-if yOu wt14 that retaies the program as means. to the desired .00s.

Admittedly, much of thia:analyais.4 the underlyig.assumptiohs048.,

implicit rather tganavlicit..and-it may be.necesaary.to infer the under-
.

.
.

lying rationale-frOM a variety of statements made about the program..

It isOseful to refer to a service program as one for which the

relationship betWeen ends end means is assumed to baestabliahed and relit.

tively imptobleMatiCal: It is .as if 'a doctor had completed his diagnosis

as to the Cause of-illness and could prescribe a treatment_.(progtaM) that
:.]

would'accoMpshe cure: On thoother hand, -a program emphasizing4e.-

search and deVelopOent is onejor Which the.kelationship between ends and

means not assumed to be establiahed:and:istheiefore problematical.
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Assuming that.one cen'cliAgnose what is wrong, orie would still need to

establish an effective cure. Thus, a program emphasizing research and

development must'consider aVariety of possible means and one of its ob-

jectives will be to evalhate the degree of relationship between these means.

and the appropriate ends. The eituAtion.may be even more complex when a

trustworthy diagnosis of the cause oUitthesa.is het'yer available. Under

these circumstances, there Will be uncertainty about ends - what actually'

needs to be accomplished ass well as aboUt the Meana,.(prograM)'for achieit-

ing these ends.

One'associate0dith Head $t)ir, as well as other Federally- funded'

programs that were.deVeloped.at Abot the same timeAsuch as the Title j

-program of ,the Elementary and: Eqcondary Education AOt passed in:19654

a majdremphaiision the elimination of:poverty. One talks of .the

advantaged' and of deprivatioh7of early experience: There is also.an im-

plication that the difficulties dould be eliminated, by .eisuitable addttiOh

of resources that wouldaliminate:de'4eits-end provide for equality Or

,0P0OrtunityAlong these lines .Rurphy's commehts_about the orientation'

of sseA are illuminating and are reasonably applicable:to Head Start.

"The underlying notion was familiar poor childrengiVen the opporiuqity\

to dO well in school Wilt Jo well as adults andA.t was embodied in the
x

Act's f rst and most implortint,title. By allocating extra funds to

schoOla ith high concentrations of poor families, federal refdrmers sought

better e ucation and tMprove&opportunity..
a

"In this, Title I expreasedthe political atmosphere preVailiwin
o.

mid-60's,Waihington. The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964'hed just been

Pasiad and high government officials believed that poverty would soon be
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eliminated: It was only natural, then, that they would try to extend
I.

the President's 'unconditional war' on poverty by providing twility educationt

, L
for poor children. ,This attitude also reflected the influence of.what

%Daniel P4 Moynibin calls the professioAlization of reform

'''(President, Kennedy's) election brought to t4ashington,as-office,

'holders, or consultants, or just friends; astrikinechelon of persons

*whose profession might justifiably'be described as knowing what ails
q

societies -and whose artgis to get-treatment underway before the patient

.

is especially aware of anything noteworthy taking place..."
2,3

Follow Through originated when this otientation of optimift and eh...*

thusiasm watrundergoing somembdifications and as,some evidence was be-

ginning ,to accumulate thetmuld_raise_doubts.ebout_its
adequacy.!....First

of all, it soon became'apparent that Head Start cos at'best a partial,

solution to a portion of e'muchlarger problem. quoting from the. present
. . .. . .

Director of Follow Through: "The rtedsfor.a follow-up early elementary
..

.

Head
,.

prograM soon became clear as Heaa Start evaluation,reports suggested that
-

, 0

if there were'pre-schpol gains, these gains tended to disoiWe if not re-.

inforeed in the primary grades. Sargent, Shriver, in addressing the opening

session. Of the annual meeting,:of the-Great Cities 'Research Council in

Milwaukee:en NOVeMbet 18,,1966, pointed to studies which indicated that

Head Start gains were being nullified and stated that 'the readioess and

teceptivttythat they had gained in. Head Start has.been crushed by the

brokenAproMises'ofjirstrgrade

2. Jerome.T.. Murphy. ttle I of ESEA: The Politics of-Implemetibing Federal'
,

Education arvard Education Review, 1971 41, *63.

3.,'Daniel P. Moynihan. 'Maximum Feasibl 1-__eilis%der'standlar New York
The Free'Pre$1969: P.

4. Robert:Egbert. Follow Ihrouel Unpublished memorandum '-No,date,
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Note that these.comments.do not.imply any criticiaM of ,Head Start.

the implication is that the objective needed to be.redefined to include

the primary grades aa well as prei.scbdol experiences and that-a broader

program-(ok pfogkama) would be tecfssary'tor-,the achie4Ment of thia re
,

, A

.vistd objective. On the othek hand, the Head-Start eValnations that were!

being completed raised a variety of questibns. AlthOUgh some:of Che

-'studieA have been severely criticized, the followinCpnclusions seem'
. .

; .
,

justified. -, .

N ,,

/
..

>1. 'There was a need for establishing some guide lines or 'defining 1',"'
. ,

what constituted an acceptable Head Stait,program and f6r moist-
i.

.

toning established iiograms.' Experieke had,,ildiCated.that there
- . ... .

were"significant Variations among. programs and-some Programs_in
..

.

fact,seemed 6 have little relevance if any to the stated ob.-

,

jectiveeof Head ,Start. These guide lines might be'viewed'assa
. 0

.
, ....

,

deknition of an "acceptab1e".program.

\

4
. * .

2. More importantly, tha,comparilons of gains made by children ,

.. ,

in Head ptart.mith_nsimilaechijdrea,not ii'Head,Start raised__
,..,

..

somej6portant Weittoni.7_ illeadAttirt:Orograms, even when
.-.,

approprietelrierippiized, did.,notalWaysjeae'.dramatic fni--

'proveTentsas had been expected. 'W100400.00 it was not At/

:allclear that one had an adequate 10:4*Pf the processes of

-desielopment pertinent to Pre-echool,exPeriences nor an adequate

explanationjor why some Head Start programs Were mores effective,

than otherA.

. -
Overlapping in.timeyith the earlyexperienceS of,-IleadStart; there-is

another study which has had an' important infWet.ier:on.theAntellectuat
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origins of FO1 ow Through. This'ia the,so.called Colehan Report.5 tt

x.

was commissioned as part of the Civil Rights Abt of 1964, 'carried-out
:..

--Ar.,. _.

prima:lily in 1965, and -published itt 1966. 'Note:that,both this study and'Iv, .

Head Start follow from legislationspassed in 14)4. Curiously enoUghlire-'. .

i

I

ports on Head Start and Follow Through contain 'few explicit referenCes to

the Coleman Report., Yet we believe that certa n implications of this
,

. ,

report haw been broadly Afluenb,ial and are, a relevant part of the

1

''.intellectual,climate that has influenced,Follow Through:
,

There was One obvious conolupion rb be drawn from,the repast, Quo Lit,4
.

from one review, The Coleman are comprehensive.enoilgh and the findt

ings-distincl enough to release us from endless analyzing of qUeitiOns of
t

i

equal ty of public educational services. Fticilifies, staffsb and services
ti

.

are distributed unequally. Without ,excepitOn,,, on the factors ,catalogued,
. 4 1 4 i (.-

, , 3

thelpattern of the inequality uniformly tiOfortes handicaps brought, to. j,. 1 ,

", . , ii. . 6 ..

the tioilool'by,,thA low-income stlinority-vo4 learner T_ his.
. . k o jr c, , %.$

1 .
, taken by itself Would, tend tb confirm th `need for service ptogramp that

--would equalize educational op ottunities But -the other ;to

be drawn ,from the report are 1 so obvio s. As. gentler has Written, ''Itor
I).,

, , ,.
crucially, many of the "findings\ run cotrary to the favorite
of thiee of the most audienCes: l militant Schoor4ntegration4Sts,'

militant achobl aegregaionista (along.Withtheicamp.-followipthe
'; -

militent'00ponotitti of the neighborhood,schno0i. and the many professional
ji

educators who' focuS their effOile too eicolusively Upon school facilities,
7.

curriculum reform and teacher training.

5. .1..S. Coleman. Equality of Eduda_tional,OppOrtunitji:.,Washingtori:
U. S., Co,v't. Printing Office, , gat'. 'Ho. !S.5,23f3.39001,. 1966

6.- Robert A. DentlOr, Equali0:0EduCational OPPortUnity,:- A Special
RevOw. 'The Urban IteVieW,:X1966.'4,:

7. Jbid: p 27.
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' ,Thei'total report Li compleX and some of its findings are antro,-

4 - a /verdial. For our purposes, the following.impycations,are pertinent to

an understanding otiollow,Thr64h and Its` deve/opmfnp.',

, .
1. Although School Facilities and serviceslkIrdistributed

unequally;,there appearg-to,ba a surprisingly 1 la-

.
tionship between achievement and the quality-o acili 41' .

. .

No, . . ,

..
To quote from the originatrePorts-Our. schOele have 'great

J-.° ,. ,

-, ,

uniformity insofar as their effect on the learning of pupili

4:

is concernedVariations in, school quality are,nilt highly,

related to variations in achievement 'of pupil 's. "8 A similar

statementipae been made by Dyer: "A major contribution of

the Coleman survey itod'sibly the major contribution is

its massive challenge to the.SiMpliatic notion that- counting

educational doltaras or the things dollars buy, is,a'sufficiept

'9 a
measure of the equality of educational opportunity."

,

G.

2. ,An important implication-of the above findings as,welt as'other

'findings in the reports is to invalidate the assumptions that P

wellowwhatto.rdoln order to help overcome the. educational`

bandldatok of ;he 0.sechiantage4i that we*neY to*.ve mean by

the phra00 "44a4t education /Or eventhit,we understand,

precisely what we mean by the':term dieadvanteged.

8. J. S. Coleman. . gluality of Educational OppoXtunity: Washington:
U. $. Gov't. irinting'Offices Cat. No. FS 5.238:38001. 1966.

9., Henry S..;Dyer .80hool Factors an Equal Educational OpportUnity.
*,. Harvard -Education Review, 1968, 38, p. 538.

c

t,-
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3. .0n tlie Other hand, student achievement is quite silinia'i!M d

cantly infliienced by Orzily backgi,ound',and the' social' en-`'

A, 5'
yirpnmenv of ; the claesroofif.''. klifiough-laeceptable _explan on

for these findings are nO,f; yet aye/labia, they two

important coeblueionp.- need to iinderetend-

how' family, the attitudes of.ono'i'peel*deyell 407,66-'
_ _ . ` 1.1 ,

0,attiiudoe Of teachers influence'the'mO6ivation"ancrachieVe,-:,- .,,,,,

--
'' ment of itudentse Secendly,*';can:toricludeth# a renedial,

_ .

,, ,, .
. 'program that,foausai narrowly on- the claSs`rOom and, educetiona

,. f) ',.:
achievement is unlikely to be stiCceSeful'. Itathar, one woUid

%

,hope -to develop a program whichculd take,into accdOnt 00._
influence of a variety of social fi4Orl as they,'affectje'artt-^

, ,

ins and educationdl achieveMents.' '
'

Okosety related td thelabove findings ararsomereaulie onfthe
6

relationship between achievementa4,ClaseroOM iiA4attork
A

among students; As summarized by tentler, "IndiVidnat.Abieve-

ment is facilitated when.a'siedent attends school with, e0ia'

',who aNspocio-economically advantaged,whose parents'are'MOre,

interested to school success, and'whose'mObility is ley.,

Ac4vement is dampened for etude* whose classmates are

relatively more'dipadvantaged, whose parents are

tereate'd'and whose moveient from school to'school or commdity

t6-community is $igh;)?9:-Apparently,'it,would be 4 serious'

f

:,04fiktaketo plan a program that included only the disadvantaged,

. -

10. ,Robert'*, bentler EqUality of-Educational. Opportunity - A Special
-ReVieWerhe Urban RevieW. 1966. -p 27. ,

/'

a 7
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1.01. by-'114"Parating thqm out into .aeptrate classrooms.; One

needa:Some provision for the inclusion of students 006 a

-"- Avariety of,:bankgrb nde with varying degrees of advanpageand

'.,-\.- ' . ,

diaadvantAge .1 ,., I,

,..,....,,,,
_ V, 0 y . ..- #

'
there`

111. . .,' 1 '
rinallf, -there ts:an,lOortant rIlationship between achieve,.

. , t , I l
.

Ipent kkAd a'Student a, sonte 6of control Over' environment,
.

. 44
,,

!One c-il 7infer -that, somesense of p,racipaticp and- influence'

inipor., nt not on*forcStudents, , but for parents as well,

' A , '

4-Uith athar findinW lit this report 0 theunflerlying ex.__ .:
._,,

- .

, 0,
. planaii& for' ret"tionihip rentains:unclear.,

\
For our purposes, an'impo ta11 effect of the Coleman Report and Hof- ,1

`?eYelPping 11.tellectfpial climate froM. 1969 to the present iso to ball
. , . ,

,i into *datio n.b.'1404"4fagnosei of *at is wrong ancd easy .answers about

:Aduoational reform; in. ordeteto ,be rialiptic about 'adudation for the
1 , . .

.

Jiimilsiant4ged);oilli needs fo'' becoge, less optiMistic' about easy solutions,'
''V, .4 4 4' \ , .. , 20.-1-.....-

' ' . . a
, -. d 1 0-, tit

\
more

0,
A more Coneerned*ith the resteblishment of more fundamental explanations;

-, .. .
, , ) .0 ,

2> 5 _5,

and Mdre Oilling-to li/e with uncertainty. c,
.',-.

6.

, 0
,nlaninecfor the Program

Apparently; late in 1966 into the early_ part _of 1967, some dig,

cussions were initiated' about the limited effects of ead S,tert and the

need for a follow up program ln,the prieiary grades Start

A
was actively administered by the Office'of Economic OppOrtUnity. thia:agen

car was actille in this early stage of Planning for F014kThrO4/ alone with

representativea from the Office of the Piiieidant. :Then .president Johison,N

in his 4anpa,ry,40 1.967 State of the Union Mese ge first PraP?sed Follow

'Through as a-program that wcsuld complement Head Stirt. Planning continued.
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over the neat feW months and the program. began on a pilot 4iasis 1 `¶ he
,, . ;

,

. ., i ,,, .fall of 1967. , .

. .

\
, , ' y

During thia7Planning period,'- decision was reached, that FollowThrough*
t. \ .

,

. . ,,i ' #. ..
would be funded:by:0E0 and authorized by- an amendment t6; the EcgnoMic,

cii;portutiity-AcE of 1964.,' but thkIit.would:beadminatiired,hy
1

t

I

he 0-'_.

partment of Health4 Educi4i0n, an(641.fare, 134.iVo4ily 4Filugh tie
4 r_: -:,14, ,-

Divisionaa:Codpensatory-Education' of_thel1.1W,Office afEludattot.
-,. ."

The ,rationale -for this'lecislon-is-not *town torus and is `clearly t;4
. ,

,--- li-the scopaof this. study. ' Yet it has some organizational cOnsegdenles.

.-- .2k:

that,are of interest. ,Although the initiative-acid initiafenthUsiaiM-
. ., -,,

icame from one agency. (06)), administrative yesponsibiLLty,was ren:to

another (0E)'; As wee shall subsequently,- IhrodgW-Cof-i3Ome :

, _

.0. t

time quite'independently-within OE and,wii6 relatively" little

-p 4 -

direct's6perqsion, Pt'Allaps this fian outcome, of thp'fftet th0,0E.
k

C"

-had )14 limited patcicipa ion .in
,

'the infilal p06198 and los:,
4. 6q

0:i ,

aponsible forthe fnIding,of the-prograM, Moreover, Vollow.Thrd44
.,';_ . . -:

. _ .

has some responsibility totwciarederkii agenckes7rather thaft;one. -loth-

-ag5ncies participated in depisinnsabou6Aidget and planning.-
4'

; k

.a.

Some informants have indicated that the support.ofOso Was-essential'
,

for the initiation of Foll.oW Through, At that time0E0 had both Popte,:,
. ,

A

tar as well as Congressional-support and Lt does seem reasonabieui

assume that 0E0's initiative was a major factor in the iniaiial,fund-
(

' e !
a

,ing for PolloW Through. , ,..,

- a
.. .

, .,
.

a.

0 .eActive planning for a major operational programbegan in early 1..;t671.,
1 . . ' u

t 1 ,-- ,,, - ,
and the first pilot Follow 'through centers-began to operate in Ale fall .

.-

4 6, / A

'
i . 1 49

. '!tf 1967. 'During this nine month period,,a number of critical decigione -,,

, ftlf A
..5 ''

I ,

4

ai

11.
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first glance, an outsider

of the activities: i.e

Iinds himself con060e4

it'iwnot easy to identify

a set of patterns for imposing order on Ibis series orevents. HOwever,

after:Aome additional sLdy, one does §egin'to,tecbgnize that the

pattern of attivities is comprehensible.
'

First of all, since-the program had nft-yet received official

logislative'authorization, it was necessary to borrow money againpt the

litture in order to finance this plfnning phase. ,According to the

first Director of Pot* Through, "In anticipation of legislative

authorizat6n by the Congress, the Office of Economic Opportunity was

prepared to transfer to ,the U. S.' Office of, Education sufficient monies
.

'2
to finance the pilotphase of F011ow Through: $300,000. in FY 1967,and

.$2.5:Millionin FY 1968 :funds i141

Secondly, it was necessary to improiasea staff, primarily from

out8ide the Federal government in'order to carry out this planning
.

phase. Conaider% for example, the organizational ptoblem of planning

for the implementation of a newly,conceiVedprogram., In many organize.

.-iions, staff are primArely committed to existing programs; 'Then whii

wily do thb.Work.Cfplanning for the new program? in:thig case, one

made use Ofindlyldu41A.fromloutside of the gOVAlmensOme temporary

appointments plus the hortowing,of individuals froM,exiating programs

in rder. tform a staff that could plAn,the prOgraM.,
.

,

M*04 (4000.0.011y., a National- Advisory CoMmittee. for Follow Through

was forMeCunderthe offipiateugpiCes:of the:,DiviSion of Compeneatory

11. -Robert'Eiberf,
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Education, This committee was chaired by Gordon J. Klopfof thg Bank
t

Street College of Education., It met in Washington.on February 22-25,
.

1967 and again on April 1 -2, 1967. The committee supportedpe activ-

ities of seven task forces-"---charged with the develOPMent Of ex40,..

sive programatic'statemente on the various aspects of Follow Through."12

A,report of the committee and the task, forces wag,isgued in July, 1907

-, and this report Was quite Influential in the design of the girgt pilot

Fallow Through projects. Duting'this period, there were two acting ,

,directors'. Dr. Alexander Plante, the Title I, ESEA, Coordinator from
, -

the State' of Connecticut was named Acting Director on April 17, 1967

and helped in the planning for the pilot communities.' He was succeeded

briefly,by Dr.'Eugene Walsh. Finally, Di. Robert Egbert was,named sin

the summer of 1964 he had been an active member Of the Advisory Committee' ,

and Chairman ot,the Task Force on ReseaiCh and Evaluation.

Thirdly, during. this period, the Follow Through organization had

'responsibility for_two related efforts, one of which had to be imple-

mented,inthe short run and-th0 other aver a longer time-scale. The

short run effort, with a,.Well-defined and imminent dead-lineiwas to

establish thirty .60) pilot prOgrams in 'the fall of 1967. The long-

run effort, with a less ilsiminene.dead4ino was to, plan foetilarge7

stale operational-program for Follow ThroUghoplanned for-the school
4 't

year'of 1908-69. By*largerpolle operatiOnal program we mean one,
' s

that would serve large numbers of students, per aps as many as Head,
. ,

$eart, and:that would possibly. complement Head tate by providing for

their graduates as they entered the primary.grades. Moreover, the

,

-12., John Hughes, coveting'letter to.the'committee s report.
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experience from the pilot projects was expected to have an important

influence on planning for the long-runprogram.

Let.ue consider what happens when:An Organizatioit has two jobs Co'

- -
do, either of which. will tax the total resources of available staff,

13

with different dead-lines for the completion of plane for how these

jobs will be accomplished. This is more or less the 'situation Which

faced Follow l'hrough.in the, spring and summer'of 1947. Under such

. circumstances, one can adopt some organizational heuristicsOr

strategies that may not be ideal but atleast'permit one to survive.

In a sense one does one's best, taking into account some essential

limitations en:time and resources.

The atrategy thatapPears.to have been adopted, perhaps without

explicit realization, is thetfollowing. Firstof all, "uncouple" the

two efforts eo that planning for each can proceed in parallel (simul6
.

taneoUsly) and minimize the requirements for coordination between them,.

Secondly, eseablish rather different expectations and aspirations Pbr

the twe'progi4ms based upon the different amounts of .time available

for., each. What appears_to have happened is that with the pilot pro-

jects, the major effort was on the 'development of eiplan for iMplemen-

N.

tation, for funding thirty projects without attempting to develop a ,'

well-defined set of guidelines for the requirements to be met bythese ,

projects. With respect to the larger program for :tyke fAture, there

was 'less, time pressure on the staff Or developing_plana!JvthOmple-

mentation of the program; onedould be moreleisurely abOut the planning

procees.and have higher aspirations for what one:expected of these projects.

. 13. 0 During this period,; the total staff consisted.of approximatelyi
6 10-peOple.



Some appreciation for the time,: pressure under which the staff.

operated in Implementing the thirty (30) pt.lo prOjecteaan be inferred

from the f011ow0g statement made by Dr. Egbe t. "From approximately,

fiVe hundred 000) communities.eominated by tats agencies and their

offices', invitations were extended the first, week in May to some one.

.hundied'(l00)eommunities to submit Follow rough.project proposals.

APplicatioh procedures were explained to lo al representatives:at

regional meetings'held in Atlanta, Kansas City, and New York City,

May 8 -.Id. A selectIon.panelconvene&Ju e 1?-13 to recommend which of

the eighty seven (87) proposal subMissioys should be funded. Mn

. June 15, Harold-Howe, II, Commissioner ofiEdueation, approved the

thirty (30) pilot centers.

10;Mune,26, 1967, the President s ed the Delegation of Auther.,!.

77- ity which officially enabled the'Departm nt of HealthEducatIOn, and

Welfare.to.administet the program. (Th /Secretary redelegated authority

to the Commissiker of Education On'Nov tuber 30, 1967;1and the Commiseioner

redelegated authority to the' Associate Commissioner r Elmentary'and/

Seconaary Education on January 3, 066 ) At the same time that the ,/
/

Delegeltion was signed by the President, the memorandum of understanding':

governing the.terms of program adminiqtration was concluded by Or,0

Director, Sargent shriver, andlActing Secretary, Wilbui Wien: Planning

grants of up to $10,000. were made to the thirty (30) pilot centers

befpre the end oT the fiscal year:"

HaVing made commitments o,thirey°(30) pilot center ,Follow Through

began to Work with them in,order to ,(telp them devel p operational_plana'

14. Robert Egbert, op. cit., p.
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for the opening of cheol,in theja/1. Since Follow: Through had in-

sufficientsufficient staff for workin with these connunities, it was necessary,

forithem to *pros/Jae ahother orpinizational:strategy for informing

the projects about Follow Through'and helping them to complete their

(plans. AcCordingly, responsibility fer orientation and leadership

training was assigned to the Bank Street'College of Education and

the University of Oregon by means of sub-cOntracts. these schools held:

leadership seminars for the staff of pilot projects. A first.round

of seminars was ,held,,n July. 14,20in Chapel Nill,,NOrth Carolina

(Bank Street) and on July 28 - AUg9st'3'in Greeley, Colorado (Uni-

versity of Oregon). A folloW-pp conference was held in New York,on

October 25-29, .1967.

a

During the later part of ,the eutmer, final agreements for be-

ginning the4pilot projects were made. Operational prppobais were

submitted by August 15, 1967 andoperating grants for, approximately

A 3
. $85,000. per project, each serving approxtmately one hundred

4

(100)

children'vere apprOved,prior to the,opening of the school year. In
I

addition plans for ten (10). additional projects to begin during the

second semester of 1967-63 were'. approved. As a result of these agree-
.

fmentsk nearly three thousand (3,00) poor chadren were, enrelled in

Follow through projects during 1967-68;

PefhaWarbitrarily$ we want to assume that this ini,tial planning

phase was completed by September, 1467. , At this time, *arta for the
)

",opening of forty (40),pilot centers had been completed,.alihough'Olanning

for the larger prograM, scheduled for 1968-69, had scarcely begun.



There is one additional set of queitiona that we wane Aoraise

'aboUt this initial period, although our answers tO,Oese q a,b1.04B are

this

. ,

tipefquite'impreosioniatic. COnsidor.4 staff member. working for
.

Follow Through at this time. What leelinge might'he or she have had

about the program? Similarly, what feelingsmight have cheraCterized

those inctividualawho were esponsible for the operation of the thirty:

(30), now forty (4b) pitot projects? Asyet, we haVe little data.'
. 1

that-bear directly on these questions but we do have some

'I

;
. 1

As for the Follow, through staff, they were often enthuslastic,and.

iMpresaiona.'

we assume that they were. convinced of the importance of the effort

that was about to be made. At this time, they appear to have-viewed

Follow Through as emphasizing service to the disadvantaged; the Staff

do not appear to have reached any consensus about thee4ucational .

commitments of:Follow Through except to "improve" the educational'
0

4 4,

opportunities available to thd disadvantaged. 'Indeed; no gUidli,00e
1

for defining an acceptable Follow Through program were as ydt avail-

able': .More importantly, they must'haVe often been aware of their

limited resources when compared to the magnitude.of their responsibilities;

''thdy must. have felt occasionally OverWhelmedby the dead-lines that they

,

had to face. In this pdriod, staff were being actively recruited,So

FolloW,Through had not as yet achieved any. sense of stability.
., . .

,Similarly, thOse,pattic'ipating in'the pilOt projecls must have

that

felt uncertain about what they ware trying to accomplish

about, what 'had to be dOne' during the summer inordOr io

and uneasy

implement a,fall
.
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program. Undoubtedly, their objective vas, to improve the quality of

ciucational opportunities; yet it seems clear that theie was unavoid-'

able anxiety about what needed to be done, about the assignment of

-responsibilities, as well as about the limited time remaining for

planning. Considering the time pressures,under whichthese projects

operated, some feelings of tension and uhcertainty were perhaps

Inevitable.

e

OP

,
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Ah Intermediate Ste e Growth and donsolidatic

During the fail of 1967, implementation of the forty (40) pilot

projecti. was wellunderwayandmajor attention - could be eyoted-to

,planning for an extensive service program to begiri in the fall of 1968.

'.During thia period, the Follow Through stiff consisted of no.More.than,

ten individuals. The Director was attempting to recruit additions to

the staff:and'found,it difficult to do, so Hellas described the staff

operation at that time as relatielY "unspecialized" everyone did a

little of everything. From auorgani;ational point of view, 'roles and

responSibilttles were as yet undefined and the staff was responding

primarily to crises and,deadlines. More importantly, the service

expectedgrem scheduled for 1968.was xpected to be large, consisting of

possibly as many as twelve hundred (1,200) projects.'

-Duringrthe next tew months a major reorientation of Follow'Through
a

was accomplished., Emphasis oh'a service, program waS'abandoned

replace&by.emphasia'on en experimental program. The 1.404'of model

,sponsors was developed, and implementationof.the program with sponsors

playing a major role came'to.be a central feature Ofjollow Throtigh.
. ,

.

How did this reorientation come about ?, In An earlier sec6.on,,', .

..

We have indicate4.a shift, inAntellectual climate from a reliance on

service programs toward:en emObasis on research and development: This
1

shift in intellectual climate had a significant influence on this re-

orientation, but in .a subtle, and rather indirect ways First of all, we
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would propose thatnegq) iye findings that might have undermined the

rationale for a service.prograsfirtended nottehe 1.10derStoal'at first and

that the implitations of these findings tended to be resisted. There

was a time delay between the initial. availebility'of certain "negative "`

results` and their.acceptance Secondly, these negative findings tended

10-cast-doubt-about_ the_effectivendss of_existing Alrograms--Ibu did -not-

have immediate implications for the development
I

of.alternatives. Thua,

they suggested that an existing course of.action might be inadequate but

provided little guidance for the selection of aliernativecourses of action.
. .

Finally, it would appear that-these discouraging findinga'acted,primarily

as a set of predisposing conditions - predisposing towards acceptance,

(4
of an alternative-rationale: But redirection took place-only in reit!,

.

Tense "to a precipitating event which led to the'formulationOf a revised

Follow Through program.

What Were the predisposing *conditions? to.some.extent th4' were the

disquieting findings from,Head Start and the Coieman report-to'Which

we have already alluded.77InadditiOn, there was,something to be learned

from the eXperience obtained with these fort Y (40), pilot projects._ An

evaluation effort'had.been supported-ln-connec/ tion_with these-projects

but the studyAeOgn was'flawed in many respects and follow Through felt

that' the results could itot be relied upon. Nevertheless,,thestaff appears

to have hadmisgiVings'abOut the success of these pilot projects:: at

least they,were'in operation but the results' were not uniformly impressive,

In additioni.the rationhle:lorthese project, was quite-unclear.

AdVisery Committee hodststedthat-"The roll* Through Program is viewed

,



as a unique develop; aitd programs of early, child

hood education for all children while placing special:etphagis on ch/ldren.

who have PiirticipSied in earlierpieschopl projects. 'NO single model

is:offered. 'Rather, imagination incl'Crs4ativity and the useef 0 variety

-
le

.0,10proachee 4:encouraged. - One has,the fmpretsiOn that the staff,

"46-s--not eufficOntlYketied with thte Unspongored4rojects'and.6at)

the "gigue thal1980" of Follow', Through waanotbeing met,,

Than (Wrng November,, 1967 through -February, 1968, the' U. S. df fice,

OUeationilspensored three coference0 that:helped both to predispose

4

as Well as. 0 preptpitateithe4011ow ThrOugh reorientation.:. "One

series oUmeetings inyolved exptrtt in the fields of early childhood

educationy social' organization, training, research, and,the,behaVioral

scienceg,-- Robert'Hess, Halbert Robinson, Milton Akers, Gene Glass,

Sheldon/White; and Susan Stodolsky. A second series of meetings' in-

eluded 'progr6 develbpers-- persons who had gained recognition for

planning, describing, and initiating new program approaches which appeared
/

to have some promise'fovWorking with young, poor,children. Thig4tdUp

included such person.0,a Glen Nimnicht, Dave Weikert, ira Gordon'i_Leonard

Seeley., Marie HUghes, lariy Gotkin, Donald Baer, and Siegfried 8ngeWann;
. ,.

, . _
,

r

The; third of meetings included local, state,'and regional DEO and

educatIon;representatives."
1- 6

The first series of meetings would appear,

have,provide4:SUppOrt for the idea of a program of research, development,

and experimentation. 7;hetecond series of meetings would appear:to-have
A

had arather daferent but most important influence. ,It led to the

.icieniificatfoo of potential sponsors and'to.an awareness oCthe variety,
...

of Compensatory programs that were currently being developed.

, 15,'Prellminary Report df the National

16. Robert Egbert op. cit., 13. 9.
ct

Advisory committee., P.,
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This brings us to the p,recipitating event which has to do with .

V. tthe, support available from th Federlt,Oevernment. On December 23,-1967,

the Economic 00ortOnity AM) of 1964 was amen ed by Congress'. In addi.
-

tion' to providing' for the continuation of-Head Start, Follow Through

Was authorized in the 'following terms;
o

"Arproiruto bis-7khoolhiiWiFO1100-Through focused'primerily uPOO chil-)

dreh in kindergarten or*celemerit,aiy school whO were preViously enrolled

'in. Ileac! Start- or, similar programs and designed to 00*N-comprehensive.
,

services and parent. parqcipation activities as described rn paragraph
U 4- ,

,

(1), which the Director fiTide will aid" inn the continued 'development of

1' -' children to theiefUll P4ential. -'Funds 'for such a program. shall be
,

proyided.bythe-,Secretary on the 'basis 0:4'41E0eMenta reached with -'.the

Director directly to' local educational agencies except as otherwise

provided by such agreements."-17

When-Chts legislation waafitst.OrOposed, the assumption,was atill,being

made thet'Follew Throughwouldoperate as A Service:programvith4ninl-,,,r
tial.:budget Of $120 000 000. ""However in the fall Of 1967before the

legislatiowwasieeactedi. it became knoWn that OEO probably wOuld,leCeive'

substantially less money than had been requested and that FollOW Through,

'as a new ,program, wouldceive little, ifTany,j1inciing. The decision-

"was therefore Made and agreed to by'ciE0 .PHEW, USOE,and OMB .(BOB) that

, Follow Through - forIhe'tfmelbeing should'be an'eXperimental°.program

designed to produce information which would be useful 'when', the prograM)

Was expanded to nationwide service proportions."18 'And the initial budget
,

..for Follow Through was reduced,to $150000,000. for the year.1968-69.

VP..Robert Egbert. pp. cit.. p:18.

'.1 t
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Altheugh there:aPpeare to be widespread agreement,on the "face of '

program reorientation:from service to research and development, 'there

Wasand perhaps'stil/ is disagreement about theAustlfication'forth4:''

reorientation. FoV example, thereareAhossi who, believe that,,

&gotten in budget tha,t,-precipitated'the:Change,Nas'a blessing in disguise.

TheYyould also'believe-that-an'etcperimental progralrii,vaPtobe,preferred,

quite art froM any budgetary iimitations They Might-alaelbe_opoaed
, ,

to a large program. as lens manageablkend less. appropriate if one wished

to maximize the long-run imPaCt Of thiprogrAM. :At another extreme,"`

there are thosewho'woUld'Iii*t the 'emphasis on experimentat1644,P

necessary bomproMise,.justifial,16 only because of fimitations of funds,
9

These propbnents might feel thee a small program is-better than none and

thata larger, service - oriented program should be,manned'Wsoon as: funds

were available. .These lifferences 1.0 orientation wereinot resolVed when

these decisions :to reorierit the: program} were:beingMade.and are .still

pertinent to current disagreements, over evaluating the progrmv's effec.-,
. -

tivenesa,and planning for the future of pollow Through

b. -
Ddring the next few months, the meaning of sporisokshipjo it per-:

0 0

tainp to Follow Through was further developed. Potential apdnsors and
. .

.
, .

communities'were identified and'a suitable form of 'courtship beeWeen

sponsors and communities took4laceeVentuatingin a'series of

merriages.(agreements),between sponsors and.comMunitieE By1968-60',_

(91) .projects haebeen funded and 'were in operationiervirig.

fifteen thodsand live hundred (15,500) Students: Fdurteem.(14),.spon,

ninety,one

sore were working with these .projects and the total.budgetwas

mately'.$13,2501,000.,'14at uslreview the process by means of. which this

expansion of theb, Follow Through program was 'accomplished,
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tiir of,all, does One recruit potential,sponsors and commUn-
I. . .

itiest It ecru4tent .poses a problem of communications in order to leeate
^ a

and encourage possible applicants. ih the ease of sponsors; Dr. Rich rd
c .-

-

Snider and Miss Frieda Denenmark ofFollow Through, carefully contacted
,

'people who Might have nSw ideas seven. as others who might have access
- ,

, 4

to informatioh'abOuE'new deelopments. This latter grciup of people

i
might be viewed as informants or gatekeepe o might be expected to

keep; up with the,Ourrent state of Affair4. Pomo of these held key

-positions in the government,' such as Di-,'Marian ghlarman of the BureaU7Of.

Eddcational Resear0,,NatiOnel.Center for Ed4cational'Aesearch 44,10-'

Deve/opment To some extent, the recruitment of 'spOnsors ayshave: been

biased by 'the particular set Of...informante,knoitn'toFollow Through,
,

but we haVemOje'asori to-believe that this bias was.signiTicant.- Then

'thee; Potential, SPOWis were invited to a aeries of meetings the

.,_,. 'second set otmeetings to which w7ehave:411ready referred. In these meet-

ings% possible sponsors described what they were doing and'hitt they

would do tf working with. Follow Through.:.-"Ftillp the presentations:at

:these:Meetings it wits obvious'thit despite the extensive publicity given

various newprokrams, no one-wa Oepaied to:move into the primary:

7gradeswith-aeompletely-deloloped-;-fiidie41Watfferent program. (For

example, the highly publicized Engelnann program was partiallyAeveloped

for preschOol-(kinderiarten).but.not beyend.)-However,, a'number of-

approaches:seeme0 to be sufficiently wellleveloped and'to'have enough

institutional support that including them in .Follow Through was ustified.49

At that time,' it apparent,. that the number ofpotential sponsors
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A" ..

exceeded" the number of indepenfently'different new approaches: i.e.;
)4 .

certanApponsors shared in a particular theoretical orientation

..

.k , .

so' that thei,r erpposed yrograMs were eimit4r although .not identical.
,.

y pome.7attempt was 'made ),)Poliow Through to encourage *ongors witflYsalilar

orientations to work 'together. 'Perhaps, beCause of theetrong-institutional
ti . _

identifications of most o&:the sponaors,thbir effort tocombine sponsors

prOved Wbel impossitle And the'decisien was made to .recogni;e-each sponsor
ne

as 'a separate entity. Eventually eighteen (18) groups were encouraged

'to*.submit proposals, sixteen <16) actually did.so,and fourteen (14) ,

groups-were,chosen to serve as the first group of sponsors.

There was a, third set of meetings7thatAook'plate and included

8tats and federal epoationand 0E0 representatives.. Ihesev,ere 0, 421.

formants or'gate-keepers who played'an'esSential role in the recruitmenp
r

of tommunitiee.- A number of important deeisiolis came out.bf this tortes

of meetings, namely, Via) that communities could'be preselected by.a #0-
,

cess of nominations from State'Education agencies; b) that oommunitles..
0 '

:woad_ be required to thOose from among4 restricted .set- of educ'etiOfial

approaches (i.e. a sponsor); .c).that CommUnWes would be reqUired to

contribute some matching funds, either Title,I funds equal to 157.cof

theMA:grant or 10% of their-- -Title funds, whichever was leasand

d) that of Barents And other representathiesOfthe community

in program planning and:operation would: also be Tequired._ shoOld

.also be noted that.the existing unsponsored,pilot, projeCts were 41Ao-
Ativited .toparticipate; it was ,anticipated that they (too woUlTbecome

sponsored erojedte,. 'although they Wereactisellygiven an option to

.

continue ttkunsponsOred,c,

.r'
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-Ixa sense, these networks of informants 'performed the.,. functions

of .a matchMiket; they identified the potential brides and grooms whoi,

Up7to thi4 peinin time, had not met -each. other. AcCordingly,'two
i,

40.0Veant.-Meetings'Were"heid-to bring together sponsors and communities.)

One meetingwaaheld.In'Kantas City, MlOsouri on,rebruary'20-24, 1968

for, potential sponsors ancithe forty.(40) piloi communities. A second

meeting was held, also in Kansas,Oity_on February 25-28, 1968'for,spon-
-

sore and fifty-one .(51)'new'cOMMUnities who .had been invited to,Par-
,

ticipeteTin the Follow Through'prograM. These-fiftyone (50 communities

were among two hundred, and twenty five ,(225) nominated initially by

State EConomic,OPpertunity offices and subsequently scrienecrby regional

selection panels.

Somehow, communities were able to,identifY the, sponsor oy sponsors

'thetJhey preferred ancLwe wish we knew more about how these decisions

k,
Some sponcors who -made presentations athese meetings have

that they found the. meetings to be very,Confusing and anxiety

OnlY a limited time twenty 4 thirty (20-30) minutes was

were made.

indicated

piovoking.

available for a presentation from ea4sponsOr.

the plight of a community representative who has

MOreovar consider

listened to four,teen

presentations and must attempt to,assimilate this confusing mass of

information about- similarities and Aifferances'in order to reach a

decision. There was one additional influence, that shotild not.be ignored.'

Most'Communityrepresentatives had available a general consultant, who

of.ten wasjamiliar with some of the alternative` programs being deseribed..

WcChave reason to. believe that the general consultants, when trusted,

had considerable influence on the decisions,being made by communities.

'community representatives were undoubtedlyAnfluenced by impressions

about the.personality eheractpristiCs'of's[ionsor - their:openness,
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confidence, style, persuasiveness as obtained from these and subsequent

meetings.

It is our impression that the decision - making process was rather

one-sided: the initiative rested with the communities. Sponsors

were apparently inclined to accept cOmmunity'offers,with the exception that

some sponsors receiyed too many offers and felt that they must set some

upper limits on the, commitments that they would undertake.

'.-Since that time additional projects and sponsors have been added

but following by andlarge the procedures that were developed 'in 1968.

The resulting expansion of_Follow-Through-is-summarized as-follows:

School
Year

Funds Spent in
The School Year

Project
Grants

Poor
Children 122a211

1967-63 ,$ 3,750,000, 39 2,900 0
1968-69 13,250,000. 91, 15,500 14
1969-70 32,200,000. 148 37,000 20
1970-71 57,000,000. 160, 60,163 20
1971-72 69,000,000. 160 75,000 20

Through the reliance on sponsors and community prOjects 4he prograM

of follow Through is decentralized. Follow Through, as limitd to the

staff in Washington, has no direct involvement with local'scols. Their

influence is indirect: they subcontract to sponsors and proects and.then

attemptto'influence the activities of the subcontracting agencies. In Chapt

III, IV, and V we will review'in detail how Follow Through is organized

in order, to coordinate the effo3ts of. sponsors and projects, and the

evaluation. effort. toe will conclude this section with a quotation dee-

cribing-two of the assumptions that are basic to the present Follow.

Thrciugh program.
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"1, The most diStinctive characteristic of Follow Through t

the meshing of two objectiVet,-- (a) Service and (b) research and

development. In other words, both the mandate to provide -- compre-

'hensive services and parent participation aotivities .1, which will

aidvitthe continued development of children to their full potential,

and 'the top priority goal of developing,. implementing and studying

alternative approaches to working with young children, are essential

to 'the nature of ollow,Through.'jheSe two objectives are not viewed-,

ea.:discrete or_Omeeting ni.aspects of the progta

The focus in Follow Through is, on improvipg the child's:

'life chances', not,simply on improving his - chances to succeed: in

school. Thereforev.the program emphasizes a variety of aspects of

the child's development, including such elements as his self-respect,

self-confidence, initiative, autonomy, academic achieveMent, teak

persistence,*creativity,end good health. The Orogrim works with a

range of institutions on which the child must depend for his Con.

tinUed development,'_ uch as the family, school, community health ser-

vices and the welfare departMent."20

In Short, only portiOns of the prograai are available for ex-

perimentation. Specifically, experimentation within the instructional

Component 1.5 expected and ii'a majOr,responsibility of the etionsor2

B t-there are other service compone tothei)rogram and these are a

major esponsibility of the sponsor and of the local,comptaiity.

20. Robert Egbert. op. cit., p. 18.
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This, ihterm aiate stag of development may be said 0 liQeQended

,

.

in July; .1971 nd Follow Th ough began to enter,aperiod Of rerienta-4/7
°

tion.

In order to describe .the transition that cwas about to take plate,

We need
/
to assess some of ''he major accomplishments of Follow Through'

during the intermediate.stege of'development and to consider what re-'/
!

gained to be donetti the future. There exist:a varioty of statements

of the overall objective f Follow Through but-Dr. :Egbert a statement

that follow:ThrOugh,shon d Wan experimental program deSigned tOiT6-

duce inforthationwhich ,wok 1cLbe useful 'When'TtliiirOgraii7ii07-0(1M464-------

to nationwide service prOportions is deserving of further attention.

It implies that the program has both a's4ort-run.and a 404-run objeove.

In'the short-run, the objective had been to establish a demonstration

program. It is this put*ose that had dOminated the intermediate phase

and Follow Ihrotigh appeats to have been quite successful in accomplish-. ,

in this limited purpose
4

What remained to,be/accomplished?' Most importantly, the experimental

program was not yet at ah end. jlt would not be completed uritil some

students had actually grcluated frOm.the Follow.Throu'gh program, i.e.,

had completed the third'rade. InFigu'ie 1, there is reproduced a diegramatic
'

_-_-representation of critical events in the.Follow Through program. 22 Certain

21. Egbert, op; cit., p.\8.'

22. This figure.is reproduced frohLthe-tqational Follow Through Program
Budget Presentation 4'Y 1972, Figure 5.
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elements in thie figure are a key_to the reorientation of the current

FollOK Through effort... In 1971-..72,.thefirst experimental.cohortthat

entered FollOw Through as first grades wereto graduate froM the third

,grade, the completion of the Follow Through'program. However, only nine

- spOnsors, would have been involved withthis group of children. In

197243, the first 'experimental cohort that entered Follow Through in

kindergarten would graduate front the third .grade and the eXperimentcl-

cohort:thai',completed-yo/low Through in' 1971 -72 would have completed one

additional year of-schooling following their participation in Xhe Follow

AbroUghProgram. Egbert anticipated:that 1973-74 would be a critical

year for,the evalOationOf the present experimental program.

"The initiallirst'grade cohort will eve been out of Follow

ThrOugh two years; the initial kindergarte0 cohort and the seCondfirst

.

grade cohort will, have been out of Follow Through for one year; and::

-six identiIiable subcohorts will,have graduated from Follow Thpugh.

The 1974 Follow Through Progress Report win contain a tremendous amount

of information,"including proirein results, sponsor comparisons and con-

.

trasts, the permanence--or the conditions for insuring permanence-of

.Follow Through efforts, and the results of pilot, large scale implementation

efforts. Based onthis information, the Action implications are:.

(a) recommendation of a plan, including legislation, for full scale

implementation pf.a Follow Through-type program; and .(b) initiation off'

a plan for new dimensions in Follow Through."23

23. Egbert. op. cit., p. 27.
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Illue the experimental,program was beginning to produce and would be

producing over the,next twO years "information" but the implications of

thii intormation for the'future had not yet teen established: Mom-

eiver-, how the program -might'be reorianted"Or'eX0indet,' but pertapa not
necessarily as 4 'larger service program, had not yet been determined.

We should point out that this inTbrmation for assessing the implications

of Follow Through is by means limited to the research reports that are:

expected froM SRI. The information Available from sponsorS, projeCa,

at14.c9mPunities is equally importantt.

Nevertheless, beginning in July 1971, Follow Through entered a

-period of.reorientatiOn in which attention-belphto-fetUI-Wthe-iong

run objectives of Follow Through and on how the developmental phase

might be succeeded by amore extensive effort. Let us now review

bri9fly some-of the key elements in this reorientation.'

In NoVember,.1970, Dn'Egbert had announced his resignation as

Director. of Follow Through In order to accept a position as Dean of the

School of Education, 'University of Nebraska. Upon his departure on June

30, 1970, he was replaced by Ms. Rosemary Wilson as Acting Director.

iAr positiol L..,1 Director Was, later confirmed and she hascontinued to

function in this position.

Later in, summer 1971, D . Snyder acCepted a special assignment within

OE to work with a special task force and has been on leave from his povition

with Follow Through. His position vas filled at firston en interim bsiis,

first by Ned Chalker, then by FredBresnick, until a new acting Chiefof.

Research and Evaluation - Dr, Garry McDaniels - was named in November 1971.



Thus; there were some, changes in key positions just -as thiS period

began.
,

. . .
,

'Coincidental with these Changes in personnel, there:Wetesomechingea
s. A ,,:

in the relationship between Fellow Through and certain, office witqln .

OE to which it reports, Prior to these changes,jollow Thioug 'thad been

able to function quite,autonomously, with .relatively little Supervision

fOm othgr.Offices within OE, T,o be spe4ific Follow Through'is
.

branch of the Division of Compensatory Education which in turn reports
.

:to'the Bureau. of Elementary and:Secondary Education.24-\ By and largo,

Dr. Egbert had fUnctiOned'as a buffer between F011ow'ThrOgh the

Division,-the-Bureau, and other offices within OE.
, .

\

DurinKthis period,, some significant reservations were beinOxpressed

about Follow Through which seemed to focus on two specific issues. One

issue had to do with the future of Follow Through and with the transition

fray a relatively small developmental prograta,to a more 'extensive service

program On a natidnal.scale. AS subsidiary issues, there were questions

aboUt tile timing of the transition (when would'Follow Through be ready),

how it might be funded, since existing legislation made no provisions

JortOetCan expansion, acrd about' the poSsible continuation of some

additional development, along with the expansion.

.Let,us note that certain potential conflicts particularly over

timing, were already beginning to develop. :For,example, consider the

following statements made by Egbert concerning the future of Follow

'Through':

2

"Foltow Throughshould be viewed as a continuing effort with specific

1
For more detaildn the administration of the Follow Through Branch,
see Chapter V'.
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ioutputsplanned for,successiVe budget.making cycles.

types of'infOrmation available will increase -both number,and imy

portance over the next three to five years."
, 0

"If ri.sults.of Follow Through appear' promising, new legislation

with new ant! expanded fun4ing should be requested. Howeveti specific

provision should also be made for continuation. of extensive experimen.

Of course, the''

tstA*0,11 with widely differing approaches to meeting the educational-

developmental needs of Follow Through age children."25

The likely points of conflict were' asfollOws:

1. Although Egbert expected that critical-decisions about the

lure of7Folioii-Through andabOut-a-plan_for large - scale implemen-

tation should be postponed until1973-74'(see Figure 1), opinions

were also,baing expressed that these. decisions could not bp-poStpuned-

until thattime: The problem was pattly political in that Follow

Through was beingasked to justify itself and to demonstrate that '

the program was indeed successful.

2. Egbert was also predicting that ctiticaidecisionsought to '

be made.over a period of time ds a sequence of'decisions,based.upon

successive outputs from the evaluation effort. Nevertheless, there

was the possibility that one would have to focus on one major declsion

,'that would set the stage in the future,

visions might await the availabilityef

3. Finally, Egbert was predicting

although Some'secondary de-

some additional reports;'

that continuing exPerithenta-

tion would be ileceSSary to accompany any large..scalc prOgram of

implementation.

25. Egboit. op. Cit,, 0..
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1

A setand:clOsely related issue hid to' do with the administration

of the, evaluaticn`effort. Concern was-being 'expressed that it,was,
,

eithei,'WelI7designed nOecatefully.enOugh-administered. There was

th additional concern that the &Valuation effort would. not be

adeq ately'prepared for:the:policy decisions about the futui& that

would\eoon have-to be made. ,Theaa'concerns'were shared Within4the

'1011Ow TH Cugh Branch as well as by:a.number of otherkey, individuals

tn'OE.
26

4utint ummer 1971, a*mber oCchanges 4ereihtrodUCed in re- '

spon'se to these majoi' criticisms that tepr4ented. a rather significant

-reorientation-of-the-Fol4ow-Through_effP___:__

I. kesposibility for monitoring the evacuation effott was shifted

from Follow Through (Researdh.and EValuation) to the Office 'of PrograM

Planning and Evaluation of the Boteau of Elpilentary and Secondary-
s,

Education. The implications 'of this change were two-Oldi to eXerf

cise much closer control over the evaluation ,effort and to make the

locus Of:COntrol to be outside of Follow Through. Responsibility for

the evalUation effort was returned to Follow Through in Becember1971..

.Nevertheless, there was continuing emphasis on closer control of the

evaluation effort and on- closer; control over Follow ThroUghbeing

exercised by-its superiori.

2. With respect to the'leng7range issues, in July 1971, a fiye-
.

'year plan was zede:publiC that dealt'quite explicitly with:a poseihle

'26, Fora more'extensive Aecussion of this issue, see thapter'IV.,
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tspi

ithplementatiokof Follow' Through. -The plan was announced,

.1)), Mr.,:RichardjaiileY,101reetor of the Oivi-Sion of Compensatory
.

Education. Its most iMportint, features are- suggeste by the 4110/08

quotatiorW

.
"In order-to begtn.proliferationof successful practicesAis they

evolve from Follow Thrdugh research and evaluation to, the8.Million,

students served by I, a five' Year plan has'been developed' that.. .
calls forthe achievement of the following. three objectives by:1976f--

,l. The phased introduction ofStateadministered FolloWArough/
_ .

TitWI match grant prograMajn,all States 'that willexten&'follbw.'

Through - tested Auccessful practices to Ail initial 265,000 Title

4
I students;

2-:,-:-Tt4 continuation of.researCh and developmental l-eiforts to the

conclusion of a minimum ofliVICOMpleie groups` df children' graduating`'.

from Follow Through.;' ,and

3. An expansion of Follow Thrciugh longitudinal evaluation to

include post-Follow Through grades.

These objectives, colibtning'continuediexperimentation and phased

proliferation, mark the Office of Education commitment incompensatorY

education to planned impact of research activities (Follow Through) on

regular programs actiiiity,(ritle I)."

The five -year plan is an imaginative attempt to gilie structure.,

0 A

'27'.,1)11visiokof.,OompenaatOry EdUcation,,We-FollowjhrOugh_ Program:
Five Year,: Plan, Unpublished Mer.:orandum. JUne ,P911 p. 2.

,
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11,

I

to the long -range fUturS.of F011OW ThrOgh and:le Otte consistent,

with-the numerous statements that had been mad6 in_thepast Coneein»

ing the longrun future'of.FollOw Tfir0Ogh.

Although' it was not immediatelya0parent it soon became clear'

that the plan had some offlthe following implications.

l..;) The very existence of.the Plan was apparently essential for

the protection and preservation of the Follow Throdghlafort. Follow

?Through had been vulnerable as long as its Tong-range objectives remained'4

,unclear. By clarifying these objectives, the Division of Compailsatolry

Education had been able to propose h6w the develOpmental aspects of the

program would be followed by a planned operational expansion.

2. By reliting 17ollow Through to the Title I effort, a possible

'solution to the problem of funding an expansion was being proposed.'

In terms of funds, Title I is much larger than Follow Through. Thus,

the suggestion was being made that Follow Throullh could.be partially

expanded through cooperation with an already funded program. As a

corollary, there were pOtentiai advantages forTitle I. ',By combining

forces with a program of researdh_and development, Title I ought to be

able to improve its effettiveness in bringing about' desirable changes

in elementary education.. A secondOorollary was that Follow Through,

would .no longer function as independently asit had in the past: it

-Would have to gorkin much closer cooperation witittbeDivfsion of

Compensatory ducations.

even though Follow Through's:expansion, was being tied to an
tt

operational- program (Title I), the problem'of_IONP!tilngS funding -a



by no meitliresolved, Indeed, Fairley .made it quite clear that

additional 1001ation would be . neceesary for the'supiort,of any

major expansian.

4. From a long -4ange.p91.nt,of On4Ceuld now begin,0

characterite Follri./ Through in the following way. It's first stage
'I .

Of dcoelopkent had been devoted to demonstration and .planned'varia-

intwhich alternative educatidnali,rogiams had an oppOrtunify

todeaiOnitrate,their effectiveness. -' This stage was 4bOtit to come

TWO second stage would be tran'siti,onal anddirected

toward the transfer of respOnsibility to ,states' for the elcpansxon

of the program.'. IndeeC. five states were funded for 1972-73 to'

begin making appropriate plane. The third stage would be to trans:,
, I

form Follow-Throfigh into an OperatiO'nal 'program by working through

sftates- (MVO and Title. I. 13Uf there waste clear implication that

the exvansion would, be based upon those sponsor programs Sand projects

that had been evaluted asD successful during the deMonstration

"stage.

As we write in March 1.91.3, the five-year- plan

reconsideration within OE and its future is very much in doubt. NOVO1"

-theles,s;.a reorientation to tho Follow Through program has taken place,

having the following important characteristics. (1) Ttic- earlier

independent and somewhat autonomous status or Follovt Through har-come.'

to an end -and, it now functions as a more closely controlled component

288.. These states,are Arkansas
and. North Carolina..

California, Michigan New Jersey,'
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of OE's actiihties. ox Mor,e Specifically,, Follow Through haef,begUn#.

to work in close cooperation with the Division of' CompensaterY ed441

tiOn, (3) A possible model for the translation of ld/low ThroU4h into

an operational wolvam has:been proposedll'althOugh it appears unlikelyr
. ,

that the istplemeotatto of this progratil vill ever take Al.ace. What ie

clear is that the demonstration phase of. Follow ThrbuRh is'about to'be

:completed..



CHAPTER THREE

SPONSOR PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS

Introduction',

.yor the purposes of this report, we have chosen fox study two sponsorS

and four community projects,.two'of whichare associated with each of the

sponSoes Since there are twenty sponsors
1
and one hundred and seventy-three

projects, these four projects can in no sense be viewed as a "sample" of

either sponsors or projects. The sponsors were chosen with one ctiterion

in mind: they represent two rather different educational approaches

within the,FollOw Through Program,

In what follows, we will refer to the two sponsors as "Sponsor A" and

"Sionsor B". Sponsor A emphasizes Behavior Analysis as the theoretical

foundation for his. educational program. He is one of several sponsors

who makesute of a well - structured curriculum, usually broken down into A

carefully organized series of learning'units. Sponor A also emphasizes

the involvement of.parents into the program, as we shall discuss sttosequently.

Sponsor B is somewhat more diffiCult to characterize. He is One of

several sponsors who has been influenced by the British "open clasidOom"

programs. He is also influenced by theories of intellectual development

4

about how higher - order` intellectual operations enter, into effective learn-

t

tng and the effective Uhe of knowledge. Although the objectives of

Sponsor B's.curriculum are rather well-defined, the curriculum itself is

kept flexible. . .

.Ior more information about similarities and Aiffere6ces among, sponsors
see Eleanor, E. MaCcoby and Miriam Zellner, Experiments in Primary
Education: Aspects of.Project Follow-Through. New York: Hatcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1970;
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At the risk,af some over!simp4fication, Sponsor A is within the modern

behaviorist tradition while Spolsor B is more influenced by cognitive and

developmental theorists such as Piaget, Bruner, etc. and the British open

classrooms.

'Again for the. purposes of convenience, we will refer to the two pro-
.

Pacts associated with Sponsor A as Projects (and/or coMmunities) Al and

A2;:and to the two. projects associated with Sponsor B as Projectell and
/

BL Any detailed discussion of the characterfsticSof these lout coMmun-

/ties is beyond the scope of this report, but we can at least.reviawsomo

rOf the more important'featuresof ea . .Community Al is located in a mid-

weatern.state and hSi*a population:of*apProicinately 65,000. The black

;population of this community is approximately 8,500 and there4s a mOdeet.

number, of residents, who are primarily speakers of Spanish-(Puerto Rican

and Cuban). Although'Community Al is not far froes certain large "urban...
, , ,

centers, itdoeSina fUnction as a suburb of any larger community, but

rather as a relatively. independent political unit.

Community A2 is located in a relatively large urban center in the Mid-

west. This community's populatiOn is 555,000 although it is the center

of a metropolitan area with A population of 1,235,000. The black popula-

tion of this, community is approximately 112,000.

Community-81 has a population of 207,000. It is also located in the

mid-west. The community itself is substantially industrialized, although

its surroundings.are predominantly rural and agricultural. It has a

black,papulation of approximately 18,000.

Community 82 resembles Bt in that it is 0 relatively industrialized

center in the mid-west, having a population ef-155,000, but its surround-
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inge are primarily agricultural,- The black population grhis community

is approximatelY 12,000.

There,are'some important respects in which these four communities are

a rather unrepresentative subset of the one hundred and seventp4htee prOeett

that make up Follow Through. All four are located in the mid - west. ,ligre

specifically, there are no communities that we have studied that are

'eithorJcharacteristic,of the SoOth or SouthWest. Secondly, they are all

of moderate siie, with only one project located in ,a major urban center.

There are no really large cities included, with populations in

excess of 1,000,000. Finally, black families are the largest minority
, /

group in each of these four communities,.

We should point out that there is a rather complex set of inter-

,relatiOnships between the .Head Start Program and Follow Through. The

Follow Through guidelines more or less.require that any local community

associated with Follow Through also participate in Head'Start: For examp

the guidelines contain -the following statement: "Until more projects

are ayailable participation in Follow Through will be restricted to only

those communities that have operated a full -year 1) Head Start or compar-

able pre-school program 2) and that have been specifically invited to aub

mit applications, Invitations will be extended to communities selected

with the assistance of Regional Officebf Etonomic Opportunity, State
.

Educational Agency, and State Economic Opportunity Office officials
,,4400

follow Through Program Manual, Feb. 24 1969.,

e,



Wore is an,additional requirement that rare exceptions, at least half

of the low-income children in each Follow Through.:projectmuet be - graduates

of a full-year Head Start or pre - school program. "3 As a conse-

quence, local communities working with Follow Through can also be expected

to have a Head Start program'an4,'.in general, the involvement With Mead. Start

preceded the involvement with Follow Through..

There are some secondary consequences to this iiiterplay:between Follow.

Through end Head Start. Some Sponsors, but not all,'sre running Head-$tart'

as well as Follow Through projects, This is true for both Sponsor A and

Sponsor'B. Moreover ithe Stanford ReSearch Inatitute is involved' through:

'separate contracts both With'the evalUation of Head Start as well as Follow,

\

ThrOughl Finallyi therejs anemphasia in the evaluation on a comparison of

the relative effectiveness of Follow ThroUgh,fOr:children who either did or

did not participate?in the Head Start program.

There ieone'administrative complication' to the relationship between

Follow Through and Head Steit.i The two programs are funded 00arately.

Although they are both administered' from within the Departmentiof Health,

Mucation'and,Welfare, only Follow Through is within the Office of EaucatlOn,.

under:the Division of Compensatory Edu\cation, while Head Start is administered,

by the Office of Child Development' In what follows, we have not made a

systematic attempt to study the interrelationships between the two programs,

although these are undoubtedly important.

Initial,Involvement of Sponsors

We asked each SponsOr'how he had betome involved with Follow Through.

Each had had relevant interests as well as- practical classroom experiences

that had prepared him for and predisposed him towards participation

Follow ThrOughprogram, SiMilakly, it is our impression that the majority

. Follow Through Program Manual' p. 3.

.

;



Of sponsors have backgrounds that have prepared them for participation

in, follow Through, in the form of relevant interests as well as practical

experience.

Sponsor A

Sponsor A was trainedas.a sociOlogist but had become interested In

elementary edUcation about the time that he had completed his doctoral

pvograM, In some respeOts, he is as much interested in educational re'

forM as hekis in comiensatory educatiOn per se and participation in a

piograM of compensatory education, provides him with an excellent OpPor.,,

tunity to put his ideas about education into practice on a large scale,

Shortly before becOming involved with'FollOw Through, he had worked with

a small private school and had been successfutlin developing a curriculum

:'based ,upon the principles of behavior analysic He foUnd this, experience

to be very rewarding and began"to look ior:Nin opportunity to work within
if

a public school system, ,Then he joined the faculty of a different univer-

:sitr. By coincidence, there is a more senior professor.at this univer-

sity who had partibipated in the early planning for Follow Through, .This

individual was involved in the deicision that Follow Through would make

. use of "Sponsors" as part of a program' of planned variation; this indi-

vidual suggested. to Sponsor A ghat he might be interested in Follow Through,

Spo.lsor A was immediately excited by the possibilities. Within a few

,.

weeks, he had attended a Follow Through planning meeting and, was invited

to attend the two meetings, held in Kansas'City, at which potential aponsors

had an opportunity to describe their,programs and ideas to potential pro-

jects. Sponsor A describes these meetings as A "fiasco". Undoubtedly,.

1/



he ii expressing his lick of satisfaction both with the meetings in gen-

eral and with his own performance at them,, At each of these meetings,

he had an opportunity to talk for twenty minutes to community represena-
,

tives about hiseducational program. There are several reasons why,he

found, this to be a frustrating experience; He had had

little experience in dealing with this particular kind'of audience and

felt that hedid not, know how to communicate effectively with them. In

iddition he felt that the, whole series of presentations to community

representativeswas inevitably cQnfusingLit Was difficult to beliive

that these representatives could abiorb he tortes of presentations and

make an intelligent evaluation of the different approaPh60. Finally,

neither Sponsor A not most of the other Sponsors' were as yet prepared to

take over.fult responsibility for the kind of program that-it was antici-

pated Follow Through yould become. To be specific, no sponsor had a fully
et" er , 0

developed curriculum suitable for working, with children in kindergarten
4..

through the third grade although most had bi'd some limited experience

with children within this age range. At any tate, Sponsor A came away

fromthese meetings somewhat discouraged about the impregsion he had made

and uncertain that any community would be particularly interested in.

what he had to Offer.
p

In retrospect, it= seems clear that it is,diffipult to 'communicate.

successfully by means of a short lecture very much allout-A-partieplar

Sponsor's approach. Visiting actual classrooMs in operation is undoubte

a much more effective megii§::of communication.
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In spite of this discouraging initiation, $pOnsor A did reach agree-

ments with five communities during the,spring of 1968 and began working with

them during the school year of 1968-69..Most of these comMunities were

directed to Sponsor A either by someone from the FolloW TgroUgh Branch

or from a State Office of Education or Office of Economic Opportunity.'

This first year of operation has been viewed by Follow Through as A. develop-

mental year, a period during which 'sponsors codld develop the necessary

materials as well as the skills, staff, and organization that would be

. essential for the operation of successful local projects. Neither of the

Proiectri Al add A2 was initiated during'this developmental year. In

1,969, Sponsor A agreed to .work with, an additional seven projects and

communities Al and A2 are among these additions::

Let us introduce at this point a bit of terminology that we will

continue to follOW. Sponsor A always refers to his ,Program as the total

set of Followlhrotigh activities with which' he is engaged,:. }e refers to

the activities associated with a single community as a grolest This

terminology will al'60j)e followed when discussing' Sponsor program.and

projects, Moreover, ,for purposes, of Confidentiality, wewill'use fictitious

names .both for referring to schools as 'Well as to ley individUala whO have

. .

been active in the program.

',Sponsor B

The-program run by Sponsor B is actually part of a lfarger program on

Early:Childhood-EdUtation, whereas Sponsor A's,prograMS with Follow Through

;

and Head Start are more or less self- contained. Akireove,(the program at

)1 )-
AVversity B wasiactuelly initiated by someone very: active in the field of

Cr.4

r- rly Childhood Education who hai since' retired, whom we will refeito as

Professor Hawks.,
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Professor Hawks had begun work with children who droO'out of school:

in 1963 and this effort was part of a Child Study Center. 'Then from

1965a68i some research was undertaken'on the special educational needs

of-MexicanAmerican children. Concentrating primarily on a,deMooptil
,

tion program centered in a singke school, this program was funded initially

from Title I funds. When ,funding was, obtained forAk',0enter for Early

Childhood Education, this exploratory program4a1 absorbed int'o'che ..ac-
t

the Center. PrOfeseor HaWks was the first director of the..

Center while Profeesor'Allen was respOnsible fOr-the special 'program-

with Mexican - American children. Then in January, 1968,:professor Hawks

was approached by the Director of yollow Through about participating

in the.progra0. She and Professor Allen. were enthusiastic

and took part in the l968 presentations in Kansis City. As a result

of these meetings, they received requests fiom thirty-six communities

who wanted their help in starting a Follow Through project and they

1=

accepted fourteen of these. Four additional proje4s were added in

thefollOwing'keter.

,In the case of Program A,%leaderShip has always been takena

single individual whols director of the program. In the cake of Program
.

B, leadership is divided among a pair of individuals. Initiallythe

program was effectively run by ProfessorHawks having the title of

Director of the Center for Early Childhood Eddcation, and Professor

Allen, haVing the title of Follow Through Director., However ProfeSsOY

Hawks retired at'the end of the academic year, 1969-70 and has moved to,

another area. Thus, she is no longerinvolved.in the program. At that
. ,

time,-Professor Allen was promoted to, the position of.DirectOr of the
.

,te

a
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Center While the original-AsSeciat4 Director of Follett Through, Dar..

koleyimoved'intd the position of Director. However, the leadership for

rogram B is effeetively Shared by this pair of individuals.

Sponsor .B began Working with Project Bi in the first,Yoar of the'

sponsored program (1968-69) while Project B2 was added in the following

Year.

$gonsor!' 0r an aationa

A
OOP of the first impressions one has of,these:tWo sponsors is that

7470-

they are both responSible for large organizations; this is understandable

since Sponsor A is responsible for twelve projeCts whileSponSor B L4

reeponsible for eighteen- Mom 04pecifieally, Sponsor A's Fellow Through:

budget was approXimately.12804000 for fiscal year 1971; for a similar

3

'p'eriod, Sponsor B's budget was-,084,000. Interestingly enough, Sponsor

A's Otaff'consists of nearly one hundred individuals, many of whom are

psrt'-timeemployees, for a fulltime equivalent total of sixtyeight in-

dividuals. aponsor B's staff-include:4 nearly sixty individuals, for a

full-,time eqUivalent total. of forty-five.Later, we will review in more

detail the responsibilities of,,theie individuals, but it' is usefUlto

note that the staff of either sponsor's organization, when-convertedto

full -Dime equivalents, is larger than the staff of the F011ow ThrOugh

Branch in Washington, Moreover, by compariOn with other projects based

at a university,' these are large projects as measured either in terms
: .

, of staff or financial resources.

Each of these sponsors has hien operating with Follow Through for

the past thvee years. In reviewing thetIdevelopment o their organizations,
)
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it Will:be useful to Separate their-eXperlences into three stageS of de,
0

veFopment as folloWs. In each case, there was aft initial stage that

preceded their involvement with Follow Throu-gh during which time a SOpn-,

00intof view about education Was, formed And he had some opportunity

to put these idelas.ino practice. During this initial phase, each sponsor'

was making certain Perional,bommitments About his career and about the

Way in which he could 'contribute to' his prefession. At this Stage, :the,

$ponsor3 adminittratiye responsibilities were limited and he worked

with:a 'small organiiatiOni i.e. bOth Sponsors were directly and Clos'ely,

involved with4he:demondtration clasStooms. pl'other:worda, their roles

and atgyitlea were directly refated to tlasiro activities and'uhey

were . }lonely and intimately involved ih the implemehtation of the educe-

tiOnoil program.

A second stage of deirelbpment,began as sooniashey becaMe involved

with Follow Thiough; it continued for the next three years, bringihg them

up to the present. During this stage, there was a major redefinition of

the Spopsor's role as he.became responsible for forming anlorganization

'de0.gned to implement his program.. In addition, Sponsors had to solve

. a;Veriety of-organizational problems for which, there was little precedent,

'including the following: what roles should be ircluded iq phis organi-

1

,N.
:.

P

zation, how should the program be incorporated into their local university-
,

setting, how should relationships be established to the local projects,

how should, they recruit for idditiona to their staff, and how should
.

they carry out the variety of training responsibilities that were essen-

tial to the impelementation of the program ?' By way of analogy, in the first

stage, each Sponsor resembled a small bUsinesspih or entrepreneur Who was
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I

.

just starting his own business ands doing evething:himself. In the
4

second stage, each resembled a small businessman After the company'had

expanded and the founder of the company could 00 Aonger take direct

sponsibility for ail:Activities. At the predeht time, the Sponsors are:I

beginning to move into a third stage of development baVingto do with

'the re- examination o their progra0 objeCtives and the potoible expan-.

sion Of their programs both within local communities as well atto:other;:..
1

,,communities.
. .

Let us. review some of the organisational decialonlihat were made

by these Sponsors dUring thit second stage of development,, For the moat

part, each Sponsor had to solve similar problems although the solUtionS

they, arrived at ;,.er.e often different: ' Each Sponsor had to

work out some relatioiaships between his program and the larger univer+

sity setting. Sponsor A now his an academic appointMent in'a Department

of Human Development and Family Life. When his Follow Through grant was

firs approyed,A't was administered through another'department with which,

he was at that time affiliated. He,found it very'difhcult tO:adMin-

toter his progrim from within this original'department and transferred

his activities to the DepartMent of Human Development and Family Life.

This:latter arrangement, has been much more satisfactory: Indeed, Sponsor

A has had previous experience with fouOther universities Arid feels that
'

his program could not have Operoted.succoasfully on any of,theee other

campuses. In his opinion, he hai received rather extraordinary support

frOm,this particular deparpment.

1

Sponsor B's 0 ogram works edministratively.through the College of

1-Education and prof ssor Allen's apPointment (O:in the Department' of Educa,
..,it40'

...'.



tional Psychology. Follow Throughaitself is onedf the Main programs

withih the Center for Early Childhood Education, which, in turn is'part

of the College of. Education. In some respects, being part of a semi autono-.

mous enter helps to provide Sponsor B with somewhat of a buffer betWeeo
f

Through 'and the 'university, Sponsor B'has had some adMinistra- 7

tive 'difficulties With the university over the operation df-his prograM

although:the present relationship is a reasonably satisfactory one.'

It is our impression that Follow Through programs are'diffiCult'to

adMinitter in 4 university setting and could not function at ail at some

Universiiies. Whishould it be difficUlt to run a Follow Through program

on a uhiversity-CaMp001 First of all, Follow Through confrootAA'univerl:'

city with some difficult and partiallyunprecedehted administrative

problems. The sheer volume of administrative paper work leads to cdm-.

Olications. (Follow Through programi'often have i need for
4-

more rapid and more flexible-proceasing of requisitions than is usually"
possibte at a university.) Secondly,, there is the issue df whether or

not the Follow Thieugh program is.perceived adocontrihutineto the educa-'

tional objectives of the university. For example, Sponsor A's difficula

.

ties with the first aepartment with which he was 4ffillated followed,

from the fact that his department did not view his program as contribut-

ing to the objectiVek of the' department while his current department views
;:.

hie activities ai,i positive contribution. A closely related euestion

is whether or not; students, either undergraduates or graduates; can use'

`Follow Through experience as part of their programsOf,study, In this

respe Sponsor A is iii/A-Tortunite position. His department isinter-

este application's. of behivior analysis to educational problem's. More-.
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over graduate st.tidenia can receiVe:Credit ,towardi their degrees from
t.1 v

e<

ticipating 74 program, As. a ieaUlt7,7aUSti,8tUdiinti(tiiii :.;;*

pottant rolatnf hie organichtion.
-,----,,..,

i

Spensor1 Fa Somewhat,liandicepped in that his program is:not teen

as contributing ,in all important way to the objectives of the College of

''tr

/.5

gducation. Being tocittectai a state university, there is some,fee4ng''''. .

,,t-

I

that.the program ought toconteibute more substantially' to educational,

261,)%

programa within the State rather than on a national scale, Although

there.are pregraM's intigarly Childhood EduCation as well as EdUCational

-...ro Psychology, Professor Allen.has felt that those in 'charge of these-educs7
,

. .

tional,Programs-have not viewed Follow Through activittesAsparricularly
.. ,-. ___ , !',,,..: '

%

relevant:to:either of,these programs. Moreover., it has been difficult.
',.

.

.

P

for a graduate student to receive-academic ceedit'for work'with Follow

Through; as a consequence, graduate students play a less important role

in the implementation of Sponsor ,B's progrAm.

Finally, the fact that these programs, operate en a nation -wide scale

4.0

rathet tharvieCally leads to additional Complications with the univer

si

with 'local coMmunity Oojects-who i4al.de in or,;nek the 10Cal c.omMunities.

.

Thisieads to guestions about.ritesof-pay,-Peceseary gualifieations, and

Conditions of:supeivision whiCh are difficult tO n ahort, the

- -,
,

sp (roes hire part7time,peoggin connection

requirements for the implementation of the off-campus activiti s-oftheso.,-
h

Follow Through;.progrims,raitre some administrative issues with which.univer-

sitieb are`not.well-eguipped to deal.

A second organizational decision that Sponsors must make'has WOO

with their relationships to local community projects an&to the defini-
,

tion of certain key, roles fOr working with these projects. Sponsor
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: A r*,

prfMary liok between .Sponsor and local Community., These districet pdvisoys '
: '

represent the SpOnsor's prOgram to the community although, as we '

tee, they are not in chargl of the.lotsi.prolects. The district advisors:

Are graduate studenis'who art employed on s'iwo-thirds time,basiii.

Sponsor A has given a good deal Of'thou to hiereliance on graduate.'
1 ,

.

students. He,has reservations about the employment oflull.time,.hon-
, . .

., .

prOmOtedgraduate OtUdenie iii this role-. Since they can't reallr:be:i'
0 1 . .

. 6 , . 4

1.e.4 there are not long -fun career oppertianities he believes that a NUN.
.A . ..

. .
, , .

time professional employee would not be.aa.highlymotivated,As:are.hia-

graduate students. On the other hand,. he feels that the position

be impossible if it were defined as a conventional half time reaearch

assistant, At any rate, hii-districtadvisors are highly motivated and

clearly work many more hers 'than ,would normally be required of a two:,

.,',.. , .

third's. time position. Sponsor A alsofeela "that sOme of. these graduate

students*111d have dropped out of a conventional gradulte program', f ,

.
;. A,

it,were not for the satisfactions derived from PartiCip tion,whth Follow
_ .

Through. The district Advisois'fill a very' responsible and demanding.
.....

.4

position'? TheyFare responsitle for implemening the'pare t participation'Z i4'.

,-. , .portions of the program, the instructional 'progiam 'and all other compO.
.

nents of the Sponior's program.

1----,-7,-,-:_qp4nsor A also mikes.use of an Alternative,role of "Program Consul

Cant" in,orderfto provide for liaison between Sponsor and crtalrLtonimunl.

ttes. In many-respects, program consultants may be viewed as distiict

ir-

, .

.adVisors.who,havejeft Spon*pdeA's.univerSityend have telicee.a full -time

pOsition,HusuAlly at some other universityThey.have usually had preVioUs



experience as a 'district advisor, It is not unlike a post-doctoral 4par-
.

',tunity for an individual toreceive additional experience with Tollew,

'ef

A

Thtoughi under the partial suparvision,Of SpontiOr A., By. this means, he

can'eXpand hie stiffn a decentralised fashion and it is his intention

to help prapsre'theseprogret consultants for taking on additiona/ re-
,

aponsibilities, ppftsibly Avtuli-fledged Sponsors.'

Sponsor B provided fOr lialawbotween Follov ThroUgh,and the community

in a rather different way. There is one "Field Representative" assigned

to4ach community vho:is responsible primarily..for implementatiOn of the

instructional program but not for parent involvement. ThisField Representative

is the primary link, between Sponaorandocommnity.- In addition, 'some projects' 3

but not all make use of a "Parent Involvement" coordinatOr who is responsible for

parent.involvement. With few exceptions, each field representative works

with a slpgta-community while` the parent invOlvement cOordinatOr may work

with, More than one community.; Finally, there are additional coordinators

for psychological seriicee, each of whom works with several communities.

,Sponsor B also differsjrom Sponsor A in that heirelles extensively.on

prOfessiOnals rather thangraduate students-to,fill the role of

field representatives. It is intereatingto note that the rationale for

this decision is a consequence of the type of educational program that is

being impleinented by Sponsor B. To be specific, Sponsor A's District

Advisors need to be primarily knowledgeable abOut the principles of behavior

analysis; they do not need to.be experienced teachers, On the other hand,

Sponsor B's instructional field representatives do need to be quite ex-
,

perienced teachers, knowledgeable both about class room activities as

well as about curriculum development. Thus, the solution that is sati-s7

actory for Sponsor A would be quite unsatisfactory for Sponsor B. In-
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terest6gly enough Sponser,B ,otten recruits individuals from local commun-

ities. Indeed, at the present time half of the instructional field repre.

sentative; have41,en iecruitea from local communities. In many respects,

this is S perfectly reasonable method Of recruiting., After all, in a

local community, thereJare experience teachers, some of whom have had it

experience with this Sponsoi's program. Such individuals ore.well prepared

fotaking on additional respeneibilitieS. `Ott the university, campus,

there is ndt an abundant supply of individuals withappropriate qualifications.

Both of these Sponsors have givensome consideratito the long -run

'<
'

'career implications for an individual, who 4 may begilLtOtork with the Spon.
.

'Boris Follow Through program. What can suchen indiVidnal,eXpect to achieve?

Both Sponsors holieve'thet,these positions.02Oistrict.AdVisors and Field

Repreeentativeeare temporary positiOne, to,be valued at a way of acquiring

'experience but tha,t individualsA!hould 'expect to leave Follow Through for
; .

another type of position. Sponsor A's' graduate students use Follow Through

as a Way 'to complete a graduate program and to learn'ebout applications_

` oflielavior Analysis, They may move o into an academic position in which

theyCan apply, what they have learned. Sponsor B's professionals can be

More adequately described as experierkeed educators in a post- doctoral pip7

gram. It would appear that they are likely to move into senior positions

iri acIchool systeM, 'perhaps in the field of special programs or'CoMpensa-
.

,

tory oduCetion as a result of their, experiences with FollOw ThrOugh.

There appears to be one important implication to the different ways

ofrelating to the Community that are.followed by SponsorSA and B. Since

Sponsor A makes use of a single individual for liaison, it is somewhat

easier for him to integrate all components of his program.into a coherent
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whole. Since Sponsor B makes use of two and sometimes three individuals,

there ie a tendency for the separate components to operate somewhat in-
.

dependently,of each other.

Just recently ,' SpenserA hai introduced one additional Modifieation

into his organtzation. For 'some time, there:hap been',a recognition that.

pistriOt AdVisorewere:oVerworked;: Moreoveri there has been a natural
. ,

tendenCy for:them to pay greatest attention to the implementat'iOn of the

instructionitcomponentof the program. In terms of theirbackground and.

training,- they are more highly qualified. to deal with' issues, abodt in

strpctinn As a consequence theyjlave.given less attention,toHthe parent

involvement tomponent.' Sponsor.A has added to his staff a Parent

Program Coordinator who will work with local` Policy Advisory Committees-'

and the District Advisors in order to strengthen parent involvement.

terestinglynOugh, Sponsor A-emphasizes that the Parent Program Coordinator

will Work for the.Dietrict Advisor: Le. not independently of him.. One

of his first responsibilities will be to prepare some materials (a,

manual) for helping 1oCal people In their work with parents and for help-
.f

ing local parent trainers with their programs for training parent class-.'

room,008:.

There appear to flat least three reasons for the, creation of this

new position. Firsi, there is the objective of redefining the

position of District Advisor so that the demands on his time are more

realistic. Secondly, this change represents a division oflabor'so

that the Dietrict Advisor,cen concentrate on thOsereaponsibilities for

which he is most qualified while the Parent Program Coordinator can

utilize his own specialized skills in the area of community organization.

A



Finally: there,are advantages to having an outside" person work more

cloesly with parents. Since the District AdVisor must work closely with-
.

in the school system, it is. Often difficult for him to remain on equallY

goad terms with parents and'schoot'officials, particilla0y when tftlifttwo,

groups may be in conflict.

A third organisational decision that Sponsors must make has to do with

provisions for the training of personnel, both within the Sponsor's organ-

ieation,as well as at the local level: Sponpor A's current methods are

the end product of an evalutionary,process and some very stressful ex-

periences. During 56-1-irst year he set up an NDEA workshop for, teachers

who were about to take part in local. Projects. Since Sponsor A had not

as yet recruited a staff, he "borrowed" staff from another university.
`.!

in order to run this workshop. After its conclusion, these teachers were

,observed in .their clasaroomi during the next year. Spenser A.Was quite

dissatisfied with what he observed: thebehavior of teachers was not

consistent with the requirements of his edUcattonalModel.. Let us cote

'here thtt Sponsors tend to have an image of howthey want teachers to per.

form and attempt 'totrain-Atechersto confop0 to:.this *a-0,7

Asia result of this diSCourageMent, Sponsor A developed a new training Progra46.

Hie staff setup.three OgionaOioikshop6.: In principle, the Sponsor

staff plus teachers froavaeOral projectsworked together for a few 441,0

as the first nthe training, Then training continued in each

.1(1.64 community withthe Sponsor's atafi organized in teams, Onb of which

.would work with each local community. This prooess"was carried,outjor:

the three regions in sequence. Sponsor A was much more shitsfie0 with the

'effectiveness of this training program But afterwardg the staff was
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eXhauSted and most of them had been..awayf;om home for six consecutive weeks.

with the exception oCweeliends. IO ditiOni.this method of training Was'oX

pensive,', particularly inn travel and 'plane area. Sponsor A,:With his et,aff,

then reviewed thistethod Of. training. They believed that they could teduce

the amount o( time requiredito complete Ole trainingisequence,bUt not enough

to make the method workable. This scheme was then replace0y.anO,hir

alternative, Sponsor'A set up two regionarainitig

centers, one in the East and one in the Mid!.West. Each training center was

designed to serve the needs 'Of approximately one hundred classrooms'.
. Each

reproduced all essential featured of his Follow ThrOugh instructional program

and might be said to reproduce a set 0 demonstrationclasstooms.

training prOgram ran for a week aa time. Initially, theneW teacher began

by observing an experienced teacher in a classroom., By the:end of the week,
,

the roles were reversed and the experienced teacher had been replaced by the

trainee who was now in charge of the classroom.

There.were several interesting features to this method of training.

Considerable attention,had beengiven.to the development of training methods

and a "curriculum" for the training of teachers: i.e the curriculum was no

longer improvised.. Secondly, Sponsor A applied to_the design of thehe

training methods the same principles of behavior analysis that he applied to

the analysis of a Follow Througb classroom Re.definedin behavioral terms

what hehoped to accomplish with this training program and the performance of

the teaCher trainees was monitored in order to determine that they reach some

acceptable level,of performance. Third, some Members o the Sponsor's staff
- .

were assigned to be responsible for the administration'and operation of the

training centers. .It had beCome one of the differentiated sub-systems within

the Sponsor's organization. Finally, additional, trining'centerk could be
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added se the need for training expanded.' Thug SpensorA felt that, this method

of training could, be used at part aenich larger program with each training

center servineas'one.module for oneyhundred qlaseroOms.

Moat recently,' Sponsor A hae'adppted many of 'the ideas thatWere used -in

theSe regiOnal centers for use at 00 local level. Thua, the training -reopen,

hae been decentralized .and delegated to each of the local projects.

At2thelOcal level, at each grade lev01, there is oneelatisrpopi designated as

a demOnetration.clasarbOm and run bY:AnexpOrienced teither, knoW0m a "lead"

teAther, :Lead teachers are certified 00 being o4y.qualified to Work with

Sponsor A's Anyteacher(may qualify .Stva lead teacher, as a form of

promotion., Not.ell :lead teachers will be responsible for demonstration class-

rootibut only lead teachers will, be 'pleced in-charge of such a Claisroom. The

'first training experience for a newt teacher is in the form of apne..4eek,train-

ingprogram that takes place in this demonstration classroom. The curriculum

folloWed is essentially the ourriculuM,that'vas employed by the regional train-

ing-centers. Other teachers with some experience may,a1s0 take part in this

trainingprogram that is usually stheduled before the beginning of fall classes.

Some short period& of refresher training are also organized around these demon-

stration classrooms. Thus, this program of training is now decentralized and

is the reeponeihility of local personnel with some assistance from the sponsor.

Sponsor B's methOd of training is somewhat different and equally decentral

ize4 some Of:the differences in methods of training are a consequence of dif-

ferenceein instructional programs: Vhil,SponsorA:trains teachers, Sponsor $*
, ,

places greater xelihnce.onthe.training ofti who in turn will-tratn the ...

teachers. To be epeCific,'atthelocal level-and employed bytheschOol'Ely.6041

there is usually one, program assistant (teacher trainer) per PolloW Through

school. If there were Follow Through classrooms in several sciloolsi therp,moUld

usually be .one prokraM'assistant per school responsible for the training of the

PolloW Through teachers-in that school. Then the local Field Representative is

responsible for working with the Program Assistants: i.e. for training the

trainers of teachers.1 jt.



At the present time, a gOod'deal Of the training;for program assistants

takes place during a series of summer inetitutee. Two -week institutes are

'held .fOr experienced program assistants while a four4teek institute is held

fOr new program assistants. Wen,edditionaltraininglor program assistants

takes place throughout the year. This training is,carried outA.oCally by
.\ 4

the field Representatives.

In carrying outthese training institutes, there have beeh at least .three

changes that hays taken plece!during the past three years. Originally,.

Dr. Foley and Profeeso'r Allen were personally, responsIble for the design and

implementation of the training program. As" they became more and more involVed

with administrative responsibilities, it became clear. that they needecrto

delegate this trainini:responsibilityto someone else as a full-time respon

eibility, AccordinglYi Dr; Helen Karlin, an experienced Field Representative,

was appointed ae Coordinator' of Training and sUbsequently Mrs. Henry was a0-

pointed as Associate Coordinator of Training. 'SeOondly, as experience

local projects `has accumulated, there has been a gradual shift,ln the nbjec--

/

tives of this training program. At first, training emphasized the general

characteristics of Sponsor B's instructional model and what At,means to work

in a,relatiVely'openlessroOm setting. Recently, there has been, increasing

emphisis OnIthe teaching of reading and this particular skill was especially

eMphasized.in the most recent summer institutes. Finally, the'original train-

prOgron was "practicum oriented," emphasizing learning by doingin demon-

stration classrooms.' This paseeummer, Dr. Karlin and Mrs.Henry compared the

effectiVeness of a practicum oriented training eXperienteWithione which Was,'

non:practicut:oriented.. Both methods oUtraining were quite thective,,in-
,

,

dicating that more reliance on a non- practicum training experience might be

possible.

Sponsor B also conducts-some.one-week 'Communicy7In-Service".training

prOgiams. Participation is open to all individuals from projects who

might profit from greater knowledge about the Sponsor's Program and educe-.
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tional orientations. 'A. variety of individuals may attend these sessions,

including teachers %parents, 'school: principals etc.

Dr. Karlin and Mrs.. Henry are also rei0onsible.for the training of

Field. Representative's who spend one week 'out of each month at University'

B. In this training there are included not only, the 'Field Revesenta0 4

tives for the instructional component but alp) the Field Representatives

respopSible for Psychological ,Services and Parent Implementation compo

.cents, In this forts of .treining,,the'Field Representatives forth')

separate componenta viIl sometimes Wiiik:peparately on their: particular

responsibilities: For a vortiOn of the ti:ele, all representatives will'

come.together-as a grOup in order-t0;confider planning for theinteorstiOn

of the three MaJOr Components.. Dr. Kerlin and Mrs. Mabry elso haVe

,close personal relationthip to the:Pie1d RepresentativeS.and are avail-
.

0able'for.consultationen.adindiVidualbasis about probleMethatarise

withinta particular project.

There is one other decisiOn. having: organisational implications`

that has been made by these sponsors concerning provthons for monitoring

the efiectivenesa of their educational programs. It follows from Sponsor
' a

A's eMphagis,on behavior analysis that heJncludes provisioni-t rfor the cen-

tiquousonitoringof the effectiveness of local programs. Quite routinely,_,

dsta.are collected on edsily basii about student performance and these
,

data are:avSilable'both to the local; and to the SpotisOr for

evaluating the effectiveness of the program.,' He includes within his staff
, 0

.

some,in4ividusls who are responsible organization and interprets-
.

thin of these data. In addition, he uses videotape recording0 as a way of

..monttoring certain aitivittes within local ciassroome, These data are,

also processed by theSpOnsor's staff. On the other hand, provisions for,,

N^



continuous monitoring:ofle'rformadCe are not as eaeent1allor Sponsor B.

Accordingly, he does not routinely monitor performance although he is be.

ginning to consider how:thWmight be carried out within his program,

terestingly enough, the4041, projectshave gradually be-COme more and mores

Ins

nterested in the developrant:of more effective procedures for monitoring

the Offectiyenessoftbeir local; projects. Sponsor B now

has underway a peir'ofretete51 activities. First, there is an effort to

opel'fy, thi; tos,hamI iorel

structiortal jcompOnent.

Objectives_to be Accomplished by SponsOr

We would interpret this effort as an attempt to

attach operational definitions ors to specify in behavior41 terms the

rAhor abstract statements about the program's objectives. Secbdly there

will be an effort to use these behavioral objectives in order to monitor
ls

the effectiveneS8 of local projects.-

.We'Can now - review how each sponsor's staff is organite& It i8 ire

portent to note.that thie'organization is a reflection of All of ,the

cisions that each Sponaor ha8 made,aboUt his programsnd its. implementation,

Sponsor A's organizetion 18 summarized in Figure 3.1. Sponeor B's organization

is summarized in Figure3.20 In this latter figure, we have not attempted to-

give a complete descriptiokaf.the Center -for Early Childhood Education, but

only to indicate that lolloW ThroUgh IBTArt of the Center's Program and that .

:

kettein key individuals in .F011Ow Through 0180.heVe responeibilitiea for the
.4, H ti,

operation of th44enter and'its prograths.

We will concludesthis section With some impressionistic statements

about the organizaticins ofieach of these SPoneors. During the first year

of operations (1968 -69), the staffs of each Sponsor must have worked
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Figure 3.1 Program Organization for Sponsor A as of 1971-72.
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Figure 3.2 Program Organization for SponsorB es of 1971-72.



under enormous prat:Sures. There were, very rigid deadlines to be met

and much too much to he done with respett to the site of the staff,

available. Moreover it spew quite clear that dponsoit had seriously

undereAtitheted the complexity of their administrative responsibilities,

1

of their training responsibilities, And .ef the .organiaationetbat they
ti

were attemPtingstO create. That they underestimated is quike understind--.
.

able since neither Sponsor had ever' tun a program on such a large -scale

and .there are few precedents to follqw in a university setting for tbe

administration of such a.largescale effort. Indeed, Sponsor A indicates

that he watt' incredibly naive,abou?-preparinga realistip budget and that'-%

ai
he depended upon.'advice,jTrom the Polldw Through Branch sothat he,:would

not undereaffiSateeipher costs or staff requirements; In retrospect it

might have 100. desirable. for Sponsors to Wave begun with fewer projects

. ,

to have expanded more gra4ually. Yet the staffs survived during'

this first year. In spite ,of being quite overworked, participants tended
. .

to maintain7highmorale and to develop a strong commitment to, the Oro-

,gram._ During the next two years, the senbe'ol,continual crisis "began to

disappear. The staffs are still somewhat-overworked but seemhto be 4

4

much more in control of.their responsibilities:4 i.e.,theit jobs, are nop
4 .

moe.clearly defined and they can schedule their activities with greater
1

, :

Confidence. Morale.rtmains high; althqugh crises Ain arise and tie

relationships between Sponsors dnd local comMunitiea are still somewhat.,

in flux,

Project Comparisons: Some General Considerations

In our disCussion.of Sponsors in the pr4vioue sections, we found it

useful to discuss Oese developments that had taken place during eilch,of



Otee staieaof development. In siiilarashion, we witat tojeVi.ew 4e1044'

minte-NAthin local projicte that .took plaCiv4kiring-1) an initial stage during

II

which the basic organizatton of a follow Through project was ,first defined"
.. -

.9

and relatiobehi it among key subsystems qere established, 2) at intermediate

stage during which the plan for FollOw Through was being implemented, and

an ,evaluation stage duting which projects have begun to review their eit-

'periences.and plan for the futuie. A review of stages one and two will

bring us through Summer 1971, while developments within a third stage.were

just beginning totake place during the past academic year.
t .

In pviewing our data SbOut Sponsorsn:d projects, we have beenlopar-
,.,

. 4

ticularly interested in 'the pro4lem of making comparisOns-among.projects.

Specifically, fora given Sponsor, one can make comparisons among his

projects while; fdr xwo.oe.mote Sponsors, one-can make comparisons among

their various Oroj9cts. Alternatively, in what respects are projects

similar and in what respects are they different? To 4,e4nifiCant extent,
7,

projects share in common the fact that each has had to deal'with a set of

.

,I,similsr organizational problems in'order to attain their'objectiVsi, Hots-

ever, ptojecti differ because they'reach' different solutions to thisset

''of ptobleMS.

During the initial stage, ptojects all have in common that they must,'

makean_initialelthough.possibly Limited commitment to thejollow Through
.

Ai pregraMIn_a_aenseehip commitment implies a recognition of some existing

4nadequacies'in the community's educational programs and an eXpectation that

implementation of Follow Through will lead to.a reductioninFthese inade-

quacies. -Also, during this stage, a community must make some-decisions_

about how a Follow Through project will be incorporated into the tommunity .

and the school 'system
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During the implementation, phase projects eirhave in coimion

'must create an.;organization in Order to implement theieplanned prog

they

, I

'Ws soon as Sponsor and'eommunitty reach'ah agreement, thefi,the tmplemen on

of their Follow Through program'hecomes a primary end and, the ,creation' o

n effective OrOnization'beeomes a Meand tO:the achievement of thSt 0114,
40

Jtowever,,...0.erOstAng an organizatiP4'there arOtome-sopohoiry:pro408,

Which have to,be,faced. .These apPear te:include,the fplicwingt

14,..esSome forth of Winking relationships between the Sponsles &geni-

i' '" 1 , :

zation, the projeet , the' local school system, and the Follow 'Through
f 0 ',

r 0
0

Branch has to be established:'-. ' 4
., , .,

,

2, The orgy ziltioll'l of the p jeet staff has to'be Wined and2itePs N

1

reed to be taken in order to,crea at organAzation,,i.e. to recruit 04

I

train those indiitiduals who °will be responsible for the Ideal' prejecti.,
, ,.,

5s) .
3. . Working relationships betWee the project staff and the school `

,.,."'

,,t./
. . r-

p.

or schools irt whichthey,,Operate h ve'to be established. ..- -------'177"'
t, ... ,

,..4. '', Sthne agreements Wave' to b reached tl'.(out a ''irogam of parint

cr ' . 7*
.' / ,,7;-

and comemnity,tnVolVelent, as ,d, have fo:betoken in, order tO2pet 0 e4 \',
.

''. i r .
.4...

r '(;.'
d

program into effect,
. .

5. 1-,Some provisions (for monitoring the effectiveness ,of the prbjec

,,,Aetivitiee have" to 1? developed.
r

n what follows weyill:conaider eAh:of.theseProbiema in-sacear

sion And /will compare the 'solutions", to theM that have been reacheS,fer

each of 'the four, projects':
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t e CommUn t 'and ,S (MOO

'SponSOr A's invOlvementwith ProjeCt Al began in the

spring of 1969. The local school district for Community ,A1

received a letter of invitation from the State office of 0E0 and from

the state Superinandent of Public IfistructIon to 'attend dn informa-

tional meeting4n Medulla/1, Ohio, to acquaint them with Follow

'2110Ugh, Included at the meeting were.key representar

tives froth theechOol system as well as the Director of Head Start for
,

the county. Afterwards, an interim Policy Advisory Committee was formed,

L .. . .
.

.
.

including some Head Startparents plus appropriate school 4ficials. This

.

group mide'uSe.ora general consultant who was quite knoOledg1yable about

the program approiches of different Sponsors. Five Sponsors were inter.

viewed. Apparently, the group was able to fgree that they preferred

well-structured progrem.c,As a consequence, they also agreed,that Spon-

,sor A would be their first choice and another Sponsor with an equally_

well-struCtureOpproach would be their second choice. Agreements were

then reached betWeen SponsOr A and the community. The necessary contrac-

tt,ial proposals were approved by,Follow Throngh,end implementation

of the projeCt begun in, the summer 0,1969 for the ,school.. of 1969-70.

,In,these initial discussions; Mr. Hurdoch,.COordinator of Federal

Funds for the school district, played a very important role. Before

taking-on:Chls particular responsibility, he had been an eleMentary:

school, principal. ThUe\he,had a well-eitablished position withir' the

school SAtem,..anct wae-respected.:both by his superiors as well-ag by
,o

others with-whom he worked. At that time, the schools in Community Al

,
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Were'- organised intotWo separate schsbol districts, one for the Bletsentary

Sho-010:and the other. for the High!School and Mr. MurcloCh was part of

the elementary school district.- To some extent COmMuhity Al was mo-

tivated by the fact that Follow Through represented an, addItional source,

of-Federal funds that might be used in.ordsr to finance 8600:new activi-

More importantly, an awareness already exiated,that at least three

of the elementary schools in the'Disirict were not,functionintis Well

as they might. All three of,these'schoOlaserve neighborhoods of rela-''

tively low,socil-economic status.

During the initial series of negotiations, there were a number of

people involved whose roles were transitional.- Thsy'represented signif-

icant interest groups in the community. Because of their,participation,

there was'fairly Widwispread involvement in the initial decOil

FolloW Through. As a consequence, a'numbe of e6gme4ts of the com inity

took part In the initial- Commitment to,participate in Follow Through These

.included the Directof of Head Start for the County and the 1)irsctorC)Cthe

Community Action,Program. In addition, several parents with children in

Head Siert were included and served on the interim Policy Advisory Committee'

(PAC).1 The presence of'these transitional individdals added to the siinifi-

,

cance 1c0 the initial commitment even though these individuala did not re-

main actively involved in the, implementation of-Follow Through. There were

alto at least three individuals who played important roles in the initial

negotiaticns'and who remained abtively involved in the implementation of

Follow Through, at least during the first year. These included Dr. Devine,

elementary school Superintendent, who-continued to support the Follow

Through-program and who played an *Portant liaison role betwean'
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F011oW Through and the fchool Board; Mr. Murdoch, who played a major role.

in getting the Follow Through project started and who functioned as the

key link between Follow Through and the BohoolDistrict; and MtC HazeltOn,

,a teacher and OuperVisorifor two qearlEin Head Start who continued to func

tion::as Parent Coordinator. In this-rule, Mts. Hamilton ia the ,key ltlk

,between the Follow Through staff and parente.

One othei7lOportani-deCision that was reached'initially was that

FolloW ThioUgh classrooms - i.e. the project activities woUld.ba4aseigned

to.a single school, the Holt School,, which is.one of the three schools that;

ez previously mentioned. By Coincidene, an old school building was just.

being repIaced and Follow Through began its operations'in a new school build.

Mg with a new principal who was hired from outside the sehool district.

There ls one additional obiervation about these initial negotiations

that is of some importances- Mt. Murdoch recalla with some surprise that

support for a structured educational program (Sponsor A) ,came primarily'

from parents and that this particular decision was not made. by senior admin.

`istrators in the School District; 14hough they were not Opposed to

Project A2 Sponsor A's involvement with Community. A2 followed a

rather, different pattern. The initiative came from Mr. Clark, an Associate

Superintendent of Schools who wee at-that time in'charge of a3.1 elementary

schools within the inner -city area Prior to Follow Through; hp had taken

.

the leadership .in developing a remedial reading program. and had some in-

ferest in.obtaining. financial suppoii for the continuation of this program.

With support. from the State Office of Education, he began t4 explore the

possibility of a Follow Throughproject and was lecrfo Sponsor A primarily
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use of geographical proximity. It is not at alt clear that Sponsor

chosen because of the nature of his prOgraM,bui rather for reasons of

enience. After agreements were reacheC there was an expectation that

SOoneor A would somehow makeAise of this.eXisting remedial reading PeoSrqm.,.

This eXpectation was unfortunately incorrect and led to some initial diffi-

culties when the prograt was lirs implemented for. the school year of 1969-70.

jtctually, Sponsor A has indicated thethis own views about curriculum,

materi
E\

le were in flUx and that this was 'the source of some of the initial
, .

misunderstandings. . While these negotiations were underWay, he still felt

that local communities4uIdtve a good deal of freedom in the:choice of

curriculum materials. Subsequently, he became convinced that certain

types of materials were essential for the.suCceasfu:1 impleMentation of

educational program.

there appear to be important differtncee between Projects Al and A2,

having tb do with the proCess of selecting a Sponsor. Community Al had

a reasonably accurate set of expectations aboutSpOnaor A program when

they decided to work with_him While CoMmunity A2 did not. In addition,

ComMunity:Al had involved more individuals, both parents as well as school

of4ciels, in the initial process of'decisionamakitigthan had Community A2.

There appear to be consequences to theie differences for the'Projecte that

we will review subsequently.

In addition, in Community A2, Follow Through,classrooms are located,

in three separate schodia, Lamson, Admits, and Harper. These schools are

n11 in low Income neighborhoods serving primarily hinck-familiea.

These schools are rather distant [prom one another,' although all ai* in the



`' ''.'innar city" area. More importantly, the staffs of these three schools

.

were not involved in any oLthe,initiai discussioni and the decision to

locate Follow Through in them was apparently made by senior adminIstra-.,
,

tort in the District. As a-result, these school principals have had

rather mixed feedings about their involvement with Folio., Throaghand

particularly about how their schools were selected.

Prolect Bi Sponsor B began working with Project 81 inthe first

year of the sponsored program (1968-69) while Project B2 was added in

the following pear. Community B1 is actually one, of the, projects that

blew in 1967-68 as an uniponsored program. For'this first yar, the

'director of Head Startbecame the first director of the Follow-Through,'

project. Then, in 1968, Community Bl was advised that there were to be

I

no more unsponsored projects and that they would have to find a sponsor.

Representatives of the comMunity including 40 Follow Through directer

were at the first of the two meeting in Kansas City. Sponsor'

B was chosen primarily because the Follow Though director felt that

''.-

Sponsor B's ideas:aboutprogram were Very'clleto the ide4S-already

1

being employed:in their unsponsoredprograMH Subsequently', officials
.1 .,, A

from CoMMUniy B learned that some communitihadbeen:permitied to con-

tinue without a sponsor and there is some residue of 4tterneia over hav-

ing been "forced" to work with a sponsor. At any rate4.SPonSor*B!e.:
! -

,
.

. . .

.

aSsociationvithlhta project began during the, academic': 1968-69.

Project B2 - In the case of Project.B2,' the ieneral consultant: was

quite inflUential in steering the community;to Sponsor B. The cluniCy

had received an invitation to partfcipate.in Follow Through in 1964,

general consultant was employed who was quite knowledgeable about Follaw,

Through and familjar with some of the Sponsors' programs, He' suggested
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that'Sponsor B's educational views were quite consistent with the educe,

tional orientations of the local School eystem and SpOnSor B's associa.;

.lion with thiscommUnity began'in 069-70.
tr

There were.two key individuals inVolVed40 the initial diectiesipnef

,

who continued to play key roles in the implementation of Follow.Through.

Mts. Millet tied been Ditector Ofsthe 10Cal Head Start'project:- Along

with the general consultant, she had an opportunity'to visit several

sponsors, including Sponsor B, and played an influential role-in the

decision to work with Sponsor B. 'After the decision to work with Follow.

Through was reached, it 14Ss'agreedthat she would serve ak Director for

bOth Head. Start and Follow Through. She continued in this role throligh"

the academic year 1970.!71. At that time, she asked to be relieved of

these dutiesin order to take on some new responsibilities within the

school system. During thisiperiod,.Dt. Prentice, Superintendent of

Schools, was also .qUite active. He has given strong support to Follow

Through: He'functions in part as the key link between FollloW Through
ti

and the schootayetem as well ds between Follow Through and the school,

board.

Protect implementation in Community Al

Overall pattern of relationships,

As soon dB the implementation fltage .begen; certain key relatioq-
e

ships had to be worked. Out !mons project, sponsor pthool systeM, and

Follow Through Branch. In these developments, Mr. Murdoch hal been par-

ticularly influential. One of the first problems that he faced wee' that

a project staff had not yet been recruited, although'an agreement had
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been reached that 00 project would be located in the Holt School. How-

ever, the form of a project organization i.e. what positions would be

needed - had already been established by the Sponsor and had already

been incorporated into the proposal that had been submitted by

Al to the Follow Through program in Washington.

In this early period; Mr. Murdoch began to function. as direCtor of
1

the Follow Through projeotand continued fOr soles tire to function in that
,

capacity. He recruited a,Follow Through Coordinator, a Parent COordi-

nator,'teachets, and teacher aides. The problem of recruiting teachers

end teacher aides was simplified by the fact that the project was to

begin at the kindergarten'level'for the first year, expand into first

grade in the second year, and contipue to expand one year at a tiMeun*

til grades kindergarten through third were inclUded'inFollow Through:

SOO. Mr.. Murdoch was part of an on-going school'syetem, someof.these.

responsibilities could be ,delegated to departments ,within the aehOol

system. Recruiting was handled by.the DirectorOf Personnel although

Mr. Murdoch played adctive role in alldeeitions about hiring.

tereatingly enough,'aome of the teachererocruited during that first

year did noiknow that they, were to'be part of a new program, althdugh,
.

they did know that they would:be kindergarten teachers, During the

N,summer of 109 he had been successful in hiring .11re.Fisher as Follow Through:

Ordinator,-A.Irse Hazelton is Parent Coordinstor,.and several teaCher aides.

In. ddition Mrs. 'Armstrong had.been hired as the new Principal of the

Holt chool.

AlOn with this responsibility for staff recruitment; Mr. Murdoch
4

!\11

sas,r4i) itt at procedures were established for contract administration,

management"of he,budgeti..purehasing, etc. ,To i large extent, these
.-
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details about contract administration could be delegated to'exiatinu

divisions within 'theichool,eystem.

jhrOughout Mr. Murdoch hai been responsible to*two individuals.

On the ope hand, he is tesponSible to Dr... Devine to make clear that pro.-
.

gresa in implementipg.theproject is being "made accordOg to schedule.

He is also responsible to the Project Officer. who monitors the'adMinis.

itrektion of the,Contract. In particular, underthe'Conttact, CoMmunity

Al agreed to adhere to certain guidelines established for all Oollow

ThroughprojeCts and the Project Officer. is responsible lot-AeterMining

that these guidelines are indeed being followed. As we shall see, the )'

problems of.meetiOg these guidelines have at tithes led to disagreements

between SchOol System and Project` Officer.

follow ThroUgh classrooms began to operate in September, 1969.: By

that time, Mts.'.Vieher had assumed active responsibility for the admin

istraion of the project and At was'Ito, longer necessary for Mr. Murdoch

to be as actively involyed as:he had previously been.
4

As the end pro-
,

dUct of an evolutionary process, his continuing tesponeibilities'to

POliow Through have gradually stabilized and been fedefined,.

He hae primary respOnsibillty fot Contract negotiations, between the

school system and the.Pollow Through Branch. ConttactS}Ire resubmitted

annually and reviewed by the Prdject officer-as well as by other mem;

bers of the Follow, Through staff. Mr. Murdoch plays a major. role in

drawing up the contract proposal, particularly in the submission of the

h. Mr.. Murdoch resigned in Spring 1971 in order to take another"position.
le significance of this change will be discussed in a subsequent sec -
tion. was replaced by Dr. Olson. Dr. Devine also resigned to be

replaced by Dr. Beam.
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budget, and, in.those detiils that pertain to the Follow Throtigh guidelines.

Secondly,, he keeps Dr. Devine informed,add aware of the progress being

made in the project. This is at important'responsibility and one that.he

handles well. As a result, the Superintendent has been i strong suppprte

'of Follow Through and willing to mediate between the project, the aehool

board an4*the community, when` necessary. Finally,'Mr. Murdoch has been

, ,

very effective trouble-shooter for Follow'Through in resolving issues be,

tween F011owlia70 Ah\nd the eehool.systes.. We can stitethe problem in
;.

general:term-9-o follows. The school system (the echool'dietriot) can be

viewed 4! a set of component, ubsystems that operate interdePendently. ',11w

Follo4jhrough project represents an additione.subsystem to -be included

in the total aYatem. But as it begins to funetio , problems arise between'

Follow Through and other existing subsystems an some accommodat,ions'be,

come essential. Mr. Murdoch has been very effective in helping to resolve.

the difficulties,t(hat arise between Follow Through and other .parts of the

system. For example, since Follow Through has its own funds 'and its own

educational program, it purchases materials in ways that are inconsistent

i

with the practices that are followed throughout Other parts of the ethool
. .

system; Gradually, the.Purchasing Department has learned to adapt some-

,

iihat to the need's and requests-of 'Follow Through. Similarly, Follow Throughi. . . . .

has gradually involved parents in the hiring of teacher aides and more re-

.

cently.teachers. Such.practices are not normally followedby the Personnel

Department and again. Murdoch, has participated in the negotiations that
. ,

. ,

helped to resolve 'this conflict over procedures. Follow Through also

employs Parent Assistants who have been hired as Temporary EmplOyees (a

decision hich is in itself a'comp i e). As a consequence, there have

ri
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,been awkward questions raised about establishing their rd of pay whether

or not they are entitled to fringe benefits and paidvacatiens, etc. Again,,

Mr. Murdoch has'been helpful in resolving disagreements, although the'de-

have:notAlways been completely acceptable to the'perents,or to they

Follow Through staff; j/hatone.obeerved is that Follow Through, as new

component,needs to operate in ways that differ-from the:established pro!.

cedures. Staff,departmentsthave developed.procedured that are based on
(

their experience Wre:Vhe'previously exidting'prOgrams and that are not

.

necessarily appropriate for Follow Through. And some key figure like rir.-
'

Murdoch canhe.very helpful in:discussions- that lead to7amodification in

these procedures. More importantly, these conflicts over proCeduree are

disturbing both to parents and the Follow Through staf. It would impair

the effectivenesa of the program and the morale of the staff they.OoDld

not be resolved.

-Therel1s one remaining link of considerable importance that was'estab.

lished inhe summer of 1969, the link between Sponsor'and'project. At

that time, Carl Holman became the Sponsor's representatiVe to Community'Al .

having the title of District Advisor, He is an advanced graduate student,

at University A and very strongly committed to the support of Sponsor A's

program. He is 6ounger than most of the key,figures in Follow Through in

this preject,and:is of,4 of the few major figures, who is routinely called

by his firsename. His rele'is a very comple x one and he handles it well'.

He has responsibilities that might conceivably ba in tonflict, although

he does not permit them to become so. On the one hand, he is responsible

to Sponsor A for the implementation of A's prograM and in.soMe re-,

spects for. ensuring tht their program, as one of many in the experimental

effort will have anoppi.;rtunity to demonstrate its effectiveness when
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Compared to the programs, of other Sponsors. On the other hand, he has no direct

authority over any of the local staff. He is in the ambiguous position of a

kind of consultant to the Follow Through Director and Coordinator who are hired

locally. It is our impression that initially neither his role nor that of, the

Follow Through Coordinator were Well-defined. Thdy work closely together and

.,

their division Of responsibility hai evolved over time. Moreover, their pradent

'roles are partly a'function of their individual characteristics . what .each

does well . and partly a result of their joint assessment about what has needed

to be done in order to imAementthe program. 404111 discus's pore fully how

his responsibilities have changed in -a subseiluent0JeCtion.-

A '

Project or

During the summer of 1969, training began for the.teachirs and
,

teller

aides andithe organization of the loCal Follow through staff began to cryst lize:,.

A summary of the project organization for the year 1970-71 is given in Fi r *3.3.

Sponsor A

Dist) Advisor. -

Carl Holman

Parent Advisory
Committee_"4

District S Ihocil Board

District Superintendent - Dr. Devine

Coordinatoti,of Federal Funds - Mr. Murdoch

Principal :I Holt School - Mrs. Armstrong

Follow Through Project

Coordinator - Mrs. Fisher

Parent Coordinator - Mrs. Hazelton

Parent Treiber - Mrs. Marshall

Five First Grade Teachers /

SeVe; kindergarten Teachers

Twelve'Teacher Aides

twenty-FoUr Parent Assittants

Project Officer
4

General Consultant,

Figure 3.3 - Organization of the Follfw Through Staff in Community Al during
*tool year 1970-71. (Note: the position of Parent Trainer was

not added Until 1970-71).
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In this summary, we have included thoseTindividuala who are responsible, for

liaison between pioject, school system, Sponsor, and the,FolloW Through Branch.

First grade classrooms were added only In 1970-71, second grade classrooms.in

1971-72, and third grade classrooms are being added in 1972-73.

f

The organization of each Classroom is the'same: one teacher, one,

teacher aide, and two parent assistants. This the,patteun that was e

tablished during the first year for kindergarten and it is the same pattern

that was followed in 1970-71 when first grade classes were added. It is

important to note that. Follow Through in this community btgan with all'the

classrooms at the kindergarten'level. As Follow Through progresses rom

one level to the next, they again take on responsibUityfor all classrooms

9

at any given grade level. By 1972-73, all classrooMsl,from kindergarten

through the third grade will be part of the Follow Through project while

none of the classrooms at highergrade levels will be direCtly associated

with the project. We should add here parenthetically that certain state

lawshave had.to be taken into account in defining these roles,particularly.

those that have 'to do with teacher certification and qualifications for

those who may assist with classroom teaching.

-

Let us consider for a moment;whot, one.might ob,serve in a FolloW Through..
.

classroom in the Holt chool'./
/

Typically, there would be ahoUt 25-10, chl1-.

dreg in a classbroken[down into four-sUbogroups of equal size. Each

IgrOup would customarily be,Working around itable in one corner of the room.

There would be four adults iti'We room, one working with each of the smaller

groups and, at first glance, there would be no obvious way to distingUish

Among teacher', teachei/aide;:and parent assistants. IrlthO school, there

is a working agreeme t that the teacher teaches reading, the teacher aid.,
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is responsible' for mathematics, and the parent aseistante help'teach hand
-/ .

.writing, spelling and'help wiEh other more; general assignMents. pften one
4

pareni4ilt Concentrate,on hand writing, while the other parent may assist

ihoSe'children,in need of individual help (tutor) or perhaps supervise 4

grodp=engaged in drawing ,and other forms of art,

]

This division of respdddibilities is in part aconsequence of state

laws in this-particular etate. (Laws in other states are similar but not
.

The teacher is certified and the only ode in the classroom- who

.

is legally minified as a professional. Officially as well as in fact,

this teache* is in charge of the clasiroom aitivities. The teacher aide

can assist in teaching,(i.e, do some teaching under supervision) and must

have a high school degiee plus)approximately a year of collhe Aredits'
1

.

(30 credit hours). The only qualification for parent assistants is that
, .,.

they should have a child in Follow Through., briginallY, parent assistants.,
i

.

,

were supposed to work for a six to eight week period and then be replaced.

With this rotational scheme, it was' assumed that many parents would have

, ,.

an opportunity to learn about Follow Through and the Sponsor's educational

firogrim. To some extent, there has been a gradual.shift away from this ro-

tational scheme for at'least two reasons. First of a110t has beendiffi-
.

. .

curt to icruit 'parent assistants in sufficIent.dumbers to operateihe ..

scheme,- As a result, parent assistants, who hpe worked.out well in the
w .

classroom are often encouraged tocOntild beyond the:six week period..
. .

2econdly, the rotational scheme iimpOses lan:added burden 'on the teacher.
A . # t

,

Once the teacher has been successful in training a parent aide and,is\able '

to make effective use of her services, theteachei feels that she haemade

an investment-iethat parent., It is in the teacher'S 'interest that that
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individual continutth the ',royale.., Just efb.there has 61en a; gradual,
.

chinge'in the way in which parents are utiliked,in the.clasproom, time
,

has ilea been a cllange. in the rationale for,intr&cing: parents Jab the°.
, .

4.

claattoom. Initially,':there wad less emphasis on the contribution that

parent might mikOp.caser activities an.4 more emOhesis on the de-

siiabillty of -qe-ducatinfeyparents about Folkqw Through.and,in enlisting'.
...

their suppsort. lipw threla%N imphisis has been reversed as e' ea0ers,
',. ,

,

have come to retAnfzehow parents can contribute inthe classroom.
. . ,

The prase ce of par nts 11 these classrooms ea,parapkofeadiOnils

raises sop important iliuesabaut 00 use f "nonvrofesdionels' as part
. .

..of he,Ostructiona prlcess. State adcre iting laws placp great emphaV14'

'oper credentials and on.the formal, ucation that ieachers'mqst re.

c*,
:

-Ay

lvee, The Follow hreitgh4,roject in C

pith reepeCt to the ways ielwhi.667;aren

/..though they attempt to avoid any overt

unity Al often bends the;rules

s and'teacher aided are used, al-

t,

conflict-wIth the state ACcredita-

tion prob4eures, This successful uille of parents and teacher,dides in the

cl'aesrootn.fp.3ne wre bits.c+eldenc to sugget that' state accEpd1tatiop,

-,pi-ocedUres are'out moded and Al nee of. revision.

One might also'observe certai characteristic features.of,these

Follow TOpugh,classrooms that area direct c6nsequence of the Sponsgr's
, '.c.

,

'
/

model,of the educational procesC,
,
HInStruction is laiiblY in-

diVidualized, In the Major (activities: ofj-eading, matheMatics,-arid: hand-:-

.., writing, the program1Makesnse of 4/graded "series otwork.bOOks. 'EaCh'

child has" his own book and proceeds, with'the help-of a teacher,,at hii'
.

,own pace.. Secondly, theclassroom operatesby using a ',token exchange".

economy. Children are rewarded(reinforced) cOntknuail? for malani,progress
4



in their classroom activities. a;orollary, perlada of work (earn'

i g) are fol wed by periods of plaY, during which the children can

spend the toke they have earnechon- a variety of pleasurable activities,

most of which take place in thp Classroom. Thirdly, the Behavior

. Analysis program also makes use of positive reinforcement, using the

a
token exchange, economy in order to,maintain what we normally think of

as clas*roOM discipline. As Sponsor A has written; "Behavior Analysis

uses pasitive reinforeement' to build 'fraproved student hehaVior and seeks

to eliminate all 'coercive Or negative control procedures., ...The general

strategy is to ignore:inapprbpriate behavior while providing heavy and

frequent reinforcement for desirakle ;behavior."

this brief description_ of a' elaspro6m, we have tried to review,'

_ .

some key implications of :the Sponsor's, model for cladsroom activities.

This model may be viewed as a definition of .an "ideal" classroom. ,No:/.

We would like. to review, the training that was undertaken in order. to

move toward that ideal and the important implications for the roles of

. _

classroom teacher as, well as Follow Through Director.

Froth the Sponshr s .point of view, his main responsibility to 'a

community is to tain individuals about the', Sponsor's model so that .it

can be implemented." Moreover, training takes place at several levels

0

within the local organization and the Sponsor's strategy is one of train-,

ing trainers who'in ;turn will carry out the training at another level,

within the organization. In some respects, Mrs. Fiaher, Follow Through coor-:

dinator, and Mrs. Marshall have the major responsibility for all train-

ing that affects classroom activities: Mrs. Fisher for the training

of teachers and teacher aide2 and Mrs. Marshall for the training of

parent aides,

5:Beginning with 1971-72, the position of teachei trainer was established to relieve some,of the
overload on Mrs. Fisher. This position 15 filled.by Mrs. Hilton, who was already teaching in

Follow Through.
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When Mr's. Fither first hited.ohe was an experienced reacher.

and had taught in bothidndergarten and'first:grade'. She..aldo ha&atrong

,feeling abouE 'the inadequacies of the,eduOtpnal appioathes with which

shOmis familiar. Follow Through interested her because it represented

-an attempt to try something new. However she was not at that time

familiar with Sponsor A's' program. During the summer of 1969, she along

with the ileWly'selected teachers, attended a workshop at Urliversity A in

.order to learn.about the Sponsor's program.. It seems tleatiyatthis

kraining program was only partially. successful: When classed began in

the fall the teachers did the best they could but it was difficult for

them to satisfy'the expectations of the Sponsor. During this period,

Sponsor A'along with Carl Holman worked closely with Mrs, FiSher:in

.order to train teachers to follow the. Sponsor's model. since Mrs.a .

Fisher was relatively inexperienced with the model, she was being trained

along with the teachers. If we°think of Mrs. Fisher as the key trainer
tr

at *the local level, then the Sponsor, along with Carl Halman was train- ,

ing the trainer so that she, could take on the responsibility of training

at the local level.

As a result of this first year's activities, Mrs. Fisher has grad

ually taken over-the responsibility for training of teaChers.and teacher

aides with the afil of Mrs. Hilton and the Sponsor as well as Carl Holman have

become less and less active in this area:of activity. Interestingly enough,

both Carl and the SpOnsor express" the-view that the Meal project should

gradually learn to operate independently of the Sponsor or pistrict Advisor:

i.e. thert shuld come a time when the local project can operatv by itself
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,and.no longer requite the services of anoutaide:cOnsoltent. During.this
,

firit year, it'gradually became7appatent that the FollOW Through Coordinator

hid too many'responsibilities. In patticuler,' not;enOugh attention was

.being givenito the training of parent aSsistanti:. Accordingly, a new .

. ,
0 .

a

position was 'crested for'the second year, that Of patent trainer. WSJ.
;

.1.'
\

Marshall had.been;vqry.succeisful,as a parent assistant dUring thejikst

year and agreed to,fill the newly - .created' position of p0ent trainer.a

beginning with the second year,

We havegad'anopportunity to talk with teachers Participating in

Follow Through and it,is interesting to review, th4 eir perceptions of Follow.

Through. During the first few months, teachers felt 'under a good deal

of strain. they were being asked to do something differdnt but it'wasn't..

clear t'o them what they vere being asked to do. There was a temptation

to fall bank on past experience, on what they already knew, even,thought

they knew that this would be incodsistent with the views of the Sponsor.

This period can be viewed as one of transition duiing whiCh'teachets

were gradually developidg Er new set oUskills.-

r

In -addition, some of 'the teachets began With mixed feelings about
P

certain 'chatacterist-tcsof the 5pOnsoes prograM. There were perhaps two

,major points at isaue.. Some teachers as well'as patents

Have negative reactions to the idea of a token economy.. It seems like

an overly "mechanical" approach and insufficiently. "humanistic." Second.;
.,,,l. .

ly, some teachers feel that.the'Sponsor's views abbut how to maintain
4,-

discWine in the Classroom are na4e.- They have serious misgivings

about the wisdom of ignoring undesirable behavior and of relying Only

on positive reinforceMent.

a

n addition, teachers sometimes feel



`.that certain children neediObe'reMOVed from regular Claades Ond placed

inspacial claskoome, while1the,.'SponaOt feels'thatsuch drastic action
A.

,iSJ'firelY:necessary.., ),Tele:cen:tdaeaee:.the issue more,generallYThe views

of most 4 theie,teaChers are based,upon aparticulaiset of eduCationai
L

:

'assumptions and these 'assumptions are partially in conflict with ehosf

assumptions lipOnwhich the 40fisor's prograeI ie baedi Thus, as a by

product, ofTtralhing, it is essential Cli43 these conflicts about hoW to '
.

4:educate be resolVed.

There ard'cert+ Other-reects in!whichthese,tvachets!are being

asked to function in ways that differ from whae' they,have previoutly _

experienced. Since,thereare four adults in:each Classroom, each teacher
.

1,s effectiirely in charge, 4f ;team;of teachera., She has.aome reansi-,

bility fot:.the training of a teacher aide and the two parent assistants.
. A

She is responsible for,coordinatihg thg efforts of these four indimiduala

and, above all, for'resievidt7disagreements that may rise among theT.,

'ItM bur impression . that the.tiaining of these teacher's has not given'

particular emphasis to the skills of silpervisinga small grbup,although
e

a number of individuals - t4-s.-Fisher,.Mrs..Marshall, Mrs.. Hazelton

are all available for cons6ltation whenever a crisis arises. As a con-:
,

sequence, some teachers, are qicite effective in Working with the teacher

aide and the parent assistants in order to plan effectively together, to-
.

coordinate the efforts'of.all four adults both within and without the

classroom, and to develop- effective workingrelacionships among the

four individuals'within a classroom. But, each teacher is leftisomewhat

.4
on het own.to.developithe necessary supervisory skills4 some haVe

difficulty in fulfilling this aspect bf their tote responsibility.
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We haVe.Syggested previolislythat:;the first feW months V*, a new

teacher is &rather difficult petiod.-1,et'us review, what would have

'been happening during that period.. During the summer, she would spend

one week participating in a training Program run'by the Sponsor.

would be working'within demonstration ClaSsroots and'wbuld haVe

opportunity to teach (on a practice basia)>Within thes&olasez-

ro Ms. Then she would receive additional on-the-,:jobtraining.

4

During the first Week raining', she is likely to learn that the Skills

4;lie had pre ously note appropriate and that she needs

to 604Uire a different set ofsikills in order tOtae on her new-qaponr
. .

sibilities. hue an, experienced teacher is id part put back into the

roleof,a,:begidner,whicti can be rather disturbing. To:the:best of our

.knOwledge, teacheOin Follow Through are able to cope with the demands
.

of this transitional period and to learn those skills that are particu,

latly relevant to the..Sponsor!s_instructronel program, We:have also

had ipopportknitylo talk with Someteachera about their reactions to

liarticipation,in this program. On the whote,:they find teaching in this.

Follow Through project to be a rewarding experience andT,:in some respects-,

more rewarding than their previous teaching experiences'had been. There

appear .to: be several reasons why they enjoy.their.experiences with Follow

,Through: .Partly because-of the nature of the Otogram and the presence'

of four adults 'in the classroom, teachers feel much more in'controllof

the classroom activities and in a position to concentrate'on'educatiOn.

By way of contralt,one teacher indicated that in,her previous experience'

she had had to devote Most of her time and effort toward the objective of main-

tainingsome semblance of order in the classrooM. She had felt somewhat over-
.k

Whelmed by her classrooM,responsibility and found,herielf eXhaudteclat the end
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of-the day. She finds that she "derives much greater sakisfaction from

the present activities through'vhfch she can concentrate on the.accompliehment

of educational ObjeCtivee." In gener4,!teachimeiOrese a sense of:00110...

plishment in what they are doing and satisfaction with the.orogreas

that the children are .making. Sponsor Ainaludes,as-pitt of .his pro.7

' gram an emphasis on thP continuous monitoring o the children's perfor.;-

mance As A reSult., teacheracanatterve for t emselves that children

are indeed making progress and these,impresslon axe 41earl9Supportid

by the data that are routinely collected by, the SponSor: 'Finally, .the

morale of the Follow ThroUgh staff in the HolfSchool is quite high.

They tend to feel that they are participating in a successful and indo-'

. .

--Vative program. In addition, theyreceiVe'compliments and strong OppOrt .

'from other teachers in the 4°04 School, from their principal, from

parents and from administrators in the school system.

What are some',of the disadvantages to participation in Follow Through?

l.iachers have some.reServations about the Sponsor's instructional pro.-

gram and Particularly about how "problem"!chfLren are handled in. the

"S.

, .

classroom. They sometimes voice. the opinion that the Sponsor's views

may be all right in'fltheOry" but are impractical: i.p., they haVe closer

familiarity with actual conditions 141 the classroom than he does.

_,Thoy aloe) feel that the tOlcenfiysteM is all right- n they but there are .

mechanical (i.e. practical) difficulties to be resolved when it is

implemented in the classroom.

.0

There 'is one other source of difficulty pyr these' teachers. As a

f 1 ,

.respltof their backgrOund they belieme'Ehat teachers should gelProperly

it
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,, ,.

"qualified" and they had learned in the,pdst.to equate qualified with , ..

, ,,,,*

.
.

4,-

,

. ,

c.),,,
.

!'properly educated" nd "certified"+' 'the tedchera,Sd tn paren.
%

id'e

:assistants do not meet the usual standards for qualiiicationi-:/hUs,,
;

; t.

the fact that tkiese.paraprofeasionals do':assiSt-in the Zlessroom:C8

tiotnewhiWan:$001,-ict With'thatcactiePs expeCtations,or with hq status..,
,

s a prOf4a0iOnaltibaVt4:thete*Chers"ieern to accept, appreciate and

;understand how theAeaskOf adOlts works together but )*eysoatetimeseit-'

. .

Press the view' blate4echePaides and' parent, 811.91:114:1 VecOlor+A .

adequieefy trained for their wdrk in Follow Through'.

t

choolpriOleet relations

. .

In thie'partieWlar community, all of th F011oW,ThrOughelaSs-

rooms are located in school and we wantto ctiosider the rela,
.

tToship;etilkesis'tetween ThrOugh,and hoW
.

theasrelatOdahips haVe'evolVed, ,Withip the communityi Bolt 4Cheel'iS'
.

oftenireferreCto'as a.,!lighthouseChoOli.Whe0 diffiPent kinds
1

periMeetal programs have,been tri.eAout in therpagt. Ihus.teaChere were

not surprised when Tollow Through was intrOdUeed into this schoul,'..W4On'

4

'the)prograsiatartedArmstrong had juSt been-hired'40 thetew

principal $ the

A

had'not-taught In this AChoorfAistriet beforeand had

no preViou0Mmitments o Programs that Were::in:any sense in cOmp1-='

tion with Follow Throdgh. When she firstArrived, the Holt SchOot had

.

'a reputation as one whiCh legged 'behind!other schools in'the district i

terms of classroom performance: by reputation it was not one of the

1

r

academically strong schools' in the Aistrict., She was clearly committed

,tOtrying to improve programs` within the's.chool, to developing better
,

edUcational'prograMs,' and tojmprovingthe 800'04 rePPtation. . However,.

first, she knew relativelylittloabodt,FollOW Through.
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As'the FolAew Throitgh project bogan devekop;"Mrs. Fishe very'

e

cqnsistenifiokept*S. *rmstio6ginfermed 4nd worked closely with -htr.

As a result. Mrs. Armstrdngls eaduAlly become more and more'involved
a4

.

and mote And more impressed by the, prdject's acdOmplishments, -There:ii r

N:,
an imporplOt-scrir in whiCh,the dolt School, and Mks% Armstrong have comet,

.

to have 0. spilielT-Wthis project. 16She shares in its successes 41ad;i4.- I

(, . , ,
. .

.. , .

, - ,
( ,

.

commftte4d 0 it. F011ow ThroUgh has helped her to achieveeher'objec-
. ,

tives

r o O
.

of improving ,the school and her superiors Ackflowledge tWconri-

buiion'she mekes,tp the euccess of the progtam.

. ,

There Appeark--tObe another reaSonWhy good relationshiO4 04er

hetWeen FellOWTWOugh and MrpAemstrong.-. Both Mr."Muide'dt and Mrs.

Fisher Are-cerefylje,respect7Mr4; Armstrong's. position 'As
o /

1 4

For elcample,fMr. Murdoch works closely with Arn. irs ) strong and theM

iffect gf FolloW Through has.been to support and strengthen her pOsi-,

'tion as-'pr hcip'41 rathet theh to upderfAine4t.. The reader may wonder

whyi-ig piaceSuch an emphssq on Fdllow Throu4himainfaining a good relac

tiohship with the 3chool:prinCipal. In other4rOjects h t- we will

".
discus., the situation is 41-11: te different. :UnlessOneproceeds'with

'careYfriCOod:cAndevelop betWeen the Follow ThioughstefUancl'a4sChoo

Pr ncipal,Andeuch an outcome isdetrimentALto.the;su cess-Aif the pro,:

0
Ject and disruptive Of- relationships Within the school..

L; ,

Where are at leas two deeitabl4 by.70roducts'from the

Mte.Armstrongl,is,4 strong suppOrter.O.Tollow Through.

She can ofteOletP,Mrs, Fisher in'distuesiOnt between Follow Through and
1- -"

0C'school`'nStet4,o/iWobtaining.siippOrt-Trem Aid SupeOntendant and the
. .

-fact that

o

1 ° o 10 o
school board. She and_ rS. Fisher work well together add Mrs. Armstropg

0

.B4innthKwi:th:the:.i(e0x .97273; Mrs.Arm4trong has bee named AssoCiate
Oreetor fdrFOligW:Through;AhOe formalizinOlerrelationshivto the' '

4)179.Wt',

ti
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7. 4,:

-for:.the.project and some sense of 1)0,,4e'.that Follow Through is adtd;lly,,'
* ,

. . ,
. . .

'helng successful in' achieVing'its'objectiveS.
. , . ,

..

V

4

I
often reliep on Mrs: Fishersto.bring-Ifto her attention,issIs about which

she can be helpful': i.e. M;s.
.

Armstrong does not fnterfere with Follow

/ ,,,t

Through operationt and ubuallY wAits to be asked for help. 'Sedondly,-

Mrs. ArmstrOng helps ensure that good relatiOnships between Follow

Through alikinOn-F011ow ThroUgh teachers will be, maintained. To',.

tent, 1.1k4) ArMstrong comminiicataa the view' that Foklow,lhi'ough-ia good

for.the:Holt SChool and chat there dre,fessona:to'be learned from die

,Follow ThroUgh experience that can,he*plied.throughout theiachoot.

----AlthOugh-it-may-bi-too,early.,to--assepa the effedtP Of...thisrolec01

_ _

the .rest of ihe school, tttere does s'eeinito he"...`stion$'-autiP0e,
.

The set Of,relationships w4h,whichJollOw Through is

involved are with
,
,parents and the 'caiMunity. Mrs'. Hazlton is a key-

-

figure in t"he9 eptablishment and afint,enance of these relationships!'

Parents participate in Follow Through, activities in two rather different

. ways. ,On the. one parentsare lo9olved in-clisstOoM actiVi-

'Aisi as...parent assiatanis. was herself a parent

asaidtant,has therOle of Paren( Trainer and concentrates on preparing
\ ,

parents for taking part in claSsroom activities. Mrs. Marshall has
.

Children in FolloW Through arid, is, a respected member of-the tOcat cOmmun-
,

14.7-* She operates'in'a quiet way:and is very effective in carrying,out

°

her responsibilities:*;,Since the Parents operate as part of 0.team, Mrs.

Marshall Works.'plosely with Mrs. yfsher so that the'two sets of training=
. . ,

activities will be-spOroptiatelycOordinated,
I.
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During, the fireit,yetr.oi activities, t;Oore,thereylid a Pardikt .

Trainer, Mrs: Fisher 'acted in that capacj.ty,andtmkten a weekly bests -4

with the Parent Assistants. At that time, Follow 'Through vas limited_,,,

,
0

o0 A

to kindergarten.,,, During the second year, whenathe first grade clastis -'
. \

A
.

.

were adde the number of parent assistants doubled; 'at that Mille this
. . .. ,

new position of Parent Trainer was added to the budget for'the year 197,0-71.
r ,

t , 0 ,

Parent As iptants meet as a group with Mrs. Marshall and Mrs.: Retell.' -,

, .. 0
0 , - . . 0 .

.

ton-,on a ly baSis. Interestingly -enough there are also wily meet-
.. . 'T' 0',.

,ings, one--for teachers with Mrs. Fisheran4 another for Teacher Aidet,,,,
.

ef

_-. _ .
. -

.

_'
o i

alto with Mrs. Fisher. 4Then on occasion, the total group of Teachers;

Teacher Aides, and'Parent'Astistants-may meet to discus's some'partiCular. .

-" -are undoubtedly some adliantageate having tt}ese

three grOup ,Meet separately since each:has.separtte and rather welt-.
- . 1 1

.

Sdefined re onsibilities within thetciastroom. ,On the'other hand,
..,

,

it- .' :

- ,:: : ,; ', ' ! ..+ t£ :,
. . .

,

tays. 'Separate"JoestingS tendto perpeuate.,statue:diff

.

. . . .. , .

, ,'
, _ A. , -

erenceSbatedUpon 'differential education'attainmenti; tt'i,(1'. upon',dittinc

tlOn'S &tweed professionals'and PartProfetsiontts.-. By/htving MOreleint
,.,

meetings, it Oied:be possible to resolve 'some:of the differences that : t

..contiqUe teerist aMonk these three groups'. There is one important fact?
.

.

that complicates the establishmentof joint. meetings.. .,parents find it

'difficult to' meet after school,:becauge of their family responsibilities:*

Thu it has hott,beem:eaty to schedule a time at which all threegroups

can easily meet together.

In adAition to these classroomactivities parents alsir partidipite
. - - 4

in,Follow7.Through,tilrough the ,Poliey.Advt4ory, Committe (PAC) and Mrs:

oqiettop has 04y0 thltinjor role in the-,orgnniiation .cif this conunittov.

) '
k,
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;There had bees in -interim pAq

Vit 4 ! 1 0 1Z, .

Or4anikedwhich h_ita cips. tiff;

formed wIlen.foilOw Through was first being',
.

tQ the'io?al:,q4nnictiOnTrOsraM.-
0., .

The ,irit4fovesIbef , 19,69, elections Were ,held; to detirmine the .offiderS
.

of/apernanent PAC aneto appoint the Board of biredtdee. The Board

consists of two paretits .from each room', .one Head-,Stare re'pretentativei

_and ifariotis coinrnunitY fepresentatitres ('rI1CA, Urban, League, etc.).
I

Re-;

electioOs are' held every war 'and. Mrs. Hill, is the current chairman of
' '

t
'Duririgthe past two nate, 'thivICal. PAC haa:gtown steadily-iand--.L___,li

°

has, become increasingly active and influcactal. At. the beginn'ing, Xrs.
,

worked very hard in nager to build tip` the PAC' activities.)Iazelton

tower-in ore parents.. are, not 7useda to partitipating' in gaol activities
o I

and tend 'ti) have .retervaeions abou4 the littell.400d:/that such activities
:1'' ,

.... .14
,

Will be p oductive. . Hazeleon attempted-to overcome.6he e'reserva:
. - -1 , , -te,

tions. ., Sh has 1een successful for' several .relltsonp.. Ffrst 'of ,al.I., stl'e 1.9' :`,.. ?

. - -1
of . IL

a friendly, ontgocing person, with.We' f-eStablished ties to this community

which she\iwas raised. ,Ravingyorleed for Head Start-as, a teacher,'

superviaor,. and parent coordinator she had already est ablished goad

working relationships with many 'families, whose children are how coming
,

into'Follow Through.. In additip to supporting PAC activities, %he re-
)

cruits parent assistant
4

and other volunteers for the.prlogram, makes

home visits, and 'superyists the dental and.medical components, of Follow

Through. She now-has.ten assistant who works part time petmaril/ making

home visits. Thus,'\Mrs. Haz,eiton brings some sense of, Follow Through'

Into -homes and sees to.it -that Follow Through is of set'yisce in direct:

and immediate Ways'. econdly, she has been able to build upon relation-.
. .

I
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1
I I

,

,ships that, have already been ystablisHed in'the community in, organ4.

ttie, PAC, be:441fic-,-ra significant number of families'with,-
. . 7

ive the, neighbothoO tha5:is normt'ly

,.

served by the Holt SchOOLe'. Clther-vhildvenitraver)by but to the*hool

P well. and these 14dititt;sre recruited because 9tthe.1"0110i4 Through
: . ., %

i

guidelinet'concerning*OVio64 P404.apttion in Head,',Itarn&per'.
.

mistible levels Of'ihcome Of the families f.v*,outstde-the idmediate'
. ,

neighVvhdO4;--a,signifleant number C.ome=ldjaceni,!;i4aaaerVedliy

.
.

tWo_other elementary :0ChOols. ,Only,a small nuMber Oode.,Oareasom areas OS,:
,

.
.

..

the-comaiuriity:t6A rather 4istant:frOm'.*lt. Thus, Ott preseni pACH

hgs)yuilt.somewhat Upon. elationOtips Oreviouslye*tetinkamong fami1fefk,:
, '... '-.--i:',".., 1.-.

\although it has been neCestary,toferedie.some Additional; relationships,

1 , ,,s, , .,
. ., ._i

Third, and perhaps most important. 4;!participatlon inlChab been're
1 P

warding forjhdiViduals nd PAC 4S,a'group has been Occetsful in,imany'

of its attempt' to influence Follow Through and the School System. The-:
#

PAC participates in the, setectipn and recruitment of staff for Follow

Through. They,raite money to support :'certain agtivitieein the Follow

IbrpUih:Classrooms: The PAC waS instrUMentaljn obtaining raises to

take effectfot the year 4470.71 kor.pprent assistants andteacher:'

afcie8.from $1.30/hour 61 $2,,09 /hour for the former group and!frO, 0.35/
,

hOur, to'$2.9.0/hour for the latter '#94, They areals,c represented in\;
, . ,

the annual discussions abou 'the continuation of Follow Through and
. ., .

-.,-

in the submission of budget ,n4. project ,ProposalttO Wasington.

It iinportant to note thataa the PAC becomes' more fully involved in
0

decilion.flaking.ahoOt.Vollow Through,:they soilnetimes raise difficult
.

. .

.

issues and may make prOp9sa,1s7thatfareAn conflict withexisting pro-
.

. .

,

cedures.and expectations-. lefore.gbiing some examples, let us try.to
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restate the issue in more general terms. In: this school system As in most
4

school Systemei;there are well developed expectlitions about the division of

responsibility between parents and school officials that is thought to be
7 .

desirable. MestNeducationaldecittions are _left to the teachers and school'
=

administrators who are viewed as professionals and the expeits about educe-
-

1 I
tion; paketnts-age'eXpected to support these decisions and the school system.

,

These expectations are often implicit but are influential nevertheless.

Asia consequence of Follow Through, parentg are being given.opportunities

W.
.

1

io`OArtiCipate in decision.rmaking'in ways that are in conflict with these
.

.

/conventional expectations. 114 relationships between parents and school-
.

4.-
.:',4

are,gradually being modified anda new set of expectations about the division
. ,

,

ofnreaponsibtlity,between parents and school Weradually belng established.
.

Thesechanges take plice,slowly and sometimes with difficu y.. AterestidglY

enough,: these conflicts tire often stressful for some, one ii e Mr., Murdoch,

whO'has usually been the key negotiator between parents and school system in

_theresolution-of these conflicts. In addition to being quite literally in

the middle, he is also figuratively in the middle, caught betiweep two sets,of.

_expectations. :Asya forMer principal, he is most iamiliar with the conven-

tional setofexpectations\ Through his association with Pollow Through, he is

also ware ofthe quite different expectations being develOped by parents

aria,perhaps by the Yollaw Through staff. Thus, in'addition to resolving a

series of.:.specificcOnflfOts he has been forced.fwgive some cohOideration

to the problem of developing El workable-set of understandingsabout the role

of parents in the decision - making process.

,Here'are-some-exampled'ofapecific'issues which have led to changes in

the relationships between parent. and school. Over a period of time, the' PAC

has been'particiPating more and more actively in the selection of new -stuff
t.

.fOr,PollOw ThrOugh.-10riginally., they participated priltharily in the selec-

tion Tof4,arent aidesjAlt:_they are beginning to have some influence, on the
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I

selection of teacher aides and teachers evilwell4 thodpt, Persdnnel

Director for the School District is officially e ,oneible for ring,

1..

procedures have been-evolved so that the PAC may interview canjl- A and

, act in an advisory capacity. There ara softie related issues Chat have een

raised about the selection and recruitment of staff. By state law, to Cher

aides must have at least thirty hours of
,
college credits; although other\

-.
.

'sta'res have simpler requireMents..;The.PAC has been attempting to have this

.'requirement modified so that aprA people from the community might be hired.''

as teacher,aidea and,possibl so that parent assistants might graddalli quality

themse*1 for promotion to the position of teach'er'aide. The PAC has

al O/been dissatisfied with the fact'that most teachers hfred are white while

most Follow-Througki children are'black. They would likAto see an increase

An the number of black and possibly Spanish-speaking teachers. In short,

;:t these Wamples:are all indicative of increased parent participation in

AeCisions about sraff'selectionliklid.recruirMenr,in the definition,of

jicationa for particular positions, and in AnCreaSing'the responsibilities

of paraprofessionals in classroom activities.

Hazelton has also been-Acti've,in-the formation of a career

development program WhiCh offers:College credit for courses given MO.
0,

afternoons a week At the Holt School. This' program is available to

parents, parent assistants, and teacher aides who wiih to improve their,

educations- and to itUalify'themselves for a Wider,range of job possibilities.

Attempts have also been made todevelop-opportunities for teachers
/
to_

work for advanced degrees. Developthent of such a program has been more

difficult, although several teachers are working for advanced degrees,

St-neighboring schools and-universities.

Thus variety of rewards are available to parents through their
6

participation in FollOw Through and'related activities They bbtaiw;

certain satisfactions as-tKeyAbservAthe progress that their children
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are-Making. They obtain other satisfactions through participation in PAC

and through having an opportunity to work more cloaelywith the school

and to-influence decisions that affect their children's welfare. /Some.

parents-have opportunities to-work as parent assistants or in some other

capacity on the Follow Through Ettaff,; All parents have an Opportunity.

to participate in the career development program and to improve their job

opportunities;

Monitoring ;Object -perforMance

In a previous section, we indicated that-SpOnSor A emphasizes:

the importance- of continual monitoring of children's performance and

these monitoring procedures are routinely carried out with 010; loCal pro-

Aect. We should point out that the instructional component of Sponsor

A's program can be readily monitored but-that this feature-is-tot-Charad

teristic of all Sponsor'sf.programs. Specifically, Sponsor A's program

emphasizes reading, mathematics, and handwriting and eadh_of-these skills

' can be readily speCified in behavioral terms, -trite on children's perfor-
.

_Manceare routlnelylcollected in all classrooms. Thetie data are then re-

turned to-University A where they are proceised by Sponsor A's staff. Then

reports based upOn these data are returned to the Follow Through Cobrdinatox'

for use by her staff. One of Carl Holman's responsibilitiew,is to help

with the interpretation of these Summary reports.

Recently, the Follow Through staff in Project: Al.has become more in-

terestedln these efforts to evaluate and Monitor,classroom performance.

They want to make increased use oCobservational methods in the class-

room as well as the more standardized methods that are already in

- -
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use. There is also some interest in making more extensive comparisons

between Follow Through and non-Follow Through children in order to

evaluate the'relative effectiveness of the project and to identify ways
\

in which project effortOilight be improVed. This's', a new position of

evaluation aide hAs just been created and'twp parent on a ROA time

basis will be hired as evaluation aides for the coming year.(l972-11).

,

j

The fact Oat evaluative data 'are readily available has 'had a number?

f

of important influences on the development of this particular project. ,

First of all, Mr. Murdoch [later DT. Olson) made use of the4e data in Order

toreastotite the Superintendent and ihe School Board about the 'success'

protect.' Specifically, he had data on reading.accomplishments ih the

Holt Schoolprior to the implementation of Follow Through. These:data

were somewhat discouraging. The data_tha t are-,how being Obtained from

fi

Children; in Follow Through classrooms are much more encouraging. .Second #y,

the data are veryhelpful to parents, teachers, and all-menibera of the

FolloW Through project staff. Parents haVe some tangibleevidence:of

the

what is being. accomplished: Teachers and other staffMembers also find,

it rewarding to review direct evidence Of accomplishment and are able

'

,
-0i,

to use information about progreS6 (or lack of it) for diagnOstic pdr- 1

I

poses' and as a basis-for additional planing.:



Prod ect Implementation in Community- A2

In the previous section, we have desO'ribed-in some detail how

Follow Through pperates in Community Ai and how the implementation-Of'

that project has evolved. Let us now use this detcriptiOn'OrPrOjeCt

ProjectAl as a bAtiA for some comparisons witkoA2A.n order to identify

some of the'siitilaritieS as well as the differences that exist between

the two projects.

Since bath communities work with Sponsor A it follows that they

* g ,

e!lmplementinthe same program. As A consequence if one were.,tb

compare organization charts for thetWo projects, they would be almost

i.e., similar roles and allocationi of responsibility exist Y.

in beth-communities. What-is different are the ways in which the pro

jects funption and how they. have evolved.

7
44r. sClark, the Associate Superintendent who was responsiblefor.,

the initiation of the project, was very. active in the initial decisions

about, the implementation of the project,- Miss Doan had been working

in remedial edimation and was seleCted as 'Follow Through Coordinator.

Mrs. Larkin, an 'experienced teacher in the community was teleCted as

Training COo*dinitor., Thete,list two individuals had not'hPen invOlved

knew.very little about the project when they were first appoinWIto

,

in the preliminary.4iscuieions about Follow Through and they apparently

their present positions. Mr. Clark Also made the decision that Follow

Thfoul0 classes would be located in three schools, Lamson, Adams,

and Karpeqand the principals of these three schools were not involved

in these decisions. In Project Al, all Follow Through classes are

located in.a single tchool,and the rule is folloWed-that all classes

7 He resigned to accept another position in Spring 1972. The mignificanee of this change
_

will
be discussed subsequently.

/7
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at a given grade level will be included. In Project A2, the decision

Was made that Follow Through .rhould be distributed among three schOOls

s9 that several neighborhOods in'the-inner City-area could p!.rticipate

in the program Moreover, only c few classes at a given grade level

,are included at any-one schoOl. In-Spite of the fact that three Schools'

are involved, the sizes: of the two projects areapplimately the aeMe.

Thus; in COmmunity A2, "the program is somewhat fragmented and the

effort within any one schdol is reletively small.

FOr the first year of operation (1.969770), only the Lamson

and Adams SChoolS,particil;atednd three Follow.Through classrooms

at kindergarten level were assigned to each. During the summer of

'1969, Miss Doan, Mrs. Larkin and the six new teachers attended,a work.,

shop run by Sponsor A. Miss Doan and Mrs. Larkin have both in4&ated

that the experience was rather confusing, as the school year bgan, they

as weites theachera were suite Unclear abouttheir responsibilities

and what was expected of them. -TifiidifficultieSbajng faced bY the

project were then compounded byan-unfortunate difference of opinion

that developed ctur'ing the first year Miss Open elpng with the'Follow.

Through teaehert wanted to use a particular setsOf mathematics workbooks;

ones already being used in.the school syttem. Sponsor A has in leafed

that when theAluestion first came up, he had no obj4fion but liter
,

came to'conclude that a different set of materials would be mucbHmore

appropriate for the implementation of his instructional program.' We

should note that this controversy developed when Mist:Doariand o6er,
T 7e

1

members of the Follow Through project staff neither understood nort were
t '
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Committed to the Sponsort*inetruttionak program., EventUally, Sponsor.

A's wishes prevailed'althoUgh it is apparent thatproject perSonnel

were not necessarily convinced that the change was a desirable one

During thief peried, Miss Wilsonethe SpOnsOriadistriCt advisor,

found herself in e'vety difficult position. She was not yet accepted

'.by'the project staff and the conttoversy impalied her relationshipi

.1- with Miss Doan "and Mrle Ldrkin. More importantly,: she felt impelled

9
to exert influence- o He resented this influence'and

AtIkedSpOnsor A`to; terminate her asjOCiatiOn with the project. There

was game delay in replacing*Ja.Viraph, during lihiCh periodthepro.

lect operated without Anyregular,aupport from the Sponsor.
t ti.

The difficulties of this period, whicOasted.through most of

the first year of actiVity appear,-to ha;le impeded the'-developmentof:'

this project in avatiety of. ways. It had negati46.

effects on the develOOment.of an effective working relationship between'

1

/Sponsor and project and apparently both apOnsor. A as well as 'lr. Clark'

.

Lave gtven sOMe,consideratfon to terminating the project: 'Interestingly

enough, during this period, Mr. Clark Tade arrangements ior,Com6unity

A2 tojIndertake a second FOltoW ThroUghprOjeoE, with 041pori:frOm
.

a different Sponsor. One oan infer that the_ComMitment'td:working

with Sponsor A thus'sogewhat,limited, A second Cona00enee Is that
15

during a very critical 14riodi,when the Follow Through project staff
1

Weie untrained And unertain about,(heirebilityto perfOrin adequately

.

_

the District Advisor
-

as pUt into'a position in which she could be of

relatively little help duringgy way:of Contrast.: dung this.7MO peri6d
-.. .



Carl Helman.Wits most eCtiva in helping to develop an on- the -job train- ,

ing program for PrOjeCt Al and in gwing.041(?;a0'-the Follow Through Co-
,

ordinatori. .Since training did, not take.0a0,to-tha extent that would

have been desirable for Project A2, the implementation of the instruc-

tional program. was SarioUely'imtS,Ore: this first year was a

'''very diffiCat one f:oe,00 teething staff eiwell:ds for Miss' Doan and

Mrt.,Larkin., Here were d'numbei Of 4ndividualwho Caere placed in a

neW:S040,00,with new responsibilities ferWhith they were not ad-

equaeely prepared. Through no ofitheir own,' it was difficult fot

theM.to acquire a substantial understandingof the Sponsor's prbgram

or,the necessary skills for meeting their responsibilities. They did:

the best that they could in order to survive. But the Satisfactions

that they could Obtain,from participation n the project were limited

and they appear to have ended the year with'low morale and iimited- "

commitment 0:r91101, Through.- Apdeedi 'turnover from' the first to the

second.yeer was understandably

Jhis first year was a particularly difficult year for Hip

600.. ,:ro some extent 'hOr response

willing to exercise initiative:, The 6velopment:ofthe, project
.%00

was to become. less: active andliess

hampered as'a:reault.

AlthOugh the 'first year had been a difficult' one, some iMproVe

merits began to take, plade in thelecond year. The project Officer r

sponsible\for the,monitbring,of this project became quite concerned

over the development of the project andactivelyjnterven0 in orfier

to resolve mile of,0e conflicts between Sponsor i and CommUnity,A2.'
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She is a -stallful and Oeteistent Mediator and was Able to iron out
. .

someipethe difficulties; She placed considerable emphasis on finds
.

. :-.

ing a new,Districi'AdVisor WhNWas'both experienced, and fcceptablp

'to Mr. Clank. At that time; SponsonA had just appointed Dave

Lester as Associate Direbtor for theprogrtim. lester had-had pre-
, ,i ',-. ,

-4.
.

vidus experiencevith anbther Sponsor. 'After some persuasion from
. ,. .,

.
*,

the'project,Offider,-he
I

agreed
.

eo
.

serve as Disttict-Aavisor for the

coming year. Since Sponsor A has considerable'confidence tn.Lester,

he was, given a rather freehand in working*with Project A2.

:
During the second.yeex, Lester 'was in a pdsitt6n 6'64iew the '

statue df the project after one year of activities, to identify, some'
/ 1 . -

of tie difficulties that had arisen in the past And were still im-

pairing the effectiveness of Ehe prOject, and to,attempt to'alleViate

,'
some of these difficulties. What were-some'Of these

'

difficulties?

I. A relationship based on some degree of mutual mistrust had

devkoped betWeen the key administrator in the School, System (Mr.

.Clark) enponSorkand his staff. '
.41

24' Key meeibe*S of th TollOw Through Projedt staff -.Mies Doan,

and Mrs. Larkin were somewhat demOrallSed and found themselves in

A very, difticultsitUatiOn. lor,eXample, Miss' Doan often needed

help from someone in the

that'wduld arise between.

:Behr], system in order Ce work out issues

the 'project andLthe School system., She did.

not haVe ieadyAccess to Mr. Clark although she did have access to

'some of administrative aeeietants. hey were sympathetic but

tS
a
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not Often-able

I

,

'
A 0

-e,
17,11

to tie e V "1pful, ; Hisi DOin became more discoUraged,

.5-

.. 'she tended io'halie'soswhatlessactty involveient.il the project;

she was sometimes reluctant to take the initiative and RWs"kore likely
.0 4" '

,c) , .,-/' , 4 ., n

to-respdha pasatkely to events around her _Note-the contrast vf,iih

, .

Project Al,whereMrs.,Fisherowas acgivs,'Optimkstics, 4nd received
,(D7; -,',-; -A. 1 3 .

_-)'
0 : 1

strong support fromAr. Murdoch..

0

;4,

0

.

3. FO'r a v',arletyopresons, the teachinkataff:teachera, teaching'
'. .).

.

..,

aides, and parent assistan'ts'- were also ouraged and less thanfully
-

A

0
about hoR to ,carry out thiir reaponsibilitiei .A6 a consequence. there

0')

0
committed to the project. ,They needed more raining and were uncertain

6 6 °

ci , C 9 0
was soite.-andency'to loak for someone tO:blame.

0

And some of these,
4

'-')

0

negatiOe vfews tendect to imPair tRe ability oethe Beaching teams to
t

0 1
' -

work .together, effectively(s, Some -of, the teaching staff aisoldirected )

their annoyance toward the Sponsorand'details of his_proOM as

as toRardb,key *kers of the project ,staff, ,
:,,_4

,

f
4, Relationships-between 'efts project and the two scilools in which

S v, ,
...if./

.

Follow Through Classrodms operated duri,ng Elwqirst year, ere also im- 0
0 4

% ' -
0 '`... : 1,/,'

Paired. The two school 00.4444: were annved that:the __were. rarely.
4

-0 ,

well

.., ,

corisulted when decision* were` being made 'bout. the preliot.: When'-in-

.

, . 6:

. tervieWed, they-amphasleed that the Projest was a nuisandeJer, them,,.

6
' In Project'A4'it Was,clear...that the;schoOl,p-rinci0a4

il
Mrai-Armstrong,

J

took pride in the projeet and viewed it a6:1)4rt oaf 64- program:- In
rr

Project A2, ".both Mr. Joyde, principal of the Lamson Schoollaawell.as

Mrs. Sweet, principal of the Adops'School, were dissatisfied, although

they did have some interest in, the potentfalsadcom lishments of the pto-

jedt,)particularly for the

5. Malty during this firs yO# there %gat onty,lim4od success

in-developiag7a-prograMof.--pareni-inVolvementi7tIn'part-c-onlyilimited



efforts had been made to develop the program: In addition, there are

certain characteristics of Community A2 that Make it more difficult to

carry out a Orogram.of parent involvement. Commdnity A2 is much larger

than,gomMunityAl and the/Parent3 dligible to join, the PAC are divided

among three sctioold.
.

'Thus, there are fewer. exiSting relationships with;.
. ,

in the community that can contribute to the formation of the PAC, In
,-,

.-. .
.

,addition; it seems'reasonable to:assume that parents Community A2
# -

-- , . . . r.

are more alienated from community institutions thin were vatenti in '

Community Al; this factor also contributes to the difficUlties of or- z`

. 1 .

ganizing a program of parefit involvement.
,

. t.
We should_pOtein passing that theactions.undertaken by'individuals

.. ,

who are under pressure and discouraged can often be self-defeating. ,Far

example, as Miss Doan became discouraged, she became less active in help-_
ing the Follow Through teachers. 1,t turn, they became more discouraged

and inclined to:blaMe MiaS D060,,Who in'turn became more discouraged.
.

During 'the second year of Operatioas,470-71) Dave Lester took

.

active steps tO.alleviate the diffipulttO that impaired the effectiveness

of the project. !During that year, a third school, the Harper SeNot,

with Mrs. Kendall as Principal,- began Wwork with-Pokrowjhrough. As

of 1970-7L, the ciritotioion of this 'FollowThrough progct was as out-
_

linddJn Figure 3.41

- .7
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Principal - Lamson School

,'-. Joitc,e)

ollow ithrou01 Staff

lireefFirsi'Grade Teachers
ltree Kindergarten Teachers
iix.Teacher Aides
Nialve parent Assi;tants

^s.

Projedt,Officer

Sponsor A

_District Advisor__
Dave Lester

1.

i

.

-Diatrict. hoOl Board

[

.

District S.perintedent
I

,Associate Superintendent-, Mr. Clark

.4

Prinpipal .Adams School Princi l HarPeriSphnt

(Mrs. 13weet)
,

4Mta: Kendall)

Follow-Through-Staff

Three-First Grade Teachens
Three Kindergarten:Teachers
Six TeaCherAides
Twelvk Parent Assistants

Follow Through Staff:

One Kindgrgarten,Tea'chei
bme:Teabhet Aide
Two Parent-Aasi4Eanti

Follow Through-Project

Coordinator,-Miss Doan
Trainer.Coordinator - Mrs., Larkin
Patent Coordinatdi - Mrs..Hart

General Consultant

.ParentaAdvisory. ;

Committee

Fig: 3.4 YOrganization;of thelollow Through Staff in Community A2 ddrillg;..
School year 1970 -01.

O
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By the end of,the second year, the effecttveneSs of 'the project

, ,

, y w
..° n

.
had,improved in a number Of:important..

respects0

. ,. Theincluded the
.. ,---

I

. ,

....
-following:

_ t f

) i % ''
: -, .

S

I.. The telatiOnshipsbetween Sponsor and the 'comMunity's School
. .

, . ..
.

.

.Adminiltrators had improved end been'stabilizLes.tei ha4 worked

. '.: \ . _

-

quite carefully.and-effectivoIy with key'aosisten0-:to:*;.-Clark,and

.
, , ,,- . _ ,-,..-4 ! ' ..1' ,, I

these individealp had' - become suppOrtiye,of. tfie'PrOject, Although ,

..,--

kir0 Clark coul&not alWOis'Ueactively involved Wit0Oliiowlhrough, ' e-

.4.

, '''. 47 .0f ,,,.t
,41.,

partly.benause of. the prest4res 'orhis other relPdntabititi96, he appeats,',

to' have developed sim.& reasonable level Of condente. in'i,ester. ,

,

%-
He appears to have decided that the project activities were

.5.. .., .1 '

under. control and,that satisfactory was tieing made. It is

1 go

important to note that the effectiveness o\(the prOject had indeed -im.
. .

_7. ...

,

proved an4.that_Mr, Clark and his assistants were ,aware dr these ac&m-
<- -

plishments,
.

At the end'0'f the year, Lekaer was satisfied that an atmosphere

'Of muttial'trUst.now:exiSted bet4een himielf-and Mr. Clark's staff, although

;he, slit;' hoped that thestdff=0ould become more.:aCtively invoiVed in
. .

supporting-M03-4ri. ih'.carrying;.Out'her.retpontibilities.

of,

2. Lester alsotworke4:very.hard with Hiss Doan ancrMrs..LatlIciatto

iMprove.the effectiveness of the teaching staff and to help them develop

more 'confidence in their ability to carry out their responsibilitiei.

The in-service training activities for the teachidg staff began to func-

-'tion more smoothly. Again, because' of the-Sponsor's emphasis on con-
,

tinuous eValuatiohof the progress being Made by the children, the

teaching staff4 gradually he6me aware that the instructional activities

were opeiating more effectively and:they began to be impressed with what':

A

i was being accomplished in the classroom. Their commitment to the project

0
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improved. However, some of the teaching teams of four adults continued
r .

0

tof werience some difficulties in working together. For reasons thati.
,

are not completely clear, there is more evidence of friction within sortie

of the teaching teams at the Lamson Sphool than there is at the Adams'

Schools Oe have no explanation for the differences between the two

ichoqls but can identify..certain reasons why frictibn might:develop be-
.

4 ,
= 7

'.0,een teachers; teacher assistants, and parent-asides at any of the'sbhools.
, .

,

I t,

a

S s.
First of!All, there are hothgoeie-economic as ATI.aS racial differen4s:

between teachers, teacher assistants, and parent aides: The's4cio-
,

r

economic'differences?follow almost, automatically from

requirements that are,specified for each.of theee'posi

the educational .

tons. Teachers

must have'a Ao4ege degree and be certified. Teacher assistants muse

.have a high school degree and may have some college experignee: Note

ti

that in Project Al, which is in a different-ptate:,,the educational re- .

-quirement for teacher assistants is more severe; thtrty,-(30) hours:of

college credits are required. 'There are no edusationalrequirement.s for

-parent aides, be majority oc'whom have not completed high sehopi: As

a corolllry'of the educational=requirements,, teAcheri are more likely

to be white and /Or Mid4leelasparent aideS4refmost,likely:/telbe black

(and working-class). In the Larson SchoolNr.;.

to, set up teams that are raciallyMixed,

d
Sweet usually attempts to setup teaMs,thSt,are racially homogeneoug.

7

4bybe usually attempts

at,,the Adams School,

There isafsp soipe friCtion between teacher,assistants and parent aides

over Certain"friiige respbsibiliti-es and benefits, Parent aides have

. aeCess to free'ehild cAre fabiiities.while'teacher.a;siitants do nOt

Tetiher essihtihta have to attend a three -week. training workshOp without

extra pay.WhiLe parent abides do not It-is interesting to note that the
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friction within teams is net necessarily along racial lines. Indeed

A black,teaOhers with middle7claas:backgrOundi aroften qUite critical
,

of the.behavior and views expressed by black'parent aides of'workidg

class backgrounds. 0 -.havealso noted that the twoprincipala, Mr.

Joyce'and Mks. SWaet -reaCt Otte differently to the presence of

o
friction within these teaChingteams.' Mr. Joye, partly'be'cauSe of, the

pressure of other responsibilities, tends not Lo interfere bUt to let'.

the'teams work out theirown sOlutions. Mrs. 'Sweet plWys a'-'more, active

role andila much more likely 'to intervene in order'to deal wfth-,the diffi-

0.0 can draw the following conclusion-from theseobservatiOna,aboUt

friOtion-within some of the teaching teams'. There are certainly many

reasons for predicting that friction might dervelOp within the teams.

Therd.are stresses.. associated with the work itself and the responsi-

bilitiea undertakeri,bythe teams TOere'are significant differenceb in

°
r ,

the methods.of.paymentandfringe benefits for differentorolei. finally,-

theregare significant differences within the teams on the basis` of socio-

economic and racial backgrounds. More importantly, the teachers, who are

in the position of supervisorslhave usually little experience as well as

training;for:stiperviiingadulta, since most of their experienCe hasfpre-

Oared them for dealing primarily with children. Undoubtedly, the teachers

would-benefit from additional support add .raining for carrying out their
,

responsibilities as supertrisors of these classroom teams.

3. Lester, As Very sensitive to the strained relationships that, had

existed between' Follew Through and the principals-of those schools in

Which.FolloVi Through classrooms were located. During the winter of 1970-71,.



the prindipaIS had an",,opportunity to take part in a workshop offered

by Sponsor A. They indicate that this was ;the first time that they had

, had anopportUnity to learn about the Sponsor's instructional program.

Participation in this conference was clearly helpful, although the prin-

cipals also indicate that they wished that Such an opportunity had been

available at an earlier time There are several other issues about, .

which principals feel strongly and some progress has been made

solVing these issues..

First As the issue of control of activities. within their school.

`Apparently, during the first year. decision's would sometiMev,be m4de

about Follow'ThrOugh children in a particular school without informing'

the principa2l of that SchOol. For exaMple, .Children returned from

field trip after normal 'cafeteria hours for serving lunch had expired.

One principal was upset because arrangements had,n0tbeen made before-

hand for serving these Follow Through children. On other occasions,_

ehlidien would leave the school under the supervlsion of Follow Through

staff to -visit a-medical or dental Clinic.' However, the principal Oas

not aware that they had left the building,. In a sense the issue can be

Mated as "who is in'c1arge of the-school?" Clearly the e-principals

assume that they arelind that they will be kept informed about all ac-

Elvities that concern children within "their"'school. Lester and Miss

Doan were able to.deal with this issue quite effectively. During the
A -

past-year, they have consistently indicated to the principals that the .

principals are indeed "in charge" and some simple systems h4ye been

instituted for keeping -the, principals informed.
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A second issue' concerns the relationships between the prinpipalS

and Miss Doan as well as other members of the Follow.Throughoject staff.

= The principals were bitter about how the" project ran, during the first

year and tended to blame Miss Doan in particular as well as her immediate.

associates. 'In addition, as Miss Doan became discouraged, and less ac-

tive for a time, the principals (Mr. Joyce and Mrs. Sweet) became more

convinced that she.was not doing as nuch.as she should in order to help

- the program. These principals were quite:free in making critical comments

about Miss Doan to Mr. Clark, the Sponsor, as well as to others. Miss .

Doan in-return was hurt and annoyed; During t.)e second year, as DaVe

Lester worked with Miss Doan, someimprovement in the operation of the

project became noticeable and Miss Doan did become more active and more

optimistic. As a result, her relationships to Mr. Joyce have improved

considerably. We should also note that the project staff is located

on the grounds of Mr. Joyce's school so that Miss Doan has more oppoe-

turii, y for contact with him than she does with the other principals.

Mrs. Kendall, whose school did not become involved with Follow Through

until 197041,1s responsible only. for a single Follow Through classroom.

At any rate, she.has been much less critical of Miss Doan. Unfortunately,

Mrs, Sweet has continued to be critical of the Follow Through Staff,

event,thoughshe has become much more positively committed to the pro-

gram itself.'

A third issue has to do with the PAC particularly as it became

more active during the second year. A number of PAC members have' begun

to indicate that they want to have some influence on the selection of

Parent Aides, to have some influence on the policies governing the

expenditure'ofTitle I and Follow ThrOugh funds, and to participate in
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the writing of theannual Follow Through Proposal for the renewallof

funds. TO some eXtenti-the principals have been disturbed!by.theI.efforts
, =

of the PAC to influence decisions being made about:the plvogram.?The issue

I . ,

is in part-a matter of a group of professionals (principals and Some

teachers) feeling that,these sorts of questions should be left to pro-

fessionalfessional educators and that parents as members of. PAC are not roperly

twalified Interestinglyerough, the guldelines clearly supPort participation

of parents and the PAC in these decisions. Accordingly, the p rents

receive strong support-from the Sponsor as well as the project/ officer.

During this second year, the parents began to have some opportunity to parti-
,

cipace in decisions about the program, although Mr. Clark andithe prin-
. )

cipals continue to have misgivings about the wisdom of this development.

1

A final issue that has concerned the 'principals his to /do with

their OpportUnity to participate in decision making about the program

1

and in the annual contract negotiations. During the first Year,, they

were not consulted and were as, little involved as were the parents.

'During' the second year, due to the influence of Dave Lester, Sponsor A,

and the project officer,-they did have an opportunity. to 4rticipate

More fully in planning for the coming year and in the contract negotis-

ttons.

Thus, by. the end of the second year, the principals)hpd become

more'_ avorably impressed.With the performance of 'the program and more

.satisfied with-their relationships to the project staffi'although some

,diffiCulties continued to remain unresolved.
t-,-

4. Alse during this second year, Lester Made a-major effort to

'support a program of parent involvement He wox*ed clogely with Mrs.
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Hunt, who had lust been appointed Parent Coordinator after having serve

the previo}isyeat as, a Parent Aide. he haS lived.Anthe community

for some time, has,children in Follow Through' and knows personally a.
,

number of parents whose children are in Follow Through. -Partly,thrOush

her efforts, the-PAC has become much more active during this second

year and attendance at PAC meetings has improved considerably. We have.
.

noted before that Mrs. Hunt's work is complicated by the fact that the

Follow Throtigh 'parents come from at least three separate neighborhoods.

As a result, the PAC.may be viewed somewhat as a coalition of neighbor-

hood groups with the members of the coalition having had little preVious

experience at working-together.

One effect of this 'strengthened program of. parent. is

that the parents have been able to precipitate discussions. about two

important issues, neitAer of which had discussed either fully or

openly. One Issue had to do with the preparation of the annual proposal

for project renewal and forbroader participation 'in the preparation of

that proposal. In the past, the proposal has been prepared primarily by',

senior administrators in the school system and neither parents, school

. principals, or-teachers were included. The parents initiated an open

discussion that this'procedure should be changed. They received support

from the Sponsor, the principals, and, more importantly, the proiert-

Officer. As a result, this last proposal was reviewed and discussed

-by a much larger group than had previously been" -the cast. 'Note that

the preparation of the proposal is of considerable importance since,

at that time,'the objectives of the program can be reviewed and revised

and the activities to be undertaken can be modified.



The second issue concerned Miss Doan and the effectiveness of her

fitaff.. :Through the efforts of the parents, there was an open diseussi4n,.

WithJlissDoan, her staff, and baVe.Lester present, al-:out.the criticise s

I

that parents (as well as others) had about the functioning of the project.

lthough the discussion was sometimes heated, the net effect was consttut-

ave. Critical views were eXi3Vessed openly whereas in the past they 1114

been expressed indirectly and privately. As a result of this Meetiniiithe
I

Follow Through etaff, has become more active and ihe past criticisms haVe

moderated.

We have indicated that by the end of this second year, some progreas.

had been made in imprOving the. effectiveness of the project organization.

What indeed had:been accomplished and what improvements would be desirable

as the project entered its third year of operation? First of all, through

a variety of efforts,' the instructional and parent involvement components of

the project were funCtioning more effectively. There was a secondary' conse-
,

quente to the improvements &the instructional tomponent: members of the

teaching staff recognized the aCComplishMent and were increasingly satisfied

about their roles in the project.. In addition, parents and-school officials,

including school. principals, weremore- impressed with the project activities:

Secondly, at the end of the first. year there had developed a climate of

mUtualaUspicion,and mistrust which .Contributed to some serious mieunder-

standings.and impaired the effectiveness of the project organization. To

some extent, relationships among key subsystems haVe imprbved and individuals

are more optimistic about.working.together. For the future, it is impoftant

that this more,optimistic climate continue and that the effectiveness of

project...activities continue to improve. Finally, as the'PAC has beCome more

,active. they have h cian opportunity to influence certain decisions:, However;

some administrators as well as'teachers and principals have become uneasy .

about.the implications ofthis increased activity. These issues about the,

ole of the PAC in.-decision-makng are imOortant.and remain unresolved.
-
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Project Implementation in Community Bl

. ,

Projects 111 and-B2 have one feature ip common: they work with

r

Sponsdr 0 while. Projects Al and,A2 work with SPOnsorA; ,ThuS these

two pairs of,prOjects differ in,part'becauSe of the differences be-

tween these'two soon-Sots.' To begin with,..they haye different views

about educatiOn. More importantly, there are organizational'

d. cations thAtfolleW from their differing views about how to implement.'
. -

their respective educational objectives Certain differences between'

sponsors may be viewed as primary and fodus on how 'class roomS'are

organized: the-pattern of activities within classrooms and the assign-
.

ment of responsibilities'and functions to those adults who work with-t

the clasaeooms.s.'There are also some secondary differences that focus

on the support that is given to classroOractivities how.training

is provided and how classroom activities arc coordinated and supervised

by sponsor and project staff.

Let us look first of all at'differences that may be observed .in

classrooms. In Projects BI and B2, there are routinely assigned two

. adults to each clasiroom, atescher ancia-teacheraide,..while in

Projects.Al and A2 there are'four adults per classroom, a teacher,

teacher aide, andtwo parent assistants: Intergstingly'enough, the

number of students per classroom does not differ markedly'among the

four classrooms, although the average number in Projects Al and'AZ

is'slightly higher than in Projects 81 and B2 (28 vs. 23). Thus, the

pupil per adult ratid is somewhat lower In,Projects Al.and A2 than

*el
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it is in Projects 111 and B2 (7 vs. 11.5). In all fo r projects, there.

is 'only one certified teacher per classroom and thiS heather is "in

charge." Teacher. aides in all cases have a high school:diploma, possibly

-
some college, and function as pare - professionals`.

_In those projects working with Sponsor A,Iclassroom activities tend

t 'be'striletured and the pattern of activities varies little from day to

ddY,, Routinely, there are work periods alternating with play periods.

During ,a work period, children at anited into one of four groups of

approximately equal size. More importantly, there is a rather well de-

fined division of responsibil among _the four adults, with the teacher

routinely responsible fbr reading (one group), the teache-r aide respon-

sible for- mathematics (one group) and the parent. aides responsible for

the:other.
a
two groups.

By way of.Contrast, classroom activities for those projecta working

with .Sponsor B are,structured.in,a much more complex way() and the pattern

of activities does not necessarily'repeatitself from day to cfay.' As

a conseqUenceOf the more-or-less open. classroom, children often engage

in proje-Cts or-use certain familiar and natural activities as a vehicle

for learning to 'read, learning mathematics, etc: We'are not in a posi-
_

-"-Eibdfoib into detail about the differenCes in classrooMaCtiYities-for

Sponeor A add. Sponsor B, but it does appear to be true that the-role of a

teacher in Projects B1 and B2 is quite complex;. she, has no routine formula

for subdividingthe'children into, groups such thatshe will wOrly4i6 one.

t. .and the teacher aide with the other. She also has no routine formula for

the management of time, i.e. for organizinkthe day into blocks of'time

fOr different activities. Inaddition, she is not'routinely provided with

curricUlUm materials as is the case with Projects Al and A2. She must

8. As we shall later point out, there. has been an evolution in both Projects ID and 112 toward
more structure in classroom activities.



to some extent develop,her own materials so:that she can implement the ac-

tivities that she wishes to undertake. In shoit, in Project Aldild A21

certain decisions have already been made by the sponsor about the structuring

of time,,And the seleCtion.of curriculum Materials: In Projects B1 and B2i

these decisions may.vary from day-tOday andare the continuing respOnsi

bility of the teacher to'make.

Teachers in all four;prOjects are respontible.for coordinating

their efforts with thoSe of the other adults in the classroom. With which

set of projects is this responsibility the more complex? With Sponsor A's

model, each'teacher is responsible for a team of lour adults, instead of

the two that work together with Sponsor B's model. Yet it-is our impression .

that the teachers working with Projects 81 and B2 have at least as imath'

'difficulty in coordinating the effosts of the one other adult. Ikprojects

AI and A2, the roles of the teacher aide and parent assistants have been

well-defined,by the sponsor and change,littie from clay -to -day. In:Projects

B1 and B2', the teacher must try, to define from day -to -day a set of.ie=

sponsibilitles for the teacher aide and the responsibili,ties musf be

redefined at frequent intervais.

--PinalIy;-741 of these teaChetS sbarein-coMmon-that they-are,p!rpected

to leirn the sponsor's And, by.implication,,to learn to conform

to his expectationS about the responsibilities to be performed by each

Classroom teacher.

In all four projecte,.there,is a provision made for training and

support of the classroom staff. In Projects 81 and'112 there is one,

program' assistant for'every 6-8 Classroom's. As a, general rule Wthese
,

projects, this Is likely to be the number of classrooms in a single school
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so that quite routinely.there,'isont progrt assistant perscheol.. Basic-

ally, *he program assistant is responsibly for the training sUppOrt o

the teachers With whom she works,_ By implication," the Follow 'through

?

:

.-":
. ,

Coordinator-and the Sponsor's Field Repretentative deal primarily with
t ... .. ,., ;..f . .,/ic,, .,

the 10rOgratl'assistants.rather;ehanthOeachis And teacher aides. ThUS,

in these two projects there 'is 4ptoXiiJeately'one trainer-for every six

to_ c ight_teathersplus_ an _equal _nUtsbetLot,-te.scher-aidet.

In Projects Al and A2 there isino role cbitespoilding to that of

,

prOgram. assistant. Training is carried_ou,L, 'partly__by __the..trainer: coor-

r
."dinator Supported by the Follow ThroughfpoordinatO and the Sponsor

fieid representative, In addition /i there may be a parent trainer or

coordinator working more closely With the parent aides. In Figure 3.5,

there is a .
summary of the training -staff in.each project along with the

number of staff'being.traified. Since the field representatives in all

Project:Al
.

'Trainers
. , ,

.

'FOlow Through
Coordinator

Staff Trainer l

Parent
.

Coordinator(
---iiiiiii(--fiiiiiiii7

.

'Follow Through'
Coordinator

Trainer
: Coordinator

-Parent
---tiiiiitiriiiO-i

4 Prove*
.Astistants

_

4 'Program z

Assistants'.

Trainees 19 Teachers
19 Teacher

Aides:

38 Parent,/

Assistants

1.3 Teachers
13 Teacher

':Aides' -

-J26 Parent

ASsistants
,

. .

,
25Teachers
'25 Teacher

Aides,

22 Teachers
24 Teacher:

Aides

Figure 3.5 Organization 0 classrbom training infour projects, as

of 1971 -Z2.'
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caseaarO!present only part-40e`and-functiOnprimarily.:as trainers of

trainers, we have omitted them fromthia suMMary.. For each of thW

projects, we have computed' the-ratio of the number of trainees to the
,

.

number of trainers as some indication, of the_commiiment of resources

to.training ea.4 Ofithese prOjects.--In Projects:Al arKFA2 these

ratir are 2815 and 17trespectivelY; in'Projectb 81 and 82, the comparable

iratibt-are712;5-and-*5;.--Theie'figures-giyeTaoTejndication-of'the

-fact that the,requitements:for staff training are more cc4lex with
,

Sponsor instructional -model than with Spoilsor'Ald.

There is one final difference between the sets Of project's that

we will elaboiate on in the subsequent discussion. With Sponsor A's model,

coordinators work closely with classroom activities. They are

likely to be experienced-teachers and to spend much of their time in staff

training.' And in Projects Al-and A21.both coordinators are w

ProjeCts 81 and 82, both coordinators are men.. They' are much less likely
. .

to work OfOtely with,clasaroom activities and'Jre like* tofbelnVolved

in Overall.coordioatioriand liaison activities with the school system. In

One projec082), the fitst*COordinatOr as well'as the prehent coordinator

-are forme-school*incipalsi.7-In-the other project-(81)i-the-Tresent--.

coordinator-is a former-MatheAatics teacher.who'functions primarily in an

adMinistradive capacfty. Thus,there is umirked difference between the two

pai,a of projects. in the.seb:of responsibilities carried out by the
,

Project Coordinator and 1n the type, of person who is likely to be recruited

for the position:

feet us now return to a more detailed Consideration,!of project implementation
.

in_Community 314 Thepmetalthtme that We want'to.review is that there

were some initial-difficuWes that inerfered with the ebtabtishment of

working relationships between sponsor,and community. Subsequently, attempts.

ware made toallevOte thse diff,icultiesSincethe attempts were sub-



stahtially successful, the effeCtiveness of the project activiiisa has.
.peen significantly improved. As an aid to the.subSequent distUtisiOn

let'us also introduce sr summaryOfthe FollOWThrough
organization in

.dommunity B2. This summary f.sHgivenfin'figUte
3.6

Superintendent of Schools - Dr. Walsh

Assistant Superintendent. - Dr. Hunt

-Director Director ,:.
Special T nrojects em. FduCatiOn''
Mr. Wella7 ,,Mr. Wells (Actingj.

I

Assistant Directoty%*
Special projecte'
Missimpaoh

$Pcne[ ior B

field Aepretenta
tives

Mrs.--Brooks

Director
Personnel

Follow Through Project

Coordinator. - Mr. Remsori

'ProgramAssistan;s (4)

Parent Coordinators (2)

`Social Workers (2)
Parent Advisory

Comptroller.

ASioc.
1

Comptroller
..-(Incharge,of'Specia
projects)*

General-Consultaht

Figure 3.6 Organization of the Follow Through yroject in..
Community B1 during school year 1970-71 (Note:- the basic
structure;'of the organization has remained unchanged overthe period 1968-71.

)1asidally-Ithe organitation of 'the project has remained unchanged over a..

throsk.liar, periOd, although'there have been.tome Significant changes in

,*6, personnel holding positiOns .n -this organization.
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The project'begh in.1967-68 as an nnspOns40 project with' Miss

--Bright'as the first. Falow.2firough'Coordiniltor; She had previouely been

. direCtor, of the HeLd Start program in this community During that first

year Community Bl'was advisildthat they ought to be working with a

sponsor. After several sponsors were considere&as posei ilities,

,

041.-Etiori was reached_. to work;. dth Sponsor. B.' Thii decision appears to-'

have been made primarily by,Miss Bright along, with Misa,.Wilson, who was

Diiector.of Elementary EAucation at that time Mr. Wells, Director of

Stlecia.1ProjecfiS,Dr., H4p the Assistant Superintendent, and Dr., Walsh
r

. ,

Superintendent:o6Achoolel The beginnings of eoMe potentiaLdifficultie$
.;

,between sponsoranr-commUnityhegan it thistime, Since the community

Officialsfelt"-that they were coerced-into choosing a sponsor.
4-

However it seemkelear that community officials were initially Opent,.
,..

,
; . . .

.4..-
:...

.-minded in their dealing with Sponsor B and that subsequent-events were

,Very.important'in-fUrther complicating *hie-relationship between- sponsor

and project.:

Our fire* Coritact with CoMmunity B1 took place during the school

.

Year, 1970-71. By that time, several changes in key personnel. had been

made. us identify eachof theseOhange and attempt to consider:

Oeir signifiCance for_the project.

been replaced by Bob RemsonipS Follow ThroUgh Coordinator. Bob is aig-f_
nificantly younger, and could conalder himself to be,a much less experienced.

teacher, particqtaxlyat the elementary school level. there seems
.11W,

to be agreement that the project functions much more smoothly, now that

he is coordinator -. jtow-does cne explain this apparentimproveMen One

.-.reeson,rer impreVement is that Bob Remson has much better rela ships'

with piher individuals in the school'systeM than did Miss'Bright. Her

a



previoui experience had been with Head Stare which did not Operate:throug

the SthbOl system, but rather-through'the,LbCal Cormunfty'ACtion Program'x

(CAP). . She tended to act as if Follow 'Through were her personal
: 014

sonalroJect1:14 to
.

exPact.t4at.officiale in the school eysteth.shoUld not interfere. As.

a result, thete was relatively little Communication 'between, ter andthe

schdolprinCip'als,.as well as with Mr. Wells; Director of Special Projects.

Also cooperative working relationihips between Follow Through and these

indlviduals did not develop,. What notivated, her. behavior isnot clear
.

Bat-the c8neequenceS were that key, individuals in theSchool system"

I
knew relat4.ve-1y little, about Follow Through and obtained litle satisfaction

9

if any from the achievements of the program. Remson operates quite differ--
4

ently. He works very closely With principals as well as Mr. Wells.. it 1.8

'cpar that his intention isto communicate-the view that the objectives

of the'Follow Through,project are consistent with the objectives of:the prinr

cipals as well as the school eyetim and that Follow Through is in some.
.

,

,. , .

eltheir program.' He has been partially successful in communicating

e,p6int-of-view. In addition, BobEbb Remson,_,
.

has better working
%

. . . .

. . ...

rel'dtionshipe with the,Follow!'Through

and program assistants. Miss Bright,

staff, particularly the_tea0fers

being an experiented.tOcheil. Was very

much involved in the implementation of the instructional.prOgram,and
. ,

exercised rather close eupervisioneVer the classroom activities,. Again, -

it is difficult to reconstruct what actually happened durf4 thii first '

year of.9perAtion with the sponsor. However, it is apparent ;hat the

relationship between Miss:Bright, the program assistants, and the teachers
°

deteriorated over the'periodofa Year. To' some extent Mi ssigBright was
f

perceived as making most of'the decisions, particularly the iMportant-ones,

and as being sdmeOuit unwilling to listen to-the expression's offdissetisfacr

tion from the Follow.Thiough staff.' As we shall see later, the-staff-was

.&`.
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uncertain about carrying out their responsibilities and felt that they

s.
a

. were not getting sufficient support frOm their supervisors.' 'roe::

sense Miss: Bright appears to haVe relied on one-way communications

such that the,flow of communications froM the,staff to her was rather

limited. At'the end of this first year by mutual aireement MisfrBright

VaatranSferred to anotherposition in the school'systeM and,her responsibilities

were taken over by Bob Remson.

41 dealing with the staff, Remion defines his responsiSilitiesrather

differently than did, Hits Bright, On the onehand, he leaves most of the

decisions affecting the classroom to the program assistants, the teachers

and field representatiVes. In effect, a greateit*sionsibility forthe

impleMentation:of the program has been delegated tothe-tea6hing-ttaff:--

Quite clearly, the, teachers and program assistants enjoy having this.

,.additional responsibility. On the other hand, Remson is much More aptiVe

in mediating between the Follow ThiOugh staff and the schoolaystem Since

hit relationships to individuals in the cliool sysift-are good, he is

quite successful in carrying out this mediating role.

AThere i a second change in personnerthat has had benefi6ial results

and again, Bob Remson, as . mAiator, has been instrumental in'bringing.

about.thistchange, During 1969-70 andjuto-the fall of.1970, Miss Murray

acted as fl.eld representative for Sponsor B. She was experienced as a

teacheri'particularly in the field of bilingual education but overa'period

of-tivre was unable to maintain'the confidence of the teachers and program

assistants. As -a result, the Follow Through staff felt that the sponsor

,,. was giving insufficient support to the project staff. Fora- period of time

negotiations took place between sponsor and project with Remson, supported

by Dr. Hart, the Assistant Superintendent, and the Project Officer,
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attempting to obtain better support,from the sponsor, Eventually, ReMson

requested that Miss Murray be replaced with someone who was a more experienced

teacher,and a more effective trainer of trainers (the program assistants).'

With some reluCtance on the part Of the sponsor,.Mise Murray was replaced

by Mrs. Brooks' Subsequently, the relationship between sponsor and project

began to improVe and is now on a much more satisfactory basis.

TOsome,extent, we sfeel that Miss Murray was treated partly as a

1-,capegoit 'for some difficulties that had arisen between sponsor and project

and we want to describe these difficulties as best we can.

Teachers as a rule were assigned to F4low Through and-did not Volunteer

forthe project. As the project began, teachers received trainingfrom

'Sponsor B but usually felt uncertain abOUt.carrying out their responsibilities.

Theri is a sensejayhich the sponsor (any sponsor) is,responl-

,sible for the introduction of technological change into the school. systeM.

The sponsot's educational model differs from the educational assumptiond

being made prior to'..the initiation of the project The ,net effect is that

teachers find tha t eft previously acquired skills are no longer adequate

or valid and that ey must acquire a new, repertoire of ,skills in order to

perform successfully, Thus, it should be no surprise that teachers were

made anxious about their competence as they first, began to work with

'Follow Through and that theY looked for.help in dealing with these anxieties.

Now, Sponsor B's program operates on the assumption that teachers will re-

ceive help from program assistants (trainers) who in turn,will'be helped by

the sponsor's field representative (the trainer of trainers). Initially

at least, the program assistants had no more familiarity,wiChthe sponsor's

model than did the teachers. As a result, 41 of the burden of responsibility

for training was focused on the field representative who was viewed as the

expert who knew all about the sponsor's model.
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The poSition of Miss Murray was made additionally complex betatise

of certain key characteristics of the sponsor's model. One key charac-

teristic follows from the unstructured nature of the instructionalprogram

and from the emphais ,on an open-classroom. 'Participants in Project B1

(and also B2) are likely to state'that Sponsor B's model is"well.:defined in

A3eneral terms but not spetifitally. What do they mean to imply by such

statementt, Our interpretation is that the model is well-defined in terms

of characteristics that an instructional program should possess or, criteria

to which it should coh,lorm. But the behavioral objectives to be achieved

by the program are less'Well-defined and an operational specification .of

the implications of the general principles tends to be left undefined. In

a sense, it, has been the responsibility of the implementor pocal project

staff) to work out an operational specificaii6n of the model.

There is one other characteristic of the sponSor's model that led to

difficulties. In Community Bl, there is considerable emphasis on the ac-

quisition of reading skills and local personnel feel that the sponsor's

-model is not specific enough in the Area of reading. Interestingly enough,

they conclude that SponsOr B gives insufficient attention to the particular

:requirements of local communities, thus implying that, although their

community places great emphasis on reading, other communities might not.

It is our impression that other communities (such as B2) are eqUally con-

cerned about reading and that this is simply a specific example of an area

if which the sponsor's model needed further specification In order to meet

the.demands of loc"'communities.

:L. At any rate, these pressures for supplying the community with a more

OpedifIt'definition. of curriculum and of behavioral objectives were initially

directed at Miss Murray and unfortunately she could neither cope with the



'1

situation on her own nor could she obtain sufficient support from

SpOhSor B. The local Staff pciceived her as not being helpful enough

/and p rhaps as not being experienced'enough i. nthe details of(the Spon-

/ [ ,

sor's Model. .A a consequence, the ,
relationshipsbetween the local staff

. 1-
.

and Moss Murray as well a's.Sponso B deteriorated as the staff lost eon-

/

fiden e In their ability to he
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Mrs. Brooks replaCed !. %ss Murray during the academic year 1970-71.

,

She h a good. eel of confidence, is quite dynamic and experienced, and

the 1 cal staff developed a high degree of respeCt for her ability to help

/7

1. .

th In part, she/iesponded to their need for additional specification'

id "as :able to bp'helpful in working out specific details'Of the gponsarve
1

program, pafti Glarly in the area of reading. In addition, she appears,to

be more fore

staff and/in influencing the Sponsor CaresPondto the'complainis being made

by Community Bl. At the same time, sha ves able to maintain a good rela-

tionihip between herself andSponsor B. SOmewhat ironically, After Wee

ful in connnunicating to Sporn:* B the feelinge'o0he Project,

Murray had been removed, Sponsor B began a major effort to Plice greater,,

O

emphasis on reading, to deyelop a statement about behavioral objectives,

and to define the instructional program in more specific terms. If the

results of these efforts had been available, Miss Murray might have been

much more able to carry out her responsibilities to Community Bl.

To some extent, these difficulties in implementation can be,traced,

hack to some of the difficulties of taking a successful but small pro-

gram and in revising it for use on a larger scale. This Sponsor's model

was first implemented in a single schoo witft the originator of the

model, Professor Hawks, performing the-combined functions of field repre-

sentative and program assistant. Thus, she worked very closely with
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teachers and- was.able to help translate general principles into an-oper-

ational program. As the progiam expanded into a number Of communities,

itleCame imposSible for any one indiVidUalkauch as Professor Hawks,

to fork closely with each of the projects but there haa-been a tendenW

to underestimate the complex-responsibility beingassigned to the Field.

kepresehtative. Current efforts of the SPOnsoi to give more support

to Field' Representatives should help to resolve some of the difficulties

and to make.it easier for the Field Representative to carry out his or

her assigned respensibilities..

The position of Field Representative also has Some important human

relations responsibilities that are diffiCuit to carry out.- The Field,

Representative fUnctions often as the chairman of a staff group made up

of program assistants and other_supporting staff.' At times the prOgtam

assistants are operating under considerable stress. It would appear

/
that therole of chairman of such a group is often a difficult oneHind

that Field Representatives, as experienced teachers, are not necessarily

well-prepared for taktng.on such a responsibility, Mrs. Brooks, however,

appears to be quite capable in-handling th, human,relations aspects of

her position, a fact which'has cOntribUted to her success in maintaining-

a good relationship with the Project staff.,

There is a third personnel change that is of'significance. When the

Follow. Through Pioject was first established, it was supervised by two

different indWiduals, both Of whom reported to Dr. Hart. On the one hand,

Follow Through was defines:1;as a Special project and reported to Mr. Wells

anMiss Simpson who were Director and Assistant Director for Special

Projects. Follow Through also reported to Miss Wilson, Director of Elemen-
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Lary Education. The two directors had Somewhat different views About.

F011ow Through and this complicated the position of, the Follow 'Through

Coordinator.. Miss Wilsod tended &expect the project to remain some;

what idolated fro6 the xest of the.school system, thus following the

pattern of operation.of Head Start. Mri Wells, on the other hand, has

consistently seen the'need for coordination of Follow Through with the

rest of the -SchOol System and hai.anticipated that Follow ThrOugh would

have impliCations for elementary eduCation throughout the SChool System.

To some extent, he has been a strong supporter of FollOw Through, al-
.

though he has also been a forceful critic of Sponsor B,, particularly

,.when he felt that the community was not receiving sufficient support.
0

Miss Wilson was a somewhat more luke-warm supporter and continued to

resent the fact that a Sponsor had been forced on the community. Wring

the year 1970-71, she became ill and left the School System. At first,

Mr. Wells became acting Director of Elementary Education while holding

his old position as well. He is now fully empoWered as Director of

Elementary Education'. As a result, Follow Through,now reports to a

single individual, Mr. *11s, and this makes it easier for Bob Remson

to function effectively. In addition, Mr. Wells works closely with Dr.

Hart and the,relationshiP of the project to the Assistant Superintendent
"

has thus been improved. Finally, with the support of Mr. Wells, Bob

Remson has been ,successfufin improving the coordination between.Follow
,

Through and the school principals in which the FolloW Through classes

are: located.

Partly through the influence'of Mr. Wells and Bob Remson, a grad-

ual'reorientation of the objectives for this project has taken place.



Initially, Follow Through was viewed by key officials and the Schobf

Board: as an extension of Head Start and as a device for obtaining
.

money for disadvantaged children, It WasInot viewed as an interesting

opportunity to explore somtinstiuctionalliniloVationanor as leading

to some desirable institutional change., By,.iMplication, it was thought

of as aprogram for a special group of students who needed to be coMpe0.!
'N

Sated for some deficiencies and as having ittele relevance for the

majority of students who were free of theSe deficiencies. Gradually,

there has-developed an awareness that the program has a variety of

important educational implications and that these innovations are of

potential relevanceto-elementaryedacation as a whole..

Let us now review what was accomplished during the year 1970 -71

and.what still remained to be accomplished at the en&of that year

1. :P.artly as'a result of these changes in personnel relapion-

ships hetween.the School System and the Sponsor have significantly

impioved. Mrs. Brooks has earned the respect of the local staff as

well as of Bob gemson-and has helped to stabilize a gOod. working rela-

tionship between Sponsor B and Community Bl.

If one-were to try to measure the level-of trust that existed

between Sponsor and Community, there,waS.6 low point characterized by

a significant level of mistrust. Some reasonable degree of trCist now

exists. What is more important is that Community personnel feel reason-

ably confident that they are making progress and that difficulties .that

41 .

now exist are being resolved..,

2. There are perhaps three areas in which the Community wishes to

improve, all of which lead to continued pressure on the'Sponsocfor



additional support. First of all, there is a continuing effort.to pro-

.

vide teachers and prograM assistants with additienal instructional`

support, partiCtilarly in the area of reading; The effect.c4 this effort

is to clarify the classrooni implications Ofthe:'Sponsor's Model.and to

Specify it in opefational terms. Secondly, there is. a ielptinhing effort

to develOp more effective procedures: for.monitoring 0)4 feffectiveness of

-the prograM. To some extent, almost' everyone associated with the Projedt

shares this objective although ofteh for different reaSons. For example,

it is important'iO the staff to be able to assess what they ar acCom-
,

pliShing, to reassure themselves that they are making proireas and to
:

reorient their efforts in order to improve their effectiveness:. Similarly,

it is iMportadt to parents to be able to recognize that their children

are indeed making progress toward the. achievement of' recognizable and

/ 1

important educational objectives; In somewhat differentfashion,,achOO1

officials, such as Mr. Wells, hiaSuperiors, and the!Schoel Board, are

concerned about assessing theproject:accomplishmnts and priparingthem-.

selvel for decisions about the Project which must eventtiallyrbe made. .

In order to monitor the Project effectiveness, two related efforts

are necessary. One is to specify a.set of behavioral objectives for the

Project; while a second is to develop methods of assessment'that are

pertinent to these behavioral objectives. Sponsor B is making a major

t

effort both in specifying behavioral objectives as well as in their,

assessment. It is interesting to note that this effort puts him in som4-

thing of a dilemma. As one attempts to specify behavioral objectives,

there iaa danger that:one will lose some .of the potential-value Of .the

open classroomapproachand will unnecessarily comp °raise the instruc-
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tional model that he has been following. Yet,, Sponsor B and his staff

,= appear to be optimistic' that they can be more speeffic about their ed-
,

, .

ucational model without peilpaaly compromising its effectiveness.'

Finally, the community is attempting tp improve the effectiveness

of its parent involvement component and is, in part, looking for addi-,

tional halt, from the Sponsor in order to°accomplish this Objestive. ,Parent

involvement has had an interesting histOry in this Community. Initially,

at least, Sportior B placed greatest emphasis 'on theinsirucii6nal caati.

-portent of his program and, indeed,.the so-called parent involvenent

component 'has not been implemented in allcommunities.

there are separate Field Representative!,fot each of these cOmponentsi

with Dr. Hertz serving as the kieldRepreaenrative for the Parenc:

voZ.Ment compoent. While mise,.Mnrray,wai serving as Field Repreeenta-

tiVe and Miss Bright as Follow ThrOdgh Coordinator, there appears to

,

have been rather litite attention paid to the program of parennvolve-
..

ment. Both of these individuals appear to have been primarily interested
. .

inthe instructional program. ,In addition, the demands on their time

were so severe that it would have been difficult for them to h de-

voted additional attention to parent involvement. The situation changed

after Mrs. Brooks and Bob Remson,became involved with the project. Both

of them place considerable emphasis on parent involvement and this pro-

gram made considerable progress duiing 1970-71. Much of the parent

activitycenters around a parent house which hss, been rented by Follow

Through OW is the center of abtidty for the PAC. At the present time,

thi initiative for expansion of this program is being taken by Bob Remson

with the support of his supervisors and the Project Officer; i.e.,the
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ioitiative\is riot being taken by the Sponsor, althoUgh he

Of this inc;eased effort;

Dr. is ahahthropoloitist vmd is loCated on. the

,University B.. ,A an athropologist, he tends to operate more as arto

se6er,eather than o be activelyAhVolved in the developMent of the

program activities,. t 'tends to act as advisor to -Bob ReMison to the

two Parent Coordinators, and to the' officials of PAC. 'CommUoity Officials,

including Bob-RemsOn and M . Wells;.are committed to expanding the pro-
,

gram of Parentinvol4ement. They are also concerned about the problems

of coordinating the efforts of the two field representatives and of

coordlnatioh among the three maj r components of the Project:. instruc-

tional, patent involvement, and psychologiCal services.:

Interestingly enough, as parenta become more involved,-school

officials, haVe become concerned about theObjectiveS being pursued by the

Parents.: There is some hope that the PAC should be priMarilY concerned

with issueshat are directly relevant to the implementation of the
, - .

Follow Through activitieSand some uneasiness that-they are likely'tO

becOme involved in broader issues of,a political nature. Thus, thereja.

some discrepanc) betWeen the expectations aT involved parents and of

project staff and this discrepancy needs to be resolved.

3. :The morale of the staff-teachers, teacher aides, and program

assistants .:has improved considerably and they now feel much more con-

fident in their ability to carry out their responsibilitlos. Moie

importantly, they perceive both Bob Remson rd Mrs. Brooks as bell%

helpful in their support of the project acti ities. During the4ast

year, they have become more convinced that the inatructional'eomponent.. ,
A.



is.operating-*ithtegOonableeffeetfveness antrthey obtaiwcOnsiderable

satisfaction from their classrodmactivitiee.

There are several ways in. which the:effectlyeness of the instrUs,

tional effortmightI)044roved.and theae improvements in turn might be

expecte to have a desirable effect on staff morale.: There continue

to be some 'conflicts between teachers, and teacher aides. Part of the

difficulty is 'that useteachers are uncertain about, how to makeiise of:the

teacher eaides the easiest - solution is to letteacher aides help but
. . .

. ,

not to participate in decision-making or, program planning..- Inadditionu

-teachers ire undoubtedly relatively inexperienced in working closely ,-

1

wtthanother adult and there is little time available for:planning ,Out-,

aide of the classroom .1.11* Brooks is aware of thie.dtfficulty and is
\

attempting tcOnclude in-the training program'aothe emphasia on these

problemSof coordination and on human relathins skills pertinent to the,

supervisiOn of Other adults.

Program assistants continue to express some diasatisfactionwit.,t

the methOds used for theretruitment of teachers.' It is their pettep,

tion-thA some teachers are reluctant to Work with Follow ThroUgh ana'

that some, are unhappy about working with the Project. At any rate,

program assistants often feel overworked and are uneasy about how-to deal

.

With teaChers'who do not "accept" the Spohsor's model and who may resent- .

. ,

the activities of the program assistant. We should add that there is
,

Always the potential for conflict between.a program,assistant and the

teacherstehe supervises, Often the program assistant is scarcely more

t,

experienc d than some of the teachers sand some teachers die. likely to

indicate that they know as mu-Ch about the model as the.program

4 tent does. We suspect that such a statement ahould not be:taktnt) at
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.lace-1/04e: Rather, t is indicative of the complex human relations'
,

,skills:that.a program assistant must have in establishing a viable

1,gorking.relf4ionsilip between:; leraelf and the teachers she supervises.:

Finally,' as mentioned preyiously,,prograM assistants and teaCher6',

are anxious to receive more speciadAntructional:Support irOM the

Sponsor is pertinent to tHe;implementation.of the'SponsOes in

structional model.

4: Althoug4 relationships between FolloW ThrougivaN the imhoola

with which they work has improved, Bob Remson is hopeful that additional,

improvement will take place during the Coming year. At present, there

are project classrooms in six schools serving flys-hundred and seventy-ohe

(571) children and the foUr program askiatant_are assigned tothese4ix
a

schooisWithany one assistant being. responsible fOr one or at, most two

' schools. . Thedistribution of clasSrOomssamong the six schools is given

in Figure

, .

School,
.

Hart Paulsen Brady Locke brake" Kelvin

,

4

,

lais-
rooms

.

.

.

1 K

.1 1st

1 2nd

1 1st

1 2nd.

1 K

1.1st

1 2nd

1 3rd

,

,2 K

2 1st

3 ,2nd

2 3rd'

l K

2 1St

1 2nd

1 3rd

,1 K

1 'lst
.

. Fig. 5.7. Distribution of Follow Through Classrooms among schools in
Community Bl during 1970-71.



Three of these'schools - Brady, Locke, and Drake

And hat; the largest concentration off -students.

these sdhools come from-the immediate,neighbothocid do not require

buiing., The }far; and Paulsen Sthools are in middle class .neighborh9ods

.are inner
..t

In'general,

city - Schools

students in

and 50% of the children in Folloid Through classes require busing,c In

the slitt4001 essentially All of the children riquite:bubiqg,

At preSent acceptance 9f the Progo6m School.prinApald,ie

uneven, with some :principals being strong supporter's and other§luke-warM
-

to to negative.... This ii-fa:pialem that is deserving of continuing attention.

There,are,twoother*Ole0A concerning. the relationships to Schools

which will receive continuing attention To some extent OrograMiaidisi-."

t4ths f0e1-04-.thete fite-=.cOnfliting,44f recittirements being `imposed'

00.them. On the one hand, they are responitble,to Bob Remson and Mrd.

Brooks who expect program Assistants to be' working primarily aetrainere

of xh&FolloW.ThrOugh teachers. On the other hand, in order to improite

relationShips with principals, they findl theMselves partly resOnsible

\to the principal or principals with.whomthey work. The prinoiplls

often have different expectation about how program assistants should

spend their time. Principals are more likely to want program assistants'

to become more involved with administrative aCqvities; Program assis-

tants sometimes.feel that they become too much involved with'paper-work

. . ,

and not enoughWith Panning and training. ' This conflict In respOnsii-,*

-bilitids is titate understandable since the progiaM assistants are the

msin'link'betwien Fallow ThroUilland the principals. On the positive .

,

side,:progrsmassistants have helped 'Principals torealize4ithat this is

their' Project and they have something to gain from its success.., On the
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negative side, this. divisioh of responsibility represents one-mare com='.

piication to..be dealt with:by the program assistants,

PrOgram assistants, as-,weiltas Bob Remson, ate': lso etn;itive to

the perceptions,of no'nollOw ThroUgh:teethera of the FollOW-ThrOugk.

Progrp1,- Sioce Follow Through classrooms are ungtructUrecrand operate

differently from regular clasgroomso.there ia.a tendency for

Through titAchers to assude,that Fc'lloweThrough childrenheed more a °.

"disCipIine" and that they afire "getting a-Way"with something. Thera-le

elso.tho assumption that Follow Ttirouglt, teachers ere*gNen special con-
.,

.. '0

_____eideration._ Atany_r4te.,_there is need fbi additi6nal communication be-
0

i ,
,

( :.
,tWeen-Follow Throdgh.and non-Farow...v ,Through teachers and for an -attempt

.. ,

to encourage some form"of participati0n inthe,project by /
/

ThrOUgh,teechere
.

0

Pit* t implementation in,.ComMulniey B2

In some respects, the hiptory of Project B2 resembleethat of Al,

,
even'though the two communities are quite different. in both .cases, the

nitial decision to work with :a particular;SPonsor waspreached:only after

. considerable exploration,had,teken place. In both Cases,.the COmmuhities!'

,made use of generak consultants whO were quite,knowledgeabfe.about poten,

, .

tial Sponsors. In _Community B2, the Superintendent of. Schools has-been

actIvely-ihvolved frOm the very ,beginning. This community, is-'sometimes

described as a university comMunity and is a dOre middle class community

than Ai: Atahy.rate,,the commUnity,chotie to Work-with Sponsor B and

'felt that their Philosophy of education was more consistent with an
-

open - classroom apprpah. DUOnOthia initial stage of re hang a de,
,..

ciaion'othere:wis more aqtivelparticipation-by,pareRts IniCommunity Al



than there was in Community 11,2, although.both communities emphasize

the importance of parent involvement in the Follow Through Program.

These two communities. also resemble one another as one reviews

their effpris to implement a Follow Through Program. During the two

year period, 1969-71, there were no changes in key personnel, although,

in both cases, some changes are taking place during the year 1971,42.

More importantly, both comm,' sties haVe been reasonably free of the ALM-
.

culties tAlektharacterize the experience of Projecti A2 and 81; They

have madesteady progress in implementing their project activities and

are now in a position to Assess what they have accomplished and to identifyl

what still remains to be accomplished._

Let-us nowIreview in greater detail what has been accomplished in

this community during the first two years of-activity.

1. From the very beginning, there has been close collaboration

between the Follow Through Project and the School System. Mrs., Miller

is an experienced-administrator as well as an, experienced teacher. She

had been successively an elementary school principal and Director of

Head Start before,she became the Follow Through Director for Community

13.2% "In additiOil, she already had,developcd a good working relationship

.with Dr. Prentice and they continue to work closely together. It is our

impression that, of the four school superintendents involved with these,

four communities, Dr. Prentice is the most knowledgeable about Follow

Through. In the other three communities, the Follow Through Coordinator

reports directly to an Assistant Superintendent. In this community,

Mrs. Miller has direct contact both with Di. Prentice as well as with

Dr. Archer, the newly appointed Assistant Superintendent for Instructions.
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Dr. Prentice has several views about elementary education which

arpertinent to his interest in and support fOr Follow Through. He

.expresses the view that School Systems have been too centralized and

that elementary school principals have had little influence on policy

decisionS'. One of his objectiVes is to decentralize decision-making

and to strengthen the position.of the elementary school principal.

He summits that, in the past, the position ,of school principal

vas not very interesting and he hopes to make 'it a much more ex-
.

citing responsibility. In addition, he indicates that there is

a need for innovation in elementary education and sees Follow Through

as a good example of an innovative pi-6gram. Thus, his views are con-

sistent with strong support for Follow Through, with an etaphasis-on

Follow Through as having broad- implications for the -school System as a

whole, and with a "decentralized administration such that Follow Through

should work cloSely with school principals in each of the schools in

.

,:yhich it operates. Finally, he worries ab6ut the fact that the school

' system now takes part in a number of Federally-funded programs and-that

these programs are not coordinated with each"other. He is concerned

about te,fragMentation of effort that often takes place and determined

that .hese programs should complement each other as part of a coherent

total effort.

Just as there has been a good working relationship between 'Follow

Through and the school system there has also beep,a good working re-

lationship between school system and Sponsor. At this point, our his-

tory is complicated by the fact that the Sponsor's Field Representative

for the Instructional Component is also the Associate Director of this
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1
Follow Through ProjeCt. Mrs. Brooks had taught in this School System

and served as'a Follow Through Program Assisstant during 1969,70. Thus,

she was already, quite familiar with Sponsor Ws model. In 1970-71, she

agreed to serve as Field Representative for Sponsor B as well as the

Project's Associate Director'. In addition, when Community B1 experienCed

difficulties with their Field Representative, an arrangement was made

to have Mis. Brooks serve as instructional Field Representative for

Community BI. 'She divided her time quite. successfully among these

three responsibilitieS during the year 1970771 although she will not ...

continue to do so in 1971-72.-

Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Brooks work closely and effectively together,

Mrs. Brooks has the main responsibility for working with the program

assistants and is very effective in carrying out her responsibility for

the'locat training program. In addition, she has had a good deal of

experience in the teaching'of reading. In this community, there is con-

siderable emphasis placed on the acquisition of reading skills and Mrs.

Brooks is able. to give strong support to the program assistants in

implementing this portion of the instructional program. 'Mrs. Miller

also has considerable contact with program assistants, although he major

responsibilities are for the administration of the project, for relation-

ships with the school spitem and for implementation of the, program of

parent involvement.-

2. The organipation of tie Follow Through Project SLaff is summarized

in Figure 3.8 and resembles the organization in CoMmunityB1. At the

present time, there are Follow Through classes in four schools with one

4;$
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Superintendent of

I

Schools - D

Assistant Superintendent - Dr.

I

Director of Federal Programs - Dr. Marbe.rt.

Prentice

Archer

Follow Through Project'

Rirector - Mrs. Miller

Associate Director - Mrs. Brooks

Project Officer

Volunteer;Coordinator - Mrs,.Hartline General Consults

Parent plvolvement Coordinator - Mr. Shipley

Program Assistants (4)

-Parent Involvement Aides (4)

Parent Advisory
CoMMittee

Figure 3.8. Organization of the Follow Through Project in CoMm"ty B2
during School year 1970 -71.

program assistant per school. As in Commmity Bl, each classroom

served by one_teacher plus.one teacher aide. There is One program assis7

tant_per school, responsible primarily for training and one parent in-

volvement aide per school who is responsible for involving parents in

classroom and other school related activities,

On the whole, program "assistants and the teaching staff are pleased
4

with the program and take satisfaction in the progress being made by

children in the classrooms. Yet these staff members express certain

dissatisfactions that remind one of similar dissatisfaCtions expressed

in Community Bl. Teachers find themselves working very hard and are
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uncertain about how best to make use of the teacher aides, Teachers

also express a need for additional; specification of the Sponsor's, in-

structional program, particularly in, the area of reading.

Programaasistanti tend to agree with the - teaching staff, although

they experience certain,additional difficulties in Carrying out their

own responsibilities. BomOof the program assistants find it difficult

to work_iiithcertain teachers-, particularly when the teacher is not in

sympathy with the Sponsorts model: TheY wish that there Were a bettet

procedure' for the Selection of Follow Through teachers and teacher aides,

although it may be an illusion to.exp-ect that a fool -proof selection pro.

ceduredan be developed. In addition; program assistants feel that ther'e

are conflicting demands placed on them by the School principal, on the

one hand, and Follow Through, on the other. On the whole, it, seems.

clear that the program assistants must have highly developed human re-

lations skills and that they are often more used to dealing with children

* than they are with adults. Program assistants also find themselves in

an ambiguous relationship ,to_teachers. They try tc make it clear that

the teacher,is in charge of her classroom and that they are there to

help and assist. But there is a tendency for teachers to view program

assistants as supervisors, in spite of explicit statements to the con-

trary.

3. On-the whole, gdod working. relationships exist between Follow

Through and'the separate schools with which they collaborate. As one

might expect, the four principals react quite differently to the Follow

Through, Project. At least one is quite impressed, two are either neutral,

'oemoderately impressed, while a fourth is somewhat' negative., To the
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best of our knowledge, Mrs. Miller and Dr. Prentice have been quite autcess-

ful in seeing to it that Follow Through activities are not, disruptive

and that these activities are integrated into the functioning of.each'

Total school. However it has been more difficult to convince a11`,.,prin-

Cipals that the PtojeCt is innovative in important way's and that the

Project has implications for educational'change throughout the Soho°

System.

As'a rule, neither principals nor non - Follow ThrOugh teachers in

a given school are well-informed about what is happening in Follow Through

classrooms and efforts to foster additional.communications between Follow

Through and'non-Follow Through staff would appear to be desirable: In-

deed, the four principals have only recently had an opportunity to take

part in an in-servi,te orientation program at University B. It is in-

teresting to note that those individuals notAire1,41y involved with

Follow Through sometimes develop rather negative impressions'of the pro-
.

gram. These impressions may, in some sense,4be inaccurate but they are

influential nevertheless. These negative impressions would include the

following. There is-the impression that "discipline" in Follow Through

Classrooms is lax and that the teachers are not really in "control." In

part, tbis impression is based upon'the fact that Follow Through class-

rooms are strictured very differently than are the non-Follow Through

classrooms, .Let us note, however, that in this community, for any given

school, all classrooms at a given grade level either opvtate as Follow

Through or as non-Follow Through classrooms. Yet comparisons can still

be made to other grade levels onto recollections of what classrooms t.iere

like before Follow Through. There is alsotthu impresSion that"Follow
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Through classrooms do not place sufficient emphasis on "fAndaMentals",

such as reading' and mathematics. .Again, this impression may be:based

on an awareness that Follow Through teachers and program assistants haVe

noticed inadequacies in these areas: Finally, in one school in par-

ticular,.both'teachers as well as parents had the impreision that Follow

-Through was primarily a program of "compensatory educatiOn" and there-
.

fore not appropriate for children who were ,not disadvantaged.; In this.

particular schoql, teachers and parents evaluated the school as prig

marily, middle class and therefore concluded'that Follow Through did not

belong in their school.- This misinterpretation of Follow Through has

been substantially corrected, Yet, since many in Community B2 think of

themselves as "middle-class, there is some tendency to assume that

Follow Through is not Wholly appropriate for their school system.

ally, the difficulties in monitoring the-effectiveness of classroOM

activities has been a handicap. Principals, as well as'te,cheka and

parents, are aware that expenditures per pupil in Follow Through class-

rooms exceed those in comparable non-Follow Through classrooms. Some

.

individuals indicate that they want to see "re$ults," to have aome evi7

dance that theeffort'is justified by what- is being accomplished, this

is a difficult issue to deal with and it seems unlikely that it will

be resolved by provisions for assessment that will quantifY the, Follow

Through'atcomplishments.

;There is one additional issue that concerns the:prgram assistants

that was also 'an issue in Commuuity Bl. As a matter of policy, program

assistants work very closely with their respective school principals

and feel that the Principals plateadministrattv demands on them. that



are not wholly,appropriate. At any rate, they wish that they had more

time to work with their classroomssoMrs. Miller and Mrs.lrooks are

in agreement Withthe program, assistants.

There is one rather unusual characteristic to the Follow Through

organiiation in Community B2that deserves to be noticed. Mrs, Hartline

is employed as a VOlunteer Coordinator and her function is to recruit

volunteers Co assist in the Follow'Through activities. She recruits

adults as well as high schoOl*ind p011eie students who are-willing to

serve on an irregular basis and she has been very subcessful'in obtain

ing a substantial number Of volunteers. Sole of these voluifteers may

assist with classroom activities.. Others may help prepare materials;

do baby-sitting for other adults associated with Follow Through; help

take children on visitS, etc. The services of'the\,volunteera have been

valuable and are inaddition.to the pro gram of parent involvement:

4. Although the project staff has supported a program of parent

involVement, they feel that the progrim has not developed as rapidly

'as would have been desirable. Indeed, a'rnajor,effort to improve the -
t

effectiveness of.thts program is now underway. Let us consider spine of

the reasons why the program of parent involvement has not developed more

rapidly. It seems clear that the instructional component

of the Sponsor's program has been given the higher priority. During

the past two,years, primary attention hasp been giyen to the classrooM

activities and this is not surprising, grdnted the complexity of the

.Spohsor's instructional program. In addition, until recently there has

been no single individual who has- actively taken on the-responsibility-
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for the 4Velopment of such a program. Mrs. Millet and Mrs,'. Brooks

hiid"too many other responsibilities. Accordinily,'a young man, Mr.

Shipleyowas appointed as Parent Involvement Coordinator, although he

had other apties as well. A Policy Advisory Committee had been formed

in 1969-70 and he was assigned Ap work with this committee in order to

support its activities. Unfortunately, he had had little.previous:ex-
.v

perience in the field of community organization. He had:difficulty-in

working with parents and was unable to establish an effective working

relationship
C
with them. In additioh, he had relatively' little know-

ledge- f'Follow Through and was put nn ,theAefensive by questions that

he was unable, to answer.: After over a year of effort, he cantinued to,

have-ambivalent reactions to the Follow Through Project and asked to

be-reassigned.to other duties in the School System, It is interesting

to note that,-even though he had no responsibility for the instructional-

activities, he did haveto function as 4 spokesman and representative

for the Follow Through staff in dealing.with the PAC. Thus, the lack-

of any significant:coMmitment to the totalproject-proved to be a handi-, .

cap and seriously'impaired his effectiveness in dealing with parents.

There is one other individual who han'been closely involved with

the ParEnt Involvement component: Dr. Gordon,who served as the Sponsor's

Field Representative for the Parent Involvement component. As one observes

the activities of the two field representatives - one for the instructional'.

and one for the parent involvement'component - one notes.that these .tWo

individuals function rather differently. The Field RepresentatiVelor

the Inetructional component takes on a very active responsibility for the

implementation of the program and for the training of relevant peronnel;



theField Representative for the Parent InyolVement component functions

more nearly as an observer, with little apparent comMitientto the

implementationof the program. At any rate, neither Mr. Shipley nor Dr,

Gordon were very active in the implementation:_of the,Parent involirement

component. Under these-tircuMstances, leis not surprising that very

little developthent took place.

During the second year, Mrs.Brooks, with the support-of Mrs.

Miller and the Project Officer, made awearnest attempt to revive the

PAC and was moderately successful. The PAC met regularly during the

past year Some PAC members also indicate that some of the Follow

Through. staff tended to discourage questions froM PAC members and that

this had a negative .effect i t'he',development of PACactivities, We

. .0 .

should note that teachers are not always used to working with parents,

particularly when parents actiirely,begin to raise queationg.about,pro

' %grams: Thus, time is required before effective working relationships

can be developed that will facilitate an affective program Of'parent

involvement. We should also note that Community B2 does make .provision

for Parent-Involvement Aides, one assigned to each participating Rehool,

and that these aides are beginning to work very closely with parents and

with the PAC activities.

During the summer of 1971, a number of changes were made in order

to strengthen the program of parent involvement? Mr. Shipley was re-

placed by Mr. Cheney, who.will be the new coordinator for Parent.Involve-

ment. Mr. Cheney had previously been Associate Director of the Community

Action Program (CAP) for Community, B2. He has beep a consistent critic
.:5.

. ,
,

, . of the lack ofparentolnvolvement in the past and can be expectedto b
,,,

..
. ; °-

very active in the development of a stronger program: In addition, the
.-.7

9. In Addition, Mrs. BrOOlks renign'A to take over other duties and ha4'6eit replaced by Mr: i',4'..



FOljow through Director has indicated that he wants greater. coordination

of effort'between the .two Field Representatives so that the separate

coMponentsanbegin to function as parts of an integrated total pro-

Finakly, Dr. GordOn,bas been; replaced by,Dr. Hertz, who also

Works with Community Bl. ,It is hOpeArthat hewill begin to take:in

more active responsibility for the4mplementation of the program o£, parent

involrement.

Again, it is interesting to draw some comparisons between the two

major componedta- instructional and parent involvement,. In, the instruC7

iional cOMpOnent;.the Field Representative functions primarily as a

trainer of trainers giving major's pportoto,the prograMas0Stants. In

similar fashion, what should be the primary responsibility of the Field

Representative for the Parent Involvement component? -:Mr. Shipley

pears to aye been Uncertain about how he should answer thlaquestion

but Mr. Cheney to have some Aefinite views. In his opinion,

there is a 1114jor need for the development of a tra)ning program that

will support the expansion of the PAC activities. Thus, he:sees parents

asnecessarily taking th leadership -for running the PAC meetings, deyelop-.-

ing new activities, chairing grOups, etc. 'and,- on the whale, parents are

not necessarily prepared'for taking on these responsibil4ieS.

MrCheney is beginning to define his role ap atrainer so as to expand
-

.

the number of people in the PAC who can initiate and maintain an expanded

program of activities.
, .

concernsIn ComMunity B2, thete is one additional AifficUlty that doncer
,.

\
4

Mr", Cheney and other Yellow ThroughStaff members. Ag a university communItyk.,..
\ ,

Follo w Through parents are quite varied,_ Some-are diSlivantaged according

'to,the usual deflnitions.. Oth%raare only temperarilyAisaAvantagea by
0, p
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Virtue of being college students at the,present time It is important

that the PAC activities continue to be.available-to all parentS: -More- -

over, the Readership of the PAC shoUld nit come to be dominated by one

'set of parents who may represent only pno etegMentof parents; - rather-
e

the leadership should b4 broadly representative.of the Variety:Of

parents who participate in Follow" Through.

Projects in Transition

In previous sections of this chapter, we have reviewed in some detail

the development of these four projects, over the period 1969 -1971, We now

want to bring up to date the experiences of these projects during the year

1971-72,and-to give some Oonsideration to; the future.a0 they begin the

year 1972-73. In genera 'this was a period of relative stability for the

inatructional components

four projects. However,

and there was a ConselidatiorCof effort

in some projectt, significant changes were being
.

introdUced into.the programs of parent. nvolvement. What Changes were of

signifitancel._ In all four communities, there have been a'number of changes

in key personnel and there has been a process of internal adjustment in

response to these changes. In addition, there have been a number of

cbahges,taking place In the FolloW Through Branch and in the program as 'a

whole, particularly as a consequence of the 'Possible initiation of the fiveyear

plan for long -range implementation. As a consequence, the projects have

'gone'through a process. of adaptation as the relationship between projects',

and.the nationa3 program hds been modified.

Project Al. During 1971-72, there was one significant addition to the

Follow.ThrOugh staff and two changes of some consequence that affedted re-
.

lationships between Follow Through and the ,school system. Note that the

size of the project was still increasiir as second grade classrooms were
,
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-added in addition to kindergarten and the first grade.` With'this,cohtinu'ng -,J-

.
. . , _

. ,4:,.?increase inii iie it became clear that Mrs. Ilsher.needed'immeassistRnd k. .

in order to manage effectively all of her resOonsibilities. Accordingly,

Mrs. Hilton, an experiended And respected teacher with Follmilhydusho

moved 1into the -newly created position of Teacher Trainer. Mrs./Hilton

began, to take 0Yealcire of the responsibilities for wOrfcing'with teadhers4-,

leaving Mrs;*.Visher free to spend more time on the administration 'cat tha

project..

- Within -the school district, one important change..was that.t%0-,adhpol
,

'districts,-One responsible for...elementary schools and the 'other for .the High

'schools were consolidated into s'aingle 44tri'ct. Partly as a consequence

of this reorganization, Dr. DeVine left and was replaced by Dr. Krushal

,_.(frota, another schpol districi)sas superintendent of the newly consolidated

district. In additions Mr. kurdoch asked to be relieved of his responai-
,

lbilitigb for-FolloW Through and, indeed; became once again principal of an

entary school. His position as Coordinator of Federal Funds was eaken

by Olson, who was hired from outside of the, school district.

A ter,Mr. Murdoch had beeh active for several months as a prindipall

°

had an oppOrtunity to talk to his. He was quite specific in identifyingwe

'Rome Of the advantages and disadvantages to his former posikien with Folio

'through, He had enjoyed the challenge of the demonstration prOject. and

took satisfaction from what had been accomplished. _However, there were

advantagssto his new pOsition of piinc4al. Although he had taken onl

a small feAuccton in -pay; he' was :under much less stress in his new position.

The work load-was lighter'and more predictable. -He had more time to spend

. .

with his fimity. Organizationally, his position Rs a principal was much

less complex; h4, was no longer "in the middle. In short, it Was omewhat
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a relief, to be fte respOneibilitieik to Follow ThToUgh..

qushf.continued supportive of Follow Through. yet

'4 new suPerintendeht,j9llow.Through was 'dot of high priority and he had
to .

to be more concerned with establishing himaelfand with the,probieMs of

organizing the newl;ccombineiechool district. Ae.onemightexgect, the
.

0 'reorganization had ceita4neida effects' for Follow Through an4 for the

Holt School.. NaMelY, two sets of procedures and:tentral taciliti00 were

being combined into one'andlhe Holt School had to allist..tothese 'changes.

Dr. Olson continued to work very'oclosely.wieh Follow Through. His

orientation, differed somewhat from that of Mr. Murdoch's in two respectse ,"

. ,." ( ,

He made a conscious effort to delegate more responsibility to Mrs:' Fisher
. : , . .

for the operetion.otyol4ow Through and to see to it that more decisions

were being made. by. Mrs. Fisher in cooperation with Mrs. Armsirong and

Mrs. Haielton. In this respect, both he and Carl Holman'were working

themselVes out"of,a job as they continued, to encourage the tFansferiOf

'responsibility to tie Follow Through staff 'itself; On-the_other hand,

Dr. Olson did become more actively invOlved'with long -range planning Or'

the future of the project: In this respect, he-was responding'to the

1

evolutioNof the project itself". While Mr. Murdoch had beeh, cOncerned?ithl

the establishment of, the projeat, such an effort was no longer necess ry.
M. -1

It was now much tore important to develop plans for,ehe project's futu
1

During this yearattemPts.to:deyalop some long -range plans were

undertdken. Intere ingly-endugh, ,this .was apparently the firbt time,

that any 'significant emphasis had been placed on;the development,of long

range plans. Two spiCificissues were lscuased. Da'go Issue had Co 4p.

.with the cost, perspupil of Follow ThrouWandthe'probleme of reductow-

that cost. Perpupil costs.for children nFolloW Through.Clasarooms were

.
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substantially higher than for, children in now4ollow Through classrooms.

)

It seemed quite reasonable to assume that the achool board would riot be

able to support an expanSion'of the program into other schools with local

..
funds unless the cost, per.pliOilr.cOuld be significantly reduced. In addi-

tiOn there.wassome concern about the future of the program in the Holt

School if the peeseni level of Federal support were to be significantly

reduced, For political reasons, -it appeared unlikely that the school bOard

would be able to support one leVel of expenditure perpUpil in the Holt

$0.1001 and a lower level in all other schools. .With the help of Carl

Holman and Sponsor A, a modified FolloW-ThroUgh plan was developed that

would,be economically more feasible, although the estimated per pupil costs

were still_in excess of average current expenditures throughout the district.

One aspect of. this plan was that the project would become substantially

independent of the Sponsor and his staff, although the sponsor would still

be available, when specific issues might arise.

As a result Of these planning meetings', some discussions were initiated

with the principals of certain other schools in the district, particularly

'the-two neighboring schools.,, These were the two schoold that served

neighborhoods of relatively low svio-economic status and whose level of

accomplishment appeared to need some improvement. The principals, of these

neighboring schodls were aware of FolloW Through and somewhat knowledgeable

about the projedt's accomplishments. Yet, there were some significant

reservations expressed. There was an-awareness that Follow Through was

expensive sand therefore that it was unrealistic to expect that it would

be iMplemenied in'other schools. There was also some annoyance expressed

over the amount of attention. that was being given to Follow Through and to

the HOlt School. These principals had been-working very hard to improve
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their own schools and felt that theyhad been quite successful. Yet, they

.r

were not receiving the attention or the credit that was being given to the

Holt SchOol. It:was quite apparent that these printipals were proUd of

the accomplishments made in their own schools and that they tended to see.

themselves as in competition with other principala. It was not surprising

to n althoUgh it was disturbing that princiOals.of non-Follow

Through schools might feel that they were being placed at a disadvantage

Or that'they were being treated somewhat unfairly. 1-Thus, we became quite

aware of an important obstacle tothe poseibleexpansion of Follow ThrOUgh

into other portions of this school system. The obstacle was in part that

the'Holt. SChOol had become somewhat iSolated from other schools in the

district such that other schools could easily become misinformed ,about

what was happening in the project. More im?ortantly,other schools did.

not necessarily feel that they were in anyisenst participants in this

/
demontretion effort pr that they had any!stake in the accomplishments

of Elie$ ject: i.e" even'though one refers to Follow Through as a demon-
,

stration other schools in the system were not necessarily paying any

attention to the'demonstration.

At the time that the question of a possible reduction in Federal

funds was first raised, the question was primarily academic; but, during

the winter and spring, this question suddenly. became a matter of the

utmost seriousness. Shortly after the first'of the year, projects had

been notified that many of them would be visited by three-man review

teams in otder to assess their current operations. Not ell-projects were

to be visited and the basis for indlusion was somewhat unclear, at least

to the local projects. Also, the significance to be attached to these
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reviews was somewhat. unclear; There were-tumors that Follow Through's

budget was being reduced and that some reduction in projects might be

anticipated,' but, again there was no precise information available about

this Possibility., Accordingly; Project. Al was reviewed during a two-day

period. On the whole,'Projeci:Al felt confident about their future, pri-

marily becadse of the data that were already being collected by Sponsor A.

According to his data, this was one of his two best projects and, in his

judgment the project had every reason -to feel pleased' with. accom-

piishments. Nevertheless, late. in diarchithe project was suddenly notified

that iheix,funds would be terminated at the end of June 1972. A news

.release stated that "... the Department of Health, Education.and Wolfare

could-not continue to fund.the program for low- income children" and "that

-$9 million had been cut froth the prograerkfionally and as a consequence

the .., program, would have'to go."

There was an immediate and angry reaction-ftoth Community Al who were

,determined to protest and to attempt to reverse this decision. Accord-,

ingly; they were able to enlist strong support fiom tbeir.comMunity, from

their local Congressman, and from both Senators from their state. Daring

this period, Project Al found it,very difficult to obtain any clear state-

merit about why.their project was being terminated. From SpOnsor A, they

learned that they were one of twenty-six projects'being terminated and

that they were one of only two projects working with Sponsor A that were

included. ,Certain additional, infOrmation made the situation all the more

confusing. SpOnaor A reaffirmed. his judgment that Project Al was one of

his best projects, although the ether-project being terminated was, indeed,

one of his weakest projects. In his judgment, the termination of the

latter project was understandable but not that of Project Al. In addition,
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it was quite clear that Project Al had not been evaluated on the baiis of
i

its instructional accomplishments, as measured by any of the fessessMent

data that were currently available. For example, data on project ticom-

'44;,

plishment were not yet available froM SRI and data collected Windimfclual

aponsors had not been utilized. However, there were indicatione.froM the

Follow ,Through Branch that Project Al did not have enrolled a sufficiently

large percentage of children with experience in Head Start and thaOhere-

were too many families being served that did not:meet the low-incoMe

lines. The project-appeared to be vulnerable when against these,

particular criteria. Discuseions about the future of the project continued

for several weeks and, finally, early in'July; Community Al was notified

that their funds would be restored, although at a slightly reduced rate,

and, indeed, funding for-most of the projects that

terminated was being restored.

This. incident indicative of a problem for, Follow Through. that is

,'probably inevitable, namely that-of projeCt termination and with the change

in relationships that it implies between Follow Through the,,-SPonsors,

the local Projects.- Alternatively, how can project termination be managed

with a minimum of resentment and-miaunderstandineAle would suggest that

there are several important factOrs.to be considered.

1. At the time of terminationi-ls it poeeible for a project to make a

smooth transition from one ..form Qf support (Federal) to some otherfOri of

support (either local, state, or some other form of Federal support) so as

to preserve those featurea,6i the project,aTt are most worth preserving?

In the case of Project Al. it was clearly not possible to make such

transition. Asa result, 4t is not surprising that the staff foundthis

to be a very disturbing experience. To be more specific, the issue of
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terminationthad'arisen rather abruptly so that the project had little

opportunity for advance contingency .planning. Of equal importance,` he

long-tange plans being made by Follow Through itself were still-in a

state of flux. Thus, the Branch was not ptepared to give any constructive

advice to projects about me ds of alternative funding.

2. At the time of t nation, are the criteria for evaluation reasonably

well known and oes there exist some agreement that'these criteria are
,

.. ,

..--' -
fair d appropriate? Again, the project staff found it difficult to at-

ept the original decision partly because they were qUite confused,about

the criteria being employed and because they felt they were being treated

uvF4ikly. Yet, we want to make clear that we are notqattempting to ques

tion the wisdom of the original decision. From FolloW Thiough's.poinl of

'view, it may have been quite reasonable and defensible. What is important

is thet,the basis for. these difficult decisiOns was not understood
. _ .

loCal projects and, therefore) did not ieem'acteptable..Ill a sense, one-

would like to.set up a "fair ball - game" with a known set of rUleslor'

playing the game and with FolloW Through:more or less inthe role of an

impartial referee. Under these circumstances, losing becomes deperson-
..---"

alized and a consequence ofthe rules: One can't blame the referee as

long as he has enforced the rules competently:and impartially.

Thig situation of project tercination will certainly arise at some

time in the very near future. Undoubtedly, some planning will be in order

so-that future terminations can:be managed more smoothly and with less

residual bitterness.

The project is now beginning its fourth year of operation and this

year (1972-73), third grade' classrooms have been added to the project.

Thus, at the end.of this yeat, the first cohort will have graduated from
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the project. As An the previous year, several personnel changes were made-

at the beginning of the year. Dr. OlSon resigned to accept a poeition as
, -

school superintendent in another distria and\:hasbeen replaCed'bY Dr.

-Hagerty._ Mrs. Fisher resigned 4s-Follow Throtigh doordinator and,haa been

replaced by Mrs. Hilton, who had been workint,closely with Mrs. Fisher as

teacher trainer*. 4n:addition, Mrs., Hazelton resigned and has been repleCed

by her assistant', Mrdl'-Marehalls. -1hua, in 'each of thee-a cases, there has

been promotion from within and one wOuld.anticiPate a minimum of disruption'

as a result of thesi chfinges. Thereere two Oblervations thetWecan'make

that are related to these Changed. P*irst'ef Fishevand Mrs.

Hazelton had been carrying a heavy burden of responsibility which was

further complicated by the stressful period during which the. project faced:

'the-possibilitT,Of termination. After three'years, they were:physic4ly

tired and pleased to have an opportimity to work in 4, more tela*ed-feshloh.
. ,

Secondly,,there is reason to believe that'Mrs. Hazelton'i relignation is

having more of an impact on the program pant involvementfthao MrW.'

Fisher's resignation is having on the instructional component. TO a large

extent, this is because the instructional procedures are well structured

and well'documented: as long as one follows the procedures, there will be

conti011ity. But the program of Parent'involvement're less well structured

- and more influenced by tWe style.of the parent coordinator plus her rela-

tionships to the- community: Thus, it should not be surprising to observe

that a Change in the parent coordinator does heve's significant influence
(

on the prOgrem of parent.involvement._

Project A2. Durint the year 1970-71 the effectiveness of the project.

had *Proved as compared to 1969.-70. Project activities continued to

Stabilize during 1971 -72 and there were several personnel changes of con-
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at the beginning of the year. locir4e461 reaions,:.they were scattered

throughout the academic year, ,During he Winter, Mrs: Hart left for

personal reasons and wie.replaced4)Y Mrs. Dicey as Parent Coordinator.

She had previously worked as ,a parent assistant but had not worked closely

with' Miss Doan or Mrs. Larkin. Also anew position of parent trainer was

created, to be filled by Mrs. Hinshaw, who also had served as a parent

assistant. At about the same time, Dave Lesterjod been replaced by, Don -

Mawkine as the Spontor's District Adv*ElPt. By -thia time Lester had,: taken

on some-additional duties in working with Sponsor A and.no longerhad

sufficient time available to work with the project. Hawkins had had.con7,

aiderable experience in working with other,Otojects for $ponlot A. Then,

Mr.:Clark left inSpring 1972 in order to:take-another pe$4:UOil in ,a dif
ferent area of the :country He was replaced'by. Zimmei One additional

change. took plate in Summer 1972 when Mr: Joyce resigned as principal of

the Lamson School

Over-this period of

were of'significance,for

to be replaced by Mr. Kirby for the year102-73.

a year, there were a number

the project'.

1. 'There continued to be

of developments that

some dissatisfaction within the project over the

relatively passive role played by Miss Dogn in EheAdMifiistration of the

project. Although'Dave Lester and Don Hawkins felt there had been some,.

improveMent ,thieopinion was not shared.by'the principals or by some of

the parents. More importantly, the general consultafit.to 4project was

rather critical of Miss Doan,-suggesting that, the success of,the project

was pritiarily a consequence of, the effores'of Mrs. Larkin and Mie. }fart.

21 Although it is still too early to notice major changes, Mr. Zimmer ap-

peers.to be morwactively involved with the project. As a res0Wof his"
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more active interest, relationships between thi,project and the school

"-System appear'tO have improved,

3. Partly as a result of the complaints of the"principals over being

ignored, at) Well as some 'of the other problems confronting the project,

,Dave Lester proposed the establishMent of'a Model Man'agement Committee to

seive, as a coordinating device for the project andlpe MeChania0 fot un-

dertaking some long-range planning for the futute of ,the projects

committee includes Mk. Zither, the thiee ptincipals, PAC representatives',

plus all of the keY members, of:theFolloW 'Through staff. fo sOme.'extent,

the committee has been helpful in facilitating communications Among the

various components of the project.. Yet,'its functioning has also suffere4

because of continuing reservations by this Princi6als,ekOut some of the

features of the project as well as other disagreements that exist within,
,

the committee. Thus, the committee is.still faced wi* the pkOblem
li

esiablishing.itaelf and proving its effectiveness:

4. There continues to be friction over the role Of the parent assistants

in the clasSroomk. friction 'interferes somewhat with.the effeativeneW

of the instructional component and there 'are seOndary effects tharere'

equally important.. Etit example, some parents have been' made to feelTquite_

n"relcoMe when theihave worlsed in the classrooM,,although ihereie great

,variation'from one claesroom to another as e function of the _teachers in7.'

volved. CloSeiy-rrelated is the fact that some teachers, Supe.)kted by the

principals, have the opinidn tharit is unwise to delegate any eigni,ficsqt2;

responsibility to Went nasistants1)Scause of their relativsJack of edu-

. !

Cation.' A relatedpoint of contention is Chat:parent assistants cannot be

proMOted to the.position of teacher aide unless they have e high school

diploma. This is apparently a consequence of a,loCel ruling by the School
,



Board. Nevertheless some experienced parent assistant's are 'effectively

workitg as 'teacher aides without the title And without' the additionale

salary. In 'Short4 some parents have found their work-'as a classroom
0 ,

hteietent to be very iewsr4hg, While:Others .are' rather bitter-,00,Ut,their

.experiences.

This problem of relationships between parent assistants and teachers

is fUrther complicated by the lack of time available for jOint Olann'Og

and, team training. 'Thus', when teachers are ,operating,upder severe time.
,

pressures, it is ,quite natural for them' to maintain rather. close control

over tbe claseroom activities ,abd to be reluctant to.delegate sufficient'
.

responsibility to the other adults in the classroom.

15.'Pertly ae.'h result of some parents being disiatiefied over their class7
,

room eicperienced;:there continues to be friction between theyPAV, the
,

. . , ,
,- , .principals, and the school system. This problem has been some at compli-

cated
4

cated by the replacement of Mrs. Hal't by Mts. Dicey. 1N,so of the three

principals hays been quite 'open in stating that the PAC (made up of 'Parente

with "little education) wae,not qualified to, partcipate in,,certain deci-,

sions that required the judgment of profeasionals." Thus, the743AC is

aware, that therd is resistance to their .More, extensive participation T in the

Follow. Through planning. Mrs. Hart i4* well aware of this difficu4y but

with a few .eXceptions, avoided Open confrontations between' herself and the'

school priricipals. Mrs. Dicey feels more strongly, and is more likely to

precipitate a confrontation over speCific issues. There is one secondary

-

consequence to this ahift , in tactics. Mrs. 'Hart,- partly becayse:ofiler more

moderate approach, was able to work *close cooperation with Miss Doan and
.

Mrs ?. Larkin. Thus, there was coordination between the instructional com-
<

ponent slid the program of parent involvement. Mrs. Dicey', with her more
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Miss Doan and Mrs. Larkin. , As-a consequence, coordination, between,these

t,do project components has suffered SomeWhat.. 'The parents 'continue to'
o,

feel quite pleased cath what is being.ahomplieheCI by:their children in

the clasatooms. $evertheliss', 'continuing attention will-need t'o be given':

to this problemof relationshipei Iletween th PAC and the. rest of the

Follow Through system.

6. Perhaps, because there continue to exist certain diffdculqes .that im-

pair the 'effectiveness of the project implementation, the, pioject as yet
4

haS not been able to develop any long-range plans-for the future ,of the
'4

4project.- Not have they been able td consider. how the project might begin:k.

to have some wider impact within the school Pystem. Although the project

staff were aware that- Follow 'Through was attempting, to terminate sbme

projects this project...was_not one of, those that was evaluated. Thus, the

,whole issue of eventual project termination has not'yee clearly.arisen.

However, Don Hawkins was aware of the <difficulties in which Project A2

found -itself and he, at least, is' Uneasy about what might happen during

the current-year.

\\, Project Bl. The year 1970 -71 had been Bob HinisOncsirfl,r,kbl year as

Follow Through Coordinator. During that period he had been oreoccupied

with-three, critical issues and had been successful in dealing with each of

them. First, there had been the problem of estab,lishing an effective

working relationship with Sponsor B. This accomplitihaient 'was brought about

when Miss Murray was replaced by Mrs. Brooks. Secondly -there was, the

problem-of establishing more adequate relationships with the schAl ,system.

This was accomplished, largely as a result of Miss Bright having'been re-
,

placed by Bob Matson and the rather different style with" ti4hich he tends to
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-Possible 6 imProve the effectiveness of the instructional component, tr.)
6

orestore the morale oi theprO3ect staff and stabilize the activities

,of the project.

1)Liting 1971 -42') ReMsoncontinued to'be concerned about the.further,

stabilisation of the project activities. He also'gave additional attention

to the Program of parent involvement and to .improvitig relationships with

de-cooperating schools;,, First, let' us review those personnel ,Changeit

thati-*re of aignificAncefor,the year 1971 -72. M thaenli the",previous

40ai 'it had been announced that Rrooks wouleno,longer serveas,Field

Bbb Rem8Onhad met Mr,Representative for the instructional component.

Colby, an experienCed,member of SponsorB'sstaff and requested that he

be made available At Mrs. BrOoks' replaceMent, Mr. Colby hAs'nian'y Of the
.

Same strengths that arecharacteristic:Oi Mrs( Brook's: He 1.0Auiteex7-

perienced as a=teaCher-, knowledgeable abOut, e,Sponsor s,model, and quite

willing to support the.project s etphaais on the teaching of reading,: Thus,

thete.has:beenjittle disruption as a reaulCof this change And Mr. Colby
=

continued to work very effectively with the project staff.-
. .

.A related. change of some organizational significance -was that the

project became the responeibility'of Mr..Wella, Director of EleMentary'Edu

cations and no longer reported the birector of Special Projects. This

jr did.not represent a change in,the specificjndividual to whom,Bobitem0On

repOrted since Mr: Wells had'been Director of Special Projects and was now
4

DirectOr of,Elementaty Education. But the change did move the project more

into the main stream of activities in the School, system. Finally., Mrs.

Shields,was appointed as Parent CoOrdinator, a position that had not pre-

viouely been filled. Mrs., Shields had once lived, in ComMunity Bl'but not..

;
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for several years.. Eisentially, she began her work as an outsider and

this fact seemed to i0pOse some limits on her effectiveness for much of

the year. ).)

Let us now review what Was accomplithed during thib- pest yeallL

There continuedto be improvement within the project,'S instructional
.

componerit, This was largely a matter of support. that Mr 4 Colby was

ableto give to the.prograi assistants who, in turnljwere.lbote able to be

of help' to the Follow Through teachers. Considerable attentionfwaS given

to the develOpment of tutriculum materiala,.particula4y in the area of
.

readingt and to the -epeCification Of behavioral objectives.

2. ACcomplishmenta in the area of parent partiaipatiOn were at best uneven,

''partly because there'Vas some uncertainty about. the objective's of this por-
,

tion, of' tht .piogram and because of a lack of active direction for the

opment of the program. The one rather- well defined activity Was 'to- train

and suppovt parents for participation in classroom activktiea. This was

the responsibility of the parent coordinators who were ,assigned to work''

With specific schools and tended to' work rather -closely -with the program

assistants. Mrs, Weld's had the responpibilitY-for working with the PAC
... .

,
. .

and for the. involvemedt of parents in other activities outside of the clase!..
.

-- _
. .

room. As -an outsider to the community, she -,had some,. difficulty in estab--',
. -

lishirig effectivb working 'relationships with the PAC leadership and with

the community, as a whole. She also suffered somewhat from* thee fact: that

her responsibi.lities-were not well defined and she was left to,operate::

somewhat in isolation from the rest of the pro ect.' Bob 'Remsonswas00-

:

marily involved with the instructional component and appeared to:have little

time to give' insupport of the progranf parent involvement. Mrs.. Shields

and Bob RemsOn did have some zupport!from'the Sponsor through the efforts
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of Dr. Hertz, who served as Field Representative for parent'involvement.
,r

As we Indicatedearlier, Dr. Hertz. tended to define his role 'as., that of a
''''' . ,, / . .

., consultant, totthe project: i.e. he was available for, advice when asked.

. .

However,'he aialidt feat that. it was appropriate forilim tO:exercise in
. ,

i

itiative in proposing activities or in -the establishment of objectives.-
- I

The development of these activitiesk4as-further complicated by the

fact that some members di the school system were ambivalent about the con--,

t sequencep91,4eveloping a strong program of parent involvement. For ex-
,- ,

ample, there is a politically active Comm9ity Action Program in Community

B1 OhiCh has soma' influence on the thinking of some members of ttie PAC.
, .

Some school officiala.hdpe that the.PAC'will not becom,elyivolved.in
,

cal activities.- Bob Remson is aware of this potential Conflict and appar-
_

, t

,(enay hopesthat it will no`t develop. Similarly, the teaching staff, is

concerned lest =the parenfs begin to have "bib mUch",influence onsclaspioom

activities': They hs've mixed feelings about tHe-fact-that the PAC doee
A

.4-
participate in the4hiring ofthe staff for parent involvement and are op-

;
posed to the possibility that they might participate in decisions about

. ,

the instructional:staff.
, .!.

In,March,.197V, CommunitiesB1 and -B2 joined forces in order to hold
*$P4

an in-service training Conference for Staff,members of the two projects.

As the. agenda for the conference-as-developed,.primary*tention was given-
,

to the instructional component. Finally, somewhat as'tn afterthought, some

ttention was-given to the indlusion of parents, the,yAC's, and the program'

of parent involvement: On the whole, the ,conference was a success, but

parents were not at all happy with the program. They felt excluded from
A

those poreidniof the conference devoted to the instructional component:

They Also felt that the conference only paid lip-servite tb,the inclusion
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of parent activities. .,Again events t,this conference-are indicative of

the -fact that the program of parent invOlVeMent 00AteS 4,11 iSolation from
0

the reat,Of the project, that it appears to,be priority,-and` thatand'tha:

it is not in a position to have(muchiniluence on the de' elaimetit

project activities

4' Interestingly enough, this project had' racefved,some valuati4 assis-

tance id the past from Mrs. Gregeon, who served as general.' consultant to

the project, She had 'worked with the PAC, ,Bob ReisOn, .an4;the:i'arent CO-:.

-ordinators in helping :to "develOO,':the7program:Of parent involvement he- :

had not partiCularly been'in contact*with.Principals, teachers, c.)'r, adr4xi-

istrators of the school system, Primarily for, reasons beyond her cont61.1
4

Asa result, sheo,had not had an o ibcitEunitya to influence the suppOrt being
(

.

. .
4

.e4

given ro'parent. involvement by the school system. She was in attendance

_

at the in-service training:conference that: took pldce in March and,gave a:,,, ,

,
,..,

.

c. ,

,

tplk. on parent involvement., based in part on her experiences'with other'
-,.

, d .

communities. Parents somewhat disappoi t d to-discover that Mrs.

, N o

1 % ,

Gregson's remarks were given at
'a.i

sespion, t at was attended only by parents.

In many respects, her remarks would have bean. evpn,mnre approphate for '''

Ac t

teachera and other staff.Wembers in grdert develop their understanding
0.

of thb parent involvement activities.,
.

-%
er

ft

3. The is one related. 4Av6lopmient. that took'plate in Spring' 1972, to take

:effect for the year 1972-73. At the time that Sponsor B wairiegOtiatini.
%. ,

zhiwilannual contract renewal for,-1972;-7 ",. a decision was 'made by :Follow

i ,

Through to terminate the, sponppr's activities in support of parent involve-
, , ...

meni .- . Primarily , this meant that ?ield/evresentlatives tatich as' Dr . Marti>

for, this component would' no longer be .SuppOrted for any, of Sponsor B'EP

.roject. ,HoWeyer, adpport, for- Parentlinvolvemeht as par,t of= the local

0



projects would continue. We have noted that these field representatives

had never taken a very active role in the development of parent involve-
,

ment. .AS a result, the initiative had gradually been taken over by the
, .

,.projects themselves. Thus, it is not surprising that the -role of these

field superVisors in eupport-of.parent involvement had remained undefined-
-

or ,`that their s 4;ivices were viewed ae.expendable when contracts were being

renegotiated.

4. Bob Remson has been able to develop very effective working relationships

between the project and the school systei but there are rather significant

,limitations within which he must operate. These limitations are of two

kinds. First, there is no one:in a responsible position within the school

system who is' particularly involved in $Act project's affairs; not is there

anyone whO takes an active role in reviewing the project'e accomplishments

or in considering what implicatilons it mighthave for the school system as

a whole. IndeediA3ob Remson-had indicated that the project would not be

likely to continue in the absence of outside support. Undoubtedly, this

lack of active support from key administrators'haa an effect on prinCipals

and teachers in that there is no particular incentivefor their becoMing
. ,

too actively involved. A second limitation thaellob geidon,

Is not particularly in a position to take initiative on behalf of.,the

project. Although he is extremely effective in his work forthe-project,

,one concludes that his job is to,run the-project so that there are few

complications that have to be dealt with by:his superiors. In this sense,

it is not surprising that he is particularly effective in his support for

the instructional'component and is' much 'less active in planning or giving

support to theprogram of parent involvement;

S. Perhaps'as a corollary of this particular set of relationships between
%.1
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the project and the school system, little attention if any has been given

to the development of any long-range plans for the future of the project.

It functions fairly well as a demonstration project but it is difficult to

predict that it.will.have any lasting impact, on the remainder of the

school system.,

Beginning with 19712-73 there are two important personnel changes

..thatare worthfnoting, although we are not yet in a position-to.assess the

significance, of these changes for the functioning of the project. Bob

Remson has become principal of one of the elementary schools and isAuite

pleased about this. promodion. In addition, Mr. Colby has receiVed a dif-

ferent assignment within Sponsor B's organizati6n and will no. longer be

available, to,work with the project.

Project' B2. This prLjeCt is the only one of the four under study_in

which thesuperintendent has been actively. involved throUghout the history

of the proAjct. The importance of this fact becomes particularly apparent

as long -range issues begin to become'of,incressing importance.

During 1970-71 Mrs. BrOOks'had served as Field Representative for the

-

two projects Bl and .B2., When she resigned, she was replaced in both projecti

by Mr. Colby. As in Project Bl, 'pis change had little effect, on the

project as Mr. Colby, began to wor very effectively with'the Project staff.

There was also a change in the Follow Throtigh Director.

signed to fill another position within the school system and was replaced

Mrs. Miller re-

by Dr. Marbert,who also has the title of Coordinator of Fedeial Funds.,

This change repr\esented an attempt,on,,the part of the schobl system to

,provide for better integration between, the projeCt and the school syste

and for better utilization of.the variety of Federal funds that were a ail-.

able to the school system. Dr. Marbert had previously been toordinat r of
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Title.t funds, was well respected within the school system, and a very

appropriate choice for this position.

These were two other changes that affected the program of.Ptrent in-

volvement and served to strengthen it. During 1970-71, Mr. Shipley had

served ato, Parent Coordinator. He had never felt comfortabfe'in the position

and had been rather ineffective. When he resigned he was replaCed by

Mr. Cheney, who had previously served as Assistant Director of ihe local

Community Action Program. He was one of several individuals. who had been

quite critical of the rather ineffective program of parent involvement.

In hiring him intothiSTosition; there was the very clear expectation that

he would play a much more active role in attempting to strengthen this-

program.' Somewhat coincidentally, the Sponsor's Field Representative for

Parent Involvement, Dr. Gordon, had resigned because he was about to leave

University B. He\was replaced by Dr. Herfti, who functioned,in a similar"

capacity in Community lil.

There were a number of_significant conSequentes to these changes in
a'

personnel.

1.' The shift from Mrs. Miller to Dr. Marbert represented an awareness by

the superintendent that certain problems facing the project had been solved

and' that some additional problems were deservihg of greater attention. As

a corollary; the job reqPirements for the Follow Through Director had

evolved and it was appropriate to appoint someone with a rather different

set of, qualifications. Mrs. Miller had been very helpful in the imOlementa-.

tion of the instructional.component. As.an experienced.teacher and formet

principal, she was well equipped for. the period during which emphasis was
7

placed on the strengthening of these activities. The instructional coM-
,

.ponent now functioned quite ,effectively and no longer needed to be the



major focos of attention of the Follow Through Director. On the otLer

hand, the superintendent was,concerned.about improving the relationships

between the p ojectand the schools in whieh it operated. He was also

concerned abo,t the development of some long -range plans for the future

of thS. projedt in relationship to the school systems In addition, the

superintendeht was of the opinion that schools did not take maximilm ad-

vantAge of tae variety of Federal funds that were available, to th m, For

exa made. 1pie, in the past little attempt had been o develop some co

ordineted pleht for the use of Title I as well as Follow Through fUnds.

Thus, Dr. Harbert was selected in response to, this shift in emrhasis, as

, ,f

:someone who would emphasize' the develOpmentof.long-range planning for

the use of all Federal funds and who would emphasize the improved integre-
,

tion of the project into the functioning of the school system.

2. Similarly, the choice of Mr. Cheney as Parent Coordinator represented

an attempt to place greater emphasis.on parent involvement and to Provide

for more effective integration between the instructional, component and

parent involvement. In this respect, it is important to note that Dr.

Prentice and Dr. Marbert were quite in sympathy with the objectiVe of

strengthening the,parent involvement activities and with providing suppOrt

for Mr. Cheney in his poiition da parent coordinator. Mr. Cheney has

proved to be a wise choice. He is very active and energetic and has been -!

quite successful in; strengthening the PAC and other related activities.

From the parents.' point of view there are a number of reasons why they .

feel more optimistic.. First, there is the optimism of Mr. Cheney"himself,

in contrast, to the rather passive 'outlook of Mr.,Shipley during the-previous

year. Secondly, it has become-obvious that Mr. Cheney is an appropriate

channel of influence and communications between parents, the project staff,
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and the school system:, i.e. he has developed effectiVe working relation-

ihips with Di. Marbert, Mr. Colby, Dr. Prentice, and other key inqviduals.
I

By way of contrast, in CommunitY B1 Mrs. Shields wile perceived as operating

somewhat in isolation froM the rest of'the project and as not being in g

position to influence either the project or the. school system,.-, Finally,

--'

there was the awareness that parent involvement had. become
Ian

integrated

'part of the total project effort and that- project planning took into.-

account all of the major project components. For example', Mr. Cheney be-

gan.to be included:in' the project Planning and decision/ 4Making and was

quite.well'informed aboUt the project as a whOle. Mr17. Shields was less

likely 'to be included in project planning and less likely to be aware,of

what was happening with other project activities.

3. Mr- thiney has taken'some quite concrete, steps in order to improve the

wept involvement activities, particularly those taking place outside the

classroom., In the past there has been a single PAC representing parents,

in all. of the Follow Through schools. NxMr.'Cheney haCsupported the devel7

opment of mini - PAC's at each of the schools served by Follow Through, al-
.

though all of the mini-PAC's are components of the original PAC. Also PAC.

Meetings have been scheduledat different schools throughout he year,'On

a rotating basis. Thus, there is an attempt tG build upon existing rela7.

,

tionships among parents and on existing affiliations with individual

schools. On the assumption' that parents need some training in order to
,

run meetings, develop activities, and exercise leadership, he has been

attempting to make use of some adult education tlasees which would, provide

appropriate.training and which would'also focus on what park.ats can do at

home in order to encourage and reinforce their children. Thue, Mr. Cheney,

sees himself very much in the position of a trainer-who is attempting'to
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encourage parents to take over resOnsibilityor the devekopment of the

program of parent involvement.

4. Partly as' a consequence Of.theactive support frpm,q.'Orentice and.;
*

Dr. Harbert, teachets and, principals seem to be quite accepting of th,e
4 A

more' -active program of parent involvethent and more open -to influente from

parents and community members(' 'Parent involvement, as it_affects schools

and classrooms,,cannot pr9ceed without introducing some changes into the
,v

6
functioning f.schools And both teachers and principalS have to accot-

,

modate to these changes.-,AS lopg as there is active-support' rot the

* i

school system as a whole, as ayMboliiid'by:-the support of the superintendent,

these changes can take place without undue disruption., HoweverOn the

'abeence'of thiaactive suppOrt",,teechers and principals appearto be very

uncertaiiirahOut how to respond and are more likely to resist the possibility

of change.',

5. Dr. Prentice continues to keep princ ipals and other administrators in-

formecCabobt the Follow ThrOugh project and to keep them involved with

1
long-range planning for the future of the project. In this respect, thdre,

AS ai open .'channel for communications' between the .project ,and the school
A''

system, including those principals whose g\chools do not contain Follow,
,

.

Through classrooms. There is also a continuing attempt:heingmade'to,

,..00

sure that the school system as a whole has sptethingJO learn from the

project as it continues to develop.

pummarY

We vill conclude vita} a brief summary of the current status of these

four, projects. as yell as some commehtt about the developmental sequences that

hive been characteristic oeach of.them;

1. -All four projectsiave.been'ressonably successful with their implebent.

of the instructional components. yoiiever, the instructional component in'
e

Project A2 has 'uttered. somewhat betauie of the,c8htinuing,friction betveen



the project and those principals respondible for PollowThrOugh classroomi...

'TeaChers in the project are affected by this friction which, in turn, has

OfeCts on the team of adults who are responsible for the classroom
4

activities..

2. Two of-the projects (Al and B2) have been reasonably successful in their

development of a program of parent involvement; both within the schools as

well asin outside activities. In Project Al, the support of the one

relevant principal has been particularly important.. In Project B2,.there

has been active support from the superintendent which, in turn, has led to

supportliom the relevant principals/

The remaining two projects (A2 and Bl) have experienced greater dif-

ficulty with parent involvement activities, partly because of uncertain

support from the school systemand from individual principale and partly

.because of some inability to define a

*3. All four projects have become more
P,

tcaliarly because of some uncertainty

Through program as a whole. Only one

set of objectives for,these activitie .

concerned abotit the future; par-

abOuithe4uturerfor the Follow

community (82) has been particular

Successful in.the development of a mechanism for long-range planning th

would include representation from the schoOl'system as well as the project..

,41ne Other community (A2) has experimented with a mechanism for planning in

the torsiof a model management committee btii there are still a number of

issues to be resolved before this committee will_be able to 4unctiOn'.

effectively.

As one, reviews the success
/
of-theeeproSects and, their deitelopmental,

. \

cc---- bh
k

hietoriea, it is4Clear that success as een prty's function of:the
, _ al

'

ability of the project staff to carry out a prO'graat of organizational.
\ .

development and to manage effectively a program of organizational change.
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We are using thq term "organizational development" to refer to the changes

taking place 0 tthin the project staff itself: to their abilityAO identify

roles and alone that must be performed; to train individuals to carry

out'these functions, and to'meintain staff morale. With the term

"organie al change" we are referring to the fact that the-project

itselfD:6'0? rt:Of7a4,00ei,sodial system (the school system as well as

'the OOMmtinity). Similarly, the prOji-Wataff is resportsiblefOr-the

establishment and maintenancevof relationships to this larger social

system_andlor the initiation of certain changes in the larger social,

systet that are essential for project Success..

Consider, for example, the instructional component with its emphisis:

'on classroom activities. In all four projects reviewed, there is a teem
'.(

.of adults under the supervision of a teacher that is. responsible for

classroom activities. The Successful` implementation of.a sponsorrs

model -10 very substantially a function of:the ability of this team to

learn the sponsor's model. To some extent, the Complexity of the'sponsor s'

model has some effect on the ease with which teachers will learn it. Yet

projects also proVide support to these teams in the sense that certain

individuals are responsible for the training of classroompersonnel as

well as'prOviding them with emotional support.
_

. In4dditioh there is a second level ofsuppOrt for which the sponsor:

and the sponsor's representative have-responsibility. To be specific,

we have pointed out that there are individuals on each project staff who,

function primarily ae trainers. In, turn, they are dependent on the

sponsor's field representative who functions as a trainer of trainers

and the, trainer's success is influenced by the ability of the trainer of



trainers to carry out his or her responsibilities.,

There is one additional level of,support that is of sikilificanCe
1

The field ivpresentative is'also in need of support from the sponSor's

organization'and this support may be in the form of curriculum materials,
I'

- assistance in the development of a trilitingprogram assistance in the

development of monitoring procedures, as well, as e tional eupport.

,,.. The ability of the sponsor's organization to provi e for these forms of

support can haie important effects on the behayio Of the field

representative which will in turn have an imiortant,influence4m the

ivolUtionof the local pzojett activities. In short, the success ,Of

:instructiOnal effort depends on the success with which certain primary

activities in'the clasiroom can be'implemented., But..there iota chain

. of supporting activities'beginning with the training pro7ided/to the

teaching staff and leading back through the. field representatiVe to the

sponsor's Organization which is essential for the successful-implementation
rI_

,o .

of the instructional component.

One can carry out a similar akysis of the parent involvement

component. Again there are some primary activities focusing on the

participation of parents the school and classroom and on their
An

pahieipiticin in the PAC. As with the instructional component, there

are alsOsupporting activities that can influence the success of the

parent involvement component. Hovever, the emphasis on parent;psIticips..

tion appears to hIve suffered for at least twOreasons. First, there is

some lack of clarity about the objectives of program of paretit involve-

'sent and therefore about those primary, activities that onellopes to

implement. SIKOndly,,projects have only gradually been able to identify

thoie'Becondary activities that are essential to the support of a program



of parent involvement. For example, parent coordinators have often had

little guidance in defining their own roles end some have been Otte

uncertain about the' definitiOn Of their responsibilitieS gindlarly,

it is only recently that sponsors' as well 'as local. projetits have begun to

recognize that Parente need some form of training assistance it they are

to take over/a wider variety of responsibilities and that provisidna for

the development of training materials (a curriculum) are oleo liportant

for the success of parent inVolvement. Thus, projeCts in many respecte

have been More ,successful wi,th the.implementation of the instructional

'rather than the parent involvement, component. We would pr,edict that

considerable improvement can be, anticipated in the futttre with the progrians

. of parent involvement.
, %

We have, placed' considertible
.

empltasista the first stage of, project
. \

development& that of project initiation, and on the need for broad,

pa.rticipation !thin a community in the initial decisions being made about,
..., 1.a projeci. The would appear to be several 'reasons for this .parti'cular ,

emphasis. During project initiation, a pattern of relationships-between

pri)ject, school, end community is first established which can have a'.

significant effect on the,,rablleity of the project to ftitction as a change,
.

.

. i
agent. For example, in Community A2, relationships to a school Principal and

tb the mekt:ers Of-ttleschoOl administration.Vere established vhich.have

:facilitated t,iie.implementation of the project. By way of contrast, in

Community A2,, principals were intially offended, and their lack of Cooper.:,
,..0.

ation has seriously hampered the evolution of the project.
. .

.. 'Secondly, during project initiation certain initial perceptions are

eeateblished which miieither. facilitate of i ede the development of a

' .



project. Finally, during this initial stage, some pAliminary mechaniims

are established that provide for communications between the projeCti and

the school system. For eample in Corpunities,A1 and B2, mechanisms

verb developed (and have continued to develop) which have led to a construe-
.

tive pattern of problem-solving involving the project and the school

system. In this. fashion, changes have taken place which have been

beneficial both for project as veil as for school system. In .community

A2 a. rather different. set of mechanisms began' to develop which hits

impaired the effectiveness of the project end madeit difficult for..

the project staff to fic "as change agents in their relationships with the

school systet.

We haVe noted also.that the Follow Through assumption that the first,
year of project activities -should be counte0 as tui implementIttion year
1
during/Which it is Premature to evaluate project effeetivenehs - appee:rs

to b /se reasonable one. It tAkes at least a year before project,
.

activities begin to stahilize such that one (Ian begin to evaluate the

accomplishments of theinetructiOnal orparent involvettent components.
.

Similarly it seems fair to conclude that the success of a sponsor in

e. particular.'hommunity is only partially a function of his educational

model. Successful' implementation is, also a fi,Inctien64' administrative,
.f.'

,abilities in building'a project organiie.tioh and in acilitating the

processes 'of organizational change.



THE EVALUATION' EFFORT

Introduction

Theevaluation ,effort that We want to review has beenundertakenby the

Urban and Social ByStemi Division of theStanfOrd ResearCh Iristitute under-7.---

contract th the Follow. Through Branch.
1 In mamy'respects, the history

of ibis etfort is both stormy as well as controversial.., The project has

now passed through three major stagei of development. Those associated with

the evaluation effort first went through winitia1 "crash" period'in which

they werellmostoverWhelmed by the magnitude of the effort for Which they

,Were responsible as they'-became aware of their limited resources of

impending deadlines.' This period was followed by,one of considerable progress

during.Which the administration and organization of the, evaluation effort

began,Wstabiliie,and the staff began to feel more optimistic. More

recently, they, have been tonfronted with a series of crises which haVe

led to a, significant reorganization.

4in'whiCh'we feelthat the evaluation effort should-itself beyiewed as an

There is an important 'sense.

experimental attempt to Organize the evaluation of a'large-acale'demon.

Oration program.

1. However, during the past year (1972-73) , portions oirthia.responsibility

have,been delgated to the Huxo Institute and Abt Assooiates. A detailed

examination: of their efforts is beyond the scope' of this.report,
I

al
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ThOs,_..our purpose is to try to dOCument what-can be learned from this
(

experiment and to reach certain cOntlusiOns that ought to be applicable
.1

to the 'disigri and administration of future evaluation efforts.
. .

We- need_to wain a reader as he begins. this Chapter thgt we have found

it neeesdary to simplify somewhat our description of the.evaluation effort, ,

particularly,the summary of events over the past four yeare. .

-Ow-101.14pOie is not, to write history but rather to examine what can be

learned from these experiences. =Accordihgy, we have choien to write at a

.

level vf.detail fhat is most appropriatelor this particular pUrpose. One

..finel comment is, that we have made no attempt to evaluate the technical

competence of the;evaluation. Such questions are beyond the,scope of our

Study. Rather, We have4M0hasized the organizatiotrOf the evaluation

prOgrami, how thatorganization developed,. and the complex interrelation.
0 , / -

'..ships that existed between the evalustioh effort and other parts ofdtbe

'Follow ThrOuihIprogram.

EVaulation: Some Prelimrinvy Considerations

f
-

The Urban .and Social S5istems Division of the Stanford Research

InstitUte loss actually
-. 7

formeci,sOme months.a7fter the initiation of the Follow Through contract with

'SRI. The proposal was in,fact initiated by the Manpower, Education and
2

Behavioral Research Program of SRI. The original contract was
0

signed'In'June, 1968. `However, the initiation of this ,contract was pre-
.

ceded by certain events and inflUended by certain considerations that oueit:

e to he identifiedvat:thieelme. More 'specifically, when SRI wqm first1

approached

.

by Yollow Through, there already existe d a point of

View abnut evaluation that influenced the decisions'being made.aboutevs1-



uation and that led to the establishment of-"Bome expectations

the evaluation effort ought to te able, to, accomplieh.

about what'

,Vbere ha4 eveliaied, a general, climate of opinion that

evaluation was indeed impottaAt and that the-1°2g run expanision of the
i ..,- .-

. .'

program would be dependent ;Pon an evatuatioiti,that would attest tt the
. .,

"success" of the program. It is intereetingte note that this interest in

evaluation is of relatively recent origin. Eor examPle,,,Ca4bell', in

64if

uniting abOuE" "Reforms as ,Expefiments" rekersto ever one's good intentions
' .

.1.
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about "continuing or discontinuing programs on the basis of proven effec-
,

tiveneas."2 However, fie al-ciO states that is a theme of this paper that

this is not at all so', that mo'it ameliorative programs end up with.no

interpretable evaluation----7."3.Most observers would agree withCampbeil on

this particular point. In addition, there was the general lareness, to ,.

which we.have previously alluded, that not a7.1 afterptei reforms are suc-

cessful and that it is of extreme importance that one be able to evaluate

the effectiveness of any given progvam. In fact, the necessity for program

evaluation was written into the original legislation under which Follow

Through is authorized.

The Follow Through eValUatitn was also influenced by two specific..

evaluation efforts, one which immediately preceded it and a secone which

was completed before the end of 3RI'S first year of activities. Both of
I

these ate indicative of the difficulties inherent in carrying out a success- 0

fiji evalAtion. First, there is oar evaluation effort that can rather.

clearly be, as a failu4. During 196,7-68, FgllowThrough had sup-

ported a set of projects that were unspontiored. 1n addition,', an evaluation

effort had been suppIrted; however, the results of this effort have never

been published. Although a final report was submitted, the Follow Through

staff were not at all satisfied with it and felt that it should not be re-

leased. We have the impression that this study,was flawed in many respects

and that there was little ti be learned from 'the data that had-been obtained. .

Some time later, a study was released by the Office of the Comptroller

General of the United'Statea,4 entitled, "Need for Improving the Administra7

2Campbell, D. "Reforms as Experiments," American Psychologist, 1969,
24, 410.

3Campbell, bp, cit., p. 410.

'Comptroller-General of the United States. Report to the Congress: Need
for Improving the Administration of Study and Evaluation Contracts. August,
1971, pp. 44.
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tion of Study and Evaluation Contracts." 'Their c

study are as follows And are quite pertinent:

"A Report produced, under the $146400 contract fOr the evaluation

of project Follow Through was criticized by Office of Education

officials*, including the Director 'of the Follow Through Branch.

These offAcials'stated that the report lacked significant test

datrA and'thatA.tdidnot accurately reflect the analyses' that.

is aboot,thiwparticular

had been completed. They also considered At to be of limited

'usefulness beCause'of significant changes in program emphaais

during the contract period. For these reasons they felt that.

report misleading and that distributing 4, without revision,.

would haya.been irresponsible. ThQ Direttor'of the F011ow

Through Branch, hoWever, agreed to accept the report without

revision because he felt that there was nothing to be gained

..rom further negotiation with the contractor:"

The second evaluation was begun in the summer of,1968 (at about the

.same time that the SRI Contract was initiated). This is the Westinghouse -

Ohio National Evaluation of Held Start, which appeared in 1969; a recent

revfew'of it points out that "The Report was immediately controversial.

More importantly, it has continued to be controversial and SRI has attempted

to profit from the criticisms that were made of this evaluation.
6

sM. S. Smith and Joan S. Bissell. Report analysis: The impact of
.Head Start. Harvard Educational Review, 1976, 40, 51- 104.

6 The original report is Cicirelli, et al. The Impact of Head
Start: An Evaluation of the Effects of Head Start on Children's Cognitive
and Affective Development, the report of a study undertaken by Westinghouse
Learning-Corporation and Ohio University under contract B89-4536, Washington,
D.C.: Office. of Economic Opportunity, June 12, 1969. For a rebuttal to-the
criticisms of the report see Cicirelli, V. G., Evans,J. W., and P. Schiller.
"A reply to the report analysis. "" Harvard Educational Review', 1970', 40, 105-
126. For an insightful review of the contrOyersy, see White, S. H. "The.,
National Impact of Head Start." In J. Hellmuth, ed., Disadvanta0d Child,
Volume.3. Brunner/Mazel: New York, 1970, pp. 163-184.
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For what reasons has the report been attacked? Some critics have

raised technical question's about the adequacy of the report. These fail

under two headings. There is the criticism that the focus of the

evaluation was - unreasonably and misleadingly narrow. Mofe specifically,

-some critics would charge, that the focus of the study was"limited to the

measurement of"academic achievement at.i that insufficient attention vas

paid to the issessment of other cognitive, affective, and motivational

changesg?i:e., too narrow a range of accomplishments' was being measured.

Another.set of Criticisms has to'de with Statistick issues: the design of

the study, sampling procedures, and the statistical 'interpretation of the

data.

There is one other major criticism that'has been leveled at the study.

This has to do' witirthe conclusions reached, namely, in implying that Head

Start was perhaps a "failure" or at beat a very limieed success. Let uS
)

note that,these two critical themes ha'e a tendency to interact. There were

.,any who Wanted to believe that,the program had been successful.siinply be-

cause it had to be successful. Given this orientation, one might easily want

to conclude that perhaps it was the study that was flawed,rather than the

program. For our purposes, we have no need to take sides in the controversy.

But this study had also been authoriZed by OEO which was now the source of

funds for Follow Through. , The conclusion to be drawn was that a second con--

troverpy ought to be avoided and that the Follow Through evaluation ought to

be abOve reproach.

In short, the SRI effort has been influenced by two similar evaluation

-efforts, one of which was controversial while the other was.quietly buried.

I
It has-also been affected by certain issues that could never be resolved

within OEO and hi re inherited itt part by Follow Through. These issues
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arise between those who support reform as a moral imperative and those who
.

propose a possible reform on an' experimental basis, with fi 1 judgments

! A

to be based on.an assessment of outComes: However, let u note that these'

conflicts may take place within certain individuals who have sympathy flr

both points of view as w .as between individuals who may support one

'position rather than th other.

In a sense, these conflicting philosophies o 'reform vs, and

development ate anothyr.form of. the conflict over. Follow Through as a

service program rather than as an experimental program to which we pre-
,

vfously referred in Chapter Two. In what respects might an evaluation

effort be influenced by these differing points of view? If one lobks at

FolowThrOugh as a reibrm, then evaluatiOn tends to become a necessary
,4t z. 4

-evil, designed to convince those who doubt rather then thps.e who afteady

believe. one is committed to g service program as a reform, then one

tends 'not t 'be neutral about ,the kind ot.outcome one is prepared to accept.

Positiye repults.confirm that the program has been implemented. Negative

results are unexpected and may imply that those responsible for mplemen-,
,

tation should be blamed for lack of effort, competence, or mots

However, as an experimental program, one'may be willing to acce t negative

results as an indication that the reform was substantially in e ro

that other alternatives should be considered. Then, too, there are implied

issues about who,shoulil control the. valuation. As an experiment, one may

want tb4recommend that the evaluation be impartial and carried out by some

separate and independent facility. As a reform, one is more'likely to

view evaluation as a service to the program and to be controlled by those

who hove a stake In its success.

Let us now return to the SRI evaluation effort and to an evolutionary

review of its activities.
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ect Initiation V

Ding the. Winter and Spring of 1968, the Follow ThrtrtikBranch. con-

tacted several organizations in order to ask if they might want to submit

proposald for the evaluation of the Follow Through- 'Program. .This request

coincided wi4 some recent decisions about Follow Through that had important
,

implications for an evaluation effort. For examine, thwdecision had been

reached that Fellow Through would emphasize planned variation in the form of

a quasi-expefiimental effort. Secondly, sponsors were to be introduced as

primary agent of educational change: they were to be responsible for the

"experiments." From an evaluation point of view the sponsors woUld become

one of the most important independent variables. Finally, as we indickted

previously, the services of the evaluation contractor for 1967-68 had'been

terminated.

Let us note- that the change from a set of unspoLsored projects in c

1967-68 to a set of sponsored projects in 1968-69 maant that the complexity

of a possible evaluation effort had been significantly increased; in return,

the,
,4

potential to,be gained-from the effort had also been increased. With

unsponsored projects, it was neither particularly feasible to follow a

P philosophy of planned variation nor to think of evaluation as an experiment.

1'
early June, SRI, through what is now its Urban and Social Systems

Division, was prepared to submit a proposal which was then reviewed ip.a

series of meetings with Follow Through,
7

assisted by some outside consultants.

During the same time period, similar proposals were submitted by other

potential contractors. Finally, in June, 1968, the decision was made, to

accept the SRI proposal and a contract was Sigaed, to take effect, immediately.

7. Dr. Richard Snyder; Chief of the Research Section for Follow Through, along
with members of his staff, had. the major responsibility for representing
FollowThrough in these negotiations. On occasion, repreSentatiWes from ..,

OD19'would be included, along with Dr. Robert:Egbert, Follow Through Director:

'4
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The two key individuals in preparing.this proposal were Philip H.

Sorensen and William G. Madow and these two, individuals subsequently func-

tioned as director and associate director,'reafectively, of the study.

Sorensen is an educational psychologist with a variety of relevant experi-

ences. He had been working on an evaluation of-a progr m of compensatory

education in San FranciAco and is particularly knowledgeable 14n the field

of testing, measurements, and experimental design. Madow was trained as a

mathematician and has specialized throughout his career sin dhi area of

mathematical statistics. He has had considerable eiperierice with the inter-'

pretation of survey data through the U.. S. Bureau of the Census, although

he was somewhat new to the'field of educational evaluation. Both individuals

were senilor members of theAtRI staff at that time and were assisted by a

small n er of SRI colleagues in. the preparation of the proposal.

Sinc that time, there as appeared some, criticism of the decision to

select SRI Ls evaluatton proposal and we would like to include some examination

to this process of choosing amongst alternative evaluation proposals. Let us

first ry to reconstruct'as best we can how the decision was made.

e Follow Through staff first attempted to identify several organize-

tions w were experienced in the'field of educational evaluation. These

were asked to submit proposals,.
.,

In-

terestingly enough, there were no university- based organizations that ac-

tually responded, ;hough some had been contacted initially.8 In

general, university-based organizations tend to be small, at least by com-

parison with SRI or other similar private organizations, and it was apparent

that'a rather large organization would be essential for'this particular

evaluation..

8However the unsuccessful 1967-68 evaluation had been carried out by a
university-based contractor.
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.

Secondly, the Follow Through Director has,it.licaked.that'some proposals
41)

were, eliminated for being faulty in two respects.. First,'the Attempt to

define And analyze what would be included in the evaluation was inadequate:,

Secondly, it was - unclear who would be responsible for caYrying.out the ,

F.

program and which key individuals were willing and able to commit themselves

to carrying ourthe evaluation.:,' SRI was selected because*they responded in

Y-t

some detai1 tp the question of what they proposed to do and to the .question

of which individuals (Sorensen and Madow) would be responsible.

From our interviews with key staff members of Follow Through we can

infer that the f011owing sel,of criteria was employed in selecting an

evaluation contractor. There had to be some indications that the'contractor

(or really the potential directors of the project) Was ,competent in certain

sUbstantive areas and particularly' in the fields of educational measurement

and d-evalliation as' well as statistical analysis and 'eXperimental design: In
.

addition,'it was clear that the contractor would have to assemble, 'train.and

coordinate a rather sizable staff that would Operate on.a nation -wide scale.

Thus, the director would have to be competcat in building, administering and

maintaining a rather complex organization. What was perhaps lesS'
.... , ,

clear initially wag that these sameditectorb would have to be quite skillful

in recognizing the interdependence of their activities with those of otier
%

Follow Through sub -syStems. anly:later did it become apparent that the

'problems of coordination 'and conflict resolution amoing sub-systems would

, -

become increasingly important.' At'ady rate, SRI satisfied these criteria

and its selection seemed to be a reasonable clbice.

Having obtained the contract, SRI then moved inta.an initial phase of

activity in which a number of issues had to be faded and some provisional

decisions had to be made'. 'This initial period had somewhat the character,
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s,

of a developmeneal period which tame to-an end'in the Fall of 1969. By'that

tipe $R1 had acCumulated'enough experiende to be able to 'evaluate its

efforts and to introduce some important administrative and organizational

changes LetAistnow review the experience of,July, 1968 to-Fall, 1969 -4

period 9f a liitie,over a year's'duration.

After the contract WAR s4ned, Sorensen' has indicated thathelt.-

enormously elated end challenged. Madow also Was quite excited about.the

probiems'of analysis and d eSign that had to be'solved.:.Sorensen ha8 a lso

indicated that, in developing;a project organization he:often felt that

they were "consistently behind, both:qualitatively and quantitativelY:,

i.e. there were too many decisions to be made and'too much to be done,
I .

given the staff at hand and the pressures of rite.

What Were'the problems that had to be'faced during this/4riod?

They included the following:.

. was important that the Objectives of the evaluation effort

/ be clarified. Of course,, the objectives of \the evaluation
/

effOrt had to be,consistent with and follow from the objectives

for ;.he total 'Proi;*am. Here are tvo representative statements

of objectives. Th. first dtted December,.19'69 related to the first

year's activities. The second is dated March,497.0 and is part of

a,proposal for the evaluation activities o 1970-71.

"Theoerall purpose of the-evaloation,is to
of Follow Through on pupils, Patents, sChool
of the community, and the school .as a socAl
those 'settings where' Follow Through prograMS

aasess.the impact
personnel, members
institution in
are initiatcd."

"The ultimat e purpose of the evaluation of Follow Through is
to develop evidence to help guide policy decisions about the
'design and implementation of educational and social programs
.intended to. ameliorate the impact of poverty and its concom-
mitants."

'7
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In this same 1970-71 proposal are some additional stateMents that are pertinen

"The full sweep of Follow,Through may be appreciated best if it
is perceived not only as an experiment in eatly childhood educe'',
tion, but also as .an effoit to induce the.social. changes that
will,reinfOce and amplify the,educational'effortil'ao that they
may audeeed and persist."

,Finally,

"In the analysis of Follow Through performance and effects,. data
,must be obtained that,relate to the, levels of fUnetioning and the
Changes 4.n function of all parts 'Of the system.,' Theee-i.data must
be sought not only, for their own importance but also becaute.it
is essential to determine the impact of each part of-the system
on the developMeni of thechild and on the persistency ofany
'gains made in the development.,"

One can-,infer friar's these sta'ements a number'of objectives that Sla
t

would be expected to honor and, by so doing, would,be Committing' its'lf
.,,

to an extremely!ambitiouaundertaking. There were also some specific
.4

.

expectations about the evaluation effort that had to be taken into'account,

some of which were made explicit in the original contract while others

could only4e inferred as a result of experience as part of the Follow

Throughprogram.:YoreXample, the initial'contract made clear that SRI

Was responsible.for the.development of a program of dvauation'rather than

for carrying out an 'already existing design.' sow, in some respects, One

"A might want to t7;iita, the position-that the design: should have been developed

by Follow Through with SRI responsible only for carrying:out the design.

Yet the Follow Through program had evolved so rapidly over the preceding

few months that there clearly had been neither time nor resources aVailabio

for the development of-such a'design: More importantly, contracts with the

spor-,ra were still being Written.at the same time that SRI was beginning

its efforts. And the sponsors were:'as yet an unknowpAbantity. By.that we

mean to imply that Follow Through was not yet clear about the objectives and

orientations of the :sponsors and indeed, it soon became clear'that most
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sponsors were unable toggive,clear and precise Statement about Witiat they

hoped,to accomplish. Nevertheless, the sponsors, in some} to-bedegned

sense; repre'sented a major "variable" even though,one Was not yet clear

about the definition of this variable or any predicted rel tionships to

some independent.Variables that Would .r6resent accomplishment.

There ere- two additional expectations that were less many stated,

One was that evaluatiOn would be a "collaborative effort" i that the

program as,a whole would\collaborata in the development, of n evaluation
. .

.

'design. This is amextremely ambiguous statement and we me n simply to,.

imply that SRI might be 'expected' to be respOnsive to the op nions of

sponsors, projects, cammmnities, parents, as well as the Fo loW Through

staff. It\ is quite clear that, initially, SRI 'had. very lit le idea about-

the Possib e consequences of such a collaborative effort. inallyl Dr.
#

Snyder pro osed that, during the first year, eValuations.s ould emphasize

service for the.tmplementation of the local projects and Oat the first year

'allould be constderedad an exploratory yeax. The implications of this parti-

cultir expectation will be discussed subsequently.

Taking all of these inputs into account, SRI was aR.arently expected to

commit itself to all of the following objectives:

-a. With respect,/to the assessment of change in ch ldren,'SR1 was

prepared to assess xhanges'that were non-dogtitive and motivational
t . A ., .,

.

.as well as cognitive. In part, this breadt of focus was essential
,

in order to avoid' some of the 'criticisms that had been made of 'the

Head Start Evaluation. In additiotl, a narrow focus would have been

incompatible with the differences aMoy,g sponsors, particularly with

respect to what they hoped to accomiyliah.c, For example,-there were

some sponsors who were placing prithary emphasis'a ther,acquUition

f cognitive skills. But there were other sponsors whose pritnary
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emphaSiS.was 'onthe development OfJavorabie attsitUdea toward,
.!

school,,towArd oneself as well as,on 1.earniUg,to explore, to take
,

* initiative, etc,' Thii,latter group of spOnsOrs wasc4ncerned lest

b.

SRI define, change tod narrowly, in ways that would place their

efforts at-a'seriOus disadvantage. There were also iponsors who

placed a major emphasis on -the desirability of institutional

. .

.change and.Who.felt that.Ithest objectives should b included in

the,evaludtion designp
.

The scope' of the evaluation-effot was broad in, another

respect: SRI was Committed to the assessment of changek

in teachers, parents, and other, key adults, as well as
oe

to, the assessment of changes within l'5ertinent-institu-
f

tions and local communities, 4

c. SRI was also committed to an astessmdnt'that could be

O

described as "formative" as well as "sutnmative."

By formative, we mean'that the data Collected were to,

be useful,to, certain kby participantN for diagnostic

J:Lrposes For vomple, sponsors and subsequently local

communities had the expectation thattheY,would receive

1

\ information that 'would heIR them tq evaluate the effec-,

u.

tiveness o their efforts so that they might, take

,
\corrective action in order to improve their effor''ts.

\plciAi Dr. Snyder'S cothmentb about priorities forl.the first year
.1

u\puld imply that the formative evaulation should be primary during

,

the first year's operation. By summative,'. we, mean that theke was

alSo the expectation that the data would help Follow Through anll
.

\
..
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HEW ;.o-reach-some conclusions about the effectiveness of

the programland the deta would be pertinent to decision-

makilig about the long-tun rutpre of Follow Through.

Thus, bYimplication, ISHI was cotmitted to 'Working Within seyeral

i time perspectives. There' Was a ghort-iun perspective ,including`at least

the first year mithin Which,the data would be used within Follow, Through
.........-.

' . q
in ,order to improve the effectivendiss of the demonstration, phase, There

was4a-long-run
,

perspective.withirCwhich Follow Through itself would.be:.

,evaluated by HEW,. CEO, Cohgress,etc. Foil& Through's superiors)

so that decisions could be'made about p6sible eXpansiOn and refunding' of

the total program.

d. Finally, thiie Was some commitment to the development

of a theory ,that would make its possible to'understand

what the data "meant;" i.e. to a,cousal -interpretation

of the data a-that were to become'avallable. For example,

,

summativp evaluations are often criticized (a.nd rightly-

so) eecause they l/mitthemselves to measuring the

accomplishments of a p*rogram. They prOvide little

insight for understandingxthese accomplishments or for
4

identifying thoS.factors that hav contributed to that

particular level of accomplishment, Without an insightful

interpretation, one has no basis for modifying'a.
'

program in order to improve it or for adapting a prOgram

4

so'that it might, apply in a different set of circumstances.

With an appropriate theory, one would be prepared to explain

differences among sponsors; but one also ought to be pre-



pared to explain for each sponsOr differences from one

project to another and to attact some significance to

this variability among projects.

To some extent, this commitment to theory represente4 an attempt

to improve on the Head Start Evaluation and to Avoid some of the criticisms

that had been made of this earlier effort. Indeed, such an ithderstanding
.

would be of great value for sponsors as they .attempted to improve -their

raydeis.. It would also be,of great value to Fol loy Through when it came

time 'to make decisions about :any large-scale implementation of
4

program.

<I
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Before Continuing, it is important to note that it is misleading

to say that SRI was responsible for Ihe "evaluation" 'of Follow,Through.

It would be much more accurate to say chat they were responsible for the

"assessment" of Follow Through and for the collection and organization

of data upon which an evaluation migbt be based. For example, by

assessment we refer to the .collectiotrof data in a reasonably neutral

way. By evaluation, we mean to imply that some decisions about modifica-

tions.to be introduced into projects and sponsor programs or about the

future of the total program would be made, based'On dat/for the assessment

and interpretation of outcomes. Clearly, SRI's role 4s limited to the

Collection of data; evaluation associated with decision-making is someone

else's responsibility-(that of the Follow Through Branch).

2.- A second problem,had to do with identifying the activities that

would have to be carried out in order to'accomplish the objectives, and in

some respects, building an organization in order to carry out this set of

activities. After discussions, with Follow Through, an agree-.

meet had been reached that some pupil testing in forty-seven projects would

be undertaken in theFall of 1968 and that this would be the initial attempt

to collect some data. Thus, SRI almost immediately committee itself to col-

lecting data approximately four to five mont:,s after the initiation of. the

contract.

When we listed the objectives that were -initially to be pursued, we

gave no indication of relative priorities or of a rank-ordepng of objectives

according_t elative importance. Indeed, we are unaware of any written
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statement of such a rank-ordering. Nevertheless, within a short period of

time, objectives began to be rank-ordered implicitly as a consequence of the

activities that were being carried out and the relative emphasis placed on

each of these activities. There would appear to be two factors influencing

the establishment of these implied priorities. First, there are the kinds

of deadlines that one attaches to different activities with some tasks

having rather immediate deadlines within which they Must be completed while

the completion of others can be postponed until some vague time in the future.

Secondly, there is the question of whether or not a method of measurement

already exists in the fotm of an "off-the-shelf" test or whether the method

of measurethent'has to be constructed. interestingly enough, the problewit.in

meeting deadlines was made more complicated because copyright clearances had-

-to be obtained in order to use certain existing tests while all data collec-
w

tion forms,had to receive prior clearance from the Bureau of the Budget (now

the Office of Management and Budget) before they could be administered in

the field. Thus, the process of obtaining approVal for each portion of ,the

data collection was, in itself,_ moderately time-consuming.

ytithin less than three months after the initiation of the contract,

the following activities had been identified and responsibility for each

had been assigned. These included the following:

a) Overall project administration including responsibility for

staff recruiting, coordination of the total effort, budget con-

trol, and maintenance of the central files.

The two key'project admistrators (Sorensen and Madow) were also

significantly involved in all of the other activities.

b) Liaison with sponsors. Note that during this period, SRI was

not as yet familiar with the:approaches of the sponsors and,
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indeed, most-of the sponsors were still in the proces0 of

forthulating and refining their programs. Thus, the sponsors

were in some respects defining the substantive details of the

"experiments" that were to be evaluated" while SRI was-simul-

taneously responsible for the choice of measurements and the

experimental design. All senior staff members associated with'

the SRI effort were used in this liaison effort.

c) Developing plans for the assessment of school achievement.

This included thespecification of instruments to be used, a

preliminary consideration of the field testing procedures that

were to be followed, plus the responsibility for the variety of

clearances that had to be obtained. Given the fact that testing,,

'wastoStart almost immediately, it is not surprising that this

was a major activity in terms of staff commitment. Moreover, it

171
soon became, apparent that, for this first round of testing, there

was 4nsufficient"time for the deVelopment of new methods of

assessment: i.e., one had to make primary use of tests that were

already in print. Thus, these testing procedures were primarily

limited to the assessment of cognitive change and skillacquiSition.

d) Plans, for describing the program approaches being used in Fol!.Ow

[

Thtough (at the sponsor and project level) and for the accumulation

of progtam colt data. .

e)\Data Proceasin and Experimental Design. Under this headingthere

were included tie selection of experimental and control groifrs,

/ .!

and some conside cation of the coS pt of data collection and toceseing.

i .,

In addition,' some onsideration was given to the design of the format

for 4,computerized data base sild to computer methods for tie C,
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pro4ssing of data once it had been accumulated.

f) 6 residual category providing for the assessment of parent,

advisory committee,and staff attitudes toward all components

of the Follow Through, program.

There are a number of general observations.that might be made about

thia period ofeactivity.

a)'There was a sense of crisis, of barely being able to manage,

and of there being too much to do, given the limitation

of time, among the staff. lo,some extent, this sense of working

under Vressirre was a consequence ofthe inflexible deadline

they had 'to meet in order to move into the field. One might

ask what would have happened if this deadline had been relaXed.

Since SRI was assessing change achieved during a school year,

,then it followed that their Fall battery of testa should be

administered early in the school year and the Spring battery

relatively late. Otherwise the assessment of change would be

misleading. In addition, it'is our impression that the amount

of detail that had to be managed had been significantly under-
,

estimated. In,principle, to assess school achievement would

appear like a fairly straightforward task. Perhaps. it is in

the abstract but a successful implementation depends upon the

mastering of an enormous amount of detail. Note also that

sloppy procedures can not be tolerated. There had to be great

concern with the quality control of the data collection;

'otherwise 'the data would be misleading. and the evaluation effort

a waste of time. Finally, SRI was not free to reach decisims on.

their own./ They had to please Follow Through,.0E0, as well as\
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the sponsors and local projects. The magnitude of this

responsibil ty for coordination with the rest of Follow

)Through app ars also to have been underestimated and probably

for understandable reasons.

b) Well-defined job definitions and a rather precise allocation

of responsibility to individuals had not yet been accomplished.

1

Wit only a little exaggeration, one might say that everyone

on he staff was involved with everything.

c) For the first few months at least, much of the activity was

directed toward the sccomplishMent of a single objective, the

assessment of cognitive change. As we shall see, activities

devoted to the pursuit of other objectives began to develop

later during this first year of operations.

d) In retrospect, this emphadis on the assessment of cognitive

change developed a kind of momentum that would'be difficult

to alter. Once having made a major commitment of resour-

'ces-to this objective, it was difficult to reallocate those

resources.

For a variety of reasons, a pattern began to develop in,

which sponsors did not look to SRI as a source of formative

information that could be used by sponsors in modifying

and'improvfng their programs. One source of difficulty

had to do with the inability of sponsors to furnish SRI

with precise statements of their objectives o' with clear

descriptions of their models. During the first year at

least, sponsors were busy enough with their 'own problems
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and collaboration with SRI was of relatively low priority.

Ne,2ertheless, sponsors cOptinued to assume that they

were not responsible fopthe collection of data for .

asiessment of their own programs. In this respect)-

certain misunderstandings appear to have devel ied.

Although Follow Through expecid sponsors to t ke some A
)

responsibility for the formative evaluation of their'own-

efforts most sponsoro assumed that -SRI was responsible

46,

for all evaluations, whether formati;re or sUmmative,

3. A third problem had to do with staff recruitment both in order

to carry out local activities as well as the fild activities devoted.to

data colliCtion. Much of the staff Was.;ecrUited internally from Within

SRI. SRI is a ratherjarge organization which is respondibIle fOr as many

..ps 400-500 projecta.at any given time. At that time, the,staff numbered

about 2900, of whom about half were olassifieeas professional's. Personnel

are assigned to projects for the life of that project and move readily from
4

0

project 'to project.' The Urban and Social Systems Division is responsible

for a number of projects, althoUgh Follow Through is currently the largest

project for which itjs'responsible. Thus, some personnel were recruited
w

from within the.divilion or from other projects within SRI. It is our

.: .. . ,

impression that this initial recruiting procedure (the channels through

which possibleN,staff could be identified))had a built-in bias that supported

\

the commitment o certain objectives ab the expense of other objectives.
..,

0

To be specific, t appears to have been relatively easy to recruit indi-

viduals who were knowledgeable about educational testing, experimental

design, and computer-aided data processing. It was more difficult to
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locate individtials who were knOwledgeable about developmental psychology

or about the study of institutional and organizational change.

To some extent, SOrensen and Madow were aware of this difficulty

and attempted to comp nIsate through the, hiring of outside'consultants

whose skills would co lament thoi41 of-the full-tim6 staff. Indeed, there

are a fewAndividuals o were technically employed as full' -time consultants
,

. .

+
.

,
..

. who functioned in alll'eils ntial-respects as regular members of the staff.
. ,

However, Sorensen has also indicated that there are limits p!) what can be

expected of a consultant, particularly those who worked on apart-time

basis. After al)., they can't.be expected to -supervise others and they

can't really compensate for the lack of suitable full -time employees. It

seems quite clear_that consultants can and did made,a.valuable tontribution

in particular wayslbut that they.could not fully compensate for the'need

toadd to the fulltime staff.

in addition,;t$e recruitment-of a suitable field staff was particularly

difficult.. At the Outset: of_the project, the possibility-of ItibdOntracting,

the classroom measurements to some outsidelim was.considered and discarded.',

The advantage would have been that such a firth might have had avpilable an

e!xlpting and experienced: field staff: The disadvantage is that this choice

\.
xould have introduced another seriousyroblem of coordination into a system

arready overloaded with problems of coordination. After weighing the
1

o

advantages and diP'advantages; the option of a major sobcontritctOr for

.this)function was discarded. Ti seems unlikely that sppilsors and projects

would'have- been any more.satisfied with this partieulpr alternative.

A4teond'important decision about the field staff was that the class'

room measurements wbuld.not.be carried out by the local'prOject staff - the
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classroom teachers. Rather, it would be.carried out by an independent, staff

recruited locally on a partiime basis just for this Purpose. 'ThUs, the

testing w s entrusted to a staff that was unbiased and had no commitment

to the success or failure of a particular project.e.Noth Follow Through and

0E0 concurred in this decision. This prodedure has been reasonably effec-
,

tive but it did add to the amount of recruiting that had to be done locally...
0

A final key decision was that the supervision of the local,testing would be.

entrusted to a field' supervisor who would be recruited iocally. This
. .

procedure did not wotk out as well as had been expected and was later modified.

Note that, even wheh testing was limited to forty-seven projects in-

volvipg children in classrooms,:the magnitude of the field effort v.

still impressive. Moreover, these issues about supetvisign are more iv-

portant than may appear at first glance. The field' supervisor was responsible

for the quality of the data that was being collectedand for the training'of

a sizable staff that was.relatively inexperienced. For example, anyone who

has ever been responsible for a sizable survey can attest to the feelings

of frustration, annoyance, and panic that are experienced as forms are re-

turned, some without identifying face sheet data, some incomplete, and 6me

incorrectly completed.. And whenever data have to be discarded, one in'effeCt

changes the. sampling procedures and disrupts the experimental design. It is

also important to note that during this first yea* more than Wall of the SRI

budgeflq approximately $836,000 was allocated to the field staff.

By some' miracle, SRI wAs_ready to begin testing in October and November

of 1968. A second round of testing was carried out successfully-in the

Spring and during this period the organizational itructure we have jUpx

described remained more or effect. Elsewhere, we have referred to

this initial stage of development as an experimental stage, leading



eventually to a variety of Organizational changes., Before describing these

changes, let us review biiefly some additional events that took place
,

du4ng 1968-69has well as thost experiences that began to indiCate the need

for change.

Aiwe indicated before, during tgrelL4rash period of the first fewipths,

the emphasis was primarily on a single,objectiye, to begin testing in the

.

.classroom,.and this testing was-limited pr marily to the assessment of

cognitive change. Testing in-the Spring had a similar emphasis, although,

several non-cognitive measures were in teed at this time.

During this first year, planning did beg,a on the development of a,parent

interview, questionneiesfor tea hers and teachff aides, as well as a

, (
program of Classroom observations. Thus', efforts were being made to broaden

the.scope,oi the assessment with the expectation that plans for a broader

atudy,could be completed in 1968-169 and that data collect4n-associated. with

,

these Plans would begin sometime during the year 1969 -70. These additional

activities} led to the-assignment of some new.responeibilities, that have

organizational implications which we will review subsequently. These.plan-

ning activities prOCeeded slowly for at leilst three reasons. There was a

shortage of staff who might take on these additional responsibilities.

Mere importantly, the-purpose for each of these additionAl efforts wasain-
,,

clear and some difficult ,conceptual analysis and developientil had to he

undertaken. For example, obviously one ought to be interviewing parents

as well as teachers; but what-Aid one want to learn from these interviews?

'Iveryone,Could agree that the attitudes of parents-and teachers had some-

,Influence'on children and on classroom outcomes but it much more dif7

ficult to agree on a model, or theory -about these influence processes ot.'Od.

a statement of hypotheses that were to be test. with the aid of these data.

Similarly, it. seemed obvioue that one wanted to collect data relating to



institutional change;. again, it was conceptually very unclear what data

S should be collected and what hypotheses were to be tested with the aid of
,

these data. In addition to these problemrof'conceptual clarification, ,

there were the related problems of developing!, pretesting, andrefining' a
. .

suitable set of instruments for the collcctioff of data. An in theie,areas,

there were no existing off-the-shelf instruments on which one,could rely,

although there,.were certainly relevant ittidies, to which one could turn fpr

siiggestiongi. %,

Why should one worry about cohceptual clarification.before deveiOpin

some methods of assessment? Why not just design an interview schedule and

worry later about how the data will be utilized? Anyone who hhs had- much

experiencejn this type of research would suggest that measuring first and

thinking later is a very dangerous praccice for at least three reasons.

Instruments that are constructed haphazardly are very lard to defend when

reviewed by a colleague or a supervisor. They do not make sense and,someone

else dan'alwaya think. of,a number of additional items that might also be

included. They are also hard to administer in the field. After all, a

.Field supervisor has to. train interviewers who in turn have to obtain the'

cooperation of interviewees who in turn may well be suspicious of the whole

prodedure. It is hard to place very much faith in an instrument that is

poorly constructed,and it is hard to train or to interview when you have

little faith in or comprehension of what you are doing, In addition, when

one begins to:think after the data are collected i.e., to construct some

hypotheses it usually becomes apparent that you have incledecrwhat you'da:

)

not need and forgotten what youA6. Finally, there are certain complica-
,

tions that become apparent only as you begin to process the data. The

danger, for projects like Follow Through is not that they will collect, too
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4 .little data but rather that they will find themselvesoVer4helmed with'a

volume of data that they'cannot7popsibly handle, Then, the I'mesaage".

becomes lost is a'background of irralevant.nOise. .

Interestingly enough, there wa.onevety practical reason'that

vated the teplehasis on the parent interviews. For purposes of'analysis,'

was extremely important to .learn whether or not'families included in Follow

k

Through were indesdcoMparable with respect to income And other accio-
.

economWvariables to families included in the control groups. There was

reason to.believa that they were not. AssuMing comparability, one could 7

rely on a simplified method of analysis, Assuming non-Comparability, one

could make compensations at the time.of analysis as long as one had eval-

uated the direction and magnitude of the non-comparability. The parent

interviews were to include some qUadtions about family background,apd

in order to Make possible some comparisOnabetween families
'

Follow Through vs. those included in the control groups.'

During this first'year,.SRI also began tapreparaa new

had to be approved befoie a second year of financial support

incOMe

inclUded in

proposal that

could be ob-

tained. Legally,=SRI is funded on a year-to-year basis with their efforts

subject to annual review.
9

Moreover, their bUdget proposals only cover a

J

/

.7
/

.--

year's activities and, at the end of this first year, no attempt was made by

,

Follow Through to,look for alternative contractors. The discussions he-
/

traeen SRI and Follow-Through were limited to questions about plans for the
, . ..

.
,- : -

,

t

y,coming year and to the amount of funding,that would be necessary. Actuall
,

-A formal/proposal:submitted by SRI was accepted in June,.although it had to

9However, annual renewals have often. been funded as a modification
to an existing proposal rather than as a neW.proposal.
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be substantially revised during the summer months because of'eertain criti-

cisms that were made of the proposal. 'These will be'discussed

Also, during this first year SRI was asked to submit a.P

the evaluation of a limited set of Head Start .projects, which were to bq

treated as a pi'vgriM of pianned.4ariation Head Start effort. They

_did having filtst.receiveeapprovaPfrom Follow Through. This proposal was

accepted. 'Thus, by Fall, 1969, the effort led,by Sorensen and Madov vas

responsible for the evaluation of the planned variation projects within

' $

Head Start as well as Follow Through. On paper at` least there were valid .

reasons for wanting to coordinate ,these two evaluation efforts. After all,

the two programs Complementdd each other.

Head Start children graduated'

into.Follow Through and some of the'hypotheses to be tested had to do with

the carry-over:from the Head Start:experience (br its absence)'into Follow

AhrOugh. There were also expectations-that a combined field testing effoit

for both projetts could be undertaketi which-would be More efficient and
,

more economical.

During this first year, there were a variety of e4erieitces accumulated

that,could be interpreted as a feedback of information do'that SRI could

,

evaluate the effectiveness of its efforts:as well as its'organization. Sqme

of'these were internal to SRI while others wereexternal. Here are Some of

the more important expLiences.
a

Field experiences. Sotensen has indicated that performance in the field

was adeqtate during this first year, although a number of difficulties became

apparent. There was dissatisfaction with the decentralized method/of field'

,supervision that, ``was being employed, using local and often part-time super-

visors. With this'arrangement,i1 was hard to maintain quality "control over
k

training and data collection or to provide for uniformity in data collection

1

procedures among projects. Also coordination between supervisors, and the
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$RI'staff located in Paln...ilto proved to be more complex than had been'

anticipated and was diffl'cult to carry out One nation-wide basis. One' '4

quite unexpected problem rose in connection with the mechanics of paying

the field staff. Normally, disbursements are Aade by a central financial-

office that is part of SRI and the system ltAlf is computerized. Jn:1968-

69 SRI installed a new computer and a new full-scale Management Information

t

SysteM and ttere was a tionsitional period during which all operations

that,made use of the coeiOteti,Hwere disrupted. Ai,s result,'Serensen.found

himself,,,faced with a threet'of revolt on the part pf the field staff.unless

they were paid. Some emerancy methods of payment.Were developed and\
.

eventually this very aggravating problem was resolved. ai ,'`this example

is illustrabive,of the fact that FolloW Through operations may be affected.
.6

A

by chanflea in the practices and'resources of existing organizations in ways

that are difficult to anticipate.

A more serious problem of coordination` had to do with theEiming of

the testing effort and with ensuring that the test materials would be avail-

able 'in the right'place at the right time. .fhis problem, could be restated

as one of developing collaborative working relationships between. tester and

. ,.
,

. ,,,) ,..

testees, between SRI and the local project staff. Of course, SRI and local-

projects viewed these problems of from quite different perspec-

tives. SRI was:discovering that
.

the mechanics of scheduling and pf

nishing projects with tebt materials were really quite complicated: Sched-

uling also depended upon first defining 'a control group and making a variety

of sampling slecisions at several levels of choice: which projexts,.whiCh
\ 4

schools within a project, and which classrooms within a school would be

. tested. From Cheir/point-of-view, they were doing their best.

H,o wever, local projects as well as sponsors were Also involved in their

own crash dffoii at implementing their prpgram. They, too,were being overr-

r.
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whelmed with deadlines and with:their ooin anxieties about carrying out their

e

responsibilities. It was easy for them to infer that SRI, was giving them

insufficient warning, that the'testing'effort was not 'well administered, and

that SRI was insufficiently sensitive to the. difficulties under which local

projects were operating. Thus, some proirer personnel began to view the

testing effort as a nuisance and a waste of time. There is one additional

-coulication that affected relationships between
0

SRI and the local projects.

Thore,was an expectation that SRI would'"give" as well as "take,' Specifi-

. cally, it was clear that SRI was responsible for the collection of data.

ahere was also an expectation that SRI in return would. make available

processed data that would be,helpful to projects and sponsors, In this

early period, reporting back by SRI was clearly difficult: they were not

welluequipped toCarry out suc'h a responsibility. For example, early in

the 1969 -70 project year, some infOrmatiod based on data collected in

-1968,69 was made available. to loCal projects. This feedback consisted

primarily of uninterpreted descriptive tables and was apparently of only

4

limited utility for local,planning. Thus', the difficulties were partly

in the form of.the data made available and in,the delay of over a year

before it could be available. Fortunately, people tended tobe reasonably

.tolerant of each, other during this early
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period,.althqugh the expectation that SRI would be helpful at sometime.in

the fUture continUed.tO persist.

Internal2experiences. Within the central SRI staff, there were several

problems that began to emerge, not unlike the problems that were emerging

within other subsystems such as sponsor organizations, project staffs as

.well as the Follow Through office itself. For example, thyadministratiVe
.

overload on the Director and Associate Director had become obvious. They

had substantive responsibilities for planning in their particular areas of

specialization, but they were also administrators of very complex operation.

In addition, one cotad-observe an oversight that we feel 13 typiCal of large

research projects. There was very little time available
i

for thinking, for

reflecting upon the data being collected, or for the writing of. reports.

And these were additional responsibilities that were assigned to Sorensen,

in particular, and Madow, both of whom were already overloaded.

The fact that the senior staff was overloaded led to some unfortunate

consequences for the rest of the staff. Consider a working group assigned

a particular responsibility. At various point3 in time, they would need to

have certain products reviewed by their supervisors and it might be very

difficult to find time to carry out this review. Thus, to subordinates;

supervisors would begin to look like bottle-necks who were slowing down the

decisionmaking proCess. Similarly, it was difficult to provide for proper

csordination of effort among some of these work groups. Several groups had

overlapping assignments in that their efforts were interdependent. Since

the groups were overloaded, it was difficult for them to coordinate amongst

themselves and it was difficult for the project administrators to find time

for this coordination. Finally, some work teams had responsibilities that

they were'notwell-equipped to handle. Sometimes, this was because the

team wasjoo small or because the problem was too difficult with respect
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to their capabilities.' Under these circumstances, it islrustrating to

find that you are unable 9, make progress. -Also, when there vias little

supervision available to help redefine the problem or to make clear how

difficult the problem was then'a team was likely to conclude that they

were at fault rathei than that the task was impossible or to want to blame

the "system."

What we, are trying to describe is a situatiol 'ich many individuals

were overloaded. As a conseq ence, it was hard tc or adequate'

supervision, to coordinate amo4 the several activ.. t were' underway

or to maintain staff morale at a level that would have been desirable. In

spite of these difficulties, prodyctivity continued at a surprisingly high

level, partly because there was the expectation that this was a transitory

phase and that the situation was b9und to improve.

There were also several technical difficulties that began to emerge in

the'area of data processing. The SRI .evaluation effort had available to it

the services of a central computer faci ity that was operated by SRI. Not

surprisingly, there were many difficultie `encountered during this first

year in making use of these facilities and the difficulties were compounded

by the change in machines that took place during this year. However, most

of these difficulties were gradually eliminated.

There is one additional internal difficulty that began to emerge at

this time. As we have indicated, during the first few months, SRI found

itself pursuing a limited set of objectives at the expense of a broader set

orobjectives. To be specific, a majority of the SRI staff were involved

in some fashion with the program of classroom assessment that was success-

fully underway. Mother group of staff members was assigned to planning

activities associated with non-cognitive assessment and the stLdy of
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institutional change. It follows 11so that there would be some differences

in background when one, contrasted these two groups. Those associated with

the classroom testing effort were most likely to be knowledgeable in the

areas of educational psychology, testing, or data processing and experimental

design. Those associated with thti. second effort were more likely to be in-

terested in sociology, social psy hology, or perhaps developmental psychology.

At any rate, the members of this iecondary effort began to raise some policy

questions about the lack Qf eMphas is being placed on their :activities.

Note that there was no real digagreement about the "facts," namely that

most of the effort in the first year was being devoted to classroom testing;

the disagreements were over the interpretation to be placed on these facts

and over differing expectations about Now rapidly one could develop amore

balanced program of assessment. For example, he critics among the staff

were inclined to accuse the senior administrators of being mdch too conser-

. vative and of not maintaining a proper emphasis on the assessment of non-

cognitive and institutional chaLge. Note that one can easily read into this

kind of a disagreement a debate about the objectives of Follow Through as

well as a debate about some controversial political issues and, indeed,

some of this debate did take place within the SRI staff. Those who place

primary emphasis on classroom testing can easily be accused of "giving in

to the establishment" where the establishment refers to the existing school

system and the political structure exsiting in a given community. Yet, they

were often being limited by their estimation of the current "state of the

art": of what was currently feasible. One can also get involved in questions

about the community control of schools and of the rela4ve importance of

political action vs. educational reform.

Not surprisingly, those being criticized would sometimes respond de-
/

fensively, although the senior administrators also sttemptcti to/find a

constructiv.: resolution to these conflicts. From their point -of -view; SRI
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was doing as well as could be expected, granting that the available budget

for the firdt year was fixed and that staff resources were limit4d, 111,

addition, the senior administrator§ were assuming that.at some time in the

future, Follow Through would have to justify itself to HEW, 6E0, as well

as Congress and that issues about cognitive change would continue to be of

\Srimary importance. What we are trying, to point out is that the evaluation

effort was also confronted with interns/ conflicts over political issues

and that these were very difficult to resolve. To some extent,-,some of the

SRIpdministrators were drprised to.find themselves Involved in such con-

ttoversial issues. 'Yet similar controversies were taking place in univer-

sities .as well as communities at the very same time. During this first
1

,

year, these controversies remained unresolved.

Relationships with Sponsors and Follow Through. As SRI developed its

plans for evaluation, it was also responsible for obtaining approval for

these plans from the rest of the Follow Through organization. In this

respect, one might 'ask to whom was SRI responsible. A legalistic answer

might be that they were-responsible to D . Snyder, Chief of th Research

Section, who served as project officer for the contract,

Yet SRI'was also responsible, in f ct, to

sponsors and to local projects. On paper, at least, Snyder had

the contractual authority to insist upon cooperation from sponsored projects

with'the evaluation effort. In fact, this authority was rarely exercised

and no one expected that it would be. There wa's,a clear expectation that

SRI, sponsors, and projects would work collaboratively and that sponsors

and projects would have opportunities to review the evaluation plans: and
.

to make suggestions. And realistically this was the only feasible method

of operations. Note that many of the sponsors were from academic back-
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grounds and felt that they were at least as well qualified as were the SRI

staff in the field of.evaluation research.

During July, 1968, the SRI staff visited each of the sponsors in ordr

to learn about their programs and objectives. These visits were relatively

free of conflict, mainly because SRI was trying to learn from the sponsors

and, as yet, had relatively li:tle to say about the plans for evaluation..

There were also periodic review sessions with Snyder and his staff in which

plans for the 1968 testing were reviewed. Then, in August, 1968, a meeting

was held in Menlo Park at which sponsors and Folloi4 Through staff had an

opportunity to review plans for the evaluation effort as they were beginning

to develop,.

Next, a rather important meeting took place in Atlanta, Georgia on
Q

October 10-12, 1968. This was a workshop convened by the Follow Through

Branch'for all participants who were associated with the Follow Through

program, including sponsors, project representatives, SRI staff, as well

as the general consultants who were advising the local projects.. The pur-

pose.of the meeting was to provide for an exchange of information so that

each participant could learn about the activities of other participants.

Thus, sponsors had an opportunity to describe their programs and SRI gave

a progress report on their own activities.

This turned out to be a reasonably stormy meeting at which certain

issues were raised that have never been completely resolved. The more

important issues,had to do with community involvement and control and with

the actual objectives of Follow Through. For example, some conference par-

.ticipants and particularly the general consultants felt that both sponsors

and SRI had too narrow /0/iew of FollOw Thiough; that too much emphasis was

being placed on educational objectives and on.classroom activities with too
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. little emphasis being placed on community involvement and institutional

change. In addition, community, representatives expressed the view that

parents and the community should have much more control over the programs

being implemented by sponsors or over the planning for the evaluation

rt. Indeed, the criticisms were partially Tustified. In retrospect,

it se-Hs clear t at

at the emotional int sity with which these criticisms were made. They

,wri-e also sur' ised to find that their efforts were being viewed with sus-
,

picion by s me of the general consultants and community representatives.

Yet, there c rtainly exists an ample body of literature which has been

e sponsors, as well as the SRI staff, were surprised

f compensatory education prograi which do not also emphasize the

need for institutional change. Similarly, representatives of minority groups

have often been critical of programs which are planned for them, particularly

when they have little to say abOut the purposes ofthe programs or hbw they

are to be conducted.

There was one additional element of conflict that became apparent at

this meeting. Individual sponsors were strongly committed to their own point:

of view and were capable of expressing strong reservations about competing

points of view. Thus, the potential for conflict among sponsors was readily','

apparent.

Another important meeting was held in April, 19(0'in Pajaro'nunes,

California,.attendedby SRI staff, Follow Through, 0E0 representatives,

sponsor's plus some representation from local projects. SRI served as hosts

for the meeting, the purpose of which was to review with all in attendance

the SRI program and particularly their plans for the coming year. Although

participants, were often critical,:of the plans being developed, the SRI staff

have indicated that they viewed the meeting as useful as well as construc-

tive. At this meeting, sponsors and Follow Through staff were' reinforcing
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each'other b.y.making similar criticisms of the SRI effort. The more im-

portant issues raised were as follows.

Dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the evaluation

effort.had been,developing.for some time.' This meeting represented one of

the first opportunities for people to express these dissatisfactions and to

be supported by others at the same time. -.Some of the criticisms were tech-
.

Meal in nature, about the tests that had been.selected, about sampling

issues, and about statistical procedures. But there was s deeper'signifi=

cance associated with these criticisms that helps,to explain the emotional

intensity with which they were expressed. Some spOnsors viewed the evaluation

effort as seriously biased in a particular direction and as being crossly

unfair to certain sponsor approaches. Specifically, there was the impres-
,

Sion that the cards were stacked,,through the reliance on measures of cog-.

.nitive change, Ior those sponsors that were behaviorally (i.e. cognitively)

oriented and against all other sponsors. This issue had been building up

for some time. Moreover, there were some judgments expressed that the

criticisms:had previously been made and that SRI was failing to respond to

them. The sponsors were reasonably unified on this issue. One might have

expect,A the behaviorists the favored sponsors to rise to the defense of

SRI, but that was certainly not the case. A related issue had to da with

the lack of progress that had been made by SRI in,developing a program of

community. studies as well as an evaluation of institutional change. In this

instance, there 'was the fear that SRI was seriously distorting purposes

.of. Follow Through by limiting its scope to that of just another educational ,

program. This issue rather closely resembles the similar issue that had

already arisen within tie SRI-staff, itself. In a sense, individUals were

suggesting that a program is limited to what is being measured and evaluated,
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in spite of what' is actually being accomplished. To the extent that one

-focuses on outside agencies and perhaps the general public, this fear is

not an unreasonable one. One is suggesting that those outside of fhe.pro-

gram are unlikely to have any direct experience with local projects; they

will learn about it only through an examination' of the evaluation reports.

Thus, the evaluation effort could be viewed 'as a filter through which a

distorted image of Follow Through would be comMunicated and that it is that

image which would eventually survive.
f.,

, '4;

Sorensen'has indicated' that this meeting as well as the earlier Atlanta

meeting was somewhat of a revelation to him. Although he had beenaware of

the emphasis placed on institutional change, he had not been tiufficietly,

aware of the importance being placed on it and.. of the emotional intensity

associated with the issue. Again, as we mentioned earlle<within the SRI

staff, this was an issue with political overtones, having to do with one's

orientation to the need for social reform as well as on strategies for

achieving it.

As conclusiOns.to this meeting, sponsors agreed to take on certain

assignments, particularly to provide SRI with information and suggestions

that would be helpful as SRI began the mOdify its plans, In addition, the

SRI staff was expected to be responsive to the variety of criticisms that

had been expressed. There was really no disagreement about their validity.

The probteM was pritharily one of how to reallOcate resources and of finding

time and staff to develop an appropriate set of plans. When these meetings

concluded, there was the expectation that SRI would develop a revised

program;' Follow Through ,would be responsible for monitoring the
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development of plans until 'such time as another review with sponsors and

projects could be scheduled. It'is important to note that major changes in

the evaluation effort ,could not be made without changes in the contract

covering the, evaluation effort and possibly without additional funds. To

be'specific, the budget that had been approved was reasonably specific

about the activities to be undertaken by SRI and the amount of money to be

)

allocated to each. Reallocations of funds' in order to strengthen one or

more attivities were certainly possible, but not without contract changes
.

to be,approved by Follow Through, HEW, as well, as 0E0.

A follow-up meeting, held in Palo Alto, was held three months after the

Pajaro Dunes meeting, in July, 1969. At this meeting, sponsors and projects

were again represented. Some outside consultants were also present, some

of whom were acknowledged "experts" in the appropriate substantive fields.

As before, SRI was,. responsible for the meeting, although there was

clOse collaboration with Follow Through. SRI reviewed some,chang,ls in

plans and, the issues, disCussed were primarily ones that had been raised at

the' two previous meetings. This meeting was also stormy andparticipants,

including the SRI staff, left with some feelings of disappointment and dis-

couragement. In part, there was discouragement because similar issues con=
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-tinued to be raised at each successive meeting and it.seemed to be .difficult

to make progress,in resolVing these' issued.

At this meeting, there were present several new sponsors who hart not

been associated with Follow Through in 1968-69 but who were about to begin

working with projects. Their presence had a somewhat complicating effect.

Certain background information had to be reviewed for their benefit and

they wished to,rhise,certain issues that had been discussed at earlier

meetings. Some of the 'more important issUea discussed' were as follows:

1. There was still an expression of opinion that SRI was moving too

slowly in developing a parent interview schedule, non-cognitive measures,

teacher interview schedules, and methods for observing classrooms. These

criticisms were somewhat tempered by the awareness that only three months

had elapsed since the last meeting and that,one could expect only limited

progress during such a brief period. Some of the outside consultants par-
,

tyipated in this discussion and they were,not wholly in agreement about

what should be expected of SRI. Some consultants agreed withFollow Through

and the'sponsors on the idea that SRI ought to be able to develop an

Appropriate set of measuring inttruments .However, there were the "hard-

headed realists" who kept insisting that the difficulties of doing research
ti

h these areas were being seriously underestimated. Primarily, these con-

sultants,weresuggesting that very little was known about these areas of

'study. Note that the difficulties they were alluding to were primarily con-

ceptual, pertaining to.the development of a framework within.which measure-

ments could be made. The implication was that', even if SRI were to be,re-
4

placed by someone else, there would, still be a low probability of success,

for this particular area of study;

2. There wasra good deal of time spent on the impOrtance of a program

of research on community and institutional change, even though 4was difficult
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to agree on exactly what should be included in this, program. By this time, thih pro-

s,

gram effort was referred to by SRI as. their program of community studies.

-,,
As at the previous meetings, there was considerable conetict.expressed during

ofthis pOrtion of. the-discussion. SRI had underway a set of-six:case studies,
,

and a progress repiirt'about these studies had been included as part_ of.the

SRI presentation. Note that the, research methods appropriate to'this area

cf effort differed substantially froi'the methods appropriate to all other

portions of the evaluation effort. 4 and large, SRI was sampling from a

population of projects. The idea of a sampling procedure was

almost meaningless and it made no Sense to talk about control groups or com-

plex statistical procedutes. In short,,the community studies were much more

clinical or impressionistic in approach than were other studies' included in

the program. Thus, there were certainly sponsors as well as consultants who

were quite Skeptical that these community studies could be considered as an

experiment Or even that.oneCoilld he.expected:to.reach conclusions of general

interest based on such a qualitat\vely oriented, case study approach.

Nevertheless, SRI was again urged to devote more of its resources to

this program of community studies. As we indicated before, there was asplit

within the SRI staff over the importance of suppoiting this effort and, for

the first time, the existence of this split was brought out into the open in

the meetings and'discussed quite explicitly. Not surprisingly, there, was_

some tendency for the spectators (those not part of the SRI staff) to take

sides in this dispute. Again, as with the discussions within the staff,

issues were raised that were essentially political
.1/
and philosophical in

nature, concerning the nature of reform itself as well as the ultiMate oh-
,

jectives of Follow Through.

One related issue had to do with the question of who should control the
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evaluation effort and particularly the extent to which parenti and the com-

.

.munieies themselves should control the effort. There were at least ttsio

reasons for raising this question. On the one hand, an erpeCtation had

,been established that SRI would be making information available to sidnsors

c-

and projects that.they would find useful and pertinent to.the improvement

r ' 0

of their programs. Indeed, SRI had indicated that participants in Follow

Through were welcome to visit Palo Alto and to examine the data that per-
..

tained tcotheir efforts. But the data were not particularly organized so.

ps to be helpful to project staffs. In a sense, SRI was being asked to be

responsive to 'three different sets 6f interests: those df Follow Through
- .

with its need for a summative evaluation of the program as well as those'

interest3 of sponsors and projects. And gradually participants were begin-
,

ning to realiZe that SRI could:not be equally responsive to each of these

interests. MOreover, it wasquite frustrating for some sponsors and projects

as they Came to realize that "he who pays the piper calls the tune.," Al- .

though the conclusion was never verbalized in so many words, it was very
.

clear that the needd of .Follow Through fine an overall program evaluation.

came-first. '---

Some sponsors (iaa well as theif projects) were not disturbed by this

realization that they could not rely on SRI to furnish them with assessment

data. These sponsors had already recognized what was inevitable and were

beginning to collect their own assessment data and in a sense to carry out

their own programs Of evaluation. Parenthetically,' it should be noted that

provisions for.reseorch and evaluation could be inchided'in the budget

.proposals being made by sponsors and projects. In other words., they could

obtain financial support from Follow Through to carry out -their own asSess-

ments.
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There was another reason for raising this pueLtion about community
A 1

. ,

control. of the evaluation effort. There were some who would take, the'posi-
,

tion that a program of'community studies (as well as any evaluation) ought

-tc become involved With the community effort and that it was unethicallto

remain disengaged or uninvolved. This is an issue that has been raised in

recent years within the scientific community and has never been resolved.

'Along these lines, the folloWing quotation is indicOtive of the fact that,

many of the SRI staff felt that it was dangercius to become. too closely in-

volved with local project efforts.

"Those involved in case and community studies also must have fairly

close relations with those participating in the program locally. It's

A
inevitable that they will be asked questions regarding the purposes'of the

evaluation and the Uses to which inforination will be put. This' clos rela-
,

tionship highlights a hazard of'the method. Those who give information
.41

lotally may well request judgment or feedbag from SRI staff in'return for

providing information. Unless local persons can see benefits from their

F

involvement, maintaining their cooperation may be difficult. On the other

hand, ifleedback and judgment are given Chen the evaluators become part of

the project itself and therefore disqualify themselves as evaluators. Never-
.

theless, persons involved in case and community studies inevitably become

aware of any program defects, or of ar Tleasy relatiOnships; betweeh the

progtam and sponsor, or between the t'llonsor ur the program and ale community

or the. school administration. If SRI staff ,Iggest changes toocal inform-

ants or comment on apparent problems add, causes to the local-community or

sponsor, they'may be 'functioning in the service of USOE/Follow Through, but

A

they learly would not be functioning in the service of the evaluation."
10

10
Stanford Research Institute.' Longitudinal Evaluation of the 'National

,

FollowThiough program, 1970-711. Part I. Technical Proposal, March, 1970,
pp. 36-37.', $i
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At any rate, there were those within the SRI staff, supported by other

participants, who felt that the evaluation effort should remain neutral or

disengaged. There were also SRI staff members, particularly those associated

with the program of community studies, who felt that it was unethical and

unscientific not to become engaged and this point of view received strong

support from some of the participants at this meeting. However, the issue

remained charged with emotion and unresolved. Yet a tentative commitment

was made by SRI, seconded by.Follow Through, that additional resources would

be committed to the program of community studies.

3. There was one additional issue that was discussed that made a number

of participantt at this meeting quite anxious. As at previous meetings,

participants wanted an assurance that they would neither be judged prematurely

nor unfairly. And there was the opinion,that an evaluation effort narrowly

limited in scope to conventional cognitive measures would be both unfortunate,

and unfair, As.aresult of this meeting,'there wap some encouragement that

SRI was expanding the scope of its evaluation effdrt and that the results

,

would take effect,during the coming year. Sponsors, in particular, were

attempting to maintain an atmosphere within which they could safely coop-
\

erate. Moreover, they wanted to maintain an atmosphere in which they could

explore program, alternatives and be genuinely innovative. If judgments of

. sponsors were to be based primarily on, cognitive measures reading, writing,

and arithmetic, then there was the likelihood that sponsors would be'afraid

to be innovative; they would be more likely to play the game safely and to

orient their programs so that children would show up well on the tests that

were being utilized.

That there was considerable emotional intensity associated with this

issue should not have been surprising. After all, there was the awareness
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that At some point

in time there would come a day of reckoning when some vague set of outsiders

would sit in judgment over sponsors and projects; some sponsors and projects

would continue to be supported while others would quietly be abandoned.

Moreover; it seemed quite clear that these judges would rely primarily on

what was contained in the reports Cooing out of the evaluation effort'. We

would also like to emphasize that much of the anxiety associated with this

process of judging had to. do with uncertainties about the identity of these

_Judges as well as the criteria that'they might be expected to emOloy. One

could anticipate withsome certainty that the Director of Follow Through

would have some influence on these decisions but whb else might be involved?

Not unrealistically, one could speculate about possible influences within

HEW and 0E0, Congress, and even the President's views about compensatory

education and social reform.

Egbert and Snyder were very sensitive to the anxieties being expressed

about low judgments would eventually be made about continuance or disdon-
.

tinuance from the program. Indeed, a set of policies was eventually formu-

lated that was designed to minimize these anxieties. For example, the

, position was taken that no evaluation of sponsors would take place until

after at least one cohort had completed a sponsors program, i.e. from

kindergarten through the third grade. Thus, sponsors would be protected

from 4 premature evaluation based only on one or two years of effort. Simi-

larly, assurances were given that no judgments would be made based upon the

first year of operation for any sponsor.or project. There was general

Agreement that the first year was often a difficult one and that some sponsors

needed more time than others in order to bring their programs to some stable

level of operation. There was also an agreement 'that neither sponsors nor
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projects would be identified by name in the preliminary reports to be released

by SRI based upon the first two or three years of operation. In this way,

F6llow,Through hoped to protect sponsors and projects from the premature

evaluation that might be made by outsiders to whom these reports would

necessarily become available.

Some of the more cynical and worldly-wise sponsors had reservations

about the likelihood that these particular agreements Would be followed. It

was quite clear that they believed that the Follov Through rtaff was supporting

these policy statementsin good faith and intended to honor them. However,
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they Were skeptical that Follow

Through would be able, to retain control Of the judgments being made,'based

on the SRI data. In their opinion,/those individuals and agencies to whom

Follow Through was responsible wele likely to :base their judgments almost

solely on the cognitive measuris that were being collented. These pessi-

mistic opinions had the effect of an unwelcome guest at a wedding or of

news a disaster during a joyOus celebration. It is important to note

that ;there was some basis in fact for this pessimistic outlook. Indeed,

Egbpt was well aware that there were observers of Follow Through who were.

caking questions about results and their definition ofcceptable results\

/
/was limited to/reading, writing, and arithmetic. Nevertheless; no one was

in a very good position to predict how the evaluations would be used.

Sponsors ,simply were forced to live with these particular anxieties.

This meeting ended inconclusively. There was still the expectation

that SRI would improve and it was clear that Follow Through would con-

tinue to work with SRI in order to ensure that these improvements would be

made during the coming year.

Consolidation and Reorganization

In November, 1969, approximately sixteen months after the initiation of

the evaluation effort, Sorensen and Madow issued an internal memorandum to
it

the Follow Through and Head Start evaluation staffs with the, subject "'hanges

in the Formal and-Functional Organization of the Projects." The first para-

graph is as follows and is indicative of the mood of reorientation.

"The size, complexity, and pace of the combined'Follow Through and

Head Start evaluation projects are such that it's difficult to find ,time

for sober study of how well we're meeting the responsibilities we've ac-

cepted. AU of us have experienced occasions when surviving a day felt
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like a victory. If effort and dedication were enough to guarantee a joint

achievement of which, we all could be proud, there would be little reason

for concern about the future of the projects; dedication 'We haVe and effort

we give, but we'd all agree that We also have problems. The organizational

changes described in this memoranditm are intended to ameliorate some of

these problems and sharpen our awareness of Others so that we can more

constructively seek solutions to them."
li

-

The rest of the memorandum described a variety of changes that were to

go into effect and a new organization chart, indicating a division of

responsibilities, was.included. Although this memorandum is indicative of

some major cha9ges taking place, it was preceded by a transitional period,

beginning in August and September, 1969, which had 'prepared the way for this

second stage, devoted to consolidation and reorganiza:ion. Moreover, the

decisions made in November were but the first of a series of decisions about

reorganization which were to take place during the next twenty months.

Before proceeding to a discussion of events, let us first review what

we mean by. a "stage oi .velopment" and the general circumstances under

which an organization is likely to complete one stage d to begin another.

Within a stage of development, an organization (or subsystem) may be said

to be in a "steady state" in that the pattern of activities being undertaken

and the assignment of roles and responsibilities remain essentially un-

changed; dl;ring this period, relationships within the system as well as

between the\system and other. subsystems with ihom it must interact will

also remain constant. Another stage of development can be identified as

soon as major changes take place in any of the above mid the organization

"-Sorensen, P. U. and Madow, W. G. "Changes in the formal and func-
tional organization of the projects." SRI, Internal Memorandum, Nov. 5, 1969,
p. 1.
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begins to be characterized. by a new steady state.

Under what circumstances will a change take place? In general, it-18

useful to assume that the members of an organization are continually moni-

toring their performance and, in particular, are in a position to assess the

adequacy of the organization at achieving its perceived objectives. To the

extent that performance is adequate, there is no reason to introduce changes;

to the extent that performance is perceived as inadequate, there is reason

to consider changes that will lead to improved Performance'.

. ,

Under many circumstances, individuals in an organization may be aware

that rerformance. is not wholly adequate but may refrain from doing anything

about it, either because performance is seen as not bad enough to justify

changes or perhaps because it isn't yet clear what changes' ought to-he made.

Eventually, one stage ends to be succeeded by another when some decisions

are finally made about organizational changes that ought to be introduced.

Under most circumstances, decisions to change are preceded by a series

of, predisposing circumstances or events, which are evidence of a need to

change but which in themselves do not lead to immediate action. But they

are remembered. Change is often triggered by some precipitating events

whiCh are also indicative of a need to'change; these events precipitate

change in the sense that they lead to some decisions about reorganization
4

that take into account both the predisposing as well as the precipit ating

events.

This general description of change from one stage to another fits with

reasonable accuracy what happened 'at SRI. The predisposing events have al-

ready been reviewed. They took place during the project, nitiation phase

and they include particu.;.arly those meetings at which the SRI effort was

'being reviewed. At these meetings, as we have indicated before, it was
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quite apparent tha SRI was having difficulty, in carrying out all aspects

of the program for which they were responsible. Beginning in August, 1969,

a series of rather separate issues had to be dealt with. More importantly

the discussions about these issues precirpitated some decisions that had

implications' for the reorganization of SRI and a clarification of what it .°

was trying to accomplish.

Field Testing. A third 'round of field testing was to take place in

Fall, 1969 and plans for this testing had to be reviewed in light of the

criticisms expressed at the July 30, - August 2nd review meeting. By

September 5th, final decisions about details on the classroom testing were:

completed including decisions about test materials, sampling, control

groupS, etc. There followed a hectic period from September 5th to OctOber

6th, on which date the first training of the test supervisors began. And

the testing continued for the next few weeks.

As we indicated before, during'1968-69, local staffs were recruited,

along with local supervisors, to,carry out the program of classroom cesting.

These were by and large temporary employees and it Soon becare apparent that

this method of operation was quite inadequate to carry out the fall testing

program. Nevertheless, with great difficulty, the testing was completed

with more or less satisfactory results. Since this method of operation had

appeared to be adequate for testing in 1968-69, why had it suddenly become

inadet,Ite?

In Table 4-1 there. are summarized the annual budgets actually expended.

by SRI over the four-year period beginning in 1968-69. Note that theie Is

a three-fold increase from the first to the second year and increases in

Insert Table 4-1 about here.
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Table ,4-I

Actual SRI Expenditures per Year

for Follow 'Through

Year Amount

1968-69 $836,100,

1969-70 '2,501,179

1970-71 3,516,882

1971-72 5,356'044
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the two succeeding years are much less extreme. From TOle 4-2 sumMaiizing

the number .of classrris tested and the number of pupils testeaN we can' nee

even more clearly how the magnitude of 'the field testing effort had changed

from the first to second year. There-is an almost nine-fold increase when

we compare Fall, 1968 to'Fall,. 1969. Subsequent increases are quite modest,..

Insert Table 4-2 about here.

Basedon this fall experience, it seemed quite warranted to conclude

that the method for carrying out the field testing, adOpted in 1968-69, was

wholly' inappropriate to the magnitude of the effort being undertaken in

1969-70, although it had been appropriate for the much smaller effort

carried out in 1968-69.

As a result, a major reorganization of the field testing was begun in

November, 1969, which was not fully completed for approximately one year.

First of all, the decision was made to hire full-time field supervisors who

would reside in Menlo Park and would be part of the central staff, They

would be responsible fnr training and supervision at the local level as well

as for controlling the quality of dita and for the transmission of the data

to Menlo Park. Six supervisors had'been hired by Spring, 1970 testing. At

the present time, there are sixteen full-time supervisors who have primary

responsibility for the field testing.

A second decision was made that involved scme delegation of responsibilit!

to the local projects in connection with the field testing. As a result of

this decision, data collection teams are hired locally by the local projects

and the number of such teams is a function of the size of the local project.

Each team is supervised by a supervising tester and the set of local

activities are responsible to a site coordinator. In general, supervising

testers and site coordinators are hired locally by SRI and are responsible
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Tatile

Magnit,ude of the, Follow ThroUgh

Classroom Testing Effort

Year-, Classrooms Pupils
\\

Fall 1968 203 4,059

Spring- 1969 203 4,059

Fall 1969 1,512, 34,319

Spring 1970, 699 13;920

Fall 1970 1,924 44,478

Spring 1971 929 16,951

Fall 197]. 1,600 36,800

Spring 1972 1,689 37,427
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to one of the field Supervisors. One effect of this change is that some of

the budget for field testing is Shifted from SRI to the local Projects..

More importantly, relationships between SRI and local 'projects have been

improved by the introduction of ,this division of responsibility. The local

projects have more at stake in the successful administration of the testing

and the locally-hired testers are able to work more easily and more coop-

eratively with local teachers, parents, and children.

At this point, one might want to question whether this elaborate

supervisory structure of field supervisor, site coordinator, and,super-

vising tester is necessary. Although 4/e have not attempted to make any

direct observations of the field testing, it is out'impression that the

field roperations nOw function much more effectively than they did initially.

It would'' appear that SRI (as well as Follow Through) seriously underestimated
A

the administrative complexity of the field operation and that the testing

effort does require a significant investment in a supervisory staff. Along

these lines, it may be important tq include some estimates of the proportion

of the SRI effort that is committed to field testing. For 1970-71, Sorensen

has estimated that 57% of the total SRI budget was committed to the field

measurement activities. In addition,'inTable 4-3,. there are figureli for

the number ofrsupsrvising testers, assistant test administrators, and testing

aides for the four-year period'beginning in 1968-69. For 1971-72,- one notes

Insert Table 4-3 about here.

th t on the average each field supervisor was responsible for the activities

of approximately 190 temporary employees.

Administrative Reorganization within SRI. Along with the administrative

reorganization of the field testing effortSRI gradually began to modify

1
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4

Table 4-3

Number of Supervising Testers,

Assistant Test Administrators and Aides

Year Number

1968-69 507

1969-70 1,951

1970-71

1971-72 3,048
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the administrative arrangements foY the total evaluation effort. Let us
. ,

look first of 'all-at the responsibilities being carried Out by Sorensen and
.

Madow as'project director and associate director during the period of project

initiation. As we indicated before, each had a nmber of substantive

responsibilities with Sorensen very much involved in plans for 41 of'the

testing and data collection and Mairow.responsible for analysis and for the

processing of data. As project administrators, they had several other

responbibilities. They were responsible for., liaison with Follow Through',

including all negotiations that affected budget, reports, schedules, and,

the overall design'of the evaluation effort. This was a very important

responsibility and one that was extremely time consuming. Note also that

these negotiations were sometimes about major- technical issues and sometimes

about more practical questions of detail, schedules, budget, and implementa-

tion. It is easy to underestimate the importance of this liaison action.

Moreover, as we have indicated before, liaison involved 'much more than

keeping others inforted. Meetings were frequently stressful and filled with

some conflict.

The project directors also were responsible for the internal adminis

tration of the project, for the budget:for the establishment of Procedures

for managing the field effort, and for a host of other details. Two other

responsibilities were for the coordination of activities- among v.p.ious parts

of the SRI staff and for the preparation of a variety of reports, including

annual proposals and progress or final reports on one or more phases of the

analysis. By November, 1969, it was. quite apparent that Sorensen and Madow

were seriously overloaded,and that some reallocation Of iesponsib0 ilities,

was essential.

A first set of changes is summarized in Figure 4-1, which is the
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Insert Figure 4-1 about here.

organization chart that accompanied the November 1969 memorandum. With

minor mbdifications,.this organization Chart was still in effect in March,

1970. Before discussing the significance of the changes that Were taking

place, let us introduce a second chart, dated June, 1971, which summarizes

the-end.result of this series of, admihistrative reorganizations.
12

Insert Figure 4-2 about here.

The first change that is significant is that an administrative buffer

had been created to operate at the interface between SRI and the Follow

Through' management-. In the first chart, this buffer appears in the form of

a Research Policy Committee while in the second chart in the form df a

Project Administrator. Note that the Project,Administratori. H. L. Dixon, is

also the Director of the Urban and Sogial Systems Division of which the

evaluation effort is a part., Actually, Dixon began to function as project,

adminiatrator.before'the role was formally recognized. He makes a clear

distinction between himself as administrator and Sorensen and Madow as the

technical directors and emphasizes that he view's himself as qualified fbr

the administrative but not for theteehnical and substantive responsibilities.

How does one explain the gradual evolution of.thisTarticular role?

One indication of a rationale is suggested by the following' quotation, nlso

frolp.the November 9th memorandum:

"OUr cliehts both USOE/FolloW Through and Head Start have expressed

concern, about our performance. Put bluntly, we're under the gun from

both: Our performance mustwue improved, and doing so may require some

12Although the chart is dated June, 1971, it would appear that this
1 plan of organization had been in effect for several months prior,,to the

time that this document Was issued.
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actions far beyond the organizational changes described below."

-Actually SRI was being increasingly pressured by the Follow Through Branch

to meet deadlines, produce preliminary reports, and improve performance,

although, importantly enough, Follow Through itself was increasingly under

pressure to show evidence that SRI was carrying out its responsibilities.

Moreover, Follow Th'rough was being pressured to be more formal in its dealings

with SRI, to have more of the agreements reached clearly in writing, and to

be careful to obtain the "deliverables" that were required by the contract.

These pressures were being transmitted to SRI.

Thus, the project administrator gradually became responsible for

"tightening up" on the SRI style of operation, for seeing to it that clear-

cut formal agreements were reached between SRI and Follow Through, for the

establishment of deadlines and ensuring that they were being met, and.for

establishing more formal control over the expenditure of funds. The project

directors participated in making these decisions through weekly meetings of

the Research Policy Committee but the project administrator took an increas-

ingly active role in the dealings with Follow Through and with ensuring that.

SRI was meeting its commitments.

Interestingly enough, there are desirable psychological consequences to

this separation of functions that was taking place. As project leaders,

Sorensen and Madow operated with relative informality; of necessity, they

participated as colleagues with the rest of the SRI. staff. This style of

operation was consistent with their intention to create an informal,

academic atmosphere, in which the staff would work together as equals. But

the pressures being exerted on SRI meant that someone had to be more business-

like, more formal, as well as responsible for a certain degree of "discipline."

And it is difficult for one individual to combine these two styles! to be on
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occasion informal and a colleague while on other occasions to be formal and

clearly "in charge." The dilemma was partially resolved as the project

administrator took over the more formal responsibilities, thus, permitting

Sorensen and Madow to continue-to function more informally as colleagues.

Ina sense, a "honeymoon" period, lasting about a year in the relationship.

betWien SRI and FoliOw Througho was coming to an end.

There is a second significant change thatAlad to dowith increasing

recognition of the complexity of, the'problem8 of internal administration.

In Figure 4-1, there appear two boxes labelled "Operations" and "Reporting

and Budget Control." The first of these has to do pritharily with managing

the details of the field testing program while the second has to do with

keeping an increasingly accurate control over expenditures and learning to

predict with greater accuracy how much different activities would cost and

how the expenditure of funds could be made more efficient.

A related change took place with the hiring in April,.1970 of R. A.

'Marciano.to serve as.project controller. In Figure 4-2, he appears as in

charge of Schedule and Budget Control as well as of Operations and AdMin-

istration. By means of these changes, Sorensen and Madow were relieved'of

the burdensome responsibilities for some very important details and overall

responsibility for these functio4 was clearly assigned to a single indi-
,

vidual. Actually, beginning witti the initiation of the project, there had

been a continuing emphasis on the .probleM of budget control. For example,

in making up the 1968-69 budget, there were some difficulties in making

estimates of costs per individual included in the sample because there was

no previous experience with this particular projeet. However, estimates

based on prior experience with similar projects could be utilized. By Full,

1969; estimates of costs per individual tested were much improved. The
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difficulty encountered this year was that changes in the scope of testing

were introduced after the original budget proposal had been submitted in

Summer; 1969. As a result, expenditures exceeded the budget to such an

extent as to jeopardize the plans for. the Spring, 1970, testing. This was

one of the topics discussed at a meeting. in Washington on December 12-13,

1969.' At any rate, it was clear that SRI needed to give continuing atten-

o

tionito the accuracy of its cost estimates and Marcianots activities as

controller have led to a considerable improvement.
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Marciano also helps to serve as a buffer between Follow Through, other

Waihington agencies, and SRI, thus relieving others of this'responsibility.

Marciano has come to participate more and more actively in the negotiations

with.Washington, in the preparation of proposals and particularly in dis-

cussions that concern the SRI budget. Moreover, SRI i3 subject to periodic

audits by outside accountants of their expenditures. Such audits are

important as well as time-consuming, and Mercian° and his staff are primarily

responsible for these interactions with government auditors.

There is a third change that is implied by this pair of charts on

project organization which has to do with a clearer allocation of responsi-

bility for specific tasks, signified in Figure 4-1 by the boxes labelled

Institutional and Social Change, Clagsroom Process and Pupil Change, and

Analysis and Data Processing. It is not so much that the identification of

important tasks has changed but rather that a more clear-cut allocation of

responsibility had been made.

Finally, there it. a box in Figure 4-1 labelled "Joint Fellows" which

represented an attempt to develop more effeCtive working relationships be-

tween sponsors and SRI. This was an idea that had been first advanced in

March, 1969, and had been discussed subsequently. The idea was that each

sponsor would appoint a staff member as a "Fellow" to work with SRI. This

individual would spend some time at SRI working with the SRI staff and

having full access to the activities of SRI. There were- several purposes

to be accomplished. The fellows would have an opportunity to become more
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familiar with the SRI effort and to serve ss a liaison betWeen SRI and each

of the sponsors. In turn, the fellows would have an opportunity to in-

fluence the plans of SRI and particularly to ensure that the views of the

sponsors would be made known to SRI. There was also the idea that the

fellows might want to carry out projects, as part of the evaluatiop effort

that would be of mutual benefit both to a sponsor or sponsors as well as

SRI. We'shall have more to say, later'about the success of this effort.

In summary, SRI began to institute a variety of reorganizations of

which the following were the most important: (1) Administrative responsi-

'A
bility for internal management as well as for relations with Washington was

assigned to two newly created pogitions, along with a'supporting staff: a
.

project administrator and a project controller. (2) A more clear-cut

assignment of responslbility for certain specific tasks was made. oy A

new mechanism, in the form of the joint Fellows, was created in order to

provide for improved coordination between sponsors and SRI. (4) The

responsibilities of the project directors were redefined in order to make

their positions more manageable and in order to make'it possible for them

to devote themselves, more fully to the substance of the evaluation effort.

(5) Coordination among working gtoups was to be accomplished by a Research

Policy Committee, later renamed a'Policy Directorate, who would be respon,.

sible for planning and policy-making.

Redefinition of objectives. During this same period, there was also a

consolidation of effort which had the effect of clarifying and redefining,

the objectives of the Follow Through e..,aluation.- In a sense, SRI had iden-

tified a variety of tasks and had proceeded by trial,.and error to develop

plans and to put these plans, when approved, into effect. In some respects;

they'were successful; in others, they were not. Let us now try to review
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briefly what happened to each'of.the major tasks during this period of

consolidation. In this respect, it is revealing to make some comparisons

of these two organization charts because they are indicative of some changes

that were taking place during this period of consolidation. For example, in

Fig. 4-1 but not in Fig.. 4-i, there appears an entry entitled "Institutional
`i

and Social Change" which inclyded as sub-headings Case-Itudies, Program

Implementation Review, Parent Interviews, and Teacher Interview's. By the

end of this period, the broad emphasis on institutional and social change

had disappeared and what survived were some of the sub-headings which re-

appear under the separate headings of Parent Surveys, Teacher and Teacher

Aide Surveys, and PrograM Process Description., In the earlier organization'

chart, the other major heading is entitled Classroom Process and Pupil

Change, with the sub-headings of Achievement measures, noncognitive measures,

test development, and classroom process description'. In the later chart,

two of the sub-headings have disappeared Noncognitive Measures and Test

Development while the two remaining subheadings continue to exist under

the separate headings of Testing and Classroom Observations.

Now let us look in more det'ail at thse shifts in emphasis.

1. Community,studies. During 1968-69, a modest program in this area

had been begun. The main activity consisted of a set of case studies. Some

additional case studies were added in 1969 and a report based on data

collected during 1969-70 was published under the date
13

of March, 1971 with

the title "Longitudinal Evaluation of Selected Features of the National

Follow Through Program: Appendix F: Casc Studies, 1969-70

13 Dates on reports are often misleading. Since the review process was
moderately time-consuming, it is usually the case that a report was completed
a few months before it was finally available.
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The case studies were somewhat unsatisfactory for several reasons. They

were primarily descriptive and didn't really come to grips with a very

critical question: what should by the purpose of a program of institutional

and social change? There was also the problem of how to generalize from

cfqe studies, of how one could reach some conclusions that might be of some

relevance to the policy issues that would eventtfally be discussed. And

eaCh'community studied seemed to have such a unique personality that the

studies had little bearing on events taking place in other communities.

Lacking was any well-developed conceptual framework that would facilitate

comparison among communities. and would provide a basis for some useful,

"generalizations. Yet in the review meetings with sponsors, held during the

summer of 1969, SRI had been clearly reminded of the importance of institu-
,

tional change and that they ought to be placing greater emphasis on this

portion of the eventual effort.

Accordingly, at the planning meeting held on August 10-11, 1969, some

decisions were made to expand and strengthen the emphasis on institutional

change. Moreover, pn agreement was reached that something in addition to

the case studies was essential in order to provide for some general under-

standing of the dynamics of institutional change. This effort continued

for the next 18 months but with little success until, in Sorensen's words,

"These studies were later scaled back to a more realistic scope."
14

To

what extent can we provide some explanations for the relative lack of .

success over this period? The difficulties appear to have included the
,

following.

Ddring the first few months, of the expanded effort, the staff assigned

4
Stanford Research Institute. Administrative History of the Follow

Through Evaluation, 1968-72. Menlo Park, Cal., 1972,1p. 16':
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to these studies found it extremely difficult to agree on any stateftent of

Objectives or,on aplan of action to which they were willing to /commit

themselves, For exampte, should.the focds of the study bi on institutional

change AS an end in itself'orag the means to some other ends? To the

extent that the latter objecii.Ve is adopted, one'needs.to consider what

are these other ends. Is institutional change desirable because it affects

what happens in the classrooM, because it affect's attitudes of parents,

teachers, administrators, because it affects achievement,' or all of these?

To the extent that the former objective is-adopted, which institutions are

the targets of change? Is the objective to be able to organize parentb

into Policy Advisory Committees9to Change the school system, or to change

the political and economic structure of the cOmmunity? The

problem wasn't that there Was.not enough to do but rather that there were

too many possibilities and noacceptable,criteria for choosing amongst them.

In retrospect,. one might as well have made program decisions by Noosing-

topics at random, for any'deeision would have been preferable, provided that

one began to carry out that decisfOn.

A second difficulty during this 1period had Co do with the kind of

involvement that one should have with local projects. Should the research

team work as neutral observers trying to understand the dynamics of change

or should'they,be active participants helping to bring about change?

Within the team, there was soma support for this latter positiori. Aa we

observed before, the point of view of the total evaluation effort was that

SRI should be neutral in attempting to study what was happening. ,Then,

me differences developed betWeen the "institutional change staff and the rest

of SRI over this issue; this w also an issue that had divisive effects

within the subgroup assigned to these studies.

During -the fall of 1969, several planning meetings were held at which
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some outside consultants were prtsent. The purpose was to try 'to resolve,
0

some ofAheie issues. The meetings were productive but somehow it appeared

they were unable to reach firm decision's abbut the 'program of inatitutional

'change. However,the effort to complete the case studies already, underway

was continued.

Then, in the spring of 1970, the staff member in Charge of this effort

resigned. His decision was influenced in part by the difficultieshe had

experienced with the prograMand with the. fact that their success had so far

been limited. In addition, he had wanted an opportunity to becoMe more active

involved at a change agent` and hit new position as a Follow, Through sponsor oft

certain opportunities for active involvement that were not possible at SRI. Al

some delay, he vas replaced by another member of this research gi*dup.

There now began another effort to define some overall plans and this

effort continued for more than a year. Those same difficulties that we

have'already mentioned continued but there were some additional Offictilties

that could be identified.

There was a tendency within SRI to underestimate 6e complexity and

difficulty of the task that had been assigned to this group. Although there

is an abundant literature available, on institutional change, there exists no

accepted :-heory that is readily applicable. .Thus, thecgroup was being asked

to make theoretical contribtltions at a very iligh level of accomplishment in

`order to proceed. In addition, to the extent that they could agree on ob-
4

jectives, they still had to design from the beginning the measuring instru-

ments that would be needed. There was no body of readily available instru-

ments on which they could rely.

Secondly, it proved to be difficult to recruit a staff that was as

experienced and qualified as would have been desirable. -Although there

were some members of the staff who were quite experienced, several others

were new to this field of study and found, themselves more or less trying

to learn on-the-job.
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to addition, the group assigned to these studies gradually came to

operate ina rather isolated fashion from the rest of the SRI evaluation

effort. The fact that they were somewhat isolated is not at all surprising.

After all, most of the SRI staff shared a common background and a common

set of interests in classroom activities,'data analysis, and edudational

psychology. The staff 'working on institutional change had different back-,

grounds and a different set of interests, more nearly centered in sociology

and the social psychology of organizations. Moreover, the senior SRI

administrators were busy enough and it was quite natural for them to loCus

their-attcntion on the main effort while giving much less attention to this

apparently secondary effort.

Thus, the work of =the institutional 'change staff was ma4e all the more

difficult .by some.disdouragement as a result.of their slow progress and their

relative isolation. After all, it was readily apparent within the group that

they were not making progress and that SRI wls being criticized for their

,

laCk of success in this area. Then too, there were internal conflicts

that could not be resolved and the leadership of.,the group was iffffective

in resolving these conflicts or in.helping the group to develop any real

sense of commitment or accomplishment. Perhaps the administrators of the

overall effort might have ,been able to provide some leadership but they

were busy enough with their own responsibilities and did not see themselves'

as particularly well qualified in the area of institutional &ange.

In short, the years 1969-71 were difficult and demoralizing for the

institutional Change_staff. Eventually, as somewhat of a cothpromise,

several separate activities began to be salvaged while the attempt to

develop an integrated program devoted to institutional 'change was. gradually

abandoned. We will review subsequently what was accomplished by these
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separate activities.

2. Parent interviews. This is"one activity that,began as part'of the

program of communit studies and that soon began to be treated as a rela-

tively separate en ity. From the beginhing in 1968-69, progress was made',

on the developme?t of plans for interviewing paientP. A first draft of an

ihterView schedule had been prepared by DeceMber, 1968, at which time it

was discussed in one of the early re iew sessions. By October, 1969, a

revised schedule was completed and ubmirted for review and approval by

the Bureau of the Budget. As early as Spring, 1969, a tentative decision

had been made that the actual interviewing in the field would be carried

out through a subcontract to one of,the available groups-that had experi-

ence this field. By Winter, 1969, contacts had been Made with the

National Opinion Research Center (NORC) and eventually they became respon-.

Bible for the field activities in this area. Indeed; one program of.patent

/Interviews was completed during 1969-70 and a somewhat revised program of

activities was carried out in 1970-71, to be repeated in 1971-72.

14 spire of some difficulties, activities in this 'area of effort have

been carried outwith.reasonable success. For,example, although reviews of

the initial drafts of an interview schedule were unfavorable, Jater drafts

were considerably more acceptable.

There appear to be a number of reasons for the relative success of

this effort. Relatively early in the planning, this effort began to be

treated as An.autonomous activity. Also,,this is an area in which a good

deal of experience has been accumulated that could be used in developing

an interview schedule. In fact, SRI made extensive use of some sponsors

who had an interest in this area of study, as well as some outside con-

1

sultants;,the outside assistance was of great value. Finally, it was

C

4
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unnecessary for SRI to develop a field staff for carrying out this portion

of the data"collection since the subcontract with NORC had the effect of

making available to SRI an existing and expe'rienced field staff.

It has also been interesting to note that the program of parent inter-

viewing,soon began, to move into close collaboration with the main data col-
4

lection effort: After awhile, the parent interviewing (as well as the in .

terviewing of teachers and teacher aides) was assimilated into the main

testing activity and has remained so up to the'preseiittime.;

3. Noncognitive measures. As we indicated before, sponsors had-an:-

important stake in the development of an appropriate set of noncognitive

measures. After all, tht assessment of noncognitive changes was crucial

to the evaluation of several spons.Or programs; indeed, we are not aware of

any sponsor who.felt that this area of measurement was unimportant. Simi-
ae 1

1.arly, Follow Through had emphasized from the beginning the importance of

noncognitive assessment.

On August 10-11.11969, there was a.planning,6eeting, held:at Menlo

Park, which was an outgrowth of the larger meeting of July,30;- August 2,

1969 atthich sponsors had had-an opportunity to react to the SRI evalua-

tion plans, At this planning meeting,'-there continued to be an emphasis on

the importance of the noncognitive measures and some dissatisfaction wa4,

exprepsed at the progress thot had been made by SRI. From this meeting,.

there emerged an agreement that some noncognitive testing would'be carried

out as part of the Spring, 1970-testing program. There w.. also the ex

,peccation that some preliminary testing of possible,instruments would be

undertaken at that time; and the program of testing would be expanded as

soon as suitable instruments had been deVeloped'and pretested. During the

next few months, planning continued. for the program of spring testing...
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There was a very small staff assigned initially to this effort and

they worked closely with sponsors in order to identify the sponsors' non-

cognitive objectives. Later, the joint fellows weee actively involved in

belping with the development of the noncognitive measures and particularly

in ensuring that the sponsors' views were being taken into account.

Subsequently, on Feb. 12 -14, 1970, a meeting was held in Menlo Park

to review all of the.SRI plans, including thotie for the noncognitive

testing. There were in attendance some sponsors as well as a variety of

outside advisers. As before, the response to the plans for noncognitive

testing was critical and those staff members most involved were discouraged

and somewhat frustrated. The following quotation is indicative of the

reactions of the SRI staff.

!"This conference did little to reduce frustration among SRI project

staff who,, on the one hand, were attempting to carry,oUt wishes ex-

pressed in earlier planning meetings (e.g. July- August, 1969) but, on

the other hand were being criticized more than helped in delimiting the

scope or sharpening the specifications of evaluation issues. This sense

of frustration was, felt most forcefulliby those seeking to extend

the pupil measures to include noncognitive
1

variables and by staff

attempting to conceptualize and render manageable studies of social

change within community settings. Review of the transcripts from this

. meeting rekindles feelings shared generally throughout the SRI staff

gratitude for the expressions of sympathy offered by external advisers

but despair for the lack of delimiting suggestions to which USOE/FT

staff responded favorably. 115

15
SRI, Administrative History of the Follow Through Evaluation, 1968-

1972, Menlo Park, Cal., 1972, pp. 19-20.
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Let us look at' some of the difficulties that had to be faced in this

area. To a significant ext'nt, SRI was caught in aconflict between their

views of what was pOssible and what others felt was desirable. Everyone

was in agreement that noncognitive testing was difficult.; but it was much

more difficult to reach any agreements about what was a real¢stic or even

acceptable level of effort. This conflict was compounded beca e of the

importance of the issue to sponsors, Follow Through, and other oUtOde
\s,

advisers. After all, sponsors expected to be judged by these evaluation

measures and, some sponsors at least were convinced (and Perhapi correctly)

that their programs would'be unfairly evaluated unless suitable noncognitive

measures could be included. In addition, the noncognitive measures were

crucial to-the formative aspects of the evaluation; i.e. to developing

some un4erstanding of what was happening or of some of the crucial dif-

ferences between sponsors; Moreover, in order to develop some understand-

ing, SRI had to come to grips with some very difficult conceptual questions,

some of which had to do with the differential effects to be expected of

different sponsor programs on the noncognitive measures. For example, SRI

was trying out some measures of school fearfulness, ethnic identity, locus

\of control', intrinsic motivation, attitudes. toward school, etc. Which

type of sponsor program should have the stronger effect on certain of these

measures and why? Finally, there were some important practical (i.e.

economic) issues that had to be taken into account. Noncognitive measures

are difficult to administer and are usually administered on an individual

basis by relatively high skilled personnel. If the noncognitive measures

were to be an essential part of the evaluation, then they would have to be

ada)inistered to a large number of students. Could this be done economically?

Could it be done with local personnel, with only a limited amount of
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training?

We should point out that some friction could easily and did develop

between SRI staff members and sponsors (including the joint fellows) over

the program of noncognitive testing. To some extent, SRI expected and

needed help from sponsors in defining what ought to be done in this area

and in the development of hypotheses. It was not always easy to obtain

this help. Yet, in the final analysis, it was SRI that had to accept

[

responsibility for the measures that were developed.

In the spring of 1970, the scheduled program of noncognitive testing

was carried out, having been preceded by some pilot testing in Feb. 1970.

The testing included a variety of instruments to be administered on an

individual basis, plus some instruments for group administration. In all,

ajproximately 850 students were included in this study. The next few months

were spent in the analysis of the data.

The period beginning in Sept. 1970 through Dec. 1970 was a difficult

one for the staff asnigned to this project. Again, a quotation from the

[

SRI administrative history is indicative of the difficulties that had arisen.,

"During this period, the status of the report on noncognitive testing-

became the greatest issue. Analyses of thetke Clata had proven to be

more complex and time consuming than originally anticipated, and the

SRI'staff responsible for the Auality of the analysis were reluctant

to submit what they felt would be an incomplete report. USOE/FT staff,

on the,Other hand, were annoyed by the delay in completion. The con-

flict between timeliness from OE's viewpoint and quality'and complete-

ness from SRI's viewpoint created a polarity about the noncognitive

report that probably prevented an entirely dispassionate appraisal of

it. (The report, when finally submitted in December 1970 as Appendix D
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u16

Note that some noncognitive measures had been added to the Spring,

1969,, battery and had been included in each subsequent testing. What is

important is that the effort at improving the noncognitive testing through

the development of additional measures'came effectively to an end wtththe

"°141('

'1414010

publication of this December, 1970, report. Although some work continued for a

brief period and some noncognitive testing has continued to be included in the

regular test batteries, support for the development of additional noncognitive

measures was removed from all succeeding. SRI b.dget proposals.

In passing, we ought to point out that the staff members assigned to

this project found themselves caught between two rather confliCting points

of view. As psychologists, they shared an academically oriented set of

values that research should not be published one is satisfied with

the results And until one feels that the research has been appropriately

completed. -, However, SRI had made certain commitments to Follow Through

and had deadlines to which they were being held. From an administrative

point of view, it was important to honor those commitments. AD a result,,

there was conflict first between Follow Through and the SRI administration

and subsequently between the SRI adMinistration and the staff assigned to

this project.

4. Classroom observations. During the first year of activity, class-

room observations as well as noncognitiVe testing were included under the

general heading of Pupil and Classroom Measurements. Plans for the develop-
.

ment of an observational instrument prOceeded with relatively little guidance

from the main SRI staff and, unfortunately, with relatively little involve-

-ment of the sponsors. After a first instrument had been developed, it was

reviewed both,internally as well as with sponsors and consultants and

managed to please no one. In general, sponsors felt that it did not

adequately measure what they:were trying to accomplish. There was also.the

16 SR , 1968-72 Evaluation. Appendix D, 1972, p. F-25.
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implication that the staff members responsible for the instrument were

taking sides and, perhaps without realizing it, were favoring certain

sponsor approaches at the expense of others.

Eventually, in October 1969, some staff changes were made that placed

certain different individuals in charge of the effort. In addition; an

outside consultant who was knowledgeable about Follow Through became actively

involved; his work on a paralleLdevelopment in classroom observation was

supported through a separate contract with Follow Through during 1969-70, 1970.

and 1971-72. At about this time, au effort was made to have more contact

with sponsors and, indeed, the joint fellows began to take a very active

responsibility for the development.of the observational measurements.

Plans continued to develop during 1969-70 and the first regular collec-

tion of data took place in ,Spring, 1970 By this time, the purposes of the

classroom observations had received considerable clarification.

"One was to provide a means for assessing the degree to which instruc-

tional approaches or models were implemented and, as a corollary to

this, to provide a description of the model in precise terms. The

second purpose was to obtain information about instructional outcomes

(primarily child behavior) that are most directly measured through

observation."
17

Beginning with the Spring 1970 data collection,.)the classroom observa-

tional effort has enjoyed_a relatively successful c' rtainly stable exis-

tence and there are several reasons why the effort has prospered. It has

been well received by the sponsors
18

who have been:satisfied with the methods

17
SRI. Longitudinal Evaluation of Selected Features of the National

Follow Through Program. Menlo Park, Cal., March, 1971, p. 55.

18
Actually, only eight sponsors have beenactively involved.
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that were developed and who have found that the data collected were of

Value to them in making assessments about their own programs. In addition,

Head Start has been very supportive of the classroom observational effort.

Indeed, this'Mt project is being supported by both Head Start and Follow

Through, and SRI is responsible for the collection of observational data

for both programs. Interestingly enough, this is one of the few areas in

which SRI has been able to combine its responsibilities to Head Start and

Follow Through into a unified program of activities.

5. Classroom Testing and Experimental Design. This particular effort

continued to be the largest single activity being undertaken by SRI and it .

too went through some reorganization during the period under coneideration.

The basic form of the activity remained unchanged: testing was carried out

each Fall and Spring. There were some changes made in the details of the

testing but for our purposes these were primarily a matter of. deta44 Of

course, there was one major measurement problem that had to be faced each

year for the first few years: to add to the battery of tests as Follow

Through became involved with another grade level. To be specific, in

1968-69 as well as 1969-70, testing was carried out in kindergarten and

'the first grade; testing in the second grade was added in 1970-71, in the

third grade in 1971-72.19 Moreover, separate attention had to be given

each year to the development of test batteries for the fall and the spring

testing. Note that in Figure 4-2 but not in Figure 4 -1, there appears an

entry labelled Testing and there is some significance to be. attached to this

addition. Initially, the development of a new test battery was the respon-

sibility of everyone associated with classroom testing and, as a result, no

19
Some testing in the second, third, and fourth grade was carried out

in 1969-70, in order to provide some baseline data for the evaluation of
Follow Through.
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one was clearly responsible. Not surprisingly, there was a tendency to delay (

ethos about the test battery until it was almost too late. Then there

would be a frantic effort to complete the selection of some appropriate tests

and obtain approval-for them so that commitments to the field staff could be la,

Actually, from the point of view of the timing and sequencing of

activities, there has to be an intimate relationship between the field

activities and the development of a new test battery., For example, one

can reason backwards from a target date on which testing shbuld begin and

identify some subsidiary target dates that must be satisfied if the main

objective is to be achieved. Testing must be preceded by a training period

at which time the test batteriec must be complete. Before training can take

place, a staff must have been recruited and all 'sampling decisions must have

been made. One must have allowed sufficient time for pretesting and test

battery revision as well as for the complex sequence of approvals, without

which field testing cannot take place, etc. At any rate, during this period

of consolidation, the importance of the test,battesy,development was

clearly'recognized. Certain staff members were assigned to 'this activitY'!

with a clear definition of responsibility. By Spring 1971, these staff

members had worked out a reasonable schedule and the atmosphere of crisis

associated with the test selection had more or less disappeared. In addi-

tion, some important progress on revising the test batteries, eliminating

redundancies, and making the testing more.releyant to the sponsors' program

objectives had been accomplished.

The other important changes had to do with issues &Out data analysis,

and the design of the evaluation procedure. Let us first consider What

might have been ideal and the extent to which it was impossible to realize

this ideal. It was Follow,Thrcugh's intention to think of the program 4
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planned vatiation as a single gigantic experiment, In order to do this,

one would like to be able to establish an eiperi..aental design before be

ginning to collect any data. But .this has'not.been possible for a variety

of reasons. Thus, SRI has often been in the position of trying tarstion-

%

alize an experimental design after data have been colbacted and afteoceriain

decisions have already been made. As a result, one tries to improvise a

quasi-experimental design.. More Importantllf, during this peritsd of consoli-
.

dation, additional.decisiOns were made in succeeding years which had the

effect of changing the design in mid-ptreakand of then attempting to '

rationalize these changes in the best possible fashion. Consider some

hypothetical experimenter,or statistician and let's assume that this indi-

vidual is a purist about experimental deaigiti. From his point of view, the

SRI'eXperience of being continually forced: to change '.dir design mould be

a nightmare. But we would Tike '-o make.it clear that, in our opinion, in

a large field experinient carried out over a period of years, many ,oUthese

difficultieware inherent.

To sive any detailed record of the evOution of the SRI design and

analysis plans over-this period is beyond the scope of thia report. Indeed,

the histoiy of these changes i enormously complex and confusing.' However,

wee would like to review some incidents in order to illustrate the com-

plexity of the problem and why changes were being introduced.

1. When testing began in Fall 1968, why hadn't SRI already developed

a detailed_ experimental design that could be maintained over the next few

Tears? As we indicated before, the SRI proposal had been written in a

matter of weeks. Then, aftei a contract had been signed in 4uly,'1968,

SRI was committed to begin testing in the fall of 1968. It would seem:

not unreasonable to assume that it would have taken several months to
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develop a workable design and this amount of time was not available. In

a.

addition, some of the decisions about deoign could not be madtin the ab-

sence of certain empirical data or without certain prior decisions having

been made. For example, how many sponsors would be included and for how

many projects would each be responsible? Additional sponsors were added

in 1969-70 andthenumber of projects,per sponsor did not stabilize .for at

least two years., Would it be possible,to define control groups that would

be adequately matched to the experimental procedures? Initially, no one

knew, although certain difficulties could be anticipated. If it were pos-
,

sible, then the analysis procedures could be simplified. If not, one would

have to introduce.more complex procedures in order to compensate for this

lack'of comparability. Another set of questions had to do with the cost

for a given sample size. In order to answer certain kinds of questions,

one might want to have a fairly large sample. How'largea sample could one

afford? Still other questions that were not settled at that time had to do

with a definition of'the policy decisions to be made based on the assess-

went data and when they would have to be made. In retrospect, one could

easily argue that SRI should not have been asked to collect data during the

first, year but rather have been given a year in which to develoP a design

and prepare for its implementation.

2. Another critical decision arose after the 1968-69 data had been

collected and some preliminary reports had been prepared based on these

data. Not surprisingly, the data were not available for examination until

Winter 1970 and by this time much of the planning for the' 1969-70 data

collection had already been completed. Thus, as a result of the delay

that occurs between the collection of data and it analysis, the experi-

ence of one year's effort has very little effect on plans for the coming
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year, although it may have an effect on planning for subsequent years.

Nevertheless, preliminary reports based on the 1968-69 data collec-

tion were completed early in the winter,of 1970 and were reviewed at a

meeting held in Menlo Park on Feb, 12- 14, 1970. The reactions to these

reports were somewhat unenthusiastic. To some extent, the reports were

premature in that these were the first tabulations of data that had been

completed. Thus, there was an absence of interpretation included in the

reports so.that a naive reader felt somewhat overwhelmed by the sheer

volume of data.

More importantly, to those reviewers and sponsors who were convinced

of the advantages of Follow Through, the preliminary results based on a
.

single year's experience were disappointing. They failed to demonstrate

that the Follow Through children. were making any impressive gains when com-

pared to the non-Follow Through classes. However, those who had any close

association with local projects were able to point out that the first year

for most projects was a very difficult one. In addition to the fact that

sensors' programs were still in the process of development, there were

many difficulties that had torbe ironed out prior to the successful imple-

mentation of a local project. Thus, there was reason to assume that the

first year for any project should.be treated as a special implementation

year. As a corollarY; one could assume that data for the first year were

more indicative of, the problems of implementation than they were of the

advantages of a successfully implemented program.
20

As a result,of these discussions, the suggestion was made that perhaps

20 Our own experience with local projects certainly confirms the
assumption that.first-year results of any project can be quite misleading
and give little indication of the results to be expected from a fully
implemented program. ,
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data should not be collected on any project during its first year on the

basis since these data would be inevitably misleading; i.e., the evaluation

of a project would begin only after the completion of an implementatian

' year. A decision on this issue was postponed for the time being and (inally

, made at a subsequent meeting in June. At that time it was agreed that this

principle of an implementation year would be adopted. As a Consequence, it

was also agreed that the4968-69 data would not be used and that'the,data

.)
based upon this year's eipprience would, not be published. Note that this

/

decision appeared to be divery sensible one. The one unfortunate conse-

quence was that a major pcirtion of SRI's effort during the first year was

being discarded and that, SRI was put into the position of not yet having'

available any tangible evidence of 'heat efforts in the form of a published

progress report.

3. There were some other closely related issues ,concerning the type of

before-and-after design that was to be used in evaluating loCal projects and

sponsor programs. All projects conformed to the general pattern that

children entered Follow Through in either kindergarten or the first grade

and would complete their Follow Through experience at the end of the third

grade. Clearly, one interesting set of analyses would be based. on the

total 3 or 4 year experience. Having agreed to define 1968-69 as an imple-

mentation year, how long would one have to wait for the first cohort of

children to graduate from Follow Throughl..The first available cohort that

began in the first grade would graduate in Spring, 1972 and those beginning

with kindergarten would graduate in Spring 1973. More importantly, one has

to assume that there will be nearly a year's delay between the graduation

date of a cohort and the publication of a report. Thus, the earliest re -.

port based .on the full 3 or 4 year experience could not be expected until
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Spring 1973, approximately five years after the/initiation of the .contract

With SRI.,

At a meeting held in April '1970, a number of issues about this before-
.,

and,-afterAesign were reviewed. The possibility of discarding the before

measures was considered,and rejected. The advantage would have been that

the field effort could have been reduced as well, as the annual budget. Un-

fd"rtdnately, an after-only design wimld be..justified only,if one could
. -

-assume comparability, between experimental and control groups. By this time

it was clear that this, assumption was not warranted.

AnOther issue discussed had to do with the significance to be attached

to `data fora portion of the Follow Through experience, such as the changes

that might occur over:aone pi auto -year period. There was general agreement

that it would be unwise to reach conclusions based'on less than the full

3 or 4 year experience and, in particdlar, that,sponsor evaluation should

be based only on the full Follow Through experience. Baed on this line

of reationing, an agreement was reached to place primary emphasis on testing

'upon entrance into the,program and upon graduation and to redube substan-

tially the amount of testing at intermediate Points in time. The effect

of thiS decision was that for several projects there would be data at the

entrance to kindergarten and at the end of the third grade, buynone

collected during the first or second grades.

This procedure had its advantages as well as disadvantapes. There were

economic advantages and it helped to reduce the friction that sometimes

developed between local projects and- SRI. Some projects resented the dis-

'ruptive effects of the testing program and the effect of-this decision was

to reduce the amount of disruption. There was another advantage that was

less obvious. With this design, it ought to be possible to protect the
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sponsors and projects from a premature evaluation (i.e.-prior to 1973 or

perhaps 1974).since the data upon which-a partial evaluation might be based

would not be available-. As we shall see, it would not, be possible to

protect spans° dor projects in this way.
,

:1

The dpa vantages were Co become apparent only at a later time. For

example, at a later time, a decision was made to publish data for the period

1969-1971'in which analyses by sponsor and by project would be included. In

that report, there were projects for which there were available baseline

data for 1969-70 but no intermediate data for 1970-71 and these projects had

to be eliminated'from the analysis: By reducing the collection.of data at

4

intermediate points, it becaMe more difficult to look at sequential effects

over the full Follow Through experience. Indeed, these intermediate level,

data would be potentially relevant to a formative analysis of sponsor pro,/

.:, grams and to hypotheses about certain 'differential effects of sponsor pro-

grams to be assessed at intermediate points in time.

These. are some of the more important decisions that vnre made about the

experimeutal design during 1969-71. . Other significant changes were still to

be introduced in 1971 and these will be reviewed subsequently.

Transitions into Crisis

In September, 1911, we had an opportunity to visit SRI and to talk with

a number of members of their staff. This was a deceptive period in their

history. On the one hand, there'was a sense of modest achievement based on

the accomplishments of the past two years -. On the other hand, there was an

awareness that SRI's relationshiOtto Follow Through had been deteriorating

over the past few months. We can interpret the sense of achievement as the -

end product of the preceding period of'Consolidation and reorganization.

It was more difficult to assess the significance of this deterioration in
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relationships and at that time SRI was inclined to hope thet.relationshipa

had at least been stabilized. Yet-, as we 'write one year later, it was ,clear

that the period of Dec. 1970 to September 1971 could also be viewed,

transitional 'leading into-a period of crisis: Let 'us

first review what had been accomplished during the period of

consolidation and then review some of the key predisposing incidents that;

were about to lead into a period of crisis and reffganization.

Some accomplishments.,--

1. The objectives ofothe SRI evaluation effo'rE had been clarified and

4

revised. The new objectives were et once more modest as well as

SRI'was now more pearlr.,committed to a sumitative evaltdtion

and the possible-formative aspects of the evaluation had been minimized..

Moreover, the hope that data could be analyzed rapidly enough to be of help.

to Projects and sponsprs had been more or lesa Oandoned as unrealistic.,

2. Through a proces's of trial and error 4nd of success and failure,.

the scope of the evaluation had been limited Ito place,primary emphasis on

the assessment of cognitive change as well as on attitudinal'" changes in
/

parents, teachers, and children. Although a rogram of Classroom observe-
')

tions was continuing andsOMe noncognitive tasting was being included, little

,emphasis wo.ild continue to be placed on expanding, the emphasis on non-

cognitive cha;Ige 'or-on a program of,Anstitutional andsocial-change.

3. As the end product of a' series of internal reorganizations, SRI,was

now much better prepared to meet some difficult production'and maWagerial

t

responsibilities. These were for the preparation of a series semi-annual

test batteries, for maintaining an elaborate field staff for carrying out
/ 1

its program of data collection in the field, and for controlling costs -and

making accurate cost estimates.
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4. Additional resources had been allocated to certain administrative

functions, particularly for maintaining relationships between SRI and Follow

Through and for attempting to provide for better internal' coordination of

effort.

5. Finally, there was a clearer identification of the subtasks that had

to be carried out as part of th% evaluation effort. Responsibility for

carrying out these subtasks had been allocated and the deadlines within

which certain products had to be completed had been clarified.

The net effect is that life within SRI was becoming more predictable

and certain uncertainties about the future were being minimized. On the

other hand, since the scope of the work had,diminished, some members of the SRI

staff found that the work was becoming less challenging and less exciting.

Some. predisposing incidents. We had indicated previously that one

stage of development comes to an end when evidence accumulates that in-

validates the adequacy of a particular form.of organizatiofi. Under some

circumstances, the evidence invalidates relationships within the organiza-

tion itself; under other circumstances, the evidence invalidatea relation-

ships between the organization and other subsystems with which the organ-

ization must interact. With'respect to SRI, the difficulties that began to

arise were not inters;, to the SRI effort; rather they related to the

relationship that existed between SA' and Follow Through as well as to

Follow Through's relationship with other parts of the Office of Education

and the Federal Government.

Assuming Oat the relationship between SRI

and Follow Through had been relatively HCablu during

the periodof Fall 1969 through Summer 1971, how would one characterize

that relationship and 'what circumstances were beginning to suggest thatOt
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might have to change? For most of this period, this had been a highly

collaborative effort based upon mutual respect and trust. Moreover,

as a consequence of the attempt to work collaboratively, there had been

considerable interaction between the two parties, considering the fact that

they were separated by a'distance of 3000 miles. .

By way of contrast, the relationship between FollOw Through and spon-

sors was rather different, based upon a well-defined division 'of responsi-
_.

bility. Sponsors had an opportunity to collaborate in

the making of certain decisions. Yet, by and large, they had'been delegated

the responsibility for implementing their programs and were reasonably free

of any detailed supervision/in carrying out that responsibility. For ex-

ample, Follow Through staff often had private opinions and preferences

about different.sponsors' programs as well as private evaluations of

1

sponsors' competences, but they tended to maint in a position of benign
.

neutrality in their dealings with sponsors. hin broad limits, sponsors

would be judged by the consequences of their efforts. Of course, there

were annual contract negotiations with sponsors but these negotiations pro-

ceeded fairly straightforwardly and there was very little interference with

a sponsor for the duration of any given contract. A major reason for this

benign neutrality was that sponsor programs were the key element in the

Follow Through experiment and that it was perfectly appropriateto expect

that some sponsors would succeed while others might fail. That's what one

meant by planned. ariation.

SRI's effort was not viewed as experimental in the same sense (perhaps

it should have been). There was certainly no provision for alternate

evaluation efforts and by implication the SRI effort had to be "successful."

At any rate, as a somewhat secondary consequence of this emphasis on coilab-

oration, there did not develop any clear cut delegation of rosponsihtlity"

to SRI fot
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-----
out the evaluation effort. To an.outside observer, it sometimes appeared

(---
as if Follow Through was directing thz evaluatiod slid as if SRI'S

responsibility was limited to that of carrying out the directions.

Perhaps we are exaggerating but we are trying to suggest the-following:

1. It was difficult to reach agreements about an acceptable division

of responsibility such that SRI directed the effort and Follow Through

monitored their progress.

2, As a result, decision making aboUt all important aspects of the

evaluation was the joint responsibil!ty of Follow Through and SRI, with

Follow Through often having the more decisive influence.

3. Follow Through tended to communicate the judgment that they were

at least as competent as SRI An taking responsibility for the evaluation

effort (and perhaps they were).

Nevertheless, for a period of time, both parties managed to operate

within this relationship with some degree of success. Then, why should the

relationship have begun to deteriorate?

1. Towards the end of the period of consolidation, it became abundantly
1

apparent that the evaluation effort would have to be narrower in scope than

had been originally planned. Specifically, efforts in the areas of non-

cognitive.testing and institutional change had been rather unSucceJsf91'.,

Follow Through had to acknowledge that these pOrtions of the evaluation

effort would have to be discontinued. This was very disappointing since

Follow Through had believed all along that these efforts were essential to

:vbalanced and fair program of evaluation. Moreover, Follow Through had

made commitments to sponsors that these efforts would be included and it

was embarrassing to have to acknowledge that these commitments could not

be honored.
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2. During Spring, 1970, SRI and Follow Through were in the midst of

contract negotiations to cover activities for the year 1970-71. As one

aspect of these negotiations two external reviews were carried out of the

SRI effort. Although the reviews were more favorable than otherwise, they

raised some questions about the performance of SRI and about the joint

responsibilities of SRI and Follow rough for the evaluation effort.

What is particularly significant Is that the reviews were initiated by the

office of Program Planning and Evaluation (PP and E) of the Bureau of Elemen-

tary and Secondary Education (BESE) to whom Follow Through was directly

responsible,and are indicative of the fact that questions were'being raised

about the total Follow Through effort by its superiors.

The first portion of this review was held in'May, 1970 and it was

carried Out by a panel of educators and psythologista chaired by Dr. Milton

Goldberg, Director of Early Childhood Programs for the Phillielphia School

District. A portion of the recommendations made by this panel on which

there was substantial agreement is as follows:

"I. SRI's effort.

Recommenclation: SRI should continue its Follow Through evaluation

effort through 1970-71....

II. Evaluation and design.

A. Recommendation: Policy questions and program objectives

should.be identified as clearly as possible....

B. Recommendation: The 1970 -71 evaluation should include

statements.of Follow Through impact on Outcome variables....

. IV. Information feedback

A. Recommendation: Mechanisms for providing informational feed-

back from SRI should be more clearly defined and implemented."21

2IM. Goldberg. Summary review of the SRI evaluation of the Follow
Through Program. May, 1970. Mimeo. Pp. 1-5.
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There were some additional
ecommendations under the heading of

"Organizational and Consultative Assistance" on which there was not a

consensus. The more incortaht of these are as follows:

"A. Prior to further
arrangeMents.related to evaluation a panel

should be convened to work with SRI and Follow Through officials in

mapping next year's (1971-72) evaluation plan or PPE should obtain advice
and assistance in project reformulation.
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B. A nucleus of consultative support should be maintained over a

period of time to assist the Follow Through office and SRI in the evalua-

tion with specialist-consultants being made available for particular

issues; and that the ?PE section of BESE and 0E0 provide ex-officiO

representation to this ongoing consultative group.

C. The relationship between SRI and PPE should be strengthened and

SRI's evaluation should be independent of the administration of Follow

Through by,that staff at OE."
22

Interestingly enough,.some reservations were also expressed at this
ti

time about Follow Through's reluctance to make direct evaluative comparisons

of sponsors or of projects and to th effects'of this policy on SRI's plats

for analysis of the data. Thus, one could predict that Follow Through's1

ability to protect sponsors and projects from a "premature evaluation" might

soon come to an end.

Also as part of this review, a second panel met to review the manage-

ment of the evaluation effort. Their findings gave considerable support to

SRI while making a nmmber of detailed suggestions about the administration

of the evaluation effort;

In addition to the fact that a variety.of criticisms were made, there

aretwo important implications, that can be drawn from these reviews. First

of all, 1970-71 would mark the third year of SRI's evaluation effort.

During that third year, it might be appropriate to issue a Request for

Proposals, (RFP) for continuing the effort and to consider the possibility

22
Coldberg,.op.cit., p.
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that SRI might be replaced by another contractor. A second implication was

that some criticisms were being raised about Follow Through ae well as SRI

and particularly that Follow Through should be exercising more effective super-

vision over the SRI effort. Alternatively, there was the implication that

someone in addition to Follow Through (or instead of) should be responsible

fOr the evaluation.

3. SRI was now beginning to produce products (reports) based on its

first two years of.data collection and there was some dissatisfaction with

these reports. Moreover, there, had been eontinuing friction between SRI

and Follow Through over the timing of these reports and their contents.

To be specific, drafts of a first set of reports entitled "Longitudinal

Evaluation of the National Follow Through Program, July 1968 through

November 1969" had been reviewed in February 1970. These are the reports

that were never published because of the decision to treat this first year

as an implementation year. Accordingly, there was relatively little dis--

appdintment over this set of reports because of their fragmentary and

preliminary nature. However, aspirations for a second set of. reports,

based on the 1969-70 data, were higher. Moreover, one effect of the May,

1970 reviews by the external panel had been to warn FolloW Througlh of the

importenee of this second set of.reports and to make it all the more

9
important that they be completed on time.

Accordirigly, during June, 1970, SRI and Follow Through reviewed plans

for these deports and agreed that drafts should,be completed by the middle

of September 1970. In retrospect, this deadline was nct wholly realistic

although there was certainly 'h\justification for these reports being avail-

able as soon as posSible. Undoubtedly, the decision to issue an RFP and

to look for alternatives to SRI would depend on the quality of this report.
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4oreover ,it would take time to write an adequate RFP and it should be,

issued by January or February, 1971 if there were to be any hope of obr

taining an alternative contractor for Fall 1971. Parenthetically, we

would like to point out that individuals,- includingthoise writing reports,

continually underestimate the time and effort that are required in prer

paring an acceptable report. In addition to the time required for writing,

one first has to have data'available in 'processed form and then to have a

suitable opportunity to reflect on the data and to assimilate it

At any rate; preparation of these reports continueedurfng the Summer
. ,

and Fall of 1970 and the main report plus six secondary reports dp appendices

was finally issued with the date March 1971.23 Drafts of the report had been

reviewed in lateFall 1970 and had not been accepted at thartime. Thus, it

was a period of considerable stress for SRI as they attempted to obtain approv-

al for these reports. Moreover, these.reports, when available,- represented

additional'evidence of the narrowing scope of the evaluation effort and of the

difficulties in the areas of institutional change and noncognitive testing.

4...During this same period, Follow Through was coming under increasing

scrutiny from its superiors and the difficulties Follow Through was having

within OE were clearly leading to complications between Follow Through and

,SRI. As is discussed in Chapter V, Follow Through reports directly

throUgh the Division of,Compensatory Education to the Bureau Of. Elementary

and Secondary Education, although it is potentially responsible to yumber

of other offices and agencies (see FigUre 5-3 for more details). FOr an

extensive period of, time, Egbert appears to have functioned as a kind of

buffer between Follow Through and its supervisors.
24

He wasable to main-
,

-7-7-7Jbongitudinal,Evaluation of Selected Features of the National Follow
Through Program. Menlo Park: Stanford Research Institute,. March, 1971.

24We use the term "supervisors" loosely to refer to the zomplex chain
of command to which Egbert was responsible, sotbe portions of which were
outside of ON as well, as 0E0.
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Jain the respect and confidence of these individuals. As a result, Follow

Through enjoyed considerable freedom of operation and its activities were

monitored only in a very. general way.' Egbert's style was one that empha-

sized informality and he tended to create an atmosphere in which everyone

involved with Follow Through Branch staff, sponsors, projects, etc. --

felt that they were participants in an exciting and pioneering effort.

Indeed, there' is reason to believe that Follow Through enjoyed a very good

reputation within OE. 'Nevertheless, from our interviews as well as an

examination of some of the available correspondence, it is clear that some

supervisors'had reservations. In particular, there was concern over the

progress being made by the evaluation effort-and over its management.

Moreover, there was an awareness that at some point in time, Follow Through

would have to show results and that SRI would play a key role in such a

demonstration. For example, here is a relevant quotation from an 0E0. letter t
(

Egbert dated June 19, 1969: "I have reviewed the SRI proposal and I concur

thatthe evaluation contract should be extended as you propose.- - But the

time will soon arrive when some decision is going to have to be made about

a major national expansion of the Follow Through program. Indeed, such

decisions are already being made. If the SRI evaluation does not provide

some better basis,than we now have for helping' us decide how such an ex-

pansion should be made, it will have failed. It is therefbre essential

that despite the enormous methodological and practical difficulties which

the project faces, and despite the fact that we can confidently say in

)

-advance that its results will not provide air-tight or incontestable

answers, we must nevertheless insure that it will produce results which

are informative to the key decisions, that are going to have to be made.
H25

There were other supervisors who were impressed with the Follow

25. Note that the author'of this`letteI had been a consistently
strong supporter of the SRI effort. What is significant is his emphasis
on decisions soon to be made and on the availability of data that could
be used in'making these decisions.
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Through program and its leadership but had reservations about their ability

to administer the variety of activities for which they were responsible.

Some officials within OE were also aware that the General'Accounting Office

(GAO) had been asked to carry out a study on the "Need fo'r Improving the

Administration of Study and Evaluation Contracts," the purpose of which

"--- was directed toward ascertaining whether the policies and procedures

followed by the OffiCe of Education in administering 0.Ludy'and evacuation

contracts were adequate for ensuring .that, the informatjon obtained would

serve the intended purpose effectively?
6

When pUtdished, this report was

dated Auguit 16, 1971, although it is clear that it had been available

within HEW and OE at least as early as May,'1971. Although.the report 'was

quite critical of a number of projects, some specific comments were Made

about Follow Through. "The $7 million study of the national Follow Through

program is another example of.thaneed for more specific statements of

contract objectives and requirements."
27

Elsewhere, they concluded that-,

"--- had more specific work statements been included ---, the chances of

, the Office of Education's receiving a better product would have been in-

creased substantially. As preyOutly discussed, agency officials advised
6

us during our review that they planned to develop a specific work statement

for the $7, million contract and to establish a team of experts to monitor

the contract. We believe that the Office of EdUcation should folloW up on

the implementation of these actions.
28

\.,

26
We should make .cleaf that Follow Through is only one of the projects

discussed in this report and much more critical comments were made about
certain other projects.

27
Comptroller General of the United States. Report to the Congress:

Need for Improving the Administration of Study and Evaluation Contracts.
August, 1971, p. 16.

2?
Op. cit.,'p. 18.
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It would appear that questions were being raised about the administra-

tion of the Follow Through program and particularly the SRI contract rather

than about the substance of the program. Moreover, superiors were beginning

to exercise more direct control over the Follow Through effort.

5.-There is one final set of predisposing circumstances that had to do

with the writing of an RFP for the renewal of the evaluation contract. The

effect of the RFP would be to solicit competitive bids for the coming year,

with SRI being simply one of the competitors. After a variety of informal

discussions within Follow Through, drafts of various portions of an RFP

were Written.
29

T hese were reviewed at a meeting held iii early March, 1971

called by Follow Through and attended by a number of outside consultants.

The meeting had the effect of airing some of the criticisms of SRI and

tended to crystallizesome of the feelings of disappointment with the

evaluation effort.. Yet, some consultants expressed the opinion that the

initial aspirations of the evaluation effort had been highly unrealistic

and that SRI'd performance was reasonably adequate when assessed against

a more realistic set of aspirations.' Tbe results of the meeting were in-
,.

conclusive:, It clearly would be difficult to complete an acceptable RFP,

one that would.be sufficiently informative to a potential contractor.

MoreoVer, there was the possibility that it was already too late in the

sense that the RFP should already have been issued or should be issued

within two or three weeks at the very latest. And it seemed 'umlikely that

an RFP could be completed and approved in' order to meet such a stringent

deadline. Finally, it was both discouraging and disturbing to think of the

disruptiVe effect* of transferring the evaluation contract to another con-

tractor. Follow Through had an enormous investment in SRI which could not

be easily transferred. At thistime,the polsibility was also considered

29A
parallel:and somewhat competitive effort to write an RFP was also

,undertaken by BESE.
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of dividing up the evaluation effort into parts, leaving some with SRI

while others might be delegated to another contractor of contractors.

For example, would it be feasible to write separate contracts to support

programs on noncognitive measurement and institutional change?

These are the major predisposing conditions that were leading to a

deterioration in the relationship between Follow Through and SRI. Prior

to this period, Follow Through was continuing to work collaboratively with

SRI. and to attempt to change their behavior by evolutionary means, by

attempting to modify an existing organization so that it would function

more effectively. Moreover, the issues were primarily between SRI and

Follow Through in which these parties were tryingto accommodate to each

other's wishes. After these predisposing incidents, there developed a

serious willingness to consider a broader range of alternatives for change,

and to consider change by more revolutionary means asfor example, by

replacing SRI with a wholly different organization or by taking away certain

responsibilities from SRI tobe,given to other contractors. Moreover,

these was a much more explicit awareness ofthe presence of other agencies

whose interests must also be satisfied and of the pOssibility that this

collaborative relationship be significantly altered.

Shortly after this meeting, there began a comPlex'series'of events

which had the effect of precipitating a period of crisis for46RI. These

events were precipitating in the following sense. .The predisposing condi-

tions had raised some doubts about the relationship between Follow Through

and SRI but, for a period of time, the implications bf these doubts had

not crystallized. As a result, no Critical decisions: were made: The effect

of the precipitating events was to make it essential.thai.certain decisions

would have to be made; inmaking these decisions, the doubts became relevant
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and began to have an influence. In what follows, we will attempt onlyto

document some of the major events as they took place..

Late in January, the Assistant Commissioner for Program Planning and

Evaluation and the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Educdtion, through

their Office of Program Planning and Evaluation, instituted an independent ,

review of SRI, one objective of which was to consider the possibility that

0

an RFP should be prepared for the coming year. This effort was carried out

through a subcontract with Pacific Educational EvarUation Systems (PEES),

a consulting firm located on the. West Coast. -In addition; PEES was to

,review the SRI activities and to make recommendations about them. Note

that this activittas not:initiated by Follow 'Through nor were they in

control of it. The situation was complicated by the fact that Dr. Egbert

had announced in NoveMbero 1970, that he had accepted a position as Dean of

Education at the University of Nebraska, and that he would be leaving on

1 July, 1971. Moreover, no one knew who his replacement would be and there

was reason to believe that hia,replaceMent would not be chosen from among

the Follow Through staff.' As part of this review, representatives from

PEES net with staff mefilfiers from SRI, Follow,Through, as well as a number of

officials from OE on March 11-12, 1971, in Menlo Park. The purpose Of this

meeting was to'review the total SRI effort froM J968 to the present.

The PEES report, when submitteSito the Bureau of ElementarY and Secon-

dory Education, had a number of critical observationsto 'make-about SRI,

although some of their comments reflected as, well on the relati6ship that

had developed between Follow Through and SRI. Some of the more interesting

observations are as follows:

1. With respect to the staffing of the SRI project, the PEES report

expressed the opinion "that SRI has been seriously understaffed at the upper
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technical-professional levels on this project. Sorensen and Maifow hive

-A

carried, almost entirely, the technical and administrati4-reiponsibiliti

for the project. A project of this size And duration Our deserves the

full -time attention of recognized experts in evaluation. We believe that

SR/ has relied too heavily on consultant's and in- house utility staff."30

2. -With respect to the problems of kize and scope, the PEES report

noted that

"Occasionally projects get so large that they are unmanageable.

Perhaps USOE should consider that future projects of this type be

divided into thipver fourths, perhaps based.on geographical area

and use separate/organizations with a co-ordinated evaluation plan.

Behavioral scientists are often unabl? to cope with large samples

and heavy field organization situations {exceptions are, ETS

and others'who do national testing). There is no over-riding

'reason Why a project of this importance and magnitude needed to,

be housed in one apot"
31

3. Elsewhere, concerning the establishment and maintenance of

schedules, they indicated that "a list of tangible deliverables and a

schedule for the major.stepAin their
prrA
oduction should be amended to the-

Contract....Ihose elements that require O.E. approval or, consultation

'should be clearly specifie in advance. The dates by which that approval

or consultation is expected should also be clearly specified. If P.t.

program staff cannot meet their part of the schedule due to understaffing

(which oeems likely), a Technical Colleague procedure or something similar

30
Pacific Educational Evaluation Systems. setter to Bureau o

. Elementary and Secondary Education; no date, p. 1.

31
PEES, op.cit., p. 2.,

",
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should be established."
32

I

4, Throughout the report, there are consistent criticisms of what we

have referred to elsewhere as the collaborative effort for the management

of tAe Follow Through evaluation, which PEES refers to as the njoInt-

venture mode of operation." Indeed, they suggest that this method of

operation should be avoided. Interestingly enough, in this report there

are no suggestions that a joint venture is bad in principle but rather that

it introduced serious complications into the aeministration of the SRI

evaluation. Consider, for example, the following:

"The joint venture understanding has left SRI vulnerable

unscheduled requests for special-reportsvand other demands on

the time of the project ataff. There are times when the con-

tracting agency should simply butt out, leaving the contractor

alone long enough to complete the work which has been agreed

upon.

"Another aspedctof this relationship which is common

among many " other contractors working for O.E. is the!problem

of,approvals/and decision. SRI has time and again been

Pusy.td "ladt possible"deaeline dates becatise of an

inai?ility:to get approvals And deci,sions firOm the "joint

Venture" participants in O.E. In small projects this is an

annoyineProblem; in large projeCts with hundre4of People

involved, t is intolerable. Future relationships should be

based upon theiunderatanding that the contractor will put

reasonable time constraints for accepting all Q.E. -"reactions,

approvals, arid decisionA: If no 0.E: reaction has been

received by a particular date, the contractA.shoufd proceed,

EES, op. cit., p. 3-4.
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using his best judgment, and not be penalized should it differ

from O.E. recommendations made at a later date."
33

Parenthetically, we might add that a number of our informants have

suggested that SRI was' uch tdo cooperative in accepting advice and

suggestions from Follow Through: i.e., that there were times when they

:should have said "nor. This suggestion is quite eonsistent with the t

implications of thiPEES report. Again, we should emphasize that this is
Y .

not necessarily 1/ criticism of the substance of the Follow Through sugges-

tions but rather of the administrative consequences and of the effect on

SRI's ability to set and maintaina reasonable work schedule.

Late in March, 1971, those responsible for the OE evaluation of the

SRI contract reached a decision that SRI should be permitted to continue

as a sole source contractor for an additional year and that an RFP would

not be written: Their main recommendation is as follows:

"As` a result of our activities to date, we strOltgly

recommend the continuation of the longitudinal evaluation of

Follow Through with the Stanford Research Institute for khe

following reasons: 1) It does not seem prudent at the half

way point in the evaluation study 'to change contrfactors

Rartic414rly in light of the large investment in terms of

experience,' and knOWiedge of the program which has been

accrued by SRI. 2) We'feel there are few contractors in this
ti

country with the capability and knowledge to conduct the Follow

Through evaluation, and very little would be gained by changing

contractors at this point ,in time."
34

3PEES, op. eft:, p. 6.

413SOE Internal Memorandum,_ April 12, 1971.
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However, the review of SRI would'eolltinue and appropriate adminis-

trative changes might be recommended at a later date. In addition, the

Follow Through Branch was asked to prepare a work statement covering the

SRI activities for the coming year. Accordingly, SRI continued to prepare
""-INNIctok

a proposal for 1971-72. After a series of discussions and revisions, the

proposal was submitted on June 25, 1971; and approved in part on June 29,

1971. Note that with only a fiye-day delay between receipt of the

pSoposal and its approval, there was not sufficient time for any extensive

review of the proposal.

Associated with the approval of this proposal for contract continu-

ation, there were several important conditions that are worthy of mention.,

1. Although responsibility for monitoring the SRI contract would remain

within Follow Through, Don Rose, a staff 'member of PP and E/BESE, was

named as project officer for the contract.

2. The contract continu4tion was for the period of 1 July, 1971, to

30'April, 1973. However, SRI was essentially authorized to incur costs and

to continue its activities through 31 December, 1970. Thus,,SRI would

continue with its propam of Fall, 1971, testing while decisions about

additional work would be made at a later time.

3. Approval of. the remainder of the cootract would be
.
based upon the

following schedule of activities:

a) By September. 17, 1971, SRI would submit a number

O

f specific

documents to clarify its proposalA 'These were to include: "Analysis Plan,

Detailed Outline of the Consumer's Gu de, Sample Design for Spring, 1972,

Cost Feasibility Study, Detail Plan fOr Instrument Design an4 Data Collection,

and Cost Proposal and Consolidated Schedules."
35

35.
,USOE Internal Memorandum, October 7, 1971.
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b) Further negotiations as'to the scope of work were scheduled for

the week of October 4, 1971, in Washington, D.C.

A Period of Crisid-,

The decisions, that we have just described may be viewed as a kind of

"holding action' under, which SRI could continue into the Fall while OE and

Follow Through could continue their review of the SRI effort. The decisions

were. temporary in the sense,that they had to be followed by additional

decisions that would,re-stabilize the relationship between SRI and Follow

Through: We referto this stage of'development during which some more

t=

petmantnt decisions were being made as one of crisis for a041east three
t. .

0

reasons.

0.

1) 'The major-changes-were externally initiated and represent Pollow'through's

aetehipt-taastabilizessome viable working relationships first with OE and

secondly with SRI.
, 4

'2) The effect of thp changes Vas to define much more clearly a division of
. -

responsibility between Follow through and SRI and, by implication, to bring

to an endmuchof the Joint venture that had previously been, in operation.

3) As a secondary consequence, Follow Through was forced to make an

explicit evaluation of each of the activities that had been included within

the total evaluation effort. Certain, activities received approval as

having been substantially successful while certain others could not rectiv:

such an approval. .

Beginning With July, 1971,:there were a number.of additional changes

taking place within,Oi andFollow Through that were having an effect on

SRI's xeiationship to follow Through.

1. Soon "after Don Rose was named project officer for the SRI contract,

Ms. Rosemary Wien was named as Acting Director of 'Follow Through and
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still is functioning in this capacity. In August, 1971, Dr. Snyder

accepted a temporary assignment within OE to work with a special task force.

Since that time, there has been a series of acting directors, the first

two of which were Fred Bresnick and Ned Chalker. A third acting directbr,

Dr. Garry McDaniels, was named in November, 1971, and continued in this positi

until March, 1973. Thus, SRI began to deal with a new set of individuals,

both of whom had been rcruited from outside of Follow Through. It was at

this time (slyly, 1971) that Mr. Harvey Dixon officially assumed the title

of Project Administrator, although he had been effectively functioning

in that capacity for some time. Interestingly, the formalization of his

role was at the request of PP and E. However, there has been some continuity

to the relationship between Follow Through.and SRI in that three individuals,

Judy Burnes, Don Burnes, and Ned Chalker, who had been associated with'

Follow Through for some time, continued to have important responsibilities

for the monitoring of the SRI contract.

2. On July 27-30, 1971, SRI was the host at a conference to which sponsors,

projects, Follow Through, and OE offi ials had been invited.
.

Some parents

as well as state educational officials were also present. At this confer-

ene, SRI made some presentations concerning the analysis of data as well

as plans for the coming year. There were also some discussions about the

problem of providing for a feedback of information to local projects. These

topics were within tim framework of previous meetings at which issues con-

cerning the muti14,kmatests of SRI, sponsors, and projects were discussed.

But these issues were not the feature attraction. The most important

event of the conference was a presentation by Mr. Richard Fairley, Director

of the Division of Compensatory Education, of some long range plans for

Follow Through and in particular, of a five-year plan for its expansion.
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A summary of the main features of this plan was included in Chapter II.

This plan was important because it clarified some questicifts about the

future of Follow Through. To the extent that it was perceived as a

redirection of:Follow Through,,sponsors and local project representatives
;'?

`reacted with expressions of annoyance and anxiety. Perhaps less ob,4ous

was the fact that the evaluation effort would have to be redirected in\

order to conform to a more realistic set of objectives, taking, into

account this revised set of objectives for Follow Through. One important

implication was the following: Whether one liked it or not, a successful

sponsor's program would be one
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that could demonstrate effectiveness in the attainment of cognitive skills

(reading, writing, and arithmetic). One might concede that such a defini-

tion could be criticized as unfair and mfortunately narrow but it was

"realistic." Realistic in what sense? In the'sense that these were the

criteria that could be expected to count with states, local school systems,

as welkas with those responsible for decisions about the funding of the

program.

Note that this emphasis on cognitive skills had very different impli-

cations for sponsors and projects than it did for SRI. Some sponsors felt

that promises had been broken and that they were left at a serious dis-

advantage. From SRI's point of view, one could infer an increased

emphasis on a summative evaluation with less emphasis on the formative

aspects of evaluation.

There was one very specific consequence for SRI of the five-year plan

that was discussed at this conference. SRI was to prepare a Consumer's

Guide, scheduled for publication in Spring, 1972. To elaborate, let us

characterize state SEA's and local communities that might want to initiate

a FollowThrough project as potential consumers. Their problem is to choose

amongst alternative products the different sponsor programs. The purpose

of the Consumer's Guide would be to assist potential consumers in making

these choices. The guide would contain descriptive information about

0.ponsors' programs and their relative effectiveness. There was the hope

that the guide would make clear that different sponsors were emphasizing

different objectives and were perhaps more successful In certain kinds of

settings rather than in others. Then it would be up to the consumer to
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decide which objectives he would prefer to emphaSize and to choose accord-

ingly. In a sense, the Consumer's Guide was to make use of the data that

would be included in the technical reports. But it would be less technical

and written for a rather different purpose.

We will now try to summarize the major crises that arose during the

next few months. However, let us first make clear that events in the past

were beginning to have unintended consequences that left both Follow Through

as well as SRI in a very precarious position. Moreover, there is a sense

in which the Follow Through and OE staff had little choice except to pursue

a course of action that created difficulties for SRI. They were in essence

putting their own house in order and making themselves more open to public

inspection. To be specificiFollow Through had,enjoyed an extraordinary degree

of freedom in the past which was now coming to an end. As a consequence,

Follow Through was having to give a-much more detailed justification for both

its present as well a0 past activities. Follow Through had been

able to operate with gieat informality in its dealings with SRI. This made

it all the more difficult to document and verify past actions, Finally, no

one had given sufficient thought to the possibility that both Ebgert and Snyder

might be simulataneously unavailable. They had been responsible for the

emphasis on a collaborative form of.adminisication; in their absence, a new

'relationship between Follow Through and SRI began to develop that represented

much less of a joint venture and much more of a clear-cut division of respon-

sibilities.

The major crises were as follows:

1. Throughout the Sumer and Early Fall of 1971, SRI continued to prepare

those documents that had been requested when the contract period had been
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extended. These were submitted to OE in September 1971, and subsequently

reviewed by the staffs of Follow Through. BESE, the' USOE Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Planning and Evaluation as well as by a group of

outside consultants. The reaction to'them was quite negative and the

documents were evaluated as not acceptable'. A very detailed summary of

comments as well as recommendations was made available in the form of a

fourteen page memorandum.

In order to remedy the deficiencies of these two proposals, SRI was

asked to prepare two additional. sets of documents, one for delivery on

1 November 1971 and the other on 16 November 1971. The purpose of these

documents was'to specify in much greater detail what SRI proposed to do but

also to give extensive documentation to what had been done in the past and

to changes that had been introduced from one test battery to anothep, even

though these changes had been previously authorized by Follow ThrOugh. The

preparation of these reports was quite time-consuming for an already over-

burdened staff who felt that much of the information was already available

in earlier proposals or reports.

Discussions on these proposals were not completed until late in

December 1971 at which time agreement on a work statement for the remainder

of 1971-72 was finally reached and this crisis over contract negotiations

came to an end. As a final incident, during these December negoOations,

it became apparent that the budget constraints within which SRI would,th-atie

to operate would neither make it possible to carry out the activities

proposed by SRI nor even all the activities that OE thought would be

desirable. Agreement was reached with difficulty only after some compro-

mises that involved the deletion of certain activities plus some reductions

in the Spring 1972 testing had been introduced.
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There were some desirable consequences for SRI from having completed

this series of negotiations. They-had managed to establish a reasonably

satisfactory working relationship with PP and E. They had also established

a much more detailed work schedule of what they were committed to accomplish

along with a detailed set of deadlines. The negative implications were

less obvious. One could easily interpret the movement toward closer control

over SRI'S activities and the emphasis on documentation for past decisions

as evidence of an implied demotion for SRI and as raising questions about

their competence.

On the other hand, there were advantages to tais increasing emphasis

on formalization. The informal relationship had been adequate as long as

outsiders did not begin to raise serious questions about the management of

the evaluation effort. However, OE as well as HEW were now on trial and

attempting to adjust to an awkward situation. In the future, the contractual

agreement would be morl open to public and critical scrutiny and this would

be advantageous for SRI as well as Follow Through in demonstrating their

ability to manage the contract.

2. A second crisis revolved around a major reorientation to the relation-

ship between Follow Through and SRI. There were two main consequences to

this reorientation. One concerned a clarification and redefinition of the

objectives and scope of the SRI effort. A second consequence of this

reorientation was to bring to an end the joint venture or collaborative

effort that had previously characterized the relationship and to move toward

a more clearly defined division of responsibilities.

In November, 1971, Dr. Garry McDaniels had been appointed to the

position of Acting Chief of the Research and Evaluation Section of Follow

Through. He was immediately faced with the problem of making sense out of



the complex relationship that existed between Follow Through and SRI while,

at the same time, responding to the criticisms, that were being made about

the management of the evaluaticn...Initially, his position was complicated

by the fact that Follow Through no longer functioned as Project Officer

for the SRI contract. However, at the December, 1971, review of the SRI

proposals, undertaken in Menlo Park, a somewhat unexpected announcement was

made that full responsibility for the evaluation effort would be returned

to Follow Through and that PP and E/BESE would no longer be involved as

Project Officer.

During the period of November and early December, 1971, the Research

and Evaluation Section completed its review of the SRI contract and began

to make a series of recommendations. These were in the context that there

were "four major research and evaluation areas where the quality of this

project can be threatened: design, data collection, instrument selection

-and development, and data analysis and reporting."
36

The more important recommendations were as follows:

1. Although responsibility for design had been shared in the part by SRI

and Follow Through, this joint venture mode of operation did not appear to

be workable. In the future, the responsibility for design would be assumed

by Follow Through.

2. The conclusion was reached that SRI's data collection efforts had been

successful. However, some review of the quality and reliability of the

data'collectlon effort would be undertaken as part of the Spring, 1972,

testing.

3. The conclusion was reached that "SRI's'capabilities in instrument

development are quite limited." Accordingly, the following changes were

36
Follow Through, Internal Memorandum, Dec. 10, 1971, p. 1.
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introduced:

"(1) We have limited data collection for the spring to a minimum

number of projects.

(2) We have eliminated some data collection activities altogether

(e.g. the collection of cost data).

(3) We have tequired SRI to make arrangements with an outside group

for the development of the teacher and aide questionnaires.

(4) USOE has assumed responsibility for test selection.
-%

(5). We will carefully review all,instruments submitted for use this

Spring, and will eliminate entire data'collection activities if the Instru-

ments do not meet appropriate standards of quality.",3 7

4. Finally, there was a review of SRI's difficulties in the area of data

analysis, leading to the conclusion that "Unless someone in USOE presents

a defense of SRI's qualitative ability in data analysis, the decision to-

fund a proposed analysis of the data collected this Spring (1972) must be

deferred. A deferred decision means that the 1971-72 data analysis will

not be included in this contract, and that we will either amend this

contract or invite bidding on this one task later. In either case, SRI

will have their 1972 report, deliverable in February, as a demonstration

of capacity. The quality of this report will have the potential for

38
providing a sound base for decision making."

There were two related developments that were to lead to a further

decrease in the scope of the SRI evaluation effort. First, in December,

1971, a contract was written with The Huron Institute, a group of educational

consultants with close ties to the Harvard School of Education, entitled,

37
Follow Through, op. cit., p. 1-2.

38
Follow Through, op. cit., p. 3-4.
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"Proposal to Assist' Follow Thiough Research and Development in Planning,

OverallEValuation Sfrategy4. Since FolloW'Through would take over

re3Donsibility for.the design of the evaluation, this group would provide

'

supporC'fOf the:devLopment of appropriate plans. The main statement of

purpose was as follows:

"The plan/will identify specific sample selection

recommendations, procedures for ensuring that the data

collected be as reliable and valid as possible, and the

analytic strateg'..es to be used in evaluating the resulting

data."
39

One related development was that in ,Spring, 1972, OE issued an .

RFP to eogr the analysis of data focir the period July 1969. through Jul ,,'i972.

Note that these would be the first data that would include a group of

children who had graduated from Follow Through those children ehtering

first grade in 1969 -70 and leaving the third grade in Spring 1972. °SRI

submitted a proposal in response to this.RFP, along with several other con-

tractors. In June 1972, it was announced thauthe contract had been awarded

to Abt AssoCiates, a group of eau ational consultants located in Cambridge,

Mass., who would henceforth be responsible for the analysis of the data that

had been collected by SRI. This decision was made after all p oposatahad

been reviewed by an outside, technical panel and \the Abt proposal hadrE .

at

received a strong endorsement from that panel.
,

4.4

Key staff members at SRI were prewhat discouraged by these,4evelop-

ments, particularly those who were responsible for the adminIstratiOnof

i--m the project as well as 'those who had been closely associated with design

(
) 1

. ...)

39
The Huron Institute, Proposal to Assist Follow Through, December,

1971, p. 1.
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and data analysis. Yet these develOments were OAnSI tent with criticisms

that had been made.in the past. More important these changes were ,

indicative of the fact that the rules of the game were thanging And that

the collaborative effort would nO longer be in operation.

3. The third crisis had to do with the extraordinary amount of work that

SRI was trying to.accomplish during this period and particularly to the

fact that SRI was being.asMi to pfepare some special repofts in addition

to carrying out those regular activities to which they were routinely.

committed., In the past,.it had been difficult enough to complete their

regular commitments on schedule; the imposition of additional commitments

placed a very serious strain on their resources. The regular commitments.

.".gere as follows:. kb carry out the FalI:).971°, data collection, to complete

the reports based on the 1969-1971 analyses of data and to complete the-
.

analyses of data for these reports, to complete a draft of the consuter's

guide,
40

and to complete a proposal for the,cou4ng year. This was'a formid-
.

able schedule of work and it was partto4ly important to SRI tWat they
-0 . I . .

_ .. .

concentrate ociittleCpreparatiOn of the teChnical reports based on the'1969-71

1
- /

data. Superimposed on this wOrk load were l.i. number of speolte.commitments,
N

.3

the Magnpude of which had been seriousryitfiiderestimated. These included
,J. a

the following. There were those documents prepared during the fall in
0)

order to justify past activities, and to complete negotiations fK the (

1971-)1Lactivities. There was also a progress report of preliminary findings

from the 1970-71 data, to, be submitted by September 1, 1971, for, use by

,Follow Through as part of their budget presentations to OMB. There was a .

additional progress repo*t requested for early January, 1972, for use by

Follow Through and the Division of Compensatory Education, to,be used as

40
By February, 1972, this requirement had been relaxed. Instead

produced "A, Preliminary Guide to-'Follow Through" as one of !--4 progress
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part of an annual report to Congress. Finally, there was the document in

A
responseto the %FP outlining SRI's propos0 for data analysis of the

1969-1972 data The progress report prepared for the January report to

Congress presented some special problems. In order to complete the report

on time, SRI chose to focus attention primarilkon pupils from Cohort I who

:at the 0E0 definitions of "poor". Pupils not meeting these criteria were

excluded. As a result, some separate computer runs were necessary which

could not be used as part of the regular set of technical reports that

was being prepared.

The SRI staff found it difficult to meet ail of these requirements.
e

They were continually in,a'state of anxiety o er meeting etch of these

successive deadlines. There was also the impression that the extra documents

made little contribution to the SRI effort alth6ugh they may have been of

value to Follow Through. Finally, there was the increasing anxiety that

these extra requirements were interfering with the main activities for which N_

4 SRICIwas responsible and particularly with the completion of those technical

4

reports upon which their performance woul,be evaluated.
4

0

4'. There was another crisis of a rather different character that arose in

e May, 1972. At some earlier time, this evaluation contract as well as the

LN1

Head Start evaluation contract had come to the attention of a group

associated with Ralph Nader, the Center for Study of Responsive Law. In a

letter dated May 24, 1972, this group wrote to HEW Secretary Elliot

Richardson suggesting that "SRI's failure 'of performance was far worse

than,,Aat to be expected for any national research organization." They

also indicated that "---instead of guaranteeing an income for-SRI, HEW

terminate payments under the two contracts, seek refunds for past waste,

and initiate proceedings to determine whether SRI should be debarred from
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the privilege of contracting with HEW."41

In this letter, there was a variety of accusations, many of which

were somewhat out Of context. For example, a quotation from the report of

one of the many outside consultants who had reviewed the SRI work was

included and this, quotation was quite critical. Wha0,wak not,iPcluded

was that the panel, of which this consultant was A.member, had unanimously

recommended that the SRI contract be continued.

Elliot Richardson, secretary of HEW, replied in a letter to these

charges on Jane 28, 1972. He first pointed out that In the past 18

months, the Office of Education and the Department have been alert to the

concerns you raise. Thus, at the outset, it is worthwhile to outline steps

already taken tp improve administration and effectivenesi,of these contracts."
,

In his letter,.he then made reference to the following changes.

"...Scope of work on the projects has been reduced so

that SRI is performing mainly as a data collector, and their

analysis tasks are-'being phased out.

...In response to GAO's'citticism, the Office of Education

has specified detailed objectives for SRI in continuing data

Collection tasks. Performance difficulties in the past resulted,

in part, from a failure of the Office of Education to give

SRI adequate, specific guidance.

...Constitution of a review panel for the SRI evaluation

contract in the Office of Child Developthent has been followed

by establishment of ano;her such panel in'the Office of

Education. Staff of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for

41
These are quotations taken ftom the Education Daily, June 14, 1972,

p. 3. The article had the provocative title of "Nadertroup Seeks HEW.
Ouster of Stanford Research Institute".

r.
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Planning and Evaluation, actively scrutinized both contracts .

,.

through; participation on these panels, and through'other

evaluation monitoring actions."

He next indicated that the following additional steps would be taken:

"'...The HEW Audit Agency will do a complete review of

HEW's administration of the OE/OCP-SRI contracts and, of SRI's

performance thereunder...a preliminary report due me' by

August 15.

...HEW staff will conduct a full review of alternative

means to meet Follow Through-Head Start data collection needs.

...The Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

will analyze alternative strategies for fiscal years 1973-1976

Follow Through-Head Start evaluation, with special attention paid

to depth and breadth of data collection needs and their conse-

quent costs."

Next, the'Secretary indicated that "complete termination of the SRI

contracts at this point in time would c'ause us to forfeit a data collection

capability this fall, since it is too late to find and prepare an alternate

collector. Thus, I am approving a limited extension'of the SRI contracts

to allow fall data collection." However, "No further contracts for these'

1 .

projects (except for fall data collection, as explained above) will be made

with SRI, pending the outcome of the reviews I have requested from the

Audit Agency and the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. "'

One consequence of these accusations was that government

auditors went over with great care all of'the SRI records in order to deter-
.

:mine the accuracy of some of the charges. It is beyond the scope of our

report to comment on the technical competence of SRI. However, it is most"

important to note that SRI has apparently been able" to saiisfx government
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auditors and that the charges implying dishonesty in carrying out provisions

of their contracts appear to be unfounded; Yet these accusations help to

explain why SRI was being placed on trial and why this was such a dis-

couraging period for the SRI staff members.

Finally, after the HEW Audit Agency had completed its review, the

Secretary made a final,reply in the form of a letter dated October 23,'

1972. The conclusions that he reported were as follows:

14

1, The HEW Audit Agency interim report suggests that the Office

of'Education may not have adequately planned and managed the

,SR/contract, a concernAo which you alluded in your May 24

' letter.

4 4 .

As a result of audit work completed thus far; it is

our conclusion that it is difiicult,to determine who was

responsible for failures and shortcomings in the original

arrangements -- whether OE, SRI, or both might have been at

fault, In any event, thus far we can find no basis for

0 debarring SRI from future contracts with OE or other compo-

,nents of the Department, as recommended in your letter of

May 24:

2. Further, it is the recommendation of the AsSistant Secretary

for Planning and Evaluation -- a iecommendation which I

propose to follow -- that SRI be permitted to continue its

present data-Collecterafort through the present school

year. phis will involve an extension of the current data

Collection contract and will cover data collection and

testing during the second half of,the present academic year.

The decision to use SRI for the spring data collection effort

is, based-on the fact that SRI already has experienced staff

ia place who can continue the work through the academic year
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without interruption. We believe continuity and consistency

of the data to be important both to the quality and timeliness

of the work. We feel that it would be difficult,to obtain

another contractor without allowing time for him to recruit

-and place staff and to perfect his own dlta collection

techniques. This could delay the project with no assurance

of better quality. You will recall that in my letter of

June'28 I advised that we were continuing to use SRI for fall

data .collection and testing. This is now in process. Once

the data collection process is complete for this academic year,

any future data collection will be performed following

coMpet,ktive bidding."

Thus, .SRI was effectively exonerated of any serious' charges and was 7

permitted to continue for another year. However, they had been put through

the embarrassment of public criticism and subjected to a rather burdensome

audit. Moreover, approval for their plans for Spring, 1973, data collection

had had to be delayed, subject to the completion of the reviews

5. The final crisis relates to the contract negotiations for data collec-

tion during 1972-73. During these negotiations Follow Through proposed

some changes in data collection which would have the effect of introducing

major changes in the existing design and plans for analysis. The details

of the changes are complex and,would affect primarily the data collection

for Spring, 1973. One change would be to eliminate from further consi-

deration any projects in which Folk\ Airough begins with the fist
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grade rather than kindergarten. The rationale is that American schools are

moving toward a pattern of elementary education in which entrance into

kindergarten is typical. Another change would affect plans for testing in

the third grade, namely to retain only.those sponsors for which there were

at least three projects in which children entered in kindergarten in Fall

1969. The rationale is that there is considerable variability from project

to project for a given sponsor: therefore, analyses for sPonsors based on
a.

less than three projects are unreliable and untrustworthy. 3y way of

compensation, additional'testing in the third grade would be carried out

for Cohort III (Sping 1976) so that additional sponsors could be evaluated

after 1976. However, the immediate effect would be that only four sponsors

would be retained for evaluation in Cohort I. In part, these changes had

been recommended by the outside review committee that had reported in

October, 1972.

The disagreement between Follow Through and SRI over the chan.?.es is

only partly over the amount of funding to be made available to SRI. More

importantly there are issues about which objectives should be emphasized

at the expense of certain others. For example, one could justify Follow

Through's position as follows. One should deemphasize the objective of

preparing a summative evaluation and emphasiAe some important research

questions of a more formative nature. Somewhat cynically, one might also

suggest that the five -year plan has already been proposed. Only. the,

sponsors are likely to participate in this transitional period as plans

are being developed. Analyses based OnOtbe 1976 data would be completed

in time to include additional successful sponsors as,part of the ultimate

expansion.
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That changes were being introduced is completely consistent with the

position taken that Follow Through had responsibility for the design of

the evaluation plan . Moreover, these changes in design would make it

possible to address certain policy issues thatwere of increasing importance,

particularly in view of the five-year plan.

On tile other hand, SRI had a major stake in the completion of a

summative evaluation based on Cohorts I and II and on honoring their

commitments to all sponsors. The effect of these changes, 'tke other changes

previously introduced would be to agree to discard for any future use some

of the data that ave already been collected. Thus, SRI would once again

be vulnerable t the charge that some of their efforts have been wasteful

and that nothing useful has treen learned from a significant portion of

their efforts at data collection. In light of their most recent diffi-

culties, it is riot - surprising that SRI has resisted any changes that would

add to the precariousness of their pOsition.

This completes our review of the major crises occurring during the

past year. What assessment would one now make of SRI as they begin another

year of data collection? SRI has been successful in completing a set of

technical reports based upon the 1969-1971 data. These reports identify

sponsors for the first time but not projects and are currently being re-

viewed. In addition, SRI has managed to survive in spite of the charges

of the past year as well as the detailed reviews by government auditors.

The scope of their effort has been substantially reduced to that of a

responsibility for data collection and with the data limited primarily

to cognitive testing and classroom observations. Yet, the collection of
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data is the largest single activity for which SRI is responsible so that

the project effort continues to be substantial. More importantly, the '

relationship between Follow Through and SRI has been stabilized although

the nature of the relationship has altered from one of collaboration to a

more conventional division of responsibility.

Indeed, over the period of a year, the capability of the data collection

and data processing activities have continued to improve and they have begun

to haVe increased status as the main SRI activity that will continue,

along with a program of classroom observations. For example, Follow

Through did carry out a review of the data.collection activities, with a

particular emphasis on the reliability of the operations. On the whole,

the review -team was favorably impressed and concluded that "The replication

of'their operation, while possible, might not be easy to carry out,

especially if the replication was called for in a short time. Their

operation is the product of much experience, and this experience remains

useful to the Follow Through Program.
"42

In addition, the SRI staff continued to introduce a number of improve-

ments, particularly in the area of data processing. 'An improved method

for indexing the data was developed and, by introducing certain changes,

SRI was able to accomplish a six-week reduction in the delay between the

collection of the data and the availability of data tapes for use by the

analysis contractor. It is also of significance to note that Richard

Marciano succeeded to the position of Project Director, beginning in Fall,

1972., and pat Marciano had been closely associated with the data collection-

data processing activities, rather than with analysis and design.

What have been the effects on the SRI staff? In many respects, the

42Follow Through, Internal Memorandum, Aug. 10, 1972.
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change in relationship between SRI and Follow Through has had desirable

consequences although the process by means of which these changes were

accomplished was clearly one that was stressfill for all concerned. Moreover,

the effects on morale were partly a function of the particular responsi7

bilities that one had in the SRI organization. Those who had been respon-

sible for the administration of the project, for design and analysis, are

more likely to be discouraged with the outcomes. On the other hand, those

closely associated with the data collection effort, the processing of the-

data, and the program of classroom observations are more likely to be

encouraged and satisfied with the present state of affairs. These activi-

ties are the most successful and are most likely to continue withoUt change.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE FOLLOW THROUGH BRANCHI

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONING'

,Inroduction

Follow Through functions as a Branch within the Division of Compensatory

Education of thy' Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. It is

responsible for a program that spent $69,000,000 during the school year of

1971 -72, among 173 community projects and reaching approximately 75,000

children. For these responsibilities, there is a staff of approximately

thirty people. ..By comparison with other similar programs, this is a rela-

tively small'staff and it is not unreasonable to suggest that it is insuff i-

cient for the overall administration of the program.' The Branchlas oneJ.
component in the total Follow Through organization, is important for at least

three reasons. (1) Having the administrative and polfIcy-making responsibility

for the program, the Branch establishes constraints within which all other

components of the program must operate and, n this sense, exercises a

profound influence on the functioning and evolution of the various components

that make up the program. These constraints may be positively stated as

objectives to be achieved or negatively in terms of what they prohibit. More

importantly, one can not comprehend the behavior of the components (sponsors,

projects, SRI) unless one takes into account these constraints and their

consequences. (2) Since the Branch itself is not a free agent, it operates

within a system of constraints which influences, first, the activities of

the Branch and, secondly, activities of other components as the constraints

operating on the Branch have influence on

other components in the program. (3) Finally, the Branch acts in a super-
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visory capacity and attempts to'influence in a very direct fashion the
Alr

remainder of the progft. To some extent, the Branch may provide support

and one might want to suggest that it provide additional forms of support.

On the other hand, it may also try to enforce certain behavior and to

exercise coercion in order to obtain conformance. Thus, we need to review

the functioning of the Branch itself, particularly as it affects the behavior .

and performance of all other, components in the Follow Through program.

Branch Organization Through Junei_1971

The year t967 -68 was a rather special year for the Branch in that it

preceded the introduction of sponsors and the emphasis on planned variation.

Its present organizatioWdates back to Fall 1968 and is designed to deal

with the program of planned variation. Through June, 1971, there was relative

stability,within the Branch. In what follows, we want to describe for this

period the three sections that made up the Follow Through branch, how each

functioned, and the relationships among them.

The three sections within the Branch were as follows' Program Management,

Research and Evaluation, and Technical Assistance. To give some indication

of the size of each section, an organizational chart of the Branch, accurate

as of November, 1970, is given in Figure 5.1. At that Lime, there were'twenty-s

(26) regular employees, augmented by a small number of temporary employees, some

of whom were technically on loan rom some other division. Dr. Egbert has

indicated that the staff during this initial period had been as high as

thirty-two (32); he had plans for a staff of forty-six (46) but approval for

that number has never been forthcoming. Considering the responsibilities

assigned to this office, it would appear that they were significantly under-

staffed.

We would now like to give some idea of how this particular form of
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organization came into being and how it relates to the developmental

history of Follow Through. At some early point in time, an organization

such as Follow Through reaches some understanding about the program that it

wishes to implement. Presumably, there is some agreement about a primary

I

objective -,in this case, the enhancement of the child's capacity to cope

effectively with life situations-- and the prer,ram is a means to that end.\

Subsequently, attention must be focused on how the program will be imple-

Mentedf at that-point in time, program' implementation becomes an end in itself

and means must be chosen for the achieVement of that end. Decisions are then

made to revise the organization in order to carry out the Objective of

program implementation. Thusp'after a while, the organization begins to

become a mirror image of the program (perhaps an imperfect image) that is

being implemented and indeed, we want to look at some of the ways in vhich

the Branch is a reflection of the total Follow Through program.

There.is,a second complication in that the program has both short and

long-run.objectives. In a way, the program is multifaceted; the short-

run and long-run Objectives are not necessarily identical and it is possible

and necessary that one should evaluate the program with reference to each'

o these objectives. Similarly, the organization will reflect in part that

there are both short: run and long-run objectives and the organization can

be evaluated with reference to either set of objectives. Thete are some

additional hypotheses that we want, to introduce that will help clarify the

structure of the Branch. Let us consider'what happens when an organization

tries to make decisions about its own development, assuming, that those

decisions are constrained both by limits of time, as well as resources. Under
1r

such circumstances,' the ptiorities '&i.VIen to different parts of the program

are likely to influence deciSions b'eing-made about the development ofthe
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as.itdevelops will .emphasize the

and those portioni of the program

operational terms.

4-
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one would expect that the organization

higher priority portions. of the program

that can most readily be defined in

14ow what are the impliOations of this form of analysis for the Follow

Through OrganizatiOp, It would appear to be true that the short-run

object'iyes of-Follow Through have had a dominant influence on the organiza

tion of activities in the Follow Through Branch. Secondly, Fhe constraints

on time and resources have probably had a stronger influeliCe-on the function-

ing of the program management section and somewhat less'il.fluence,on research

and evaluation. Finally, we would fliggest that organizational decisions,

-once made, come to have a Life of their own. When, orgahizational decisions

are first made, one notices that the organization is a reasonably accurate

reflection of the program requirements. But the program is likely to change

and evolve with time without necessary modifications being introduced

into the organization. After a while, the organization is likely to be most

consistent with the program as originally conceived/ In what follows, we

want to point out that the Follow Through program has been evolving and that

the current organization may need to be modified in order to be more con-

sistent with the program as it may become in the future.

As one becomes immersed in the activities of Follow Through, it is easy

to overlook the fact that Follow Through is part of a larger organization

and that, indeed, it reports to and is influenced by certain portions of

the larger organization. In Figut 5.2 there is a diagramatic representa-

tion of Follow Through's relationship to certain other portions of the

Federal Government.

We have included in this diagram only those entities that are in a
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FIGURE 5.2. FOLIO THROUGH'S ADMINISTRATIVE PATTERN OF RELATIONSHIPS.
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direct position to influence the policies or programs of Follow Through.
1

.0or example, for administrative,, purposes, Follow Through has responsibilities

to the Office of Administration in OE, particularly. the Contracts and Grants

DiViiion and Personnel Division. When working with projects and sponsors,

there are relationsMips to regional offices of OE, but these latter entities

do not participate i4 decisions about the Follow Through program.
#

The diagram is complicated by the fact that there were relationships

to two agencies outside of OE, namely, the Office of Economic Opportunity

(MO) and the office of Management and Budget (OMB). From 1967 through

.1971, OEO supplied the funds for Follow Through and had at best an ambiguous

adminiitrative responsibility for revietiing the program. At present, the

funds come directly to HEW and OEO no longer has any administrative

responsibility. For some time, one individual (Walter Moltkin) represented

0E0 in the policy making discussions of Follow Through. It would appear

that he acted primarily in an advisory capacity and perhaps to reinforce

certain program guidelines that were to be applied to local projects. For

example, OEO has certainly given reinforcement to the idea of "maximum

feasible participation" of parents and the c.mmunity as well as to the

guideline that at least 50Z of the children participating must come from

families that meet some agreed upon low income guidelines. It is our

impression that OEO did not interfere in any way with substantive details

of the program, such as the reliance on sponsors and a program of planned

variation. By 1970-71, CEO had become more concerned with the need for

evaluative reports - from SRI or elsewhere - to demonstrate the effective-
,

ness of Follow Through. In this sense, they represent one of many influences

operating, on Follow Through to reach some conclusions about the present
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program effort in order to plan for the future.

In order to discUss the remaining entities that supervise Follow Through,

we would like,, to make a distinction between a substantive or program

responsibility and a managementor administrative responsibility. To be

specific, certain officss that monitor Follow Through pay relatively little

attention to''the substantivedetails of the program onto a review of the

program objectives of Pollen; Through; they are more concernel with Follow

Through's ability to manage its program effectively, to provide for proper

evaluative procedures, and with the effectiveness of the planning process,

particularly as Pollow Through tries to formulate some longer-run Objectives.

Other offices are concerned with the substance of the program itself as

well as with its effectiveness.

Keeping this distinction in mind, there appear to be at least two

offices to whom Follow Through has priMarily a management responsibility:

the Office of Management and Budget and the Office of Program Planning and

Evaluation which reports to the Deputy Commissioner for Development. The

chain of command starting with the Division,of Compensatory Education, through

the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education, to the Deputy Commissioner

for School Systems, the Commissioner of Education, and, at least nominally,

.the Office of the Secretary, all exercise substantive as well as managerial

control.

The Office of Program Planning and Evaluation, attached as a staff

function to BESE is in a unique position. It is probably the most important

office responsible for a management. review of Follow Through; in addition,

this office has a significant influence on the substance of the program as well.

From an operational point of view, what does it mean to say that Follow
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Through has a tespontibility,to a particular office for either the substance

or the management of its program? Responsibility appears to involve the

following activities

1. That there be an annual budgetary and program review, in

the form of a "program budget presentation" for a particular

-"N

fiscal year. Note that a budgetary review'can be, the occasion

for a substantive program review as well as a review of Follow

Through's managerial practices.

2. That there be an opportunity to review the contracts and grants

that are to be funded'by Follow Through. This,is usually in the

form of an opportunity to review proposals before they are reviewed

and to "sign off" or endorse in writing one's approval. It is these

grants that represent the actual implementation of the total Follow

Through program.

3. That there be periodic opportunities to participate in special

reviews of the Follow Through program and to influence or approve

decisionq about the long-run future df Follow Through.

4. That there be more informal procedures for communication between

Follow Through and its supervisors in order t 'keep them informed.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been an interesting eVolution:

over time to the relationships between Follow Through and it3 supervisors.

Apparently, in 1967. and 1968, when the present program was being formulated,

there was rather extensive participation' by these supervisors in decision-

making about the Follow Through program. Then for a period, Follow Through

received relatively little supervision, eithev as to substance or management.

Of course, there was some nominal review'when the annual budget was being

approved or as it was necessary to approve Follow Through's grants and
6
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contracts. Toward the end of this initial period, there developed a

heightened interest in Follow Through and perhaps for two reasons. First,

thoSe responsible for a review of Follow Through's management procedures

began to want Follow Through to exercise closer control over its activities,

to review in greater detail the contracts that it administers, and to exer-

cise greater conlrol over the effort to evaluate the effectiveness of the

Follow Through program. The rationale for this shift was as follows,

When Follow Through was first initiated and attempting to implement its

program, it was natural to expect that it would have to experiment with the

methods of administration and control that were most appropriate. As some

experience began to accumulate, it seemed more appropriate that Follow

Through move toward a more foimal and well-specified set Of procedures that

it intended to follow.

Secondly, those responsible for a substantive review of the Follow

Through program began to'feel that the exploratory and experimental stage

in Follow Through's history needed to be re-examined. Even though the

experimental phase might continue in some form, the long-run objectives of

Follow Through needed to be made clearer to these supervisors. In a

sense, questions were being isked about the evaluation of the effective-

ness of Follow Through and about the implications of this evaluation for

future planning. A
4

After the conclusion of this period, the relatioRships between Follow

,Through and its supervisors began to go through a transition. We will

discuss in a subsequent section how these relationships have changed end

the consequences of relationships between the Branch and the rest of the

program.

3

Ptogram Management. This section is the 1J%gest o: the three sections
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in Follow Through. It has been responsible for monitoring the contracts

between Follow Through and the local communities. The section is respon-

sible for monitoring one-hundred and seventy-three (173) projects and this work

load has been divided up amongst the eight project officers, for an average

load of twenty (20) projects per project officer. Of course, the projects

are not of uniform size and some, particularly those in the large cities

of New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles, involve the project '

officer in all, of the organizational and political complexities of a large

city school system. Indeed, the large cities are counted, for purposes of

assessing work load, as if they were multiple projects. Since a few project

officers have other responsibilities, the_work load varies from a minimum

of six to a maximum of twenty-six projects, with an average of over twenty.

What does it mean to be responsible l'OT the supervision of a local

project? Most importantly, the project Officer is responsible for managing

the negotiations for contract renewal that, take place each year. We should

note that the contracts must change from year to year since the projects

have been changing each year according to a relatively fixed time schedule.

For example, projects have typically begun with children in kindergarten
A

and first grade. In successive years, they expand to include the second

grade, and then the third grade. Sometimes, this May mean that additional

schools are added from one year to the next. At any rate,othe projects

have not as yet stabilized and as a result there have been new issues

raised every year at the time of contract renewal. At the present timer

contract renewal takes place in at least three stages,. preliminary dis-

cussions of a proposal, a program review that takes place for a number of

projects sirultaneously when project personnel, sponsors, and project officers

meet at a central location, and final discussions prioi to approval Or a

proposal.
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Once a proposal is approved) the project officers function so as to

make the project as effective as possible and they are the main informational

link between the projects and Washington. According to the project officers)

there has been little change in their roles over that period during which

time the emphasis on sponsors and projects has been primary.

From our conversations with project officers) it seems clear that they

operate reasonably independently of each other and that they do not attempt

to define their roles in a uniform way. They are sometimes concerned with

their lack of uniformity but recognize that the pressures of time and work

load coupled with the enormous variability among projects makes it difficult

and perhaps unwise to operate in a uniform fashion.

Let us try to summarize first of all some of the slarities between

project officers and then Some of the' differences. In general) project

officers have a deep commitment to their projects' they identify with them

and participate, somewhat vicariously in their successes and failures.

Project officers tend to have a strong commitment to

Follow Through as a service program. They appear to be somewhat ambivalent

about the emphasis on sponsors and planned variation and tend to feel that

they are not kept sufficientlY informed about the objectives and details of

the experimental program. Similarly, they wish they were kept more fully

informed about the efforts of SRI. The evaluation effort often has seemed

to be a nuisance. They know intellectually that the effort is important

but they are all too well aware that SRI's efforts in local communities

(particularly. with respect to scheduling) often lead to crises or dis-

ruptions that they must manage. There is a kind of gentleman's agreement

among project officers that they are to suppress any preferences that they

may have for one sponsor,over another.. Thus) there is a clearly enunciated

position that project officers must nit interfere with sponsor's programs
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even though the project officer's personal views about education may differ.

Yet informally,' many of them do have preferences for ccrttin approaches over

Others. Project officers clearly have a'strong commitment to enforcing the

Follow Through guidelines but these represent only a minimum set of criteria

for the definition of an acceptable program. Finally, the project officers

tend to have a very strong commitment to the implementation of procedures

that facilitate parent and community participation and they are often in

the position of trying to encourage both sponsors and communities to be

more active in this area of their programs.

Rather than attempt to discuss how project -jeers actually differ,

let us simply indicate certain dimensions wh project officers are

likely to differ. One dimension has to do with the role uformed by the

project officer when crises arise, as they inevitably do. At one extreme,

a project officer may take on a very active role as conciliator, negotiator,

and arbitrator. The project officer may work closely with all parties to

a dispute in order to bring about some acceptable resolution. At another

extreme, the project officer may feel that the resolution of disputes is

someone else's responsibility. A second dimension has to do with the role

of a project officer in the long-range planning for a project. At one

extreme, a project officer may assume that he or she is not responsible for

long-range planning but merely for reacting to plans as they.develop.

Other project officers may work very hard with projects to ensure that they

engage in planning from year-to-year and that they set rather clear-cut

for themselves about what they hope to accomplish during each

year. Similarly, ,a project officer may wish to emphasize to

projects that they follow good management practices and he may be quite

concerned over whither or not the Follow Through support is actually 'being,

committed to an innovative program rather than to the financing, of :existing
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programs that should already be supported by the local community Finally,

project officers may differ in the extent to which they emphasize tH

importance of coordination between the Follow Through program and other

complementary agencies and activities and they may differ in the empha,:is

that they wish to place on particular components of the total program.

From a developmental point of view, the projects have been evolving:

as a consequence, the responsibilites of the project officers h04 also

been changing. When projects were first being initiated, project officers

were most concerned with helping to stabilize the projects and with helping spoil

sors and communities to work together. Now, the projects are beginning to

operate more smoothly : they are viable enterprises. Accordingly, project

officers seem to be more concerned with improving the effect;iveness of

projects and with the development of long-range plans.

The project officers ale responsible primarily to the Chief of

Program Management and we have asked him to give a des ription of his

responsibilites. He sees himself as performing a primary function as

trouble= shooter for the project officers. He deals with a steady

stream of crises that are brought to him by project officers. Tn addition,

he plays an important role in contract negotiations and in.the review of

local programs. These responsibilities are time consumin and limit the

amount of time that he can devote to other activities. He indicates that he

has needed more time for long-range planning for the section, for seeing to

it that there is sufficient coordination and communication between project

officers, or for helping with the dev. opment of more uniform policies and

procedures. In short, his day's haVe often been dominated by
c/
crises and

emergencies. There has, been too little time available for coordination and

communication between this . section and the other sections of Follow Through

and in'particular Research and Evaluation.
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Project officers have a rather anomalous relationship to sponsors and

this is the source of some confusion between the two sections of

Program Management and Research and Evaluation.. Technically

speaking, the relationship between sponsors and Follow Through is

the responsibility of Research and Evaluation! this staff approves and

monitors contracts with sponsors, On the other hand, sponsors are not

paid directly for the services that they provide to local projects. Funds

for these services are part of the contract with the local community

and disbursements are made from community to sponsor in order to reimburse

for services rendefed. To be specific, consider Mr. A, working for

Sponsor B, and responsible for the implementation of the sponsor's program

in Community C. By and large, the money for Mr. A's salary is in

Community C's budget. As Mr. A performs a service for the communitys

are transferred from the community's account to Sponsor B to reimburse him for

Mr. A's salary, which, hopefully, has already been paid. More importantly,

if Community C is dissatisfied with the services being performed, they

may refuse to transfer the funds, until such time as they feel satisfied

that Mr. A. and Sponsor B are living up to their commitments to the

community. The point we are trying to make is that project officers do

have some control over sponsors ;ince some of the support for the sponsor's

program is covered by the contract with the community that is being

monitored by the project officer. Furthermore, project officers will on occasion

act on complaints made by their communities about sponsors and attempt to

work out an agreement that is acceptable to both community and sponsor.

We asked some of the project officers what changes would make it

possible for, them to do a better job and received a number of suggestions.

Project officers might not all agree on the importance of these suggestions

but they were at least worthy of consideration. The more 1.7.1v*.ant ones are
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as follows:

1. Some project officers feel that they spend too much time with

clerical activities in connection with thpir projects and wish

that they could be relieved of some of these responsibilities.

In return, they should be able to spend more time with projects

in planning and helping them to improve their programs.

Alternatively, cne might suggest that they devote too much time to

the monitoring of project activities and not enough time in support

of these activities.

2. Some project officers feel that there should be more frequent

staff meetings for all project officers so that they could share

experiences and work toward more uniform procedures and practices

when appropriate.

3. Some `project officers are conscious of the fact that they have had

little training in administrative and management practices and in

contract management; some help along these lines would make it

easier for them to carry out their responsibilities.

4. Some project officers mentioned a series of program guides (the

Rainbow series) that have been prepared by Head Start. These

guides are available to communities to help them in the develop-

ment of their programs. Project officers have suggested the need

for a similar series that might be used by Follow Through in its

local community projects.

5. Some project officers are concerned bout the need for

regular meetings among the total staff of Follow Through.

They felt insufficiently informed about the program of

Research and Evaluation, about the activities of SRI, and
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about long-range planning for the future of Follow Through.

Project officers are not particularly satisfied with the

current procedures for assigning projects to project officers.

According to the chief of the section, there is no

well-defined rationale for making these decisions. However,

an effort has been made to ensure that any given project officer

will work with only a small number of sponsors. Some sugges-

tions have been made that project officers concentrate on

a particular region or that they specialize by sponsor. At

any rate, some clearer rationale for the assignment of projects

to project officers would appear to be desirable.

The section for Program Management has also been responsible for monitoring.

the general consultants who work for local community projects and this

responsibility is currently delegated to a single individual. The

rationale for having general consultants is an interesting one but it is

not at all clear that sufficient attention has been given to the implementation

of this idea. Local communities have funds for hiring a general con-__
sultant although not all projects take advantage of this proVision. For

some period of time, there did no exist any very clear agreement about the

functions to be performed by this individual. In some communities, the roll

has evolved into an important one although the results from community to

community are far from uniform. One might recommend the following course of

action with respect to the role of general consultants. An attempt should

be made to identify communities in which the general consultant has been

particularly useful. By examining these situations, it should be possible

to define the role more clearly and to suggest to other communities how the

general Consultant can be more effectively utilized. In addition, the use

of general consultants might become a special option availabl ,. to projects
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only'when there is a particular need for their services. There iS,also
!

interest about one important issue concerning the use of. general,consultants

that has never been resolved. This'has to do with the nature of the relation-

ship that a general consultant should try to develop between himself and the

lOcal project. Some consultants view their main furoPtion as one of provid-

ing support to a local project in ways that will supplement the capabilitie,)

of the local staff and the sponsor's representative. Under thete'circum-

stances, the general consultant works very closely in cooperation with

local personnel in helping theM to accompliSh their objectives. This

method of operation appears to be reasonably affective, particularly when the

general consultant is able to spend a reasonable amount of time in working

with local staff.

Qther consultants may take on a somewhat more evaluative role. in which

the consultant may attempt to identify project, short-comings or to evaluate

the objectives that are being pursued by a local project. Sinde the general

consultants mtist submit reports to Program Management and to thd relevant

project officer, these evaluations are'necessarily forwarded to the !woject

officer. This method'Of operation appears,to be somewhat less offective

fora number of reasons. It may lead to somewhat strained relationships

between the ,general consultant and the project staff, since the latter

group may come to view the general consultant primarily as .an outside

"policeman" whose main responsibility is to the project officer. Secondly,

the recommendations made by general consultants are often based 'on'rachort

limited experiences with local Trojects. Thus, local projects may view the
NI

recommendations as based -upon insufficient understanding of the conditions

under which local projects operate and therefore as sometThat inappropriate.,

ti
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Finally, thereis the question of who is responsible for following up on

aor of these recommendations that may be made by a general consultant.

Conceivably, project officers could exercise such a responsibility. At

present, this is not the case, although some project officers may on occasion

follow up on .a general consultant's recommendations. More importantly, it

is not clear that project officers have the time' pr resources available

for acting in such-a capacity.

Research and Evaluation. The other major section in the Follow Through

Branch has been Research and Evaluation.. By comparison with Program

Management, it is smaller and harder to describe. Moreover, while the

responsibilities assigned. to Program Management remained relatively stable

during the period 1968-70, ther was a gradual evolution to the responsibilities

undertaken by Redearch and 6alua

Let us attellipt 'to develop a-possible explanation for certain

characteristics of this section and for some of its special character-
.

istics,wben compared to Program Management. Consider an organization at

ehe.time it has first been formed, when it has responsibility for

achieving some objective, and before it, has developed a differentiated

structure. In ordorlfo establish sub-systems with particular responsibilities,

it must be possible to translate the objective into a program for iMplementation
.1

which has implications for the differentiation of the organization into

parts. With FOltow Through, it was easiest to recognize the need for

dealing with community projects and this responsibility was assigned, to

Program Management. In addition, as one assigns responsibilities to a

subsystem,it is important that these be specified in operational terms;

i.e., some criteria need to be established for assessing in what respects
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the assigned responsibilities are being successfully accomplished.

Now, Program Management is readily comprehensible because its

responsibility for helping with the implementation of the community

projects is reasonably clear and some operatiOnal criteria at least for

the definition 'or a minimum level of acceptable, performance have been

available. Interestingly enoUgli, its responsibilities can be derived

primarily from the short-run objectives of Follow Through to implement a

sponsor-based, experimentally, oriented program as a necessary first step.

Moreoever, its relationship to projects is not one of collaboration: projects

are responsible for implementation and the project officersfmonitor that

implementation.

By way of contrast, the section for Research and Evaluation appears to

have functioned partly as a residual category: it included some responsibili-

ties which could be clearly defined 'in operational terms as well as others

which had never been assigned elsewhere and were much more difficult to

categorize. In the initial stage of development of the Follow Through

organization, Research and Evaluation was responsible for the recruitment

of sponsors and assisted in the bringing together of sponsors with local

communities. They were also responsible for the development of the concept

of longitudinal evaluation, with the recruitment of potential subcontractors

for the evaluation research, and then for working with SRI, after their

proposal was accepted, in making plans for the implementation of the

evaluati.on effort. Note that these responsibilities are.reasonably well-

defined. But this section was also helpful at that time in the development

of an intellectual rationale for Follow Through that would provide a justi-

fication for an experimental program and that would anticipate ficm thy

II
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evaluation eftort would provide information that would lead to long-range

planning and decision-making for Follow Through. Note that. these latter

responsibilities are much less well-defined and are partly the respon-

sibilities of the Program Director.

During Follow Through's period of implementation of the program of

planned variation, Research and Evaluation again had some well-defined

responsibilities plus those residual categories that were not amenable to

more precise de:inition. Among their well-defined responsibilities, Research

and Evaluation has been responsible for dealing with sponsors and for the

contractual agreements between Follow Through and the sponsors. Thus, they

function like project officers to the sponsors but with an emphasis on the

details of, sponsor participation with community projects. In this respect,

sponsors are encouraged to pursue some research interests that are of

relevance to the total Follow Through program and the funding for this research

is ncluded in the annual proposals submitted by sponsors. However, there

is con iderable variation among sponsors in,terms of their interest ix, research.

A so during this period, Research and Evaluation was responsible for the

negotiations with SRI and for working with SRI on the development of their

program of evaluation. To,the extent that SRI had short-term, immediate

objectives, this responsibility for dealing with SRI was relatively well-

defined. Fcr example, there were numerous decisions that had.to be made

about a sampling plan, of matching comparison groups with experimental

groups, the development of instruments and methods of measurement, methods

for analysis, et. However, the evaluation effort Is closely related to the

long-run issues facing Follow Through. As such, the task of dealing with SRI

has been extremely complex. For example, the purposes to be served by the

evaluation effort have never been very clear and this has. led to difficulties

between SRI a-ld Research and Evaluation as well as between SEti aid other
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parts of the Follow Through program. Although one talks of Follow Through

as an experimental program, there are many theoretical issues that are

pertinent to an interpretation of these experiments that have never been

resolved and, indeed, ate extremely difficult to resolve. Although the

Wormation obtained by SRI is intended to be pertinent to an assessment of

the' effectiveness of Follow Through and to decision- making about the future

of Follow Through, how these data are to be interpreted and indeed how they

-

would fit into a decision-making'process about the future has remained

unclear. In short, the SRI effort is intimately related to long-run"

questions about Follow Through. And the responsibility for dealing with SRI

remained a difficult one as long as there were critical issues about the

long-run future of Follow Through that remain unresolved.

Assuming that Research and Evaluation did iAleed function as a residual

category, particularly it their relationship to SRI, we can point to an

interesting evolution in the functioning of this section. Through working

with SRI, it was possible to identify certain respects in which the SRI

-effort was either incomplete or inadequate. Research and Evaluation attempted

to fill "the gaps" in order to eliminate these inadequacies. One strategy

as documented in Chapter Four has been to attempt to influence SRI in order

to modify and expand its efforts in appropriate directions and to influence

SRI to use consultants or to hire staff with certain specific capabilities.

For example, attempts were made to improve SRI's program of community

studies, its emphasis on non-cognitile measure's, and its program of parent

interviews. To some extent, the section was successful in influencing, Stir.

More often than not; their efforts to influence were unsuccessful. As

an alternative, they have funded separate 'research grants in order to comple-

Ment the research being, undertaken by SRI. These research grants have had
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reasonably well-defined objectives. Their progress has been monitored by

Research and Evaluation and this activity devoted to the monitoring of

grants has become one of the more well-defined responsibilities of the

section.

These additional research projects could be grouped under the following

headingss

1. Evaluation of the non-instructional components of local programs.

There was one contract with Biodynamics, Inc. in order, to study the

health care components in approximately 70 Follow Through community

projects.

If it were important, one could visualise other research

,directed to the evaluation of other service components included

in the comprehensive program.

2. Research leading to the development of new methods of measurement,

particularly for the assessment of higher level cognitive processes.

There were several projects in this area, such as the research

sponsored by Columbia, the Educational Testing Services, and

the University of Florida.

3.. Support for some potential additional sponsors who were attempting

to develop program approaches that were promising and did not

duplicate the effciAs of existing sponsors. The efforts of Ramirez

at the University of California, Riverside, Crockett at the Western

Behavioral Sciences Institutes, and the Institute for Juvenile

Research (Scheinfeldare examples of novel program approaches that

were funded. Under this heading, Follow Through has been

supporting the development of a broader repertoire of program

approaches or educational models.
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4. Research on the influence of organizational variables on the

successful implementation of Follow Through arid on the institutional

impact of Follow Through. SRI's original program of research.

included a program of community studies with a similar set of ob-

jectives. However, SRI's research effort in this area had limited

success and some additional projects were funded in this area.

These included he efforts of the National Training Laboratories'

Institute for Applied,B havioral Science Which attempted ". . .

determine the ways in which Follow Through 'support systems' function

within local projects. In 1970-71, National Training Laboratories

will extend its efforts to develop activities to facilitate effective

involvement of these systems - parents, staff, consultants, sponsors, .

and community leaders - in local Follow Through program dev.11opment."1

, S. Efforts to develop an appropriate theoretical model for describing

the Follow Through program and particularly for placing the

experimental models of the sponsors in an appropriate theoretical

context. In a sense, one has needed a better theory about child

development that would help to rationalize and make sense out of

the program of planned variation as undertaken by the sponsors.

Some of this effort took plaCe under a contract with the Social

Science Research Council and its Committee on Learning and the

Education Process. Abook on Follow Through, written by Eleanor

Maccoby and Miriam Zenner is one of the products of this effort.
2

1
National Follow Through PrOgram Budget Presentation, FY 1972. August,

1970, p. 3.

2
Eleanor E. Maccoby and Miriam Zenner. Experiments in Primary Education:

Aspect§ of Project. Follow-Through. New York: HarcoUrt Brace Ivariovii7h, Inc.
1970.
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In addition, there has been some use of consultants in the field

of early childhood education in order to clarify some of the

theoretical issues that are pertinent to Follow Through.

6. Finally, there was some research effort that was pertinent to

planning foe the future of Follow Through, particularly for its

possible expansion as a service program. The research which has led

to this report gay be placed in this category, although there

were other studies that were pertinent to planning for the future

of Follow Through:

In short, many of these research projects supplemented the effort of

SRI and rounded out the total evaluation effort. Some projects supplemented

the efforts of the current set of sponsors by exploring other possible' models

for future inclusion. The remaining projects had long-run implications for

Follow Through, either by developing improved methods of measurement for

incorporation intd.future studies or for helping to anticipate future changes

forthe Follow Through program or organization.

There is another way to summarize the organizational complexity

associated with this particular sub-system of the Follow Through organiza-

tion. We would suggest that responsibilities can be delegated to a differen-

tiated sub-system as long as those responsibilities pan be defined in

operational terms. To the extent that Research and Evaluation was responsible

fcr some well-defined tas s, one can conclude that its role in the organiza-

tion had been successfully fferentiated from other parts of the organiza-

tion and that the delegation of responsibility was meaningful. We would

also suggest that responsibilities that can not yet be defined in operational

terms can not be delegated in any very meaningful way for they remain the

responsibility of the total organization, i.e., of the Director. Thus, in some
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respects, Research and Evaluation shared with the Director certain responsi-

bilities which could not yet be delegated. To that extent, Researclyind

Evaluation functioned simultaneously as a section with differentiated

responsibilities, and as an auxiliary stiff working closely with the

Director, with undifferentiated'responsibilities,.

We asked the staff of this division to indicate what changes would have

made it posqible for them to do a better job and some of he suggestions

were as follsowst

There sas a need for improved methods of communication among the

staff of thi's division so that they might be aware of what other,

members of the division were doing and could` comprehend the total

effort in Research and Evaluation.

2. There was'a need for improved communications between Program

Management and Research and Evaluation, partly on the basis that

the project officers needed to be kept more fully informed about

the evaluation effort. In addition, there had been an awareness

that relationships between the two divisions were strained; the

Research and Evaluation staff perceiped the project officers as

being ambivalent about the emphasis being placed on research and on

the important role assigned to the sponsors.

3. Some staff members who dealt with SRI were conscious of the strained

relationships that existed between Research and Evaluation and

SRI. There was some feeling that Follow Through had expected

too much of SRI and that SRI did not receive a clear enough

delegation of responsibility foam Follow Through. There was also

an awareness that Research and Evaluation had been communicating to

SRI some feelings of ambivalence and mistrust; working relationships
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between the two would have been improved if disagreements could

have been resolved and if an atmosphere of mutual trust could have

been restored.

There is one additional issue about the activities of this section

that should be mentioned. This issue concerns those separately funded

research projects other than the SRI evaluation effort. For the most part,

there was agreement on'the importance .of the problems that were the subject

of these research projects. But questions could be raised about the

rationale for project selection and the criteria for project approval.

Althouttilhe results of some of these research projects might well be of

general interest, it has someetmes been.unclear that project results would be

likely to have any useful impact on the Follow Through program itself.

Technical Assistance. For some time; this section existed primarily on

paper; In 1970 Mr. Charles Harrington was named as Acting Director. He

also functioned as Administrative'Offirer for Follow Through and thib in

itself was a 4111-time position. The most important responsibility of this

section was for certain grants that were made by Follow Through to State

Education Associations. These grants were used in order to provide technical

assistance to local communities and to assist in the expansion of Follow

Through into other local communities. During this intermediate phase in the

life of Follow Through, the role of the State ,Education. Associations was

not an active one. However, under the five-year plan for the expansion of

the program, the assumption was being made that the State Educatiuii Associa-

tions would play a much more active role and that they might actually exercise

a decentralized responsibility for the expansion of the program. Under such

circumstances, the.impoitance of the.Technical Assistance Section might be
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substantially increased.

jteorientation and Its Consequences

In chapters three and four, we have indicated that Follow Through

went through a period of reorientation beginning in July, 1971 and continuing

into the present) In those chapters, we attempted to describe hew these

reorientations were perceived by sponsors, local projects, and particularly

by SRI and sone oftthe consequences for these particular subsystems. In

this section, we want to review the consequences for the, Follow Through

13rancht for the,individual sectfbns,*for relationships among the sections,

as well as .for relationships betWeen the Follow Through Branch and 'other

components in,th'e largei FollowThrough system. The period is a confusing,

one and the reorientation did not particularly proceed according to an ex-

plicit. plan. Rather, it was the outcome of responses to a series of issues.

Let us first try to introduce some interpretations about the period prior to

July, 1971 in order to suggest why the reorientation took place as well as

its significance.

By implication, the administrative procedures of the Bra* prior to

July, 1971 appear to have been based upon a pair Of complementary principles.

One was that all components in the program would have in opportunity to

collaborate in the decision-making processes that would determine the

character and development of Follow Through. Of course, at some abstract

level the ultimate purpose of Follow Through was fixed as well as the

emphasis on planned variation, but not the interpretation of that purpose

nor its operational specifications. A second principle follows almbst as a

corollary that Follow Through would attempt to be somewhat experimental in

the development of methods of organization for the program and in the

development of administrative procedures. We would maintain that. these
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principles are complementary in the following sense. As long as one is

willing to reinterpret an operational definition of the purposes of the

program, one must also be willing to modify organization as well as

administration so that this will fit tchis restatement of purpose, To the

best of our knowledge, these principleS have never beer stated explicitly,

at least not in writing, although they have been referred to informally and

in practice. There were af least two reasons that might be, given in fupport

V
of this l'tyle" of operation. First, there ivthe problem of maintaining

the interest and active participation of the wide variety of individuals

who make up the FollOw Through program. There has been good reason to

believe that these individuals would feel committed "to the program provided

that they had some opportunity to participate in its development. Indeed,

during this period, Follow Through was characterized by a sense of mission

and' excitement that was. partly a consequence of this opportunity to participate,

Se'pondly, there has been an harms awareness that one needed to be experimental

abcut'the Follow Through organization precisely because there has been

considerable uncertainty about how to organize such a program so that it

might be successful. After all, there are many similar programs that have

failed because of the inability to develop appropriate methods of organization.

Now this is not the usual way in which one attempts to adm nister a

large -scale Federally- funded program. 'A much more conventional approach

would be to assume that a) the program administrators would have primary
.

responsibility for 'alt 'major decisions about the form of the program and

that b) the program admtnistrators would delegate to others (through

contracts) the responsibility TorA.mpledentAtion and c) would monitor

those rebponsible for implemeni4iOn in.ordet to ensure they conformed to

a basic set of guidelines.

Assuming that one wishes to follow this first set of assur,.'ions,
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emphasizing collaboration, what administrative difficulties must be re-

solved if one is to be successful? Based upon the Follow Through experience

during this period, we would suggest that there are four important admini-

strative difficulties that can be anticipated.

1. If collaboration is to be successful, one must develop some

effective decision-making procedures by means of which collaboration

can take place. More specifically, who should be included and who

has "voting" rights? Clearly, sponsors and project representatives

should be included but what about parents and perhaps the general

consultants? Some of the meetings that we have described in Chapter

Four, attended by a wide variety of participants, could be viewed

as attempts to make collaboration possible. Although these meetings

performed a valuable service, they were quite unwieldy and were at

best partially successful. They dealt primarily with'Short-run

issues having to do with the implementation of the demonstration.

phase and there was much less opporttMity (for reasons. of time, if

nothing else) to deal with long-run issues about the future of Follow

Through. Moreover, by July, 1971, it became apparent that the question

of how parents might be represented had never been satisfactoritly

resolved. The meetingS were already quite large (nearly 100

individuals in attendance) and the addition of parents on any basis

of uniform representation would have made them alt. the more unwieldy.

The problems of collaboration with SRI' on plans for evaluation were

equally serious because there was so much to collaborate about. At least,

the number of people involved was often more manageable, except for those

occasions when the plans were also reviewed with sponsors and local project

personnel.

It seems reasonable to conclude that these decision-making procedures
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which involved collaboration were,never wholly successful and this admini-

strative problem WAS never satisfactorily resolved.

2. In addition to the emphasis on collaboration, Follow Through con-

,

tinued to have Certain legal obligations for monitoring all contracts

for which they were responsible-. As a result, there was the problem

of hoW to function simultaneously as monitor as well as collaborator.

We would suggest that it is difficult for one individual to function

simultanfOusly in both of these capacities. The monitoring, function

involves an element of policing and evaluation in order to determine

that funds have been properly spent and that activities conform to

the Follow Through guidelines. When one collaborates, one works

more nearly as an equal helping to support activities. To some

extent, Follow Through solved this conflict between functions by

creating .a differentiation of functions such that certain individuals

were primarily assigned these monitoring responsibilities while

other-individuals were free to work supportively and collaboratively.

To be specific, the more difficult monitoring responsibilities

for dealing with projects was assigned to the Program Management

section. And the main responsibility of project officers was for

the'monitoring of prOjects. As a result, the Director and the Research

and Evaliation section were able to work in a more collaborative

fashion with sponsors and with SRI. Of course, there was some

responsibility for monitoring the contracts with sponsors, SRI,

and other research contracts, but this was not primary..

This solution by differentiation proved to be areasonably effective one.

However, it is our impression that it led to certain internal tensions

,b
between the two sections whose personnel were functioning in a rather

different manna r. Perhaps, the problem was one of develop! u, 4.ome under-
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standing and acceptance of the differences in style that characterize&

the two sections. It also meant, for reasons that are not clear, that

Research and Evaluation had more influence on the decision-making proceSses,

perhaps because of their involvement in collaborative relationships, than

did Program Management.

. To the extent that the Follow Through Branch attempted to view its

in administrative practices experimentally and as open to review,

and change, there had to be a commitment of resources to this

attempt to learn from experience and to improvet i.e., there had to

be opportunities for assessment and reorganization. Because of the

limitations on staff and on time, this proved to be a very difficult

7equirement to satisfy. For example, during 1970 and 1971, occasional

staff meetings were held for the specific purpose of evaluating

present practices and improving upon them. These meetings might be

viewed as an:attempt to establish a program of organizational

'development within the Branch and they were held at the initiative

of the Director., Although the meetings were partially successful,

it was difficult to follow up on what was begun at these meetings.,

As a result, the meetings did not lead to significant changes in

the functioning of the Branch. It' is important 4o note that

intelligent reorganization requires a significant investment bf

time and resources and, these were not available.

4. Finally, there is the administrative problem of maintaining relation-
.

ships with those entities to whom Follow Through was.resportsible.

We would maintain tlit this collaborative sqle of operation vas not

wholly consistent with the administrative constraints within which
ti

Follow Through perated. To be specific, the influence of 0E0

was partially supportive of this method of operation since oEq
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itself had'admidistered some programs in a similar fashion. The

influence of 0E0 was helpful in this respect but, by J.ly 1971, had

begun to decline. As a result, Follow Through had to be more,

responsive to its relationships to HEW and to OMB, and the influences

of these two agencies were not particularly consistent with

either collaboration or an experimerital approach to one's own

administrative practices. Along these lines, Evans has suggested

quite persuasively that "the role of program administration and

the role of objective evaluation involve conflicting interests. We

have net yet arrived at that ideal (and unreal) point in the conduct

of affairs in our government where agency heads and program directors

see their role as an impartial custodian or overseer of the public

interest. It is hard to,imagine, for example, the secretary of one

of the major departments going to the Congress, reporting that one

of his major, programs does not appear to be producing any appreciable

effect, and recommending that Congress take back seve al billion

(dollars devoted to this program and abolish part of h s department.

Rather, the program administration's role seems inevitably to be

that of program advocate. To a very considerable extent it is

desirable that this should be the case. But the typical process

which takes place annually within government agencies prepating-

for Congressional htarings is nm cne of develoring an even handed

presentation of the:successes and advantages vs. the failures and

difficulties of a program, but rather one of collecting and

displaying those things (with limited scrutiny of their validity)

which show the program and its accomplishments in a favorable
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light ."3

During this period, the Follow Through Director was the one who had

the primary responsibility for dealing with these constraints. As to the

emphasis on planned variation, this could be deferded because the objective

of the Follow Through projects was not necessaribeto demonstrate that all

of the projectS were successful but rather that the experiment in planned

variation was successful in identifying which approaches were most effective.

Of course, there was an implication that some approaches would be successful

enough to justify the effort. However, as a consequence, the management of

the evaluation effort became of great,importance, particularly because it

was a key to the success of the planned variation. 'Thus, in retrospect, it

is not surprising that-the Research And Evaluation section with its emphasis

on collaboration, should have been partiCularly vulnerable to external criticism.

Program management', with its emphasis, on the monitoring of projects, operated

° more nearly within customary exr, otations and was much less vulnerable to

criticism.

Follow Throur:,1) managed to protect its own somewhat unorthodox style of

operation_through the year 1970-71, after which a significant reorientation

began to take'place. In our judgment, the affects of this reorientation

have ben to bring Follow Through more nearly ilito conformity with customary

administrative practides and to bring to an end the emphasis on collaborative

. /decision-makinp,. As we reviewed in previous chapters, the impetus to

%

reorientate'came substantially from outside of the Follow Through Branch and

focu3s(d oo two specific issues: (1) the administration of the evaluation

3
Evans, J.W. Evaluating social actiba programs,' in Zurrhi, L.A. and

Don jean, C.M. (eds.), Planned Social Intervention, ScriHton, Penn.: Chandler,
1910, p. 240.
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effort and (2) the establishment of a long-range perspective in the form

of a five-year plan for the expansion and proliferation of Follow Through.

What have been the consequences of these reorientations for the Follow

Through Branch? Interestingly enough, there has been little change in the

form and structure of the Branch organizationi the same functional sub-

divisions have continued to exist. What has changed are the functioning of

the sections and, in part, their relationships to the remainder of the

Follow Through program.

Program Management. This section has changed the least because it

followed administrative practices that were in conformity with expectations.

There is one structural change of significance that was introduced during

the past year. The projects have been broken down into regions - Far West,

Midwest, Southwest, Northeast, and Southeast - and each project officer

has been assigned to Work within one of these regions. In addition,

individual project officers have been placed in charge of the monitoring

activities within a given region. As a result of this change, the travels

of a project officer will be limited primarily to travel within a region.

By placing individuals in charge of a region, there is the possibility tnat

the practices of project officers will become more uniform, both within as

well as between regions.

There is one difficulty. that has arisen in its ..:elationships to sponsors

and projects. As we indicated in Chapter Three, during 1972-73, this

section was closely involved with the effort to review the effectiveness of

All projects with the intention of eliminating certain projects from the

program as of June, 1972. The objective of this effort was to regain control

of a portion of funds that might be allocated to 'he fiv6-year plan with

its emphasis on state agencies. Undoubtedly, there is no*painless way in
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which projects can be terminated. The effort was complicated by the fact

that little advance notice had been given and projects had not anticipated

the possibility of termination at such an early date. Since data from SRI

were not yet available to be used as a basis,for termination, this section

and the project officers had to become involved in the difficult task of

defining a review procedure and a set of criteria by means of which decisions

about termination might be made. Thus, it is not surprising that those..

projepts who received notice that they were about to be terminated were

reluctant to accept the validity of the decisions and were quite critical of
40

the procedures that hid been followed. It is our impression that the project,

officers were trapped in an extremely awkward situation and that there was

very, little that they could do in order to make these decisions seen

plausible and fair. Moreover, they could not rely on the relative impe'rsonality

and objectivity of the SRI evaluation data. Even though a majority of the

decisions were rescinded and most projects originally schedtiled for termina-

tion were not in fact terminated, the experience has damaged somewhat,the

relationships that had previously existed between projects and project

officers. Again, we would like to emphasize that the individual project

officers had relatively little control over what was happening. But the

experience emphasized the fact that project officers had considerable

influence over the life and death of the projects for which they were

responsible. Assuming that similar decisions must be made at some time

in the future, we would hope that more well- defined criteria for project

termination can be developed and that these criteria can be made to seem

fair and acceptable, even though projects are Likely to continue'to resist

the possibility that they might be-terminated.

Partly as a result of these issues about project termination and

about the representation of parents in the decision7making process, a number
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, of the PAC's have moved toward a form of coalition in which they might

exert some,collectiye influence on Fellow Through and HEW. Plans are

underway to develop a National Policy Advisory Committee, consisting pf

all local PAC's. ,Some meetings within states and within regions. have

already been held.'
f

Also as a consequence of the five-year plan and the funding of pilot

efforts on the part of five state agencies, Program Management has become

involved with planning for the monitoring of these state agencies and

with plans for the administration of the expansion, assuming that an ex-
,-

panded Follow Through will actually be supported. However,. under these

circumstances; part of the Program Management section might be ,organized

into a separate section with responsibility for the implementation of the

ve-year
,
plan.

Research and Evaluation. The'functioning of this section has been

particularly influenced by the shift in orientation. The initial emphasis

on collaboration meant essentially that this section was involved in'a

proerao of research and development. As such, primary emphasis was on

the development of plans and only secondarily on the monitoring or

administr:ation.of the evaluation effort. As a result of the reorientation,

this emphasis has been reversed so that the emphasis on'monitoring has

become primary. For example, as a result of these reorientations, the

developmental aspects of the SRI effort have been substantially eliminated.

What remain are primarily the data collection and data processing efforts,

which are well-defined. Thus, the relationship between SRI and this section

has become much more clearly defined, with less need for collaboration, and

based upon a well-defined diVision of responsibilities.

In addition, the section is considering the possibility that contracts with

SRI be rOtt:n-'y written for a 2-year rather than a p-riod and
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that technical reports be,scheduled for every other year rather than

every year. These proposals, when they go into effect, would appear to

establish a much more realistic set of expectations within which SRI can be

expected to operate. On a one-year basis for contract renewals, the pro-

posal for a renewal has to be submitted at about the time data are being

collected in the field and prior to the time that any of the data have beeri

analyzed. Thus, the proposal for renewal can not be evaluated on the

basis of performance during the current year, although it Might be evaluated

on the basis of performance during thy previous year. Similarly, there is

relatively little of interest to report on the basis of a single year's

evaluation effort, although the result from two year's activities are much

more likely to be meaningful.

In addition, the section appears to have relieved itself of certain

responsibilities by delegation through certain subcontracts. These are

to the Huron Institute, the responsibility for the development of evaluation

plans
/
and to Abt Associates, for plans for the design of the evaluation effort

and for the analysis of the data. This change appears to be realistic

when one considers some of the difficulties SRI has had in the past and

when one considers the limited staff that is assigned to the Research and

Evaluation section.

Finally, some consideration has been given to the variety of objectives

to which the evaluation effort might have addressed itself and some decisions

have been made about which objectives are primary, As a result of these

reorientations, the primary purpose of the evaluation is now to address

itself to those policy questions which are important for; the louvre of Follow

Through and for the development of long-run plans about the possible

expansions of the program. Alarnately, one might ask for which audience
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should the evaluation reports be written? The answer appears to be for

those in policy-making positions who will participate in the decision-

making about Follow Through's future. The importance of the sponsors

and the projects as audiences would appear to be secondary and, indeed,

sponsors and projects have been encouraged to develop plans for that type

of evaluation that would serve most effectively their awn particular

objectives. In short, the Research and Evaluation section has been par-

ticularly responsive to those constraints within which Follow Through

operates'and has begun to operate more in conformity with those constraints.

To a significant extent, changes have led to improved relationships

between Program Management and Research and Evaluation, partly because

they now operate in more similar fashions and because their operations are

based upon similar assumptions about the purpose of Follow Through and

its administration.

The Functions of the Director

We have saved until last a discussion of the Follow Through Director

and of the responsibilities assigned to this position., Dr. Egbert functioned

through June, 1971 and thus, his role preceded ae reorientation to Follow

Through that began at that time. At the risk of some oversimplification,

we would like to describe Cie major functions that he performed as follows.

1. He was responsible for the very critical relationships between

Follow Through and those offices to which it reports. This re -

sponsibility was an active one during the 'initial planning stages for

Follow Through. It was relatively inactive during the next stage

of growth and consolidation since the interaction between Follow

Through and supervisors was minimal and few critical decisions were

being made, The exercise of this responsibility became oncb again

of critical importance as FollowThrough moved into a transitional
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phase in which some important decisions about the future of Follow

Through began to be of importance.

2. He was responsible for the translation of the objectives of Follow

'Through into a set. of operational requirements, for determining

the organizational implications of these requirements, and for

making decisions about the structure of the organization and the

allocations of retOnsibility in order to implement these decisions.

3. He was responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of t e Pollow

Through organization and for attempting to change the organiza-

tion to the extent that he observed discrepancies between what wa,s

expected of the organization and what, was actually being accomplished.

4. He was responsible for reviewing the objectives of Follow Through

over time and for proposing modifications when appropriate.

Since there were multiple objectives, both in the short and long-

run, he was also responsible for the articulation of one objective

with another, particularly so that the short-run objectives might

actually serve as 4ntermediate steps (means) toward the achievement

of long-range objectives.

During this period, Follow Through was concerned primarily with the

successful implementation of the demonstration phase with its emphasis on

'the role of sponsors and local projects. This meant that he was primarily

concerned with the development of an, organization for implementing, certain

short-range program objectives. He played an Active role in the evolution

of the section for Program Management and in a clarification of-the res-

ponsibilities being undertaken by the project officers. it is interesting

to note that there was a high tate of interaction between the Ditecior

and the project officers throughout this period. In a sense, the Oitectot
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functioned as a trodbIe-shootei,with reference to project implementation

and as a-senior advisor to the project officers. He routinely partici-%

p,

pated,in the ma)dng of *diffic4t decisions about sponsors and projects.

thilwas not surprising since the projects were not as yet stabilized and

thezgroundrules.for project officers were still in.a state of flux. Morer

over, the.succesefy implementation of projects had been an absolutely

essential first' step in the implementation of the total Follow Through

prograM.

His relatiOns4pto Research and Evaluation was a rather different one.

We indicated previously that Research and Evaluation had functioned somewhat

as a center for the research and development activities and as a residual

category, responsible for all of the undifferentiated responsibilities that

could neither be delegated to Program Management nor to Technical Assistance.

The Director worked intimately with Research and Evaluation and particularly

on those tasks that were critical to program evaluation and tOiong-tange°

planning for Follow Through.. As certain tasks have become well7defined

(some of the research contracts), they have been delegated>to a staff

member, of this section. The Director worked closely with those tesponsibili-

ties not yet well-defined and one might either conclude that he functioned

as a senior member of ReSearch and Evaluation or that portions of this

section functioned in a staff relatiOnehip to the Director.
1

Dr. Et,bert's resignation went into affect od,30 June 1971 at which time

he was succeeded by MS. Rosemary Wilson. However, that date coincides

with a shift in emphasis away from the achievement of short-run objectives

and towards planning for the future of Follow Through. What are some of the

implications of this shift in emphasis for the. Director of Follow Through?

1. The importance of.the liaison function between Follow-Through.and
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critical importance. Interestingly enough, more initiative is now

being taken by those offices in exercising some control over the

activities of Follow Through. One would anticipate that the

importance of this function will continue for some time. In

addition to some deciSions about long-range objectives for Follow

Through, there will continue to be a series of decisions about,

the implementation of these decisions, about the possible

expansion of Follow Through into a service program, and about the

possible termination of portions of the existing program. These

decisions can not be made without participation and support from

a numbr of offices to which FolloW Through is responsible.

2. As the responsibilities of the Research and Evaluation section

have become more well-defined and as its collaborative relationship

to SRI concerning the evaluation has come to an end, there is less

need for the Director to be closely involved with activities of

this section.

3. It also follows that the Director must be increasingly active
to

in helping to work out the details of a'possible five-year plan

and for the development of a plan of action over time which will

clarify the relationships between short-run and long-run program

Objectives.

4. Finally, she is likely to bec increasingly involved in review-

ing the' effectiveness of the resent or-m-ok organization in order

to introduce desirable modifications, This task is of critical

tr

ry

importance as decisiolat.t.the long-run future of Follow

Through are being made and the implications of these decisions for
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the reorientation of the organization are being c.onsidered.

We have left out one important consideration. This Director continues

to be overworked'as was the previous Director. She maintains all her

current responsibilities along with sol,ie additional ones. One Would antici-

pate that she must find ways to divest herself of some of het' current,

short-range responsibilities so that she can be more active in the area of

long-range planning and'in the Subsequent reorientation of the Follow

Through organization.
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cHAmii SIX

CONCLUSION'S AND IMPLICATIONS

,-

The object of this report has been to reiliew!Oe Follow Through experience,

emphasizing particularly the evolution of organiiationil and administrative

arrangements for implementing the program objectives., Atone with our

discussion of tLe Follow Through Branch as,the aaministratixe center of the

program, we have given considerable attention to certain comOnents of the

program - subsystems - whose activities are-Of primary importance. These .

include the local projects which were responsNe for the instructional

efforts and for the initiatiotiof a program of parent involvements the

sponsors with their responsibility for the support of the local projectil

and, finally, the evaluation effort with its responiibility for the tollection

and analysis of data.

As one reflects upon these experiences, one can not help but:be eimpressed

with the innovative nature of the program, with the high aspirations that

have been characteristic of it, and with the dedication that has been 'so

much in evidence. Along with the achievements, there have been disappoint-
,

ments and one would hope to learn something from both sets of outcomes. We

should make clear that, in reviewing some of the disappointments, we are not

suggesting that "better" decisions could easily have been made or that there

were obvious alternatives that might have been followed. Follow 'through is

a novel program, with few precedents available to guide the development of

administrative nroceduresl the staff had little choice except to explore by trial

and error how the program might be organized, fully expecting that some

decisions made would be either unproductive or even counter-productive.
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However, on the basis of the Follow Through programvone can identify some

conclusions; i.e., some guidelines for the future, that should be informative

for the administration of similar programs.

Our statement of conclusions has been, organized in the following way.
1

There are certain conclusions pertinent to each of,the major subsystems. For

each4subsystem; such as the local projects, there are some conclusios

that have to do with the.. internal administration of the subsystem. By that

we mean those decisions about the organization of the subsystem that are

directed towardope accomplishmeht of a particular set of objectives.

There are some additional conclusions that have to do with the relation-

ship of the subsystem Uo other subsystems within Follow Through. To be specific,

when one subsystem makes certain decisions, these may operate as constraints

that must be taken into account by certain other subsystems. Thus, certain

internal difficulties may actually be a reflection of the interactions between

subsystems as tiv: behavior of one constrains the behavior of another.

Project implementation

At the local level, projects have both.shart and long-run objectives;

In the short-run, they are responsible for the implementation of a successful

demonstration of the various components of a local project. In our study,

we have focused on two components - instructional and parent involvement -

and will limit our discussions to these portions of the project activity.

We have also given some consideration to the long-tun objectives of a local

project, namely the attempt to learn from experiences with the demowitration

effort in order to have some broader and perhaps lasting impact on institu-

tions and practiC'es within that community.

l

Conclusions arc numbered using the convention that the first digit
references.thc subsystem and the second indexes the conclusions about: that
subsystem. Thus Conclusion 2.1 would be the first ,conclusion about tho second
subsystem.
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The Instructional Component. At the time of project, initiation,

communities vary enormously in the extent to hich they involve possible

participants in the initial decisions about the project. Although there A14.

projects in which broad participation was encouraged, there are others

in which initial decisions were made by a small number of individuals,

usually representing the administration of the local school system.

Conclusion 11l. Extensive participation in the initial decisions about

project, including the selection of a sponsor, would appear to be desitobl

It would be advantageous to include representatives of those groups who

cooperation is esbential to the successful implementation of a project.

,Clearly, representation of parents is desirable, although

teachers as well as school principals should also be involved in the

initial decision-making. By this means, they can begin to feel that they

have some stake, ih the success of the project and that they will be able to

exercise some ontrol over the project activities.

Conclusion 1.2. At the time of project initiation, communities should attempt

to establish some reasonably clear statement about project objectives. In

the absence of such a statement, it is difficilt to choose among alternative

sponsors who may differ in the extent to which they are willing to support

a particular set of objectives. There are additional implications for the

operational specification of a program that can not readily be made without

a statement of objectives. Finally, certain potential disagreemehts are

likely to emerge as one attempts to clarify ev)e's objectives; when these

disagreements are identified early and openly, they are less likely to lead

to bitterness and misunderstanding.

Conclusion 1.3. Although one often refers to Follow Through as a progi am or

compensatory education or perhaps as a series of experiments in primary
4.
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education, it is also an intervention
2

into an on- going, smial system (school

system and community). As such, the success of local projectS depends very

significantly on their ability to act as change-agents in influencing these

.

social institutions. In local projects, one can certainly observe examples

of "resistance. to change" which defeat the implementation :of a` project.

Indeed, these resistances have little to clOyith the educational, point of

view'that is being supported and are p4marily a, consequence of how the

project As being implemented.

Conclusion 1,4. As a subsystem functioning as part of a larger system (the

local school system), it is inevitable that a local project will "make

waves" and hat the successful implementation of thn project will depend in
;,.

part on the development of mechanisms for dealing constructively with these

problems of interaction and mutual accommodation. In most existing projects,
...

....

one can identify some one incilLidual, often the Follow Through Director or

perhaps a Coordinator of Federal Funds, who serves- in a linking or liaison

function; the skill with which this individual mediates between Follow Through

and the school system appears to be particularly critical for the success of

a local project. This is a difficult'responsibility to .carry out successfUlly;

it can not. be delegated to someone who is either inexperienced or who is not

in a position to exercise influence throughout all parts of the school

system. As is typical of anyone who functions as a meoiator, this individual

is vulnerable to expressions of disapproval from either side of the relation-

ship. For example, the Follow Through staff !mayfeel that the mediator

proceeds too cautiously or iS too protective of the "system" and of its

customary methods of operation. On the other hand, experienced members of

2
There are some projects that may operdte cis "free schools," i.e.,

apart From an existing school system. Such projects are in the minority and
muse still operate so as 10 initiate,certain changes within Lho communit y.
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administration, particularly in staff positions, may have little understanding

of the unusual requirements of Follow Through and may see no reason why

established practices should, be modified.

Conclusion 1.5. Communities differ in the care with which they choose

among alternative sponsors and in the extent to which a common set of

expectations is established at the time of initial agreement. 44 would

appear to be particularly desirable for cbmmunities-to be aware of the differences

'-)among spoinsors and to decide beforehand whether ,or not they are prepared .to

commit themselves to the consequences of a particular sponsor's approach.

Similarly, Sponsors ought to be equally well-informed so that they can,decide

that they are prepared to commit themselves to ,the consequences of working

with a particular community.

We'should note that there were special difficulties for the first'

set of prdlects in making these'choices. They had little opportunity to

observe existing projects since there were very few already in existence.

.

Thus, choices A to be made on the basis of impressions. In the future,

communities will have much more extensive opportunities to beccne informed

before making these choices.

After t initial decisions about aproject haveybeen made, an implemen-

tation stage y be said to-begin and certain Conclusions have been reached

about this second stage of project development.
-

Conclusion 1,6. As a projectbgins to be implemented, the role of the

sponsor's representative Appears to be a particularly critical one since

this individual is the key to the community's understanding of the sponsor'

model and its operational' implications. 4n addition to being knowledp,eable

about' the sponsor's instruceionalawdel, this individual should possess a'
7

w
. N.

variety of other skills that ar,e of equal impbrtance. it individual

has important` functions not, only as a trainer of teachers but as a trainer of

/

I I
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trainers at alt levels of responsibility. One cane anticipate that the first

few months of a project will be a period of stress and the sponsor's

representative must possess certain human relations and supervisory skills ,

in order to establish or maintain an effective working relatioKship with the

project staff. The sponsor's representative must be able to deal construc-

tively with these initial frustrations so as to help maintain staff morale and

to avoid a situation in which the relationship between staff and sponsor's
h'N

representative begins to deteriorate.

Conclusion 1.7. One should recognize that the functions of a sponsor's

representative should be changing over the life of a project. Many of these

training and humad relatioAsfunctions that are initially important will

gradually be taken .over by the local staff as they become more proficient

at training, human relations, and liaison. Eventually, a successful sponsor's

representative ought to be able to create a situation in which his or her

services will no longevt,be essential. However, the sponsor's representative

ought to continue to make a valuable contribution to project planning, which

would include the completion of an annual review of the project` funCtioning

and planning for an additional year's activities.

Conclusion 1.8. For the successful implementation of an instructional

component, the performance of the classroom team is of primary importance.

Specifically, both sponsors reviewed in this report make use of a form of

team teaching and similar practices are followed by many of the sponsors.

More importantly, the role of the classroom teacher is of critical importance

since she must function as the leader of this classroom team. In addition

to being at least open minded about the possibilities of the sponsor's model,

the successful classroom teacher must develop a variety of skills that are

not always expected of teachers. These include: (a) to be able to work

effectively in the classroom as the supervisor of other adults and as the
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coordinator of the teaactivites, (b) to be effective in the on-the-job

training of these otherladults and particularly those parents who rtkzy be

working as part of the classroom team,'(c) to be sensitive to the potential

for disagreement in the classroom and for possible problems of morale and to

'be able to deal Constructively with these difficultieS, and (d) to be able to

function effectively in a racially integrated setting as well as one in which

variations in socio-edonomic and cultural backgrounds will be of considerable

,importance.

4

Conclusion 1.9. There are differences among sponsors' mode ).s with respect

to the ease with which they can be implemented as part of a local project.

Two initial differences would appear to be (a) the degree to which the

Sponior's objectives can be operationally and behavArorally specified and (b)

the ease with which curricula for the training of teachers and for the

training of trainers of teachers can oe developed. For example, there was

an initial period during whictP Sponsor A's "behavior analysis" could be

readily implegnted because his classroom objectives were behaviorally

specified and because of his emphasis on the:development of well-defined

raining-programs. Over time, Sponsor B habeen able to eliMinate certain

difficulties, precisely by moving toward a behavioral specification of his

jectives and by the development of more workable methods of traininK.

As a corollary, those support functions that are responsible for

training will be at a disadvantage when objectives are not behaviorally

specified and in the absence of workable training programs. In carrying

out these support functions, a trainer must necessarily be sensitive to the

problems of morale that may develop among those being Grained. Moreover,

the security of teachers and other classroom persOnnel is very much a function

of theit ability to master the sponsor's model and to learn to perform
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tative. could be included among those who were inexperienced. As projects

begin to develop, these problems of inexperience begin to diminish; particular-

as it becomes possible to either promote from within the staff or at least

to recruit experienced personnel from outsideta:the project. For example,

for an on-going project, one may promote an experienced teacher into the

position of trainer of teachers, an experienced trainer into the position of

Follow Through Coordinator, or a parent with classrooM experience in Follow

Through into the position of Parent ,Coordinator. Similarly, one might recruit

a Follow Through Coofdinator from another school system that had implemented

a similar Follow Through project.

One would certainly recommend to new projects that may develop in the

future that they recruit some individuals who have experience with the, sponsor's

model into positions of responsibility at the time that the project is about'

to be initiated.

Conclusion 1.11. With rare exceptions, Follow Through classrooms are located

within existing schools. Each of these schools will, have a principal who is

"in charge" of the school and there will be teachers who are not\assoeiited

'with Follow Through. Thus, it should not be surprising to note that one

can identify Follow Through projects that find themselves in conflict

with either the principals or the non-Follow Throughteachers and that 1110Se

conflicts may significantly impede the successful implementation. of the

project. One can conclude that (a) principals should have some influence

on the choice to be made among alternative sponsors, (b) that principals and
T.

perhaps teachers should participate in the ,decision to locate Foljcw Through

classrooms in their school, based on some consideration of the possible

advantages to be gained from having their'schools partic_pate in a Follcw

Through project.

Colic uston 1.12. Along similar lines,,mechanisms.should be developed to
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insure that each principal win remain actively involved with Follow Through

and to provide for coordination between Follow Through and the, participating

,:ohclls. As a consequence, a principal ought to be reassured that his

position as principal is being respected, that he or she will have an

opportunity to become knowledgeable about the project, and

that he or she has a continuing stake in the success of the project.

CgxIU Projects differ in the way that they provide for liaison

and,coordination between the project and the school principals; i.e., the

schools in which the projects operate. In some projects this responsibility

is clearly assigned to one member of the project staff, who works regularly

and closely with the school principal and hts associates. This appears to

be a very desirable pattern to follow. In other projects, either the

responsibility is never assigned or it is assigned ambiguously to a number

of individuals. This latter appears to be undesirable. It is a very

imperfect method of coordination, leading quite readily to confusion and

serious misunderstanding.

Conclusion 1.14, One secondary effect of Follow Through is that issues

involving broad policy implications are likely to arise, some of which are

a consequence of the fact that Folirm Through has the effect of introducing

changes into the school system in general and individual schools in particular.

These are issues that can not be handled by school principals operating,

independently. They can be more readily handled when the school superinten-

dent is actively involved and when there are regular opportunities for

discussion and decision-making among school principals ,'"-the school super-

intendent, and other relevant administrators. These mechanisms for system-

wide coordination may well be particularly impo)tant in a Jalge school system

in which decision-making is more formal and in which policy-making in more

highly centralized.
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Conclusion 1.15. During the implementation phase, questions are inevitably

raited about project effectiveness and about what is actually being

accomplished. Different individuals may have different reasons for raising

these questions but it is of concern to all participants in a local project.

For example, the project staff needs to be able to assess what they are

accomplishing, fo reassure themselves that they are making progress, and to

reorient their efforts in order to improve their effectiveness. Similarly,

parents need to determine that their children are indeed making progress

toward the achievement of recognizeable and important educational objectives.

In addition, these data are of value to school boards and administrations as

they attempt to assess project accomplishments and to prepare themselves for

some decisions about the future of the project,

Conclusion 1.16. Although there were some initial expectations that SRI -

the national evalUation effort - would be responsible for the monitoring of

local project outcomes, the responsibility for monitoring project effective-

ness has gradually been taken over by local projects, often with strong

support from the sponsor. There are several reasons for this development.

SRI collects data only in a sample of projectS. More importantly, because

of the magnitude of their effort, there is a considerable delay between the

time of data collection and the availability of the data in the form of a

report. As a result of this delay in feedback, the data collected by SRI

are only of limited usefulness to the local projects. Finally, the analyses

of the data that are most pertinent to the national evaluation are only of

limited usefulness to the local projects,Who are .often in a better position

to analyze locally collected data so that they will be particularly pertinent

to local need;.

Parent Involvement. As a matter of offioir&ycillow Through Policy, all

projects are charged with the responsibility for' the development of a program

of parent participation and involvement.
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All projects support activities of two kinds. First, there is the involve-

ment of parents in the classroom as part of an instructional team. Secondly;

there is the involvement of parents in the activities of the Policy

Advisory Committee (PAC) so that they may take part in the support of Follow

Through and in the process of decision-making.

From our observations of local projects, we have gradually formed some

impressions about these programs of parent participation and particularly

about how successful they have been. For example, these programs appear

to develop slowly and with difficulty. It would appear to take two to

three years in orderyto develop an active and successful program. In addition,

some outside observers have been critical of local projects for not having

been more, successful with their programs of parent involvement. Indeed; some

projects have been accused of giving half4learted support to these activities

and there are undoubtedly some communities in which such an accusation is

warranted. Yet, for those communities with which we are familiar, we have

< reached a different conclusion, namely that it is very difficult to organi7P

a successful program and that program development in this area is a slow and

painstaking process. Moreover, there are some important barriers to parti-
t

cipation that have to be overcome before such a program can begin to be

successful. After all, many poor parents have reservations about the

potential value.Of\paiticipating. They may also be somewhat afraid of

teacteis and school officials and be quite uncertain of the response they

-tan expect to receive from these same individuals. In order to develop a

successful program, one needs to be able to demonstrate to parents that

their participation is of value and to help parents develop some confidence

in the possibility that their contributions will be respected. Let us now

look in mare detail at some orthe factors that seem particularly pertinent

to the development of a succeklful program of parent involvement.

N
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Conclusion 1.17. In a project, the role of the parent coordinator is

particularly important. This individual is responsible for the development

of a parent program, particularly in the initial stages of its development.

A common pattern of hiring is to recruit as coordinator a parent who is

already established and respected in the community. This appears to be a

very desirable pattern and one that has been followed in Communities Al and

A2. Such a person can build upon elready establiShed relationships. A

coordinator who is already trusted can serve as a bridge between parents and

the school, system as parents begin to develop some confidence. Coordinators

who are hired from outside of the community begin with a serious handicap.

As unknown quantities, they are not likely to be trusted and there is little

that they can do toward developing a program until they can establish them-

/selves with local parents.

Conclusion 1.18. It would also appear to' be desirable to have some parents

involved in the initiation of the project and particularly in eertai1h decisions

such as the choice of a sponsor and the Selection of a parent coordinator.

Through such initial participation, parents can begin to understand the

purposes of the project and to establish working relationships with some of

the key members of the Follow Through staff.

Conclusion 1.19. As a first step in the development of a program, a focus

on the involvement of parents in classroom activities seems to he particularly

important. Primarily, this involves the recruitment and training of parents

as classroom assistants. In most communities (depending in part on the

sponsor's views), the position of a parent assistant is a rotating one so

that a large number oCparents can eventually have this experience. By taking

part in classroom activities, parents have an opportunity to learn in detail

about Follow Through, to have first band experiences of what is being

accomplished in the classrooM, and to establish some.eooperative working
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relationships with the Follow Through staff and with relevant officials of

the school system.

As these parents become committed to the success of the program, they

can assist in the further development and expansion of the program of patent

involvement in a variety of ways. These experienced parents can assist in

informing additional parents and in encouraging their participation. They

are likely to be most helpful in the establishment of the PAC and in taking

responsibility for some of its activities. In addition, most Follow Through

projects will hire experienced parents to assist the' parent coordinator and

in the training of parents. Thus, an experienced parent assistant will have

. an opportunity to be promoted into other Follow Through staff Positions.

Conclusion 1120, 'Coe role of parent trainer is also a very important one.

Consider the position of a parent who has just been hired to serve as a

parent assistant. Quite likely, she will not have completed a high school

education. She is likely to be quite anxious about her ability to perform

in this'new situation. She may also be quite uneasy about working with the

Follow Through staff and about being treated with respect.' The purpose or

the training program is to prepare her for this new set of responsibilities

and to provide her with the necessary emotional support.

Quite often, the parent trainer will be recruited locally and she may

well have first worked with Follow Through as a parent assistant. Under

these circumstances, parents have some basis For trusting her and she can be

expected to empathize with them.

Conclusion 1.21. The parent trainer also needs support and advice From the

sponsor's representative, particularly with rospect to the organizatico of

the propy:un of tvainiin% For parents. For example, both !;11011!;orc A orld R ksvo

recont19 develo1 -4i Parent Trainci's Manuals. Each manual, k es!.enlialli

curriculum for-the training of parent-aides Initially, the parent trainer

-t
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had the responsibility for training parents but had little guidance concern-

ing what she was trying to accomplish on how to obtain any given set of

training objectives. These training manuals are an important development for

the improvement or these, programs for the training of parents.

A.le should point out that the attitudes that parent assistants develop

about Follow Through and that teachers develop about parents are very much

influenced by what happens in the classroom. For example, when parents are

given insufficient training and support, they can not be expected to function

effectively in the classroom. Moreover, the experience is likely to be

both frustrating and unsatisfactory. Under these circumstances, some dif-

acuities between paientassistants and teachers are likely to arise and

relationships based upon mutual respect are unlikely to develop. One can

conclude that involving parents in a poorly organized program of classroom

activities can be expected to hurt Follow Through rather than to help it.

Conclusion 1.22. When one observes a successful program of parent involve-

ment in classroom activities, one also observes that parent involvement is

viewed as an integral rather than an independent part of the total project

activities. To put it in other terms, it appears to be undesirable to let

a program of pafent involvement operate in isolation from the rest of the

project activities. For example, in Community B2, responsibility for parent

involvement was delegated to a parent coordinator who worked very much in

isolation. He also had little to do with the rest of the Follow Through

staff-, particularly those who were responsible for the instructional program.

Eventually, it became apparent to parents as well as others that the parent

coordinator knew very little about the sponsor's model, that he did not

participate in any of the important decisions about Follow Through, and

that he had little status with the rest of the Follow Through staff. To

some extent, his relative isolation led to some problems of coordination
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between the main project activities and the program of parent involvement.

More importantly, parents (as well as the parent coordinator) concluded that

the program of parent involvement was somewhat of a farces it was neither

supported nor valued. It would appear that parent involvement can be

recognized as of value only when the program is viewed as an integral part

of the project activities and when the parent coordinator is clearly included

in the decision-making process.

Perhaps as a corollary, a successful program of parent involvement

in classroom activities requires the active support of teachers, school

principals, and other school administrators. For examples in Community Al,

the school principal clearly supports all aspects of Follow Through and

potential difficulties with teachers have been substantially minimized.

Thus, parents feel that their contributions in the ,classroom are of value.

In Community A2., where the school principals partially resent the disruptive

effects of Follow Through, there have been difficulties in the claSsroom

involving teachers and parents. Parents are also aware of the negative views

of the principals. The effects are clearly disadvantageous for the develop-

ment of a strong program of parent involvement.

Conclusion 1.23. Support for a broader program of parent involvement,.

centering around the PAC, seems to depend in part upon the successful develop-

ment of involvement with classroom activities. Of course both sets of
1%;

activities will begin simultaneously, but participation in PAC meetings and

activities appears to develop after parents have developed some confidence

about their involvement with classroom and school-related activities.

We would like to suggest the following explanation for this particular

observation. A major purpose of. the PAC is to facilitate parent participa-

tion in the decision making about the project. Initially, at least, parents

may not feel that this objective is either meaningful or realistic. To be
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specific, it is Officult to participate in decision making about the project

until one'knows something about it and how it operates. More importantly,

one has to become convinced that the project itself is of value and worth

supporting. .0n the other hand, parents are interested in the education that

their children are receiving* a good instructional program is something, of

obvious value. Thus, as parents become knoWledgeable about the prOject and

convinced.that it is important, then it becomes more meaningful to want to

have some influence on the functioning of the project.

In addition, parents are somewhat skeptical that they gill actually

be permitted to participate or that their views will have any influence.

Through-participation in classroom activities, they may begin to develop'

relationships to teachers and schdol officials that are encouraging. The net

effect is to build some confidence that. their participation will be respected

and that it is realistic to engage in the PAC activities. In short, we are

attempting to suggest that confidence in the PAC is built up over time and

is based partly on knowledge of Follow Through, on a commitment to its ob-

jectives, and on the establishment of some effective working relationship. to

teachers, Follow Through staff and other school officials.

Conclusion 1.24. For a local PAC to develop, it is important that a number

of parents begin to take on positions of responsibility and leadership.

_Initially, the success of the PAC is likely to depend A-great deal on the

energy And leadership skills of the Parent Coordinator. But it is clearly

important that the PAC begin to function independently and to take over

respon ability for its own activities. For example, in Community Al, there

was quite a successful program with the Parent Coordinator having'a dominant

role in _many of the PAC, activities. The PAC became more inactixe when

this Coordinator resigned; the new Coordinator is having to work very hard

in order to revitalize(the activities that preVio6sly existed.
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In addition', there is cleal.ly a need for the development of leadership

training programs for the support of PACjactivities, perhaps resembling the

training programs that have been desiglied for the support of classroom in-

volvement. For example, in Community B2 attempts are being de to develop

a leadership training program with the aid of some,Adult Educators at a

local university. Much more needs to be done in order to help develop local

leadership for support of the PAC activities.

Conclusion 1.25. Some PAC's have been quite active in the support of social

programs, such as trips to local theatres, pot -luck suppers, sponsorship of

4.monthly newsletter, etc. And some outsiders have questioned the wisdom of thi

involvement in "social" activities. Yet, these activities have one very imports

effects they help to build better relationships among parents, to develop

slime sense of cohesiveness among parents, and to develop a commitment to the

PAC activities. Such developments are clearly of value in the long run.

These activities may be of particular value when Follow Through parents

are scattered throughout t.he community or when the Follow. Through project

operates through several local schools. Under these circumstances, relation-

ships among parents may not already exist and the developmdnt of such

relationships among parents can contribute to he strengthening, of the PAC

as well as the total program of parent involvement.

Conclusion 1.26. As,parents become involved in classroom activities, par(iy,

?.'

as, paid employees of the schooloystem,,one can 'anticipate 't 'at certain

difficulties will arise. For the success of the program of parent involve-

ment, it, is im. -tant that these difficulties can be dealt with openly and

constructively and that reasonable solutions to these difficulties can \ie

advanced. For example; there are a variety of personnel questions that

can be expected to arise. How rilith should parents be paid in the classroom?
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Under what circupotances'cae a.parent, assistant be fired for repeated absence

4

or'incompetence?, Will pay rates for parents be reviewed on an annual basis

just as teachers'are? Are parents entitled to sick leave, paid holidays,
. . .. /

etc.? Under what circumstances can they be promoted? What we are trying to

suggest is that the program of.classrpom activities will have to evolve and

change as these and similar issues arc. raised. Confidenee in Follow ThroUgh

.

and in the school l'item can be expected to develop when issues can be dealt

with constructively and can be expected to be destroyed when these issues can

not be dealt with constructively.

Conclusion 1.27. In similar fashion, as PAC activities.develop and parents

begin to participate in decision making about Follow Through, one can expect

that some conflict will develop between the PAC, the school system, and'

perhaps other parts of the community. For example, should the PAC participate

in the recruitment and hiring of parent assistants and teachersas well?

How active a role should the PAC play in the writing of the annual Follow

Through proposal for funds? Again, as a program of parent involvement develops',

one needs to he able to deal with these emerging conflicts and to help bring

about some evolutionary changes in the role of the PAC and its relationship

to Follow Through.

Having a Lasting Impact. There is one final topic that we propose to

discuss that relates to the achievement of long-range rather' than short-

rang., pro jert ohjeetives. In the short-run, a ma jot litoject objective is to

implement a particular innovative program with an emphasis on an instructional

component and on parent involvement. ay implication, a short-run objective

is to demonstrate the effectiveness or these innovative activities.

'ThBut what are the long -run objectives for these local project3?.

Interestingly enough, this is a rather difficult question to answol. In the

Follow Through Guidelines, there is no clear distinCtioe miido Oetween the
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short-run and the long-run, although there is an indication that some conclu-

sions should'be reached based upon the demonstration effort (the planned

variation) that will be useful and applicable on a broader scale. Similarly,

staff members associated with local projects usually find it difficult to

give a clear description of long-run objectives. After all they find

themselves almifst completely absorbed with ore immediate concerns and in

improving the effectiveness of the existiritirefforts.

However, at the level of the school superintendent, one may occasionally

obtain a clearer statement of long-run objectivess

1. As'conclusions are reached about, the effectiveness of certain

featutOs of the program, one ought to attempt to adopt these features for use

on a broader basis within the school system.

2. By broader uSe, one might want to consider broader applications

within those schools thatare already part of the Folio,' Through projort.

Alternatively, one might want to consider applications to other schools

within the school system which are not as yet associated with Follow Through.

'After talking to school superintendents one can also make some predic-

tions about what is not likely to happen in the long-run.

1. The demonstration effort is not ..kely to continue indefinitely es

a demonstration program. Federal funding for such an effort t likely. to

come to an end. In addition, when Federal 'funds are no longer available, it

is unlikely th t full funding for the present projects will be obtained fr,_m

local communities or with the approval of local school boards. After all,

costs per pupil in Follow Through are about twice the cost per pupil in non-

Follow Through classrooms. At some point in time, one can expert that. non-

Follow Through parents are likely to want "equal-treatment." for their

children. And for budgeting reasons it seems unrealistic to expert L:AL

the Follow Through gffort as it now operates would be funded locally fot
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expansion into all of the schools in any given school system.

2, Moreover, as one looks at the successful and desirable features of

local projects one begins to realize that it is somewhat misleading to%refev

to the Follow Through effort as a program of "Compensatory Education ". Are

these innovations applicable only to poor children' ie their use limited to

settings which are in some sense compensatory? 'The answer would appear/to

be that the successesmithin the program of planned variation are simply

improvements in education, they are potentially applicable:in a variety of

settings, rather than being limited to programs that are viewed as compensatory.

3, Thus, one can anticipate that Follow Through projects are likely to have

a lasting impact to the extent that they can be viewed as good education as

well as good compensatory education. Hopefully, in the long-run, desirable

features of the project efforts would be routinely incorporated into the

functioning of the school system.

At the present time, projects are still primarily involved with the

pursuit of short-run objectives, However, there area few observations that

one can make that are pertinent to the problems of having a lasting, impact.

C- onclusion 1.28. There is a tendency for local projects to operate somewhat

,in isolation from the re t of the school system to the end that those individuals

not actively involved with Follow Through have little direct contact with

Follow Through. As a result of this isolation, there are some undesirable

consequences, particularly for the long-run. For example, in Community Al,

there are three schools s rving primarily poor children in which the Follow

Through project might ha a been located. Actually, the prOject efforts

are located within only one of these schools, although school officials feel

that the program might be eventually expanded into the other two schools.

''Unfortunately, the principals of these two schools have developed sOrwsthat.

negative attitudes about Follow Through based rather significantly on a

I
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limited knowledge of what has been happening. It is clear that these two

principals have worked very hard in order to introduce improvements into

,their respective schools. Yet, they have the1mpression that they receive

little credit for their efforts and that the Foil& Through school receives

an undue amount of attention and rec nition. In a sense, principals compete'

with each other and these principals feel that they are being treated un-

airly. Whether their grievances are legitimate or not is beside the point.

hat is important is that they have developed some negative impressipns of_

Follow Through and have little interest in the possible incorporation of

feaures of Follow Through into their own schools.

In Communities B1 and )32, Follow Through was first included in certain

schools in whith there was a large concentration of, poor children. Within

the rommunities, these schools have the reputation of being located in "poor"

neighborhoods. Subsequently, attempt's were made to introduce Follow Through

into some "middle-class" schools. But the principals,of these schools as

well as some parents resisted these efforts. They had reached the conclusion

that Follow Through was for poor children and that it was a remedial program.

Thus, :hey were:insulted by the suggestion that Follow Through might be

appropriate for their schools and for their children. Again, both principals

and parents were misinformed.' We are suggesting that it is dangerous for

Follow Through to operate in isolation from tHe rest of the school system.

Under these circumstances, non-Follow Through schools are likely to be

misinformed and to reach .erroneous conclusions. More importantly, individuals

may come toresent the special treatment being given to Follow Through

1

schools and to resist having any future involvement with the 'F.opow. Through

4project. Y

Conclusion 1.29. We can identify at least two uechanisms for maintaining,
F,

. more effective communications between Follow Through and other portions of the
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school system. During the past year, Sponsor A has been attempting to es ab-

lish Model Management Committees as a regular feature of each local pro ct

with which le is associated. These committees might be viewed as steering

or advisory committees to Follow Throl4h projects. Included on these

4':)

committees would be key Follow,fhrough staff members, the sponsor's represen-

tative, the principals of all schools associated with Follow Through,

',representatives from the PAC, plus several administrators, representing the

reguTgr communication:school'system. These committees provide fOr

between Follow Through projects and .school systems, namely those parts

that are !Currently affected by Follow Through. There are also opportunities

for coor

1

ination of effort and joint planning.

A different and broader set of mechanisms has been employed in Community

It2, mainly through the influence of the school superintendent. He views

Follow Though as one of the major innovative efforts taking plaCe in the

school system. He meets on a regular basis with all school principals and

with a "SUperintendent's Council", made L.: f all senior administrators

on the central staff. However, principals are frequentl1P invited to parti-

cipate in these council meetings. Follow Through is a freqUent topic of

discussion at these-meetings. What is important is that the superindentent

uses these meetings in order to Establish a-long-range context within which

the Follow Through experience can be evaluated. In addition, he attempts to

establish the perspective that the. entire school system has a stake in the

success of Follow Through and in learning from its experience. This approach

would appear to be particularly valuable for the deifelopment of long-range

plans and col: providing for participation of the total school sysL6m in the

Follow -Through experienc

Saigagrax411.30. Some Follow Through projects operate quite successfully

even though the project has little contact With the school ccirpArintendent
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'4-
and even though he may have minimal involvement with the project activities.

Such a method of operation would appear to be appropriate for the achievement

of short-run objectives but highly inappropriate when one considers the

problems of having a lasting impact or of the foriulation of long-range

objectives. We would predict that long-range objectives will never be

pursued Without active ladership on the part of the school' superintendent.

Moreov4r, it would appear that some planning with respect to the long-tun

implic4tions Of Follow Through should begin, as early as possible. Through

such planning, the .school system as a whole should be able to participate

in the (Mow Through experience, to participate in the evaluation,,of the

demonstration project, and to learn to recognize that the systbm as a whole

hasa stake in the success of the Follow Through effort.

1

SpOnscrs and Their Programs

With a few exceptions, sponsors' programs originated as an educational

innovation. With the support of ,Follow Through, sponsors were then given

an opportunity tb..build an organization in' order to .export the innovation

and to implement it in a variety of local settings; Thus, a sponsor is not

unlike an inventor who forms a company in order to market the product he

has just invented. .There are perhaps two main headings under which conclusions

about sponsors can be organized. The first has to do with their success in

building an organizatiton in support of their programs while the second has

to do with the special contribution of sponsors (as outsiders) to the

success-of the loc4l projects,

Sponsor Organizations.

Conclqsion'2.1. Initially, at least, sponsors tended to undere§timate the

importance ofbuil g an effective organization in support of their program,

of activities. This hould not be at all surprising since their Interest.
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was in the development of an innovative "model", along with a supporting

rationale. More importantly, since sponsors are not directly responsible

Jar the implementation of their programs (i.e., they don't actually teach in

local classrooms, althaigh they may train teachers), they have had to iden-

tify a variety of supporting functions that are of value and to build an

organization that will make available these.forms of support to the local

projects;

Conclysion 2.2. This, initial group of(nonsors was handicapped by the fact

that there was rib obvious administrative or organizational model to which

they could turn for guidance. In the future, newly recruited sponsors

should be able to profit from these initial trial-and-error experiences in

4uilding and staffing their own organizations.

Conclusion 2.3. Considering the two sponsor organizations with which we

are most familiar, both were organized initially around one or two key

individuals (the sponsors) who played a dominant role in the evolution of

these programs. As these organizations have developed, the role of the

sponsor has changed rather dramatically as the purposes of the sponsor's

organization are clarified, as the organization becomes more differentiated,
\

and as a variety of responsibilities are delegated to others. Thus, there

is an evolution from a situation in which one or two individuals are res-

ponsible for all major decisions to one in which Nsponsibility for decision-
'

making is delegated on the basis of function. Similarly, there is a.

reorientation such that the,primary emphasis is no.longer on the development

of'the sponsor's "model" and becomes focused instead on_ the development of

an organization iQ support -of the implementation of that model.

Conclusion 2.4. As the sponsor's organizatiOn begins to achieve some

stability, the role of the sponsor aS head of the organization fOeuse*
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more and more on the following functions:

(1) on the relationships betty n t'e sponsor's program and the Follow

Through Branch, particularly with respect to the develOpment of long

run plans for Follva Through;

(2) on the deVelopment of a long-run strategy to be followed by the spon-

sor, based up41 some expectations about the future of Follow Through and of

the vile of sponsors in a possibly revised program;

(3) on the maintenance of certain activities for monitoring the effective-

neSs of the sponsor's organization and for introducing changes into the

organization designed to improve its functioning;

(6) on the maintenance of some sense of purpose for the organization, on

some continuing commitment to a set of organizational objectives and to the

importance of those objectives. More importantly, we would assume that

these objectives have to evolve if they are to continue to seem important.

In this respect, the possible shift in emphasis within Follow Through from a demo

stration phase to a large-scale implementation phase would appear to be

helpful since it opens up the possibility of a similar reorientation in the

objectives of the individual sponsors' programs.

Coagjusion 2,5,, These sponsors both rely on a field representative who is

responsible for relationships between sponsor and local project. The skill
-)

with which this individual carries out his or her'tesponsibilities is of

critical importance and, only gradually, has it bedn possible to identify the

skills required of this individual and the support that he or she would nerd

in working with a local project.

For example, field representatives have always been expected 0 be

knowledgeable About the sponsor's model. It has also become apparent that

they must possess skills in the areas of human relationships and organiza-

tional planning in order to be successful. When projects are first being
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initiated, there are some special burdens on the field representative

who may become the focus of all the anxieties that are developing within the

4project. in order to deal with thpse circumstances, the field representative

needs considerable support from the sponsor's staff both in the form of

suggestions on materials far use as well as in the form of emotional. support,.

Conclusion 2.6. Sponsors have gradually had to develop some realistic

procedures for monttoring the effectiveness of these local projects.

Initially,there.was the expe ctaticn that SRI wou1,1 1,0 able to carry out

this responsibility; in,iyar opinion, this expectation was not particularly

realistic since the needs of local projects are not particularly congruent

with the needs of a large-scale national evaluation effort. For example,

\ each project needs its own data and a design that will take into account

those policy questions that must be answered at the local level. In general,

these are policy questions: that are pertinent to long-range planning for

that particular project. Both sponsors included in this study have gradually

increased their emphasis on the development of appropriate monitoring
"

procedures. As a consequence, 'there has been some emphasis on a behavioral,

(i.e., measureable) specification of the sponsor's objectives, on the develop-

ment of appropriate methods of measurement, and on procedures for the analysis

of data that would organize data plto a form that is both informative and

timely.

Conclusion 2.7. Data for the assessment of project performance are of

value to the project in a variety of ways. They are of value to the project

.staff in helping them to improve and redirect their efforts while they

also help to reassure the staff about the progress that is being made. The

data are of considerable value for parents and other school officials in

Helping to infoOt them about the effectiveness of the program. The data

are also of value such times as policy decisions must be rode about the
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future of the project within the individual school system. Thus, assess-

ment data serve certain short-run objectiveS associated with demonstrating

the effectiveness of the project as well as more long-run Objectives

associated wich decisions for the future based upon experiences accumu-

lated within the demonstration phase.

Sponsor Contributions to Local Projects. There remains the question

of how one evaluates_the special contribution made by sponsors to the success-

ful implementation of these projects.

Conclukkon 2.8. One major contribution of the sponsors is to provide for

the support of the local staff during the implementation phase. In this

sense, the local staff are directly responsible for'the classroom activities

and for Cie development of a program of t irent involvemept. The !;ponso,f

plays a major role in furnishing materials (curriculum)'in support, of these-

activities and in tie establishment of a program for the training

of teachers and for the training of trainers.

In some projects, we have been able to observe the unfortunate conse-

quences that can be anticipated if the sponsor is unable to fulfill these

,/-
requirements for support. For example, Sponsor B's relationship t ir projects

appears to have improved as his field representatives have begun to place:

greater emphasis on materials and curriculum suggestions in support of

classroom activities. Similarly, both sponsors appear to be placing greater

emphasis on the development! of materials to assist in the training of parents

and in support of a program of parent involvement. Moreover, projects

appear to have suffered whenever the sponsor's field representative was

unable to establish an effective working relationship to the lova' staff

afld, therefore, was unable to be effective in carrying out his or 1K,r

responsibilities in-support of a training .program.

In this.re4ect, one should note that the sponsor's representative may
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be viewed as a communications link through whom the support furnished by the

sponsor's organization can be made available to a local project. Thus,

the sponsor's representative must rely in turn on forms of support t

are made available to him by the sponsor's
r
Organization.

2.24 Assuming that,a Follow Through project must act as a

change agent within an existing school system, the sponsor fulfills a very

important function as a catalyst in facilitating this process of change.

For example, during the stage of project initiation, a local school system has

to make certain critical decisions about the choice of a sponsor and

about the project that it proposes to undertake. IP, making these decisions,

the project is in essence defining a shared objective for the project as

well as an initial commitment to the accomplishment of this objective.

This would appear to be an important first step in initiating a process of

change. We refer to the sponsor as a catalyst in the sense that the

sponsor is not directly responsible for the establishment of project

objectives; but these objectives would appear to be an essential by-product
ti

of the negotiations betWeen sponsor, project, and Follow Through, and of the

necessity for choosing among alternative sponsors.

Secondly, beginning with the stage of project initiation and continuing

throughOut the stage of project implementation, certain'decisionS aremade

that establish some expectations about the likelihood of change, that

establish some mechanisms for decision-making about change, and which

provide for the support of individuals who will be involved in these pro-

cesses of change. The involvement of the school, superintendent and, his

staff, the establishment of a liaison funetioti between -project' and school

system, and the establishment of Or procedures for making,decisioiis

the project. are all pertinent to establishing and maintaininG ab orientation

that is open to change. Again, the sponsor and his represenatives can
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function as catalysts in the sense that they can partiCipate as change-agents

and, as outsiders, are not subject to the organizational constraints under

which most regular employees of a school system must operate.

cnninlinion 2.10. Almost as a corollary of the preVious conclusion, one

can also conclude that project success is partly a function of those

_decisions that either facilitate or hamper the process change within a

school system. Moreoever, the differential success of these four projects

may be Viewed as examples of differential success in the management of a

program of change and innovation. Thus, in some projects, initial decisions

have led to the establishment of a shared Objective'while in other projects,

this initial stage in the process of change has been handled quite imperfectly.

Similarly one can observe certain decisions about the initial structuring

of I project, which tend to isolate the project from the school system,
. ,

which establish initially the, expectation that there will be little change,

and which lead rroject staff members to feel very uncertain about the

consequences for them of, participating in a program of change. However ,

in other projects, one can observe rather different decisions which main-

tain the project as an integral part of the school system and which establish

,,positive expectations about the need for and the desirability of change.

Conclusion 2.11. By comparison with certain other programs in whiCli there

has been considerable resistance to change within school systems, we suggest

that it is,of major importance that the objectives of these projects be

broad enough in scope to be challenging and to seem impoitantand yet narrow

enough in scope (i.e., with sufficient focus) so that the objectives can be

perceived as meaningful and, achievable and so that participants can agree on

thei importance. Athotigh a full doeumentation of this point is boyond
\

-
theescope-of this report, we would like to advance this "conclusion" as a

reasonable and potentially important hypothesis. By way of.contrast, Marris

\
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-and Rein have reviewed the success of a number of projectsl'all of which may

be included under the Heading of CoMmunity Action Projects. More importintly,

otse objective of.these projects was to attempt :to bring

about a program of change within Schools.
3

From their report, one has to

oOnCltiele that success was 'very limited and that serious difficulties were

frequently encountered.

efforts were broader in scope than are the follow Through projects. Ap a

result, a variety of objectives were pursued which-had little in cOmMon

except that they were all directed at school "reforms" and which liere potentially

in competition,with eachother.inder theie circumstances; it is not durprising

that it is difficult to reach agreement about a shared objective or about a strategy

However, one has also the impression that these

for its accomplishment.

One shoUld also note one important advantage to a., limited and

measureable objective. One is in a position to monitor its achievement, to

recognize that limited progress is being made: and to identify ways in which

corrective action might be taken in order CO improve the effectiveness of

program. When the possibilities for assessment are absent, one has

little basis for \confidence in what one is doing and little basis for

-modifying one's efforts in order to improve their effectiveness.
I

Conclusion 2.12. We have identified two major functions performed by sponsors

in providing for'the support of local staff and in assic-4ng as facilita-

tors ih a priness of organizational change. It also follows hat these two

functions 'complement each otherr,and both are essential for the success of

local projects. As a catalyst, the sponsor, can help to establish a context

within which some desirable changes are possible. However, there are alwa-s

risks involved and the local staff, cannot proceed to carry out their

responsibilitie's unless provisions have been.mad2 for the support of their

activities and in support of a program of change.

.

P. Morris and M. Rein. Dilemmas of Social Reform. New Yorks Atherton,
1969. pp. 58-70.
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There is ope final issue Which We propose to address. Having'con-

cluded,that the spontots did play an_ ApOrtant role.in the.ssuccess of thete7

projects, howiMpottant is the role of sporitor likely to he in the future

Itaking into account the pPisible 'expansion of the Follow Through program?

In other Words, now that some successful, projecti are, in existence, can.one

dispense,with the services of the sponsors? In our judgment, sponsors will.

continue to play an importantr01.6 although perhaps an altered one, in
.

ahylprOpoted expansion of the:Pollow Through program:, Our reasons are as

f011owst

1. To the extent that the sponsor functions,as a catalyst in establishing

a context within which change can take place, we would suggest that some

outside influence is needed in order to perform this essential funclibn .

Although internal support from a school superintendent and a school board

is needed, they are not,in the 'position to take on the active responsibili-

ties that are undertaken by the sponsor.

2..OnceIvably, some of the training methods could be written up in the

form of-training manuals and the curriculum could be organized inqhe form

of a series of work bookt. In this sense, one might reduce the need for
.

.

a osponsor. Perhaps, one could minimize but not eliminate the heed for the

sponsor in support of th? local projects. One advantage of the sponsor it.

that he is continually in a position to modify training programs -..nd educia-

tional approaches in the light of experience and to meet the particular

needs of a given local project. With the,sponsor eliminated, approaches,

become more inflexible and less repoilsive to the individual needs of pro-

jeets. In addition, one should not underestimAte the emotional support;.

provided by the sponsor's representative to local staff during the,'sthgi, of

,project implementation.
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Finally, one might conclude that one could use the staff of an estab-

lished project to serve as sponsors to a newly initiated project. This is

a possibility that should be explored although we ,would predict that the

----sponsor's representative can be ver);-helpful in_maki.ng_a_succesS_Of_sUch an

effort. After all, local staff are; aware that the ponsor ha's been helpful

but not necessarily hew he or she has been helpful. Thus, someone from a

. .

local,staff-dam become of fielp.to another project to the extent that he or

She can begin to take on the ,role of sponsor representative to another

- project. In this respect, this staff member would need the same or'similat

,training as rad been previously available to a sponsor's representative and

the stole forms of support as had been 0:41labie through the sponsor's

organization;

The Evaluation Effort

Throughout most ofithe'period covered bylthis report, the Stanford

Research Institute has'had the primary responsibility for the implementation

of the evaluation effort. :Only recently, with the writing of separate.

contracts 'to the HOron Institute and Abt Associates, has a portion of/fhis.

responsibility been delegated to others.

Although one talks-quite naturally about the evaluation effort as if

i4 were a single activity, iris important to recognize that there was

actually a wide variety. of activities carried out by SRI, We have found it

useful to refer eo several activities as associated with a summative eval-

uation of Follow Through. These 'include the SRI responsibility for the

assessment of cognitive change in children, he olleCtion and ptocessing

of these data, and for the establishment an milintenaa '4:fieldstaff--t, f

responsibl,e for the collection of these data. In.some closelyreldted

activities,,SRi has been responsible for interviews with parents, teachers

ti
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and teacher aidesand foi some classroom observations.
A . , A

*We have found it useful to refer to certain other activities .as devoted

to a program of research and development fodus ng on the sssessmen.of
A ,

.
cognitive change and on the assessment of institutional and community,

development:

As As ohs observes three SRI efforts, .one' can not fail to observe,t4 ,

differential success qf SRI in carrying out this variety of responsibilities

A

To be specific, SRI has been -quite successful in the management'of its

Very.,complexAata e011ectJen,activitil and in the organization of a fiefit

staff respott;ible for this effort.,-Similarly, there has been significant
A

euccess'with theIarent inverVie/s and,with.the.eifort devotes, to clasa-

room observations: However, SR/ has been much less tucoessfuf in ifs'

development qf plans for theanalysis of these data. Indeed, it is these

responsibilities for planning and analysis which have been more recently

delegated to tie Huron Institute and Abt Associates. Finally, SRI has

experienced considerable difficulty with its effortsidevoted t0 noncog:

nitive assessment and institutional and social phange. These diforti have

n
been substantially abandoned rather than being reassigned to some alternativ'e

agency.

However, /n, order to comprehend the evolution of this evaluation effort., its
,ae

successes as well as its disappointments, we have found it importaa-,tq remind

selves of the variety of constraints, within which SRI had to operate. By

and lame, these were influences over which SRI had little cohtiO1 and yet
A ;

tt!
they.influencod. roexit ni4jor doeistons about the,dovelopmenl or the.R1

'effort. They fall into two eathet different catty,ories; On

the 4)Of hand, there are those that help +Wine, the objectives of the
A

evaluation eLfott and the variety of tasks that'must be included.
. On the

to



other hand, there are other considerations that help define a set'of desired

relat4nstliP4 that ahOuld cast 'between SRI and other ComponenWin the
I '

Follow Thro600 program. .These ,latter constraints influence the proceas.44

.reaching decisions and.imply thgt certain internal resources must be committed

to the establishment and maintenance of the desired set ofjelatiOnships..

Within these.constriAnts,,.;SRI was free to makeAecisions about its
4 .

/

0

own organization.and administrative procedutegl, We shall attempt to set,

t

o

01,



down some conclusions both about the influence of these external influences

on Slit as well as about thejnternal decisions that affec ted the,SRI effort,

The influence of external'eonstrit4i;

Conclusion 3.1. The initial aapiratiOns fOr the evaluation effort were that'

itbe.sufficiently broad in scope to includee0Ohase0,90'cognitive and

:noncognit ye change in,indiyidual childrenitg. deMenstrate causal relatiOn'

, .

.ships between tpeshangeS.as the dependent variables and various aspects

of the .program of 'planned variation as independent variables, While. also

includingan emphieis. on institutional andcommunity change.-..Let us note

,,.
___---------

. .

that the-scope of this effert'can be defended in the sense:that-all of it-is
. --,--

relevLi*tO the everall,ObjectiVer-a-ieliew Thedugh and all'of it is relevant
\,.

to an insighqul-interpretation of the conseqUences of this prOgram of social

interveniion., Yet, in retrospect, these aspirations.areextremely ambitious

and the difficulties of.aehieving them were seriously underestimated.

There related Aspiration that' is important even though it was

rarely made explicit, This was that the component activities making'up the

'.evaluation effort shOuld b rganized into an:integrated program, The

'
alternatiVe-would'be to per lit th jar parts to operate in an autonomous

. Cashion;.in,which case one would be supp g a set of evaluation efforts,

.
with. an emphasis on the plurality of objectives., This desire' for Intc-

,gration makes the achievement of a successful3tCgram a I the more diffioult.

In a sense, dne is asking for a major intellectual Achievement reKesenting

a synthesis oe material in four fieldss education and learning theory, 'child

,

develppment, organizatidhal and commUnity,Cto.nge, as well as theories of

educational measurement, exOrimental design, and.evaluati'mn.

Let us'assume .(perhaps a esestionable assumption), that the develop-

,-

ment of such an integrated effort would be beyond the capabilities of an

,
L.interdisciplinary team of scholars and, that at some point in time, some

- ,

, ,
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of two i"ndividuals would have-to-Ake a major contribution to the develop-

ment of such an integrated potntc view. Somewhat facetiouslyAe have

'o,ccasionally7a-Sked ourselves' if we knew Anyone capable, of accomplishingisuch

a synthesiSt ire., someone who combined the wisdom of Plaget, Bruner, Skinner,

.0.

Campbell and Staniex, Pl-tts.two or three of the foremostlivingtheorists of

organfzatiPtialchange. we are setting up the,requirements

,

forn-inteAlettUal superman and we have never been able to identify.anyone

who *eared to possess all of these qualthcations.

. . ,

In short, the -eRpectatiOns communicated to SRI about the objectives' of
1

-etraluation,were.extremelr ambitious, whollycpproPriate to the objectiveS of

4"

Follow Through, and probably unachievable within any reasonable time-scalp.

more..mbd4St set of expectations might have been much-more appropriate.
,

0

.Conclusion 3.2. There is on interesting consequence of these ihitial

aspirations fot those key indivlduals who found tbemSelves respoAsible foe

the development of such a program. rf an individual accepts these aspirations

as reasonable, then it follows that We ought to be able to

master and comprehend in his own mind the totality of effdrt that is being-

undertakent to. commit himself to similar aspirations for evaluating-His

own performance. Thus; we are describing a situation in'which an individual

may easily- trap himself into attempting what is likelir ,to be impassible.

Indeed, Sorensen has indicated that be only gradually realized the mag-
,

nitude of what he himself was trying to accomplish and that it was a great

disappointment toihave to dcknoWledge that he could not maintain a mastery

of all aspects of the' evaluation effort. What we are suggesting is that th

aspirations fOr the total program became translated into criteria for evalu-
-

ating the accomplishments of thos6 individuals who were.respOntlble for'the

. program. If the program aspirations were tylrealistically.ambitlous theft it

,
followed that these key individuals were likely to' establish for themselVes--
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a desired.Set of accomplishments that was equally unachievable.'*4ndeedi
. . . .

7 A
,this -form of analysts helps to explain the extraordinary tension

.und,

er which
. ,

certain key individuals operated., As a side issue, these .same indkvidUais,
;

were all too often preoccupied with their'shotcomings and*too little-

Consoled by What they had actually accomplished.

Conclusion 3.3. Partly%as a consequenee'of the emPhasiS,on an integrated

_program of-e0olUationt it yes very, difficult for either SRI or Folio4ThroUgh*
, . ': '' H. -H _.'

to .?.0t11641edgeexplicitlY,:that:they were actually responsOle'for'two'
, . .. ,

programs,-one that might-be labeled assessment and evaluation with the

other 'labeled, research and development. 18y iray of, analOgy,
, let.us imagine

. .

a company,whiCh operates a) 4 faCtory that,turns,out products for sale as

well as b) a laboratory designed to develop new pro4neta or product-i*tove-

meets which might eventualq/be manufactUred., It is standard practise that

these two,efforts be administratively. separated and
\

-notiganaged

as.a singleractivity.

. Now, from an administrative as' well as a ccntractual ef-Vf-e4, SRI

was constrained to'opetate as if were responsible for a single'effort"..,

We would.suggest that this was inaptiropriat4. One,set.of activities associate

with the main data. collection and data processing effort might' well have lieen

treated as a relatively autonomous evaluation efforttand the remaining
.

...* .

activities as a separate program of research and development.
.....

There appear to have been certain disfunctional consequences that

1 Lifollow from this assuMption that SRI was responsible for a single integrated
'

,program of activities.

a) For, an initial period of approximately two years, the importance,

challenge, and complexity of the evaluation effort the-main data collection

actin ties) were npanrestimated as significant emphnsis wns pieced onthe program

of research and deielopment and on/the difficultie's of petting these efforts
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'(:underway.' In part, this may have, been a consequence of the unfertunate

tendencyin American social science to girve lOwer status to applied social'ow
ar

science and to-underestiMate the complexity of,large-scale data collection

eff0;t;
...

s.
,

b), n somewhat Similar'fash-ion, there hi .bee} a tendency to underegti

Jmate what SRI has actually accomplished. When one i\ critical of the, program,
- \,

,

one tends 7JOCus.onthe research and development effort-4i if this were

, failthe only eff rt.; Thus, one Can7easily to give'4uffiCiant credit to..' 4 '

what has been Kith th the.evaluationeffort aud Can,easily forget
,

that the large t single pbrtion of SRI's blget is:committed to evaluation.

Conclusion 3.4. Interestingly enough, as the relationship between W-vand.:7---

the Follow Ihrou h Branch became critical and as USOE became more

concerned about tie status of the evaluation,effort SRI began to ad4pt so

as to emphasize the evaluition effort at the expense of the research and,
e

developMent f'or example, SRI's administrative prOcedures-began

to emphasize the importance of schedules, deadlines, products, and deliver-
,

ableS in order to satisfy 'Owe officials to whom they:were primarily
4

responsiblefor the Continuaiion of their contract. This emphaSis on well-

-defined administration was quite appropriate for theeyaluation effort and

functional for that set of activities. It was much ,less appropriate for the

activities that might Le labeled as research and development; nd had

disfunctional conseqUences for the management of these activities. .To return

to our analogy,*it IS as if one developed one set of procedures, to apply

to the prodUctiqp effort and assumed that these would be equally

appropriate fortheJ management of a research and development laboratory.

In 4hortf SRI had a tendenCY to develop administrative procedures that would

, 9

have to-be equally apOlicable to all'of its activities. If therehad been

a recognition that they were respohsible for two progrSmsvith rather dif-
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ferent administrative reqUirerpents,:then.lt would tavebeen more natural'to,

develop separate procedures that would have been more approPriate for,eath

of them.

Conclusion 35. What might have Been the consequences of breaking up the

SRI program intoa set of programs which might have been separately funded

and might have been.adMinlitered through independent contracts to separate

. .

contracting agencies?, Let us make it clear that one can make.a -vety'strong:

dasejor'justifying a single contract and a single procramrof effort. With

a single contract, one can emphasize the need,forintegration'among[the
. .

separate activities and. the desirability of developing a single, coherent

frame of reference for the 'interpretation of all of these,aetivities.

ye haOs, what was underestimatedWeie the administrative difficulties of..

de eloping and 'maintaining an organization that could carry out such an -

. .

in egtated program -of activities. '.'.Thus,:there is a kind of trade -off .,

between the. potential advanteges of an:integrated produCt and t 'disad7

vantagep.of maintaining an organizatiOn that Can produce sO an integra-

tion.' Based upon the advantages of hindsight, we .conclude that the die-
,

functional consequences of an integrated effort,Ore than outweighed the

functional consequences ancithat the funding. oeseveralseparate contitatts,

would have been more apptopriate.

Interestingly enough, during the past year, Follow Through has moved ,2

I) ,

,toward an emphasis on separate contracts for.the achievement of limited

objectives. This is essentially the implication of-ones contract to'SRI for

the collection of 'data, anothet to the Huron Institutb for assistance in

planning, and a third to Abt Assoeiates for the analysis of data. Moreov
.

as consequence of past difficulties, the emphasis en a possible prog lam of

research and development haSheen latgely abandoned. °

Conclusion 3 In many respects., the idea that theevaluatj6n eftort

A
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A 1 )
,

Would be.c1,11aborative ancLthat all of Follow Through would have at: oppor-
: t ,

.ef

tunity=to participate in ..heevelopment of.Stich an effort is'a-ve y Appeal-

.

invOne.i. But the ,complications that it `introduced .}into the deciii )-making

precess were rather unfortUnale and Seriously' compromised thi0 ty Of SRI

.._ )-56(10tUt its resp*AbilitieS Moreover,. SRI was ,thus forced to COMmit.

. . . f

fort and resources to .the ffl,hinteriancNoof, an appropriate sot of -
1

.

el0 ,
. Ships to sponsors nd Objects. Soto of the :mote important 141 CatiOns

'were as follows
r 0

a) It w s difficult for the collaborative'eftort to i

make cogreSs or

to 1-lve any sUstained impact on SRI. After all the large r,Wi w
"
meetings.

t

1

wore ="al. quite infrequently.* At theSb"teetings*, the total SRI effort was
1 4

open review and it was difficult ts6Cocus on specific questions or to

mai ain any .continuity from One meetingtto'the.next. 'Thus, the meetings

, 1 ,
tided to be repetitiouS a d to have'little cumulative eftec

(t. .1)

0.

(.1 b) Ip this collabora ive

'fforf,

involving pponsors,,projects, parents, 0

, /1 .. .

general consultants, etc., there , was the expectation' that 11 participa! ts
,

had an equal oppbauaity:to influence. Yet, in:point of act, some parti-
r

1 v

.,

Lcipanes' were."more equal" than others. Specifically, 'th4 key decisions,
.

.7
particularly about evaluation rather"than research and/development,.would

.

. ' ,',/
be madeby.the Follow Through Branch, USOE, 0E(1.,,and in general, those who

../

were responsible for the contract between Follow Through andSRI., , Thus,
r

'. , i

the idea that there would be collaboration in all of the decisions was

somewhat of an illusion and led to some.mis6nderstandin

0 We wul alsO suggest that different stakeholders in'tfic:Fol-Ccm
,

Through program a proachedAhe SRI effort from at het different twilit of

view and that the,: differences were not fully reconcilable. IpficallY4 '

sponsors and 1.,,rojects,had a stake in a formative assessment and in a Program



a

,t goy

of research attsi devetopment,..._ ,They were somewhat threatened by an'evalual.

tion 'effort -Chatiyas sUMAativeand tOleratedit as a :neCeary.evil. ,tet.,:-

those, indiyiduals'in Washington whd'Were responSible for the SRI\contrAct.
.'41

1, f;

had to be Ailterestedini a sumtnitive eValuapito Andin,the tollbetion of, -,,

. .4:
,

data that would,be pertinent to-reaching,some.pollc, decisions'abobt. 9 *1:4

'1 1
, 4,---

t

did develop between SRI, sponsors, and tocal.prOjebtS with certain: spopsOrS
#

,- .

being a key to the1' success of this collaboration. For example, there was
.

.

1
.4.

.
. .

successful collaboration on the development of a prOgram of ClAssrOce
i

t

wouldobservatiChs', arid the parent interviews. We would tuggest that collaboration
,. .

futut e of F011ow Through:

Conetu$ion it retrospect, lie Would recommend -that there should'have:,
, , , t 4,

been,s limitsplaced on,the-pOstibilities for'collAboratilm with'SRI
,

.

and that an\ xpectation might have been established that collaboration on

certain decisions, would not be feasible: -.In this respect, 'there 'might figve.)
I .

been opportunities' to.advite,tRI and to make.s"uggestioni but without the,
.

1expettationfthat ,III.,was upder any obligation
/

to follow thqse suggestions. ,

I i ; .

. . . I

. Conclusion 3.8. In some limiteq rea'pects,a,useful-form.of collabCirAtion

1'

. . .

.,

was most'effective when sponsors agreed to accept Some responsibility. fo
I 1,'

----,7'
the planning and execution of an activity along with th2.oppo'rtunity to

participate in mA,king decis'ipp0 about that activity. When these conditions

w.were not met, the as atendency for sponsOrs to UPderestimate.the c
i

m
. ..

.

,,t
.

Iplexity offwhht was being'undertaken. They were thedfree to criticize'
,.!

J

but were much less likely to make a constructive co(Itribution to the' 1
Ti.

,

,

,

0- development of plans.. In short,' we are proposing that collaboration might

have been organized about specific activities-And that one might have,' to

agree tO accept'sorp Working'respOnsibilities in order to become involved

in the deci;ion-mAking proCess.
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Conclusion 3.9. As another part' of the collaborative effort) there was
9.

the expectation that theevalUation effort would be a. "joint venture",

i.e., pejoint responsibility of SRI and. the FollOwThrough Branch. There

were certainly compelling reasons why Follow Through had to participate

in the developMent of the program. One major reason was that FOlow'Threough
o ,

wanted to maintain an emphasis on research and .evaluation and wbuld_not be

fe-;
satisfied,with a program that would primarily. emphasize.a sumsnattve evalua-

tion, The intentions. were4dmirable. But the administrative complexity of
1

a Jai* venture was significa,ntlY underestiMated and SRI Wes seridualy

handicapped Uvits collaborative relatLonship te(the Follow Through Branch..

lie can describe thettituation with an analogy, Cohsidet a Research

,-Scientist who has serd as'Direcior of an i ndustrial laboratory and is
-

then promoted to 'be in charge of all laboratories within that company,

At first, after having been-promoted, he may well be tempted to over-control;;

-his, old 1aboratory and to assume that he knows more

laboratory- than does the :new Director. Yet, td the extent that he, exercises

about running that

too much control, he wiil only interfere and impede the activities of the

laborat,ery. Similarly, we conclude that a clearer and fuller delegation o

responsibility should have been made to SRI. Under these circumstances,

SRI might still have failed but the process of reaching decisions would

have been simplified and they would have been freer to utilize their own

igresources to the best of their ability.

.Conclusion 3.10. It is important that we do not overlook the fact that the

,.constraints within which the Follow Through Branch operated were chanGing

during this period of time and these changes had important' consequences for

working between Follow Through and SRI. For ROM Foll

Through was veuY-mochAn control of its aim affairs al was:able to main-
,
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taro an:emphasis on research and eValuation. During this period, there was

the best oppbrtunity for the joint venture between Foll,a1-1 Through 4nd SRI to

be successful. However, as Follow Through became vulnerable to-criticism

from, its superierso the emphasis on results and performance begin to be

'primary and the joint venture became less and less viable.'

reapedt, SRI has been responding to cittlumstantea,over which neither they nor.

FolloW.Through hadeontrn1 and attempting to esta7lish a less collaborative
f.

Working relatienOip which Would be acceptable although not necessarily

ideal.

Internal Administration.

Conclusion 3.11. Within SRI, there his been an interesting evolution, as .a
1

result of which much more emphasis has been placed on the administration of

tIle project rather.ttan'On the f,ubstantive tasks for which SRI is responsible.

In part, this development is a consequence of the'gradual identification of

a variety of administrative functions that had not received sufficient

emphasis. In addition, the organization has become much more-differentiated

as the total effort has been broken up into a number of semi - autonomous

efforts; as a result, the need,for administrative efforts directed toward

the coordination's:if these activities has increaSed..

'Conclusion 3.12. For a significant period of time, the decision-making

process was overly centralized so that too much responsibility was dale-
!

It was not that these individualsgated to a small number of key individuals.

were in am; sense incapable but rtzher that

these circumstances, decisions could not be

/

have-been desirable and internal activities

wait for the completion of decisions.

they were overloaded. Under

reached as rapidly as would

were hampered as others had to

Tiva situation showed some improvement

as decision-making responsibilities' were decentraliZed and delegated to the
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separate activifie.

ConclutiOn 3.13. As decisions were made that led to increasing differen-

'tiation within the SRI organization, one could gradually recognize that

certain activities were primarily associated with a tumMative evaluation

(data colleCiron, field staff, data.processing) while certain other activi-

ties were primarily assOciat4witn research and development. For reasons'.

that- are not Wh011y,elear, the evaluation -oriented, activites appear to haVe

been much more successful. Some of the reasonSfor this differenCe in

utcomes appear to'be as,f011owst

Agreements could be reached, about reasonable and attainable ob
:4

jectives for the evaluation activities. It war much more difficult to reach

agreemen;about objectives for the research and development activities.

In a sense, these ,problems as initially formulated were overly ambitious

and unmanageable. Yet, at-the same time, there was an unwillingness to agree.

On a more modest statement of objectives, almost as if, any compromise of

the initial-statement of aspirations was unacceptable.

b) SRI was more successful in recruiting alullycloalified staff for

the' evaluation and less successful with its recruiting for the

research and development activities. With the latter set of-activities SRI

could have made use of the most distinguished and most experienced individuals

that tould have been obtained and there'just weren't enough individuals

of this levet of capability available. Thus, although the staff recruited
t-,

was competent, they were not necessarily able to cope with the magnitude

of the tasks for which they were held responsible.

c) It is also our impression that an appropriately effective working:

relatilnship did deVelop between the top level of administrators and those

responsible for the evaluation activities but similarly' effective telation-ft
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ships betWeen these administrators and the research and development;activities

failed to develoi.- In part' the key administrators were overleaded,and,
. . .

also more*clined byway of beCkground to remain involved with the eVolu=

i

ation effort. In'retrospecti 1,117'110(4d suggest a reorganization With the

programa of community studies agid\non-cognitive assessment treated as of'

.-equal'stature as compared to the eValuatiOn effort. In addition, there..

might well have beep added one or tWo'key administrators, with priMary

responsibility for research and develOpment, who would 'have been liAeluded

as co- directors of the total effort. Thus, We are proposing one Or more

additional senior staff members at the,.ieVel.2.of project co-directOrs who

would have been responsible for the research and development actiVities._

Conclusion 1.14. Even with retpeettio the evaluation acttytttes there

insufficient attention given to'certain very important fUnctioniand thus

the-resources committed to these funCtions'were not wholly_adequa4e. For

WaS

1,
, .

example, an appropriate emphasis was placed on the collection of /data but:

not necessarily on the development of plans for.the analysis ofrAhe data,

This was particularly true with reference to the development a long-range

set of plans for the overall design of the study. :Similarly, there were not
)

sufficient resources committed to the writing of reports and p rtiOularly

to those portions of reports that fOcused on the interpretati of data

Again, key individuals were byerrOded and were unable to han le the

Staggering VatietY-Of functions foo. which' they were responsib e.
f

Conclusion 3.15. Although SRI made a rather substantial use' of consultants,

the impact of their efforts was gather limited. This raises the general'

question of bow one can useconiultants most effectively in isUppbrt of such

a project: We would suggest the following considerations. ia) Thb task to.

he assigned toqhe consultants' has to be well-defined. b);There.needs to,

be a commitment of effort over time Ow the part of the consultants so that

1.



their effort Can,have some cumulative affect and that there be some continuity

froWone meeting to the next. c) The consultants have to be able Co

recognize that their efforts are aotually productive and leading. to some

desirable accomplishmentS. d) Finally,,provisiOns have to 4e made to en-
,.

'sure that the efforts of the consultants canbe coordinated to the activities

of the'. main 'program. In the absence of such oord3nation, the efforts of the

,coosultahts may be successful but they wilLhaVe little relatiorihip'to

the client's progtam of activities and will have little. apparent value.

Conclusion 3.16. For much of the time during which SRI has been.is000$410

for,''this program, there h been considerable external preisure exerted
. r

on' SRI:, As a result, h senior administrators haW been faced with some

extremelyAiffieult pr)blemS in the management of internal.tensions and

...

morale. To some ext nt, they have made o-tite of a pair of strategieS'Which have

',bren-reaOnablY of ective . Ope strategy has beenfto use the senior admin,-

sistrators As bu fers in order to protect the majority of the staff ft om

ipterference,with their activities. This strategy works reasonably well as

far as the'staTf are concerned but it plards an extraordinary emotional

burden on these individuals who are asked to function as buffers. flowever,
_ 0

when the buffeting was not possible, it was necessary to transmit the.

prdstures on to relevant members of the staff and to involve',Oem in (+met-

.,

gency activities designed to'respond to the presAutes'Abat were being

ttarismit'ted. ,Under,these circumstances, the emotional burdens and a sense

of crisis were distributed among a largei number of individuals. We would

suggest that some Teaonuble level of tension it challenging 04 functional.

Ilowever, when.the tension exceeds cetta;6 levels, an has sowtimes ber. it

true for, WI, it begAis become disfunptional and to interfere with-th

4

--ortanitation!s ity to carry' out its 'responsibilities.



The Fellow Throughlfraiich
\.

In u review of the,Major coMponents of Follow. Threugh, we have placed

considerable emphasis on,afunetionAl analysis of each 'a4 well' as

on the interrelationships existing- between comPtinentS 'Our

objective his been to try to "make sense" cutoff the activities associated

with each and CO'ShowHhow'the Activities of one component com-

395

plemented those of.. another.

In thiS:respect,,:cettain: primary funetiOnS are the re4onsibility of

the local projects. ,Assuming, that 06e objective of Follow Throthas been

to implement a demonstration program, then .it follows that the local projects,

are,primaw in that they are the key to the successful accomplishment of

this objective. Similarly,,it is relatively easy to make sense of the
ti

sponsors' contributions in that they existin'order to support the local,

projects and their contribution is clearly relevant to the accomplishment 4;

of certain,Follow Through objectives.

Alone these lines, what functions ha%e been performed by SRI's_ program

, 7

of-research and evalUation? if we assume that the purpose Of-Follow Through

is ".te develop evidence to help guide policy decisions about the design and

implementation of educational programs intended to ameliorate the impact

>

of poverty and its concomitants," then it follows that Follow Through has

been preoccupied with a pair of objectives. In the short-run, it was

essential that the local projects be implemented in 'order to_satWy one

set of conditions for the successful completion of the Fo4low Through ex-,

peeiMeni.- In addition, it was, essential that data by eollected in-order to

assess-what'was being ACOomplished and- id order to -pre-Ore Che Oidenee

upon iihich p licy tie tstotis fo the fiittirb *n.se-,

Sit Ps--actigi'ffes =are -alse:prima'ry-=in that 'ehtly egseal tal'Ad-A,he togstil 0-

On Pe = GhQ 0 1 ei;(2,1 ditoe'if
-3



We also saw that*''SRI developed .Spme Appropriately Complementary relatiort

ships to the Folio./ ThroUglr Branth and to its suppriorain that SRI would

provide that data ler, a .summarize evaluation and for the decisions. to be

made by Follow Through.. On the other hand, SRI's reiattiOnshiP, to local

projects and sponsors developed in an aayOhletriaal fashion that was some -

what unsatisfactory. The projeCts fUnOtioned in-support of SRI in that the

collection of data depended UpOn access to the lOcal projects SRI had been

expected to support the projects by providing their with a:formative assess-

ment of their functioning.. For kvariet,y of reasons, SRI has been. rather.

unsuccessful in satisfying this ,paYticular, obligation.

There remain Some questions about the Fellow Though Branch and the

functions that it perfotms. Superficially atast, one might state that it

"runs" the program. Yet, In terms of the functiOns it p rfOrms; such a

statement is not wholly accurate. After all, the local ojeet activities

are primary as is -the SRI program and theoFollow Through ranch fune,tions

so as to support these primarY'activities. In what followa,We want.to

summarize the functional

Through Branch apd how

we want,tereview those xternal constraints that haye

the activities _,of the Follow*Through Branch.

contributions that have been made by the Follow

hese contributions have changed ove4 time.

partiularly

\
onclusioh 4.1. Along wit the emphasis pn planned variation that was

.
1

Finally;4\

influenced

_initiated in,1968 \ertain assumptions were male that had important iMpli,.

cations for the °per tion of the Follow Thrlsigh Branch. These were a) that
w o

the program should_p imarily emphasize research and development and therefore

'--b) that it would be- fort the Branch to work_collaberatively

, .

.0

'ift order te'supOott the activities that were.essoatiat'to th'i'i ItOloyeritation

bf :the' pfograM.'- The.. pliPl. fedi io6df tot- sgt --aliii roithe-AT:i6niorl- ate- teasi)iiibly: . _ , _ ...

-el ea? ,-. name tite et I. oA as pat 4t410§
;

still "rrg tit 4A47 tiesfig-abbo4A is$Iied 46- pitt-iets atibis*)!--
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Clarifying what the sponsors were trying to accomplish and in making

intelligent compartsons about the different sponsor models. The implica-

tiOnS for projects were less clear in that the Branch had no well-developed

conception of how it ,might .best function in

Conclusion 4.2, 144s it realistic to assumea.16 10
0

this collaborative`me0bd of operation? We

suppert of the ideal projects.

that the BEanch should emphasize

can 'answer this question only

indirectly by ,reviewing ,how' the Branch, itself. is, supe and the criteria

th'at are*likely to be employed in evaluating its effectixenesS, The evidence,. . ., /
although sketchy, would indicate that Follow Through's superiors did not

fully comprehend' what the Branch was attempting to accomplish or htry4 'it

,was'attempting to

progtam. Indeed,

. be monitoring the

'function in relationship to other components in the

there were some eXpebtations that the branch would primarily

program and helping to insure that it was properly managed.

Id a sense,, the Branckwas acting on the basis, of t
,

one
.
set of understandings

.. $ ,_ 4, '' v
about how it ought to function while its superiors were prepared toeValuate

the Branch in terms of a- tither different set of expectations about: what, 1.. .

the Branch ought to 1e accomplishing. Thus, the Branch's image of itself.

would be realistic Co the extent- that that image would be shared (and
s

accepted) by its superiors. Granted- a shared set -of eXpeclations, one
be ,'

would predict that thpt Branch would/valuated with respect to criteria thata.

would be consistent with What It was trying to acompltsh. Given two sets-
,or expectations that were.not shared,',One would predict that the evaluation

,
- of 7the Braheh would emphasize' criteria 'that' were inconsistent with what itd .

Was` trying t(),acettPii-sr . . .
-..: -

C66611010' 4,5, -40uatly,' froim 1968 int'o 1971, the -FollN Through Branell-.. /

14-4V =Al e it5-rr,116iitaiir:regSOriah( Y gOOWOrkihrreiatiO!1Shiti with''' its,' guiet 1 ovi",

it bt-the pinantlii iiy for iiAtinderitandiht,;:abotit hOw the EtAri6i 9,;s-

.telniiitrii"-Co- opei4lo: -'31'-heire 'ap t& be 'at -lea rthr'eereas OS- t hi t



h010explain this state of affairs. (1) During this period, CO, cLntinued

to be quite Anfluential.andi as a Consequence* OE'Was more inclined'tg let

theBranch operate in a rather autonomous fashion. (2) Since this was

An initial period of activity for Follow Through, there was a tendency to

be renient'-on the assumption that it wasprehature,toattempt to evaluate
_

the functioning of the Branch..*. yroSU4hly, the program-shoUld:b given

merean opportunity to stabilimi'its activities before subjecting ,it t

rigorout evaluation. (3) store importantly,-'the Branch had beg to function.

so as..to monitor in an appropriate fashiOn certain components while it con-
_

tinUed to collaborate wittOcertain-other components. TO be specific,

ProgralkManagement was assigned the responsibility for the monitori/ of

local projects .and for ensuring that the Follow Through guiglelines were

being folloWed. In this respect, the functioning of Program Managemedt was

consistent with expectations about how the Brand ought to function. The

Director, working with Rese4rch and Evaluation, was thus able to cont.-I/we--

lio work collaborratiVely with_ SKT;and the sponsors.
.

O

Conclusion I/414, This compromise such that the Branch c9nformed in part

41-x%

to expeAtattems abut how it should runCtion was only pattially,succossru\.

The key disadvahtages-werel t--

I. The Branch Continued_to be under-manned in relatioOship to,whet it

was trying, to accomplish and thus.was unable to fulfill all of the functions

for which it was responsible. For example, Program Management was able to

monitor the local projects but had few additional resources available fcr
.

providing Some yfasonable level of support to these projects: _Similarly*

, .

kesearch and Evaluation emphasized support and colliboraLion,and'scarenl$

liad enOUgh.resourceS to carry out this function. They -were also

TedwitiSitne=44'the,moolEoriht ofPRI and =all orthc-spouscia'an4 had-Coo-
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few additional resources that might be assigned to this responsibility.

2.. SAnCe:Research.and Evaluation was least.:Inconfeimity;WItti_exr

ternal expectations about how Follow Through shoUld operate, it was the sec-.

tion that Was most vulnerable to criticism when the Bran6h was subject to

evaluation. 'Similarly, it was this section that was most affected by the

. recent changes within the Follow Through Branch. Asa result of these changes,

the efforts of this section are now Much more focused on the monitoqng of

sponsors_ and the evaluation' effort and iC opeiates much more,neariq
K - e

'conformity with external expectations.

3. Program Management and Research and Evaluation continued ,to'operate--'
. ,

.1n4ttitril$ of ratherl different and somewhat Oomponvconceptions of bow
.4;

ow Through should be functioning. These differenC0 in orientationilee

to sono friction

to cooperaxe,

between
)

two sections that i fettered With--their ability'

1;

z

"i' t--Conclusion 415.. Also as a result of limIted resat, ces in relation to
,

. °

responsibilities, the Bran,ch was forced io.omphaslze short-run consideratiens.:,,

,
and was unable,to give stifficientlattentiOn to t,ie development of -loner

range p a
_

.. . ,/ . .

immedtac_ at could not by easily ignored, Long-run considerationsAended. , I.. / ?.-w , 4

to be postponed until some oasis would ariselconcerning the future of

Follow Through. Thep some long-run plhns, wold be irhprovised. Itwould_t_

s for the future of F01104 Through. OtlOrt-rdri issues had an

beery particularly advantageous if addittona
/

resources had been,ayarlable

to the Branch for the , development of long ange plans and if key: Individuals,
4

0 of 't beir- time to planning, ...such as the-birpoto,%could -have devoted

f or -the future', of 'Fatio.4' Thr °Ugh.
- *

41,-- A nitMliitr: 'OrAndl.iiidUil's. Who -have-- tgic,1- i.nh

1 J

if o Out that r61:404-ThroUgh was 'Ptifi11nally

"11
or

T1*---e6nCtilict-eS---a-----sela I - p'i:66rMland-waA--sUbfraiKqPt:ly;_J..earcittirMed'-_.ifrt.Zi..-.4;no

P°



it emAha020:Hesearch and DeVelophent. ThIY havp also suggested that these

two points Of view -are iPmeWhat An conflict. Nere importantly, both points_

of view' have Continued to be influential Within Follow ThrOugh and its

functioning has continued to be affected by this unresolved conflict. For

. 4

example, assuming that Follow' :Through is .a service program, then it Follows

.

that the Branch should 'function lo as to monitor the implementatiqp i')f the

,

Programs However, assuming that, Follow Through is also a program 0 Research
f ,

and Development, then follows. that the Branch can justify its ,emphasis

v-ollaboration a.,1/44 support. -

N Conclusion 4;7. The guidelines and their influence are also symptomatic of

. ,

the imAitit conflict.'within, the Branch over 't.h Program as service vs.

th'e Program asResearCh and Development. The guidelines can be most ieadily'

justified on-the assumption that this is a service 'prograM and that there

1$. no need.to question-tbclir dehtrability. However, as a
J

Program e'mphvd2,-'
-,....

,--

, .
.. .

,

trig Research and Develodent, the-guiOelines can berry) appi opriately '

viewed as provisi'onal assumptiOns# open to question, and subject to expel I-
,

..,

mental verification as to their desirability and appropriateness.
, .

. _ . ,

popolusAon 4.8,, Particularly when crises, have arisen between-the Braneh
q

and its gupervisors, one begins to recognize that the control exero'ised over, .

. .

. ,

: the Branch as well as over policy decisions about the Programi,,is,ext.remely

complex arid highly ambiguous.' Not only are there several levels of control,

but it ishuite-Officult, to determine which of the ,supervisors will exercise.

: Aominal4 and-Which 14111' exercise subs tartt tal form Of-Control over r 0 1 pw
E , , it .. .

,J.

..
. .

;

Through,'; In-addition, the mechanisMS-tiy means of Whici; different Mlces' l . ;
,A4W 1;4:ciliate in decision- making abc;Ut- FolleW-Thyimnh* have -never bnilo

I*,' r .
' _ . .

e o- p i
:00ailit:*ttntifi, in tihoft0iollowl_TI,Iroutish his-'llaVto likrate.; In it -veiny

uetifecii44ble'enviroptibilt::itf-Ohi0. the #*(lh'' his tiome, *ii 64iii)=-4bii!t'

1..-thOtielltillieidittil, -46tifiAistas-aetiliflY,fesOntiftitoi the'*lane
i A

sw



that would be employed in evu. Ating its ectivities,.or the. procedures that

would be followed la reaChidg.decisions about the,future of Follow Through.
.

These ambiguities in theprocess of supotlitsiontrequently havedisfuticttonal

. -
consequences both for the functioning of theBianch as well as fer the

.

morale or its members. One might suggest the following changes in order to

reduce these 0.-Jiguities. First, responsibility fott,he,supervision bf

llow Through might be delegated to a, single office that w&iid have piimary

responsibility.- Secondly, there might be- established a steering committee,,

consisting of all other offices having a legi.tiniW ikterest in the . FollOw Ri

.
, .

.. Through Program. This committee would function in a4 adviso.ty opacity and ,

4

would have an opportunity to ref/tow all decisions bein6 tadp about-Follow
,

.

Through policies as.well.as the objectives of the" program.

Conclusion 4,9. The- Branch has frequently Made"use of outside consultants

tO'advise Irthe development of plans-ad*pelicies. Since 'Fellow through
1 .., .-

hai consistently' -been understaffed, the usq of ootside'consUltantS would

appear tobefpartteularly desirable. Yet, both' the Follow'Through Branch

, as well as SRI have had difficulty -in making effective use of theieindOiduals:
.,

, ..

We would suggest that consultants can be most helpful when 4hey amptesented;
. __ ,

Withl 'problem that is limited in scope and well-defined.- In addition, con-
. / I .

1

.sultants re uirea ce' tafn amount of experience With Follow Through and a

, .

%

,c4tain-a,,unt of hack round before they can-begin'eo.funetiorieffectively.
.

.

-ihus, it is particularly important-that'conSultants be able teopWrate 'oin
. .,

--,:- ----,---4--regular-and-continukng'basis so that thett efforts,can have some cumulative \y
,

offeo ._ Fieallyi It is dlicouraging for coesultant's:unless-theY-haVe an -2
-,

app tkunity=to bring some- of their effotts to Completion and unipistheip.

fats' cards so(;n contribUt-d= CO' the success -of ,c:-.1,he- prow-win.

AgAilk.194i1,41:- BY!' Lmiiiidt ten* we":-aire -§ogostea ougflin

oittphat hogeiteff ishatit 1v4fy
4 - -
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Nwith other-Po llOw Through 'componenta had some disfunctional corliequdnces,
,. \ . , .

.
particularly because Ilhis,lempliasis was not- wholly, consistent with existing'

.
......

expectations 'about hem toll.* Through Should operate. in part, it
-

4asdis-
` . ,- .'

Ifunational-tVcaUse of the limited resources:at tl)e,diseosal of 'the Follog ,
.

t; , 1), 1,- I,
, .-

Through Branch., As''a' coMpromiSepithe Braticik aSSigndd 'some resources to the.,..-- i
.1, * '

,, . .monitoring of projects, 'sponsors ., and ,SRI and, used other resource's- in order ,., . , .- -, - ;.', ;, 4 1. . ' * ..N. '
6to stipport these same components: But'wit lim4ed resources, the Branch

-...
-"6

had only paetial succes in'.carrying out e tl,ter. of these ,Major
,

ties.. I .../ a '' s

''a
.What- chipges would have made,',it more feasible for Follsit Through to

', I.
cari%Y'out all of its manageria.1 rsPonsibilit(es? We would2suggest 'the,,_ _

C t

follcming,for consideration.'
. _,, . , . ".. s

.1. -,, It would haVe been desirable:0.f the',,Branch had'been able to reach -`

i 0 ,
ad`ditional.agreements4with its ksuper-visofi .so that. external expectations

._ , , . . ,,
. ',, - , . , , .

wouldabout-Or'anch functioning voUld have been more, consistent with the Branch's--.';''. , . 4 .

-ownl-Mage,of ,how.it-iwas-attempting to operate. wo would,predict that agtee-'._.. .
. ,, pIl - - -

o', M nts could have been reached only, if both the Branch and its supervisors'
1, , . . ..., ."were willing' to modify 'their expectations. Specifically,),the Branch might,

11:aste' placed greotdr. emphasis. on .its functidns as monitor while its surier-
.

visorsjapceptbd.the Importance of support and collaboration.

--Within_the- Branch,- it would have been advantageous to reach additional
. _

agreements- about a diViSliOn of responsibility such that the,,monitoring func-. -.

.ions wete'mote clearly separated from the suppokt-functions., It is MITI-
_

4 '61t f oi one individual to maintain a relatiodst4 to sonieOne in-which-he

-AcirodiiMOS funetions--avMehi'tor (w1th'-its- im-plications cif-cOntrol)`andlat, .

---6i-her,'ti.MOS' finiet totis -4s ,obi,);ab* 6-0 t of",!(iiitii- !CS 14001 it4.1 ons 'O'r partlitirsht0.-'

Vide-deli) over --rólationShip;-,is` 11.1oly to flipilasite``

oily oiteTittri$6 e fad oti &is
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3. Given the limitations of staff, such a division oforeSponsibility

would probably ha;ta been mpiossible unless subcontract could have cbten, I, c ). tf
written soias to augment -the capabilities of the Branch, For example i

#

=a) In large military contracts, composed of soyaral largesubcontracts,cs
. one frequently writes 'a .contract. in order to provide for the Manaeemenk of ,

the total` effort and for coordination among, several cOmpocAnts, Slich a. .' i :*. - .

managetent contract_ might have written so that .the Branch.' (1..6-,,,) Oil

DireOtor and Research and 'Evaluation) could have delegated:to. someone else',
..

t; 1,-- .-0 ,
- the responsibility cot' monitoring tbe,progracn of Research and

,

Evaluation,
.,)

-,_-_,i°

Indeed, the contract under Which_ the ituroti InAitute operates might be,
,: A .'

interpreted as a` step in this direction.

b), On the assumption' t)!at -the Proje6t Officers wou d- continue tilt.,. . ; . ,. - .
mftnitor the local projects, one might hav6 lOolied for a patterit'-ofYoxtettpal

- 0'
resources to provide support to the -local

jects often. need h4lp in:,promoting-tihOr
, -

carrying out long-r446 plannit,6,:and in

project's. 'For example, the. pro-
/ ,

progtims of'-pare4 involVerneftf.,.in''

giving aPpropri4ie 6'ens ',Aeration

NA.° the problems of community. and orgaiiftatio41 change* These servis..-es, ,, __.:

..) . , ,,;;p' .....

' could have boen made,availalile 'through Some fOrtn,:of,/,subpontracts. zPittiterest
0 ,.....

ingly enough, the, general cOtisultantsWeroexpected to be respon§ible-Aor '),
, ,; .

,
- -

. ,* -,.-t , , ,

some of these support functions. `It is our;, impress ion that this solution :..,
i

towas only Partially,. successful, firpehebause of th bolted time- available
, . .. .

for general consultants' to work .1.4ith,-PrOjects(At most one or two 'days per month
. .

and usually legs) and secondly, 4cause of the attempt, to use general

c'ensuleants t6 monitor as well as -to,supptirtk the activities of, local-,
. ...projeCiti, . .

-1,

. -4; By- ategthinting the capabilities-Of the _Bra-n-61"4- one Would- halie4 -e

.-re-lieVid cereain'-key indiiiidualS iki-Ahe'Branch ,..--\ he Di.r-eCtor;and'ilia °6:hiers;
. .... . .

orIle'ticort, ee_ tiOs'sqe. leotri.-ta l- i, na-,
.

g em_ etit-.

-
'anaike_Se 0fAtVi. i eE4i1 06--, 1--1'''"-of-=

-1-- t
-

a '66ntintia).41:ii161VOMOnt-'iii of adMintstatit . -'11! titr-ni=t:hdy.
V



Would have been able to concentrate more fully on long-range planning, on

Follow Through's relationships within OE and other parts of the _Federal

Government, and in support of the major activities associated with Research

and Development`.

Epilogue
o

,

Om January 26, 1973, there appeared a newspaper aCcoUnt
4

describing a

variety of programs supported by the Federal Government, that were either

to be eliminated or redoCed in scope-- InCluded,inthe article were some

references to Follow,ThrOngh. What wouldeppearo be correct tsthat,i

those cohorts of children who had already begUn::with Pollowhrough would

be completed but that no new cohorts would be supported.. Specifically,

those-children'in kindorgs.00 in1972-73-would be PerMitted ,tecon.ttnue-

191Follow Through ftir an additional three years until : they had graduated

fro? Follow Through.. By imPlieation, support for the Follow Through fiVe

year plan or for some 90tr form of long,...run expansionotild not he forth-

comihg.

' Thus, at this time when predictions are already being madeqhat FolldW

,

Throngh:acti.vities will end After the school year 1975-76, it seems appropriate to,mai

::06,c,general comments 4bout what the program has accomplished:- On the

positi,Ve side, Follow Through committed itself to the establishment of a

demonstration pogram, emphasizing planned variation and relying

on the efforts of 1ptal projects,.sponsors, and 1 program of research and

evaluation. Thi:f ptogram hds been successfully implemented and the magni-

tude of this achievement should not he underestimated. To return to

Campbell 's' plea for "Reforms t Experiments," Olio is on of the few:examples

4kemo lists NiXon:social program cuts, Chico Suwaimes, January'26*;
1973, p.
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of a program of reform that Was honestly experimental and that has been

carried through, almost :io.completion. On the othet hand, assuming deciaions

for the.termination.of the program are already being mafle,1this.,Will be

still another example of a program that will be.terminated While the.data

for evaluating the effectiveness of/ he program are still being-analyzed.

We have frequently made the point.rhat Follow 'through should be 4ewed

as an experiment in two different senses. There is the educational experii

t
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mentin which comparisons among local projects are of essential importance

and in which the sponsors and their models are a significant,experimental-
.

variable. Yet,Yollow Through can also be viewed as an administrative

experiment in building an organization for the implementation of an expert-

mental program. In some respects, the purpose of our report is to document
4

what has been accomplished by this administrative experiment. Indeed, from

this point of view, some of Follow ThroUgh's'orgailizational difficulties are

4S illutinating as are Aes successes. More specifically, one might say that
.4.,

. . ,
. .

ral pw Through has been responsibly: for three separate adminiAtative. .

experiments. One of these centers around the lOcal projeCts and their

evolution as chanL.:,agents within a local school system" and community.
,

second administ-native experiment -centes iround the activities of SRI! its

very tangible success in building a data collection and data p.;_ocesOng

, e
cap abili,ty as well as its difficulties in attempting" to carry

,

out.an ambitiods

. .

prograM of research.and:deve-lopment., Finally, there is the administrative

experiment centering at,ound the'Follow Through Branch and the relationships

ir.has established For monittiring the program and for collaborating with

certain activitio.;. All, three of those administlativo experiments are cif,

geheral interest fel the implementation of any piegilm emphasizing an ex-

pei.imoiltal approach to the need Toi social rei0VM.
ti

It is perhaps, important to point out in,conclusion,:that'the accom--
.

plishments: of Folly4:Through cannot. be accurately assessed in the short-.

rup:.rAfter_all, the developmental effort was not an,.end in itself. Xnd tii

fact that hollow Through was-able to build an organization for the implemph-
,

tation of its ptogram is not an end 'in itself; One has to consider the

possibility of additional programs for which the Follow Through oixpetience

is relevant. In this respect; it would appear that Follow Through has

made tUo important contribUtions each of which' is significant. .From .the
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educational experiment, 'one has learned something about,the.advantages and

diaadvantages of certain educational innovations. From the three interre-
,,

latedadministrative experAments one has learned something about the manage-
)

ment or change in: local comMunitiesi about' the managett of a complex

program of 'research and evaluation, and about the management of the F011

Through program as a total system. The importance or / these lattercontribu-

tions should not_be ignored.

*


